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Iraq War Prelude Documents 
 
A collection of documents highlighting the development of the 
American and British government's case for going to war against 
Iraq. Most documents are from the year 2002. They include 
documents from the Executive Office of the President United 
States State Department, Department of Defense, Central 
Intelligence Agency, British Foreign and Commonwealth Office and 
the British Prime Minister’s Office. 
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DOCUMENT: United Nations Security Council, “Note by the Secretary-
General,” S/1997/779, [extract]. 
 
DATE: October 8, 1997 
 
SOURCE: International Atomic Energy Agency 
 
CONTENT: An International Atomic Energy Agency report declares Iraq to be 
free of nuclear weapons, stating that its nuclear facilities were destroyed by U.S. 
bombing during the Persian Gulf War and that "There are no indications that there 
remains in Iraq any physical capability for the production of amounts of weapon-
usable nuclear material of any practical significance.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



UNITED 
NATIONS 

Security Council 

NOTE BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL 

Distr. 
GENERAL 

997/779 
8 October 1997 

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH 

The has the honour to transmit to the members of the 
Council the attached letter dated 6 October 1997, which he has received 

from the Director General of the International Atomic Energy Agency (lAEA) 
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on this occasion to reaffirm once 
Iraq without limitation or condition 

the obI ions 
undel' the NPT and 

with the agreement with the IAEA on the 

Summary 

39. The IAEA continues ion of its OMV 
upon a programme to used in its 
This has resulted in the implementation of sub-surface 

and the further of routine aerial and land-based 
radiometric surveys. Work in other areas of is 

with the of member States. 

40. In the course of discussions, the 
to IAEA but, from the IAEA 

a response 
often 

construed as and responses addressed inaccuracies or 
omissions that ly identified the text. This 
minimalist has resulted in the considerable additional 
time and effort, for all concerned, to to FFCD-F More 
detailed consideration of the matters to 31 above are 
included in part two of this report and 73 to 83. 

41. In response to IAEA requests, the I has invested 
considerable effort in the of resources to 
support IAEA search and excavation the status of 
materials and declared by Iraq to have been either as a 
result of the Gulf War bombardment or by Iraq's unilateral actions. Also, with 
the of the I counterpart, further progress has been made, in 
the content and accuracy of Iraq's six declarations under the OMV. In 

, the 1997 declarations include information, 
by the IAEA, on current activities at certain sites involved in the 

production of materials, equipment and components, as well as sites involved in 
and in research and work. The IAEA is evaluating the most 

recent declarations and will for further 

42. The 1 May 1997 letter from Iraq's Minister of 
from his discussion with the Director General is understood lAEA to 
reflect not 's unconditional reaffirmation of its 
NPT, but its acceptance of its obI , as 

ions under the 
by the IAEA, under 

Iraq's Agreement with the Agency. 

43. The IAEA's ongoing monitoring and verification activities 
April 1997 have not revealed indications of the existence in 
materials or activities, As 
has handed over to the IAEA a number of 

which it had located in response 
This equipment is removed from Iraq. 

since 

counterpart 
related 
by the IAEA. 

44. In its activities in Iraq, the IAEA has benefited from the 
of the United Nations Commission and, in 

, from the generous support of certain IAEA member States which have 

/ ... 
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States. The results of the IAEA's invest ion have over many years 
technically coherent of's clandestine nuclear programme. 

a 

77 Although certain evidence 
can be stated with 

and some gaps in 
clandestine programme: remain, the fol 

78. 

There are no indications to suggest that Iraq was successful in its attempt 
to nuclear weapons. Iraq'S of its progress towards the 
finalisation of a workable design for its nuclear weapons is considered to 
be consistent with the resources and time scale indicated by the available 
programme documentation. However, no documentation or other evidence is 
available to show the actual status of the weapon des when the programme 
was 

to, the threshold of success 
the EMIS process, the 

sub-critical gas 
package for a nuclear 

in such areas as the 
and 

machines, and the 
weapon. 

There are no 
grams of 
through its 

indications to suggest that Iraq had a few 
nuclear material (HEU or 
processes, all of which has been removed from 

There are no indications that 
material. 

otherwise weapon-usable nuclear 

All of the research reactor fuel, the HEU fuel that 
had planned to divert to its "crash programme", was verified and fully 

accounted for by the IAEA and removed from Iraq. 

There are no indications that there remains in any 
for the production of amounts of weapon-usable nuclear material of any 
practical ficance. 

of its of the inder sub-critical 
gas is considered to be consistent with the resources and time scale 
indicated by the available documentation and the status of the related 
facilities. Although little documentation is available, it is clear that Iraq 
had intentions to the 
multi- machines. It will be necessary to 

access to Iraq's source of information in order to have the 
opportunity to verify Iraq's explanation that limited exploratory 
work had been undertaken. 

79. There are no indications of between the 
coherent which past programme and the 

information contained in's FFCD-F issued on 7 1996, as 
supplemented by the written revisions and additions provided by Iraq since that 
time. However, taking into account the lity, albeit remote, of 
undetected facilities or the existence of anomalous activities or 
facilities outside this technically coherent , no absolute assurances can 
be with to the of Iraq's FFCD. Some is 

/ ... 



DOCUMENT:  U.S. Executive Office of the President, Office of the Press 
Secretary, “Statement by the President”  
 
DATE:  October 31, 1998 
 
CONTENT:  In a statement accompanying his signing of the Iraq Liberation Act 
making the overthrow of Iraq’s government U.S. policy, President Bill Clinton 
indicates that the U.S. is giving Iraqi opposition groups $8 million dollars to assist 
them in unifying, cooperating, and articulating their message. 
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". ,STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT 

THE WHITE HOusE 

Offlce of the Pra8 &crdJuy For I~ Il4IasL OctDber 31, 199B 

STATJ;MENT BY THE PRESIDENT 

Today I SId. ~lgn.in~ into I!w H.R. 4655; the "Iraq Liberation Act of 1998," This Act makes 
"clear that "it Is the sense of the Congress that the Uldted States should support thos~ elements of 
the Iraqi Gpposition that advocate a very different future for'lraq than tbe bitter reality of 
iDtenal repression and external aggression that the current regixne in Baghdad now offers. 

Let Qle be clear on what the U.S. obJectives. are: 

The United States wanu Inq to rejoin the family of nations as a 1reedom-Joving and raw-
abiding member. This is in our interest and that of our allies within the region. 

The United States favors 1l.D Iraq that offers Its people freedom at home. I categorically rejed 
arguments that this is unattainsble due to Iraq's history or its ethnic or sectarian make-up. 
Iraqis desene 8D.d desire :freedom like everrone else. " 

The United States looks forward to JI demo~ticany sapported regime that would pennlt US to 
enter lJito a diall>guc leading to the refnt~tiop of Iraq into normal intenlationullife.. 
. " 

My AdmiDistration has pursued, aud will continue to pursue, these objettives through active 
appUeation of all relevant United Nations S«urity ConneD resolution The evidence ill 
overwhelming that such eJumges will Dot happen under the current Iraq leadership. 

1D the 1I2eantime, while the United States c()ntinues to look to the Security Counen's efforts to 
keep the current regime'll behavior in check, we look forward to DeW leaden,up in Jraq tIult 
has the support of the Iraqi people. The United States is providing support to opposition 
group, from s.U sedon of the Iraqi community th2t could lead to a popularly supported 
government. " 

On Odober 2-1.1998, I signed into law tJLe OlllDibus ComoUdated and Emergency 
Supplemental Appropriations Act, 1999, which-made 58 mID10D 8val1able for assistance to the 
!~: democratic opposition. Thh assistance is intended to help the d\mI~rat1c opposition 

.. --

, work together more effectively, and articulate the sfsptratlolHJ dnhe Itaql people for a 
plaralistit, pa.rtfclpatory political sy5tem that will include an. of ~q' II"-diverse ~thnic and 

. rellgiOtlS groups. As .-equlred by the Emergency SllppleIitentaJ Approprfatfo.PIJ Act tor: ~ 1998 
• . ' , " .6 . 

http://www.inc.org.ukI311 098 _Statcmcnt%20BYO/020Presidm~A20Clinton.h~ 
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- :-- ~~~~~c Law 105-114), the De~artmelltofStat~ submitted a report to the Congress on plans to 
csta~&4 Ii p'i'')~1Ill ~tJ &~Ppori the democratic opposition. My AflmfJ)Jstration, as required by 
that .tatute, has also begun to bnplement a program to c:ompbe information regarding 

'aD~tlODJ of genocide, crimes against h1lIIHlllfty, and' war crimes by Iraq's ttUTel1t leaders as a 
Ittp towards bringing to justice those clIrectly respODBfble (or such acts. , 

The Iraq Liberation Act of 1998 provides additional, discretionary authoritits under-which my 
Admln~tratfon can ad to further the obJedives I outllned above. There are, of cours~ other 
important dements oruoS. policy. These Include the maintenance of UN Seturity Councll -
support efforts to-clhnlnate iraqIs prchtbked weapons and mbsfle programs and etoDomJe ' 
sanctions that continue to deny the regime the means to reconstttu~ those threats to 
International peace and security. United States support for'the Iraqi oppos~n will be eanied ' 
out consistent with those pollcy o'bJectives as weD. SImllarly, U.s. mpport must be attuned to . 
what the opposition t.aD effectively make use of as it develops over time. With those 
observadODB, I sIgn B.R. 4655 into Jaw •. 

WILLIAM J. CLINTON 

" THE WHITE HOUSE, October 31~ 1998 

Rdmn to News Page I Retnm to INC Homo Fag!! I N~s From Ira.g I At Mutamar newspaper I INC News 
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2I.n act 
Tlieetab&h a ~ too ~port. tnMsUau t.I>~ In Iraq. 

B~ it eflDded by t1ut Senotr IlIld Howe of Rep1WentaJirn. of 
tM United. Stoia of ~rko.ln Congreu asutnbkd • 
S£CI'lON 1. SHORT Tl'I'LE. 

This Act may be dtod as tho -Iraq Liberation Act of 1998", 
SEC- 2, 5'INtllNGS. 

Tho Congresa make. th.~ foUowing findinjpJ; 
(1) On September 22; ]980, Iraq mvaded Irsn, startIng 

an 8 year wu io which I:raq employoo. clumUcal weapona against 
Iranian ~ and hallistic m1l1il~ against Iranian ciUelI. 

(2) In ];'cbruary J988 Jraq forciblJ" relocated Kurdish 
civilians from their home. vili.age4 tn the Anto,l campaign, killing 
an estimated 60,000 to 180,000 J(urdn. 

(3) On March 16, 1988,lraq used chomical 'H:l:h' against 
Iraqi Kurdi.sh civilian oppooenta in the town of ja. killing 
an eatirnnted 6,000 Kurd& and eaus[ng nwn01"OU8 birth dofecta 
that affect the town today_ 

(4) On Augwt 2, 1990, lraq invadod and. 00gan Il 7 month 
~upat.ioo of Kuwait,. killing .Il.d committing numeJ'OUA abuaea 
agDlnst Kuwaiti. civilians, and se~g Kuwait's oilwella shlue 
u~n~~L . 

(6) Hoatllitioa In Operation De&lI!d Storm IIInded on F&b
ruary 28, 19!n, and lra:q sub&Otluent.ly act:6~ the ceasefire 
conditiOM apec#ied in United Nationa Seeu.rit.y Council Retlolu
tion 687 (April 3, 1991) requiring Iraq, 8.1Ilong othel' things, 
to dillciD811! fully and penI:lit tho df.mulntlll!ment of ita we.a~ns 
of IlUltIII dClJtruction pfOiJ"!l.DU and 6Ubmit w long·term moruto,.· 
ing and verification 0{ lUeh.di&mAQt.kment. 

(6) In April 1993, lnatt. orcbeIJtrat.&d. a 1'AUed J?lot to 8.11U8-
IQna.ta fanner P'retddent George Buah during his April 14-
16, 1993 rui.t to Kuwait. 

(7) in October 19iM, Iraq moved 80,000 troops to areas 
near the border with Kuwait., poging IU1 immlnent threat of 
a nmawed invaaion of or aUack againat Kuwait. 
. (8) OD. Aupat 81, 1996 Iraq aup})f'88aed many of ita oppo
nonta .by help.ng OliO K~h [action upturo Jrbil, the lllUlt 
of the Kurdish l"IIgiODaJ penunent. . 

(9) Since March 1996, Iraq has eystema.ti~ eoudlt. to 
deny weapoD!il wapectol1l mID the Un1ted · Nations Special 
Commi'slon on haq (UNSCOM) aeces~to ke facilities and 
docllmenl.e, baa on several oecasiorlll on • the safe oper-
ation of UNSCOM belieoptars trlUlllportin,g SCOM p81'8onncl 
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in Iraq, and h.o.s peroiotod in 8 ~tto:m of deception and cbnc:elll· 
. - OAent regarding the hilltory of 1I .. weapons of lQlUIl d.!trtnIetion 

programs. 
(10) On August 6, 1998, iraQ oeuod aU cooporation with 

UNSCOM, and BubacquonUy threatened to end lone·term man
i\Oring activities by the [ntom"Uonal AtomIc Enorgy Agency 
andVNSCOM . 

. (11) On Aqurt H/ 1998, Pruidont CliDton eigned Public 
Law 10!;-23.5~ which aeclllrOd that "the -&ri.nmmu I ' 00",," 
Ui in mat.eriaJ and unac:ceptable breach ·ar-it. int;itnationotl 
obligations" and u:rged the Pre!ident -W tako appropriatcl 
action, in accordance with the Constitution IUld rel~ant lawl 
of tho United Statell, to bring Iraq into oompliance with its 
int.cm.ational obliptiona. ... 

(12) On May 1, 1998, Presidont Clinton signed Public Law 
10&-17.(, which lQade $5,000,000 availabls for aasiaLulee to 
the Iraqi democratic o~itlon for luch activitici .. erpniu· 
tioo, trainWz, comtnurucation and wuwnination of Information, 
developing aDd implemontine: agreeDUlnt. amon, opposition 
grou,PI!, compiling information to IJUpport the indJctm80t of Iraqi 
offinal. for.or aimee, and for related putpOlO8. . 

SEC. S. SENSE OP THE COHGIUSS REGAJU)IJIIO UNn'1aJ BrATES POUCY 
TOWARD 1llAQ. 

It ahould bit tha policy of the Unftad States to IUpport efforts 
to remove tho regiaJe h eaded by Saddam Huudn ·t'tom power 
in Iraq and ttl promote the cmer",nco of a domocratic goyemment 
to repiaeo that regime. 
SEC. c. AS$Sl'ANCB TO SUPPORT A. TRAN'SmoN' TO DEMOCllACY IN 

""'Q. 

(ll) Atll'UOJUTY 1'0 PRovrDE Assun'ANC£.-Tbe PnIrident DU\Y 
ptovide to the lroqi democratic Oppo&jtiOD orgo.niutiOTUI delignlted 
1.11. accordance with section 6 the following aufat.anoe: . 

(1) BROADCAS'IlNO ASSLSTANCE.-{A) Orant u.istance to 
ruth organizatiooa for rndio and teJovtaion broadcaating by 
auchorganizationa to [raq. '. . an 1'bexe is authorited to be appropriated to tile United 
S~t..es Infonnation Agency $2.000,000 for fi.w year 1999 to 
cuny out. thitI Plll1lJ1'aph. 

(2) MIUTARY ASSlS'l'ANCL-{A) The PraJldent II .uthorned 
to direct the drawdown of' defense a.rtkIea &om tho stocks 
er the DeJ)&J'tmCDt or Dofenac, dafenae aerviou of tho Depart
ment oC Defense. and mllitary educatfao and training for IUch 
organiza.tiona. 

(B) 'nle aggregate value (u defined in sectiOD 6«(m) of 
the F~ Aliiatanctl Ad. of 1961) or uaatance prvrided 
under this pan.graph may not e.ueed $97,000,000. 
(b) HUMANll'ABL\N As81STANCB.-TbtI ~III urgel the Prwi, 

dent to uae m.ting allthoriUet undor the Fonf.4o Alliatance Act. 
of 1961 to provide humanitarian aamtance ttl mdividuaJa Hving 
in aJ1I" of' Iraq controncd by organiz&dou deaignatad in accordanee 
with aectioa 6t with emphull on addrot;sio& the need.l ofindiTiduals 
who han Oea to loch aau from areu under the control of the 
Saddam HualGin regime. 

Cc) RI?STRICIlON ON AssISTANCB.-No aasiltante under th11 
aeetl,on ahall be provided to MY ,",up within an or~aUon de .. 
Ignated in accordance with .ectiOD 5 which pvup 18, at the titne 
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the asaiatanco is to bo pnmdcd, cnguged in military COOp8J'ation 
with the Saddam Hussein regimo. 

(d) NOTIFICA'nON REqUIREMENT.-The Preaident mall notify 
the congreslionoI eommittee& .peeificd in lUIetion 6S.\A of the Foro 
eign ru.sistance Act of 1961 at least 15 da,.. in adV1l1lCO of oach 
obligation of alJsiJrt.ance under W, section in aceordaoce with the 
procedures appUeabl. u. ",programming notifieatioD.! undor section 
634A . 

. (0) RElMBtrnSEMENT RluA'l'lNO TO MlLrrARY AssL"J'I'~7 
(l) IN GENERAL.--De!ense articles, dG(1inae ~,e'FYteer";-mfd 

mili~ education and training prov:ldod under subHction (aX2) 
.h.all be made available without reimbursement to the DepllJ't.. 
ment or Dofonse ucept to tho anent that funda are appro
priated purauant to parngrapb (2). 

(2) AU'J'HOlUZA1toN OF 1J"PR0000A'l'IONS.-'I'bora are author
ized to be Ilpproprillted to the President for each of the fiacaJ. 
yenra 1998 and 1999 such 8WlUII as lIUly be neCOIl8J)' to 
roimbUl'tlO the appUcable appropriation. fund,. or lU:(!OUDt for 
the vnluo (as defiOOd in section Sof,4(1ll) ortile Foreign Assistance 
Act or 1961) of defense articles, defense 8erviooll, or military 
education and training provided undof' lub8eetiOI) (aX2). 
(f) AvAfi..o\BurrY OP Ft.rNos.--(1) Amounts authorized to be 

appropriated uuder thiA section arc authorized to remain availAble 
until expended. 

(2) Amounts authoriU'd to be appropriatOO. uridar this aBetioD 
ant in addition to lUllOunts otherWIse available for the pUl'pOlea 
described in thill section. 

(g) Aurno1UTY To PRovroE AsmSTANCE.-Activitlea under this 
section (including activities of the nature deacribed in autlsodion 
(b)) may be undertaken notwithstandiDg o.ny other provision of 
law. . 

SEC. &. DI!S.IGNATJON OF IRAQI DEMOCBAl1C OPPOSlT(ON OROANJ%A.. 
nON. 

(a) tNlTlAL DESIONATlON.-Not later than 90 &1'J Ilft.er the 
date of the enactment of thia Act. the President shall designata 
ono or more IraQi demOCl"!!.tic opposItion org8!l.ization. that the 
Presidont determfnea satisfy the criteria set forth in wbaection 
(c) 88 eligible to roceivelllllliat.ance under ICCtion 4-

(b) DE81GNAT:lO~ OF ADDfTlONAL ORaAmzATlONB.-At An,)' time 
subsequent to the initial designation pursuant to subsection hu. 
the President m17 designate one OJ" more aclditiooallraqi democratic 
opposition Of"8lltl1Ut!oDll that the President detcnniDca eatUfy the 
mOOria Ht forth in SUbaeetiOD (c) as eligiblo to receive tlSsistance 
under llee1:1on 4. . 

(c) CIUT£lUA FOR DESIClm110N.-In deaignatin&: an organization 
pursuant to this eectlon. the President ehall corulider only org!lniza· 
Liane that.-

(1) include a broad apeckum of Iraqi individu.al8. group'. 
or both. opposed to the So.ddatn Hussein regime; and 

(2) are committed to democratic values, to ~peet. for 
human rights, to peloodul !1ilotioIll!l with Iraq's ne.ighborfl, to 
maintaining Iraq's territorial mtegrlty. And to foataM, mopera

.tiOD among demoemtic opponents of tho BBddam Hu.ucin 

Wr:~;mCA'nON REClt1IREMENT.-At leut 16 do,ys in advanco 
of dellignating an Iraqi domocratic oppolrition organization punUl.llt 
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to tN. section, the Presidont Ifhall notify the oongrelflional commit,.. 
", - t.cies spt:cifiod in section 6MA of the FOTelgn Aasiatanoo Act of 

1961 of hill proposod dcsi(tnation in accordance with tho PTOCCduI'ttIJ 
applicable to roprogramaung notlficaUona under section 684A. 
BEC. t . WAR CRD!£8 TBIDUNAL FOR IRAq. 

Conaiatent with lIIoctian SOl of the Foreign Rolations Authoriza
lion Act, Fiscal YetU'IJ 1992 and 1993 (Public Law 102-138), HOWIe 
ConCIDTsnt Re801ution 187, l05th Congren (approved bfll1e.:1I:mJe 
of Reprcaenlativu on November 18, 1997)1 and Senate Coru:\U'Te.Dt 
.Huo1ution 78, l05th Congress (lIpprovod oy the Senate on Mafth 
18, 1998), tho Congress urgos1he President to CaD upon the United 
Nations to establish an international crimiDal tribuna] for the pur
pose ot indictJ.ng; ptOlIocuting, and impriaon,ing Seddam Hunein 
and other Iraqi officials who are f'Olponaible for aimes against 
humunity, genocide, and other criminal violatiol1.ll of international 
Jaw. 
SEC. 7. AB8l8TANCI!: TOR. IRAQ UPON JtEPI.ACImENT OF 8AIlDAM 

Rl1SS'BIN RlWDm. 

It ia ilia II8lUIO of the Congress that once the Saddam Hussein 
regimo is Jlllnovud from poWer in Iraq, the United States should 
support. Iraq's transition to democracy by providing iInJruldiate and 
substantial humanitarian a.a8istanoe to the Iraqi people. by provid· 
ing democracy transition assistance to Iraqir.artic8 and movements 
with democratic ~8. and by convf'.ning mq'. foreign croditors 
w develop a multiJatentl response to Iraq's foreign debt incurred 
bySaddacn HWfll4!in'. regime, 
SEC. 8. JtULl:i OF CON8TlWCTJON. 

Nothing in this Act shall be construed to outhom.e or otherwiso 
'speak to the usn of United States Annlild Forces (eu:ept All provided 
In section 4(_)(2» in carT)'ing out this Act. 

Spea/t.tr of the Howe of Repre«nlali(}u. 

Viu Pruidutt of the United SIatu end 
Pruidtmt of lhe &naJ.e. 
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DOCUMENT:  U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Near Eastern Affairs 
Information Memo from Edward S. Walker, Jr. to Colin Powell, “Origins of the 
Iraq Regime Change Policy”  
 
DATE:  January 23, 2001 
 
SOURCE:  State Department FOIA 
 
CONTENT:  A memo Informs the secretary of state that the origin of the U.S.’s 
Iraq regime change policy is the Iraq Liberation Act of 1998, and provides several 
quotes from Bill Clinton supporting concepts included in the act. 
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January 23, 2001 

SENSITIV~'8D~ UMCLASSIFIED 

111 I V \ TO: The Secretary 

FROM: NEA - Edward S Walker, Jr. /~~.-=. I'~ 
SUBJECT: Origins of the Iraq Regime Change Policy 

You asked about the origin of our regime change policy in 
Iraq. It is the Iraq Liberation Act of 1998 (attached). It 
states that the sense of the Congress is that: 

It should be the policy of the United States to 
support efforts to remove the regime headed by 
Saddam Hussein from power in Iraq and to promote 
the emergence of a democratic government to 
replace that regime. 

The statement by the President on the occasion of the signing 
of the Act was highly nuanced in its support for regime change. 
However, subsequent statements by the President and other senior 
officials clarified the policy and made it more concrete. 

• Over the long-ter.m the best way to address that threat is 
through a government in Baghdad -- a new government -- that is 
committed to represent and respect its people, ° not repress 
them; that is committed to peace in the region ..• Let me say 
again, what we want and what we will work for is a government 
in Iraq that represents and respects its people, not represses 
them, and one committed to live in peace with its neighbors. 

- Statement by the President, 11/15/98 

• The hard fact is that so long as Saddam remains in power, he 
threatens the well-being of his people, the peace of his 
region and the security of the world. The best way to end 
that threat once and for all is with a new Iraqi government 
a government ready to live in peace with its neighbors .•. a 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
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government that respects the rights of its people. Bringing 
about a change in Baghdad will take time and effort. We will 
strengthen our engagement with the full range of Iraqi 
opposition forces and work with them effectively and 
prudently. -, - President's Address to the Nation, 12/16/98 

• Now, over the- long-term the best way to end the threat that 
Saddam poses to his own people in the region is for Iraq to 
have a different government. " We will intensify our engagement 
with the Iraqi opposition groups, prudently and effectively. 
We will work with Radio Free Iraq, to help news and 
information flow freely to the country. And we will stand 
ready to help' a new leadership in Baghdad that abides by its 
international commitments and,respects the rights of its own 
people. - Remarks of the President on Iraq, 12/19/98 

- .~~-. 
The regime change policy evolved further, "to "emphasize the 

fact that we expect the Iraqi people themselves to be the source J 
of regime change. I ~ h" 
• On January 21 ecretary 0 ta Albright announced the .t(-r',V'-" 

appointment f Frank Riccia e as Special Representative for ) 
Transition in ... He outlined u.s. intentions to help ~ 
Iraq resume its rightful place in the region -- a goal the ~ 
United States believes can only be achieved under new Iraqi ? 
leadership. He emphasized U.S. desire to work with Iraqis --~~ • 
who alone can make this happen -- inside Iraq and outside 
Iraq, as well as with Iraq's neighbors who share the same 
objectives. - President's Report to the Congress on Iraqi 
Non-Compliance with UNSC Resolutions, 3/3199 

• In the final analysis, change has to come from the Iraqi 
people themselves. 

14 h£ u:i..t.t 
on .the jobr 

- Testimony of undersecretary of State Pickering 
before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 3/17/99 

Attachments: 
Tab 1 - Iraq Liberation Act of 1998 
Tab 2 - lLA Signing Statement of October 31, 1998 
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DOCUMENT: U.S. Department of State Memo from Robert J. Einhorn and 
James A. Larocco to Colin Powell, “Update on Efforts to Prevent Iraqi 
Procurement of Aluminum Tubes”  
 
DATE:  June 29, 2001. 
 
SOURCE:  State Department FOIA 
 
CONTENT:  Indicates early high-level interest in aluminum tubes purchased by 
Iraq before even a preliminary determination has been made as to whether they 
are intended for nuclear weapons use, a sample is to be shown to the president the 
next day. Also shows immediate U.S. government interest in “publicizing the 
interdiction to our advantage,” and “Getting the right story out.” Conversely, 
United Nations arms inspectors from UNMOVIC and the IAEA plan to “analyze 
samples before drawing conclusions.” 
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,FROM: 

- rhe Secretary 
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SUBJECT: update on Efforts to Prevent Iraqi Procurement of 
Aluminum Tubes 

Subsequent to your meeting[ Ion June 
29, we have taken several steps , to promote UN and-Jordanian' 
action op the aluminu~ tube shipment. 

Energizing UNMoVrc, and lARA. We urged UMMovrc and 
lARA to approach Jor~an and request permission to inspect 
the tubes.. Due to ·logistics and bureaucratic hurdles 
(e.g., need to get , IAEA. Director General's apprqval), the 
visit is urilikely' before July 3, though we 'will' preas ' for 
the earlie,at ,possible date: 

Internal Analysis. ~as now mad~ sample tubes 
available ' to 'other USG agenc1ea for further review of 
likely ,'end-use (nuclear or conventional). A sample will be 
shown to the President ' on June 30. We expect to have a 
better determination of likely end-use 'early next .week. 

Avoiding P~oblems with Chi~a .. The Chinese have played 
a positive role in this interdiction/[·------.--------------~I 

\ . I acting ,responsibly when told __ I __ ---'_ 
l I that a Chinese .enti ty was making', the sale. If and 
'-w--;;h-e-n---:-t-:-h.....Je 'interdiction becomes public I, we want the Chinese 
to receive credit rather than blame. We are clearing 
points [ , ] for pUblic use that 
would ac~~wledge China's posItive role. ' We I I 
I I will also give the Chinese a private heads-up that· 

Al 

UJ 

LiL 

the interdiction could become public. 
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Publici2ing the Shipment,. " With, UNMOVIC and the IAEA 
unlikely to ' inspect before ,July 3 and with their desire to 
analyze samples ,before drawing conclusions, we see little 
prospect for ,'publicizing the'interdict'ion to our advantage 
before the OFF rO,llover . ';lthough the JUly ' 3 deadline is 
imminent,' it 'is not necessary for the shipment to become 
public before then. Get.ting .the right. story out in say a 
week or , 80 '\<iill be more ',important than .I:\lshing it out in a 
day or two. We will work ~~th UNMOVIC and rAEA to try to 
ensure that ,their ~eport' : to, the Security 'Council (or 
whatever device they use) will help us in our efforts to 
revise UN 'cot:ltro,ls on Iraq. " 

1 ONMOVI C / IAEA 
~"-r-ec-e-l.-:-· v-e-d-:---;-i-n.f-:-o-rma-"t--;i;-o-n~"::--' ab~o-u7-t--:-t-'---hle-' c-a-r-g-o-.1, approa ched the 
Jordanians, ' and received their p~rmission to inspec::t. 

.. 21m 1 t NOF 6f~ 
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DOCUMENT:  U.S. Department of State Memo from Vann Van Diepen, James 
A. Larocco, and James A. Kelly to Colin Powell, “Update on Efforts to Prevent 
Iraqi Procurement of Aluminum Tubes”  
 
DATE:  July 2, 2001. 
 
SOURCE:  State Department FOIA 
 
CONTENT:  Indicates that the U.S. has concluded that aluminum tubes 
purchased by Iraq are prohibited items and that it considers it important that the 
International Atomic Energy Agency find the same. The IAEA Action Team on 
Iraq will consult with the IAEA director general on whether the team should 
report the results of its analysis to the U.N.’s sanctions committee “even if it 
concludes that the tubes do not meet specifications for nuclear end use.” The CIA 
has already notified Congress of the interdiction, evidently without informing the 
State Department, although the CIA’s initial briefing included a discussion of 
diplomatic efforts on the issue. 
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TO I The Secretary . . ~ 

FROM: . ~ - Va'nrt Van Diep~nrllJActing · ~MJL... 
' NEA -JamesA. Larocco, Actin~rr 
RAP -James A.' Kelly'r . 

SUBJECT: . Update on Efforts to prevent Iraqi Procurement of 
Aluminum ' Tubes . . . 

rAM to Inspect Tubes.- IAEA Action Team experts will 
arrive in · Jordan 'on July 3 . . They plan to take samples of 
the tubes to determine whether they violate UN sanctions on 
weapons/dual-use items. (While our in(ormati~n indicates . 
that the tubes are, indeed, prohibited weaPons items, it 
will be important for the lAEA to verify this 
independently.) • Definitivean~lys.is of . the samples cannot 
be done on site and CQuld .take .several days . . 

. Briefing the Chinese. .We have received clearance from 
I ".. .. " " " . En . ~ . . Jon " poi"ritsacknowledging China' B 

respons1veness 1n1 case that can be used publicly, if 
necessary. ' . We also have clearance on points to use 
privately with the PRC to give them a heads up that the . 
interdiction could become public. We also will urge China 
to exercise strict ·.controls · over its exports to Iraq. We 
will coordinate . the timing of that approach with I I 

Publicizing the Shipment. ' Action Team officials 
believe that the lA.EA should report its findings to the UN 
Sanctions Committee, even if it concludes ' that the tubes do 
not meet specifications for a nuclear end uae. We agree 
that thia is the right course · of action. , The Action Team 
will need lARA Director General El Baradei's approval, 
however, ,to submi t such a report. The Mission in Vienna is 
following tliis closely and will ·' inform us immediately if 
there i 'saneed for 'Washington to weigh in with the 00. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE . 
REVIEW A-UTHORITI': HARRY R MELONE 
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CIA Briefing to Congress. The, ~o called this 

afternoon to inform us that the Age,ncy's Congressional 
Affairs Officeha'd verbally 'notified the Hill about 'this 

. issue on Friday, June 29. We are not aware that anyone in ' 
the Department or Enlbassy'ArtuTian was informed.in advance. 
We under,stand ,the briefing went beyond ' the intelligence to 
'include a review of our dip16matic efforts~ We have· asked 
for a ' copy of .the briefing notes that CIA has prepared to ' 
send to the Hill as a follow-up to the verbal ' brief ing. j-:-) 
liB 1 
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DOCUMENT:  U.S. Defense Department Memo from Donald Rumsfeld to 
Condoleezza Rice, “Iraq”  
 
Date:  July 27, 2001. 
 
SOURCE:  State Department FOIA 
 
CONTENT:  Rumsfeld recommends a Principals Committee meeting and then a 
National Security Council meeting on Iraq, because sanctions are failing and 
Iraq’s air defenses seem to be improving.  He lists policy options, and says, 
“Within a few years the U.S. will undoubtedly have to confront a Saddam armed 
with nuclear weapons” (he also says that Iran will “almost certainly” have nuclear 
weapons by 2006) and that “If Saddam’s regime were ousted, we would have a 
much-improved position in the region and elsewhere.” 
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Working Paper 

July 27, 2001 
4:47 PM 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

cc: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )2--'1"1 ~ 
SUBJECT: Iraq 

I recommend we have a Principals Committee meeting on Iraq. to be followed by 
a National Security Council meeting. 

Background 

We have discussed Iraq on a number of occasions. The discussions have been 
inconclusive. Scvcral lhings have evolved in the intervening period: 

Sanctions arc being limited in a way that C3nnot weaken Saddarn Hus$ein. 
He undi9 the UN:inspections in the 1990s and is working now to further 
undo the' sanctions and th~o-flY zones. He appears to believe he is 
getting stronger. ' His general behavior and re lationships with his neighbors 
suggest he is riding higher than a year ago. 

The routes into and oul of Iraq seem to be increasing. One has to assume 
the volume and mix of materials he· desires are increasing. 

We have had a series of coalition air incidents, which, thus far, have not 
resulted in the shooting down ora coalition plane, but this is an 
increasingly likely danger. The recent firings d~l1lonstrate two things: 

• :l grea ter degree of Iraqi ttggressivcncss; Jnd, even more imponant, 

• Wh31 appears to be significantly improved Iraqi air defense 
capability, coupled with a reduction in U.S. ability to know what 
they arc doing-partly because of their improved liber optic 
linkages. 

Declassified by 
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Proposnl 

We have a number of options with n.-specl to the northern and southern no-Ily 
~oncs. They include: 

COiltinue current U.S, course, with the distinct possibility that a coalition 
plane will be shot down and the crew cither killed or captured in the period 
immediately,lhead. If some imp0l1ant U,S. interest is being accomplished 
by the nights, it is well wQ(1h tbe risk. [fnat, it isn't. 

Undertake a fairly significant U.S. st rike against Iraq's fiber optic links, 
radars, SAM sites and perhaps some asymmetrical strategic assets that 
would impose a more-than-tit-for-tat cost on Saddam for his endangennent 
of our pilots. A number of the currently proposed targets are ncar 
Baghdad. Hitting them would result in a great deal of attention on CNN. 
accusations that Iraqi civilians were killed and strong-potentially 
explosive-public expressions of consternation from our moderate Arab 
friends in the region, even more so than was the case during the last major 
strike in February. 

Finally, the U.S. could either discontinue or significantly reduce the 
number of nights in the northern and southern zones. However, if we seek 
to iimit the risk to coa\ition aircraft by cutting back on the number andlor 
locations of patrols. Iraqi air defenses will continue to improve, which will 
further ildd to the risk and create increased pressure to limit the patrols still 
further or to SLOp them altogether. 

The Broader ConW1-J: 

While it is important, indeed necessary. that we confront the no-tly zone issues, 
the NFZs are on ly a pi~ce of a set of broader Iraqi policy issues. It is the broadl:r 
subject ()f1raq that merits the attention of the Administration. 

There nrc people in the Administ"fatioll who can corne up \\lith a variety of more 
oll:\nced options. Il owcvcr, for the sake of beginning the disclJssion. here ~He 
some possibil ities: 

The U.S . cI\n roH. up its ten lS and end the no-fly zones before someone is 
kil\cd or captured. We. can try lo figure out a way to keep an eye on 
Sadtlam Hussein's aggressiveness against his l\cig,hbors from a distance. 

Declassified by 
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We can publicly acknowledge Ihat si.lflclions don't work over extended 
periods and stop the pretense of having a policy that is keeping Saddam "in 
the box," when we know he has crawled a good distance out of the box and 
is I.;urrcntly doing the things that win ultimately be harmful tn his 
neighbors in the region and to U.S. interests-namely developing WMD 
and the means to deliver thcm and increasing his strength at home and in 
the region month-by-month. Within a few years the U.S. will undoubtedly 
have to confront a Saddam armed wilh nuclear weapons. 

A second option would be to go to our moderate Arab friends, have a 
rcappraisal and see whether they are willing to engage in a more robust 
policy. We would have to assert strong leadership and convince them that 
we will see the projeclthrough and not leave them later to face a provoked, 
but still incumbent, Sad dam. The risks of a serious regime-change policy 
I11l1st be weighed against the certainly of the danger of an increasingly bold 
and nuclear-armed Sad dam in the near future. 

A third possibility perhaps is to take a crack at initiating contact with 
Sad dam Hussein. He has his own interests. It may be that. for whatever 
reason, at his stage in life he might prefer to not have the hostility of the 
United States and the West and might be willing to make some 
accommodation. Opening a dialogue with Saddam would be an 
astonishing departure for the USG, although I did it for President Reagan 
the mid-1980s . 11 would win praise from certain quarters, but might cause 
friends, especinlly those in the region, to question our strength, steadiness 
and judgment. And the likelihood of Sad dam making and respecting an 
acceptable accommodation of our interests over a long period may be 
small. 

There ought to be a way for the U.S. to not be at loggerheads with both of 
Ihe twa most powciful nations in the Gulf- [rail auu lraq-'when till.: two 
of' them do not like each other, arc firing at each other and have groups in 
their respective countries that arc hostile 10 the other side. The particularly 
un fortunate circumstances of Iraq being governed by Sadd:ln1 and Irnn 
being govemed by the clerics have suspended the standard rule that "my 
enemy's enemy is my friend ." If S:lddal1l's regime were ousted, we would 
have a much-improved posilion in the region and elsewhere. 
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Closing Thoughts 

Two problems comiog down the road arc the following: 

Iran will almost certainly have a nuclc~n weapon sometime within the 
nex t five years, and that will change the balance in the region notably. 

Somebody, whether Iran, lraq. or Usama Bin Laden, could take out the 
roya l fami ly in one or more of the Gulf states and change the regime and 
the balanc.e, perhaps inviting Iranian or 1raqi troops in to protect them. 

Clearly. the Ar.lb· Israeli si tuation makes it morc difficult to take strong action, 
but it is at least questionable to assume that our nbility to act will improve by 
wailing. It is possible that Saddam 's options wi ll increase with time, while ours 
could decrease. We certainly need to consider the effects of the Arab-Israeli 
siruation on U.S. Iraq policy. We also need to consider the reverse effects. A 
major success with Iraq would enhance U.S. credibility and innuence throughout 
the region. 

Why don't we get some smart people to take this memo, rip it apart and refashion 
it into an appropriate paper for discussion at an early Principals Committee 
meeting? 
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DOCUMENT:  U.S. Department of Defense Notes from Donald Rumsfeld, [Iraq 
War Planning], Annotated. 
 
DATE:  November 27, 2001 
 
SOURCE:  Department of Defense FOIA 
 
CONTENT:  Notes used by Rumsfeld to brief Central Command chief Tommy 
Franks during a visit to Tampa to discuss a new plan for war with Iraq. 
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November 27,2001 

• Focus on WMD. 

• Slices (building roomeotwn for regime cllaage): -.:;. 4\Yr ... '\ boI. ~ 
b(l) 1.4(a). I 4(C) 

• WMDsites. 
• Seize or d¢Stt~y offensive missile sites (factori~ deployed systems). 
• Seize or destroy Republican OUACds. 
.. b(1) 1.4(a). 1 4(c;) Do in advance? 

~ .. Oil jields 1D SOUQl. 

,.. • Oil fields in north. 
• Seize west.cm <ksert: 

• ~c Jor$nian border, 
• Prevent SCUD missile launches (against Israel). 

,.. .. Deploy gro~ forces in wcstcm dcsat or south of Baghdad=", 
• Tbmsta1 Baghdad 

~. Force Ropublican Guards to rIKlVC .llDd present targets. 
• Cut off Baghdad; 

• P(Cven.t DlOvemen[ of WMD materials. 
• PRssum on regime. 

• Protoct Pi'o\is1onol Govemment, noah at south. 

" , 
Ci " ) 

/ 

• • .Rcgimo chaagc.. . f\ , -.l .... 0 A ~ ~ L J 
. . ~ W~'2.-" do ~~ do c.DW.~ ,u.:l ~ ~ 'M'.I~~ f 

Howstart1 

• SillCldam moves against Kurd! in north? 
• US djsoov~ Saddam conneotion to Sept 1 J attack or to anthrax attacks? 
.. Dispute OVct WMD inspections?· 

• Start now thin1:ing aboul inspection demands. 

• Surprise,s~shockandri8k. _ r~ C~~\J~~~~) £.1c-
• DOfWireducefootprintoow. ~C\~ ~k ~w..- r~ , 

1.1'1 .....--;-. Be foody to strike from III standing start. ~~"\- \a i2'k ~~ o:.t'. 
~l\~~~'t-,". . 

C,J ~~ ~)' Slart military action before moving into place all the force Republican Guards thal 
wouJd be required in th~ worst case. Larger forces flow in behind. 

• 
• DecnpitAtion of government. 

• Do early, 

• Cut off communiCtltions 100 - including 1Il1evision and radio. 

croP SECRET CLOSE HOLf} 
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• Abort any executive order to bel) 1.4(a) 

• Consider radical ideas 

1 
I r· b(l) 1.4(a). 1.4(c) 

• 
b(l) 14(a). 1.4(c) 

• Protect options for unilateral action. 

• NO-$auilioptiOLL 
• No-Turlcey option. 
• US may gc( cooperadon only from 2 or 3 of GCC Countries. 

• Coalition - wbo do we want in? 

• Declaratory policy: 

• Inspections. 
• What ifSllddam uses CW or BW or fues missiles at neighbors? 
• Warnings to regime. 
• Warnirigs to individuals In Iraq's WMD programs. 
• Amnesty for defecting forces? 

• Provisional government. 

W?\ fW~~ . t SOOd d I' • at cm:nes wwctments agruns am an top leutenants. 
• Recognize once pieces are liberated from north IUld south (no separate 

Kurdish state). 
• UN seat. 

. v • Release frozen Iraqi assets to the Provisional Government. 
• Give control over oil sale proceeds from liberated fields. 

• Un~e in Afgbanistan. important to have ideas in advance about who would rule 
aficrwards. 

• Doing tho plannlng. b(l) 1.4(3) 

• Confidentiality. 
• How many people do you need? 

• Can talk to service chiefs and gel you people, who will be detailed to you. 

~~ M'~ ~'t? \\~ cr ~~ 1 
TOP SECRET CLOSS HOLD 
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• They can work in DC or in Tampa. 
• Rough concept, not complete execution~level planning. 
• Deadline. 

• COJlUll41)d structure issues. 

• Ccntc.om and Eurom. 

.. 
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DOCUMENT:  U.S. Department of Defense Memo from Robert Andrews to 
Douglas Feith, “Pre-emptive Operations,” Annotated;  Attachment Not Included. 
 
DATE:  December 17, 2001 
 
SOURCE:  Department of Defense FOIA 
 
CONTENT:  The Defense Department’s Special Operations chief advises 
Douglas Feith to read a conservative Catholic theologian’s upcoming op-ed 
asserting a “moral justification for a pre-emptive strike against Iraq” that 
“demonstrates how pre-emptive action against Iraq fits into the just-war 
tradition.”  (The declassified memorandum as released does not include the 
“attached op-ed” mentioned.) 
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FOR: UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (POLICY) 

FROM: Robert Andrews. Principal Deputy Assistant S~f ~ Il 
tense (Special Operations and Low Intensity Conflic~ l\'--
Pre-emptive OpemionsJlf'" SUBIEC7: 

. / 
AffJI recommond that you read the .ttached op-ed. 

• A prominent Catholic theologian outlines the moral justification for a 
pre-emptive ,trike agaimt Iraq. 

• The o~d will appear in severa.) dozen newspapers after Ouistmas. 

.!B1'The author, GeoI'ge Weigel, author of the authorillOive biography of 
Pope John Paul II, is the former president of the Ethiu and Public Policy 
Center. Mr. Weigel: 

• introduces the concept of "regime factor," 

• illustrates the concept using the Iraq sirulllion. and 

• demonstrates how pre--emptive action against Iraq fits into the just
war tradition. 
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It didn't happen in France, when the question recently was what to do about chaos in Cote d'ivoire. It didn't 
happen in the European Union in the 1990s, when the questions were genocide in Rwanda and ethnic 
cleansing in Bosnia. But it did happen in the United States: for well over a year now, both in government and 
in the public arena, the question of what to do about Sad dam Hussein and his Iraqi regime's weapons of 
mass destruction (WMD) has been debated in terms explicitly drawn from the just war tradition. 

Many American religious leaders and religious intellectuals have found the Bush Administration's just war 
case for the war wanting. I have a different view; I believe that a compelling case can be made for using 
proportionate and discriminate armed force to disarm Iraq. Because the recent debate has focused on four 
key "war-decision" (ad bellum) issues, let me address these here, recognizing that the debate over the 
war's actual conduct in bello will continue during and after the campaign - and that the prior ad bel/urn 
issues will be revisited if the critics' case against the administration proves to have been based on false 
readings of the tradition and the contingencies. 

A last preliminary note. The just war tradition does not "begin," theologically, with a "presumption against 
war." Rather, classic just war thinking begins with moral obligations: the obligation of rightly-constituted 
public authorities to defend the security of those for whom they have assumed responsibility, and the 
obligation to defend the peace of order in world affairs. That is one reason why Aquinas put his discussion 
of just war within the Summa's treatise on charity: public authorities are morally obliged to defend the good 
of concordia - the peace of order - against the threat of chaos. That is why Paul Ramsey described just 
war thinking as a specification of the second great commandment of love of neighbor - even as he insisted 
that the same commandment put limits on what can be done in defense of security, order, and peace. In the 
classic just war tradition, armed force is not intrinSically suspect from a moral point of view. It depends on 
who is using it, why, for what ends, and how. All of this bears directly on the case at hand. 

Just Cause. In classic just war thinking, "just cause" meant response to an aggression underway, recovery 
of something wrongfully taken, or punishment for evil. Contemporary just war thinking tends to limit the 
meaning of "just cause" to "response to an aggression underway" (although calls for "humanitarian 
intervention" to prevent or halt genocides may resurrect the classic idea of "punishment for evil"). So the 
question is, when do we know that "aggression" is "underway"? 

This is neither 1776 nor 1812; an "aggression underway" is not a matter of waiting for the redcoats to crest 
the hill at dawn. Modern weapons technologies, the character of a regime, and the hard lessons of 9/11 
must be factored into today's moral analysiS of "just cause" and into our ideas of "imminent danger." Which 
brings us to Iraq. 

When a regime driven by an aggreSSive fascist ideology has flouted international law for decades, invaded 
two of its neighbors, and used weapons of mass destruction against its foreign and domestic enemies; 
when that regime routinely uses grotesque forms of torture to maintain its power, diverts money from 
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feeding children to enlarging its military, and rigorously controls all political activity so that effective internal 
resistance to the dictator is impossible; when that kind of a regime expands its stores of chemical and 
biological weapons and works feverishly to obtain nuclear weapons (defying international legal requirements 
for its disarmament), tries to gain advanced ballistic missile capability (again in defiance of U. N. demands), 
and has longstanding links to terrorist organizations (to whom it could transfer weapons of mass 
destruction) - when all of that has gone on, is going on, and shows no signs of abating, then it seems 
plausible to me to assert that aggression is underway, from a just war paint of view. 

A historical analogy may help. Given the character of the Nazi regime and its extra-legal rearmament, would 
it not have been plausible to assert that aggreSSion was underway when Germany militarily re-occupied the 
Rhineland in 1936, in defiance of the Versailles Treaty and the League of Nations? The withdrawal of 
UNSCOM weapon inspectors from Iraq in 1998 was this generation's 1936. Another 1938, a new Munich, is 
morally intolerable: the world cannot be faced with a nuclear-armed Saddam Hussein and an Iraqi regime 
that had successfully defied all international legal and political attempts to disarm it. 

Just cause is satisfied by recognizing that the present Iraqi regime, armed as it is and as it seeks to be, is 
an "aggression underway." The U.N. recognized that in 1991 when it demanded Iraq's disarmament. To 
disarm Iraq now, by using proportionate and discriminate armed force if necessary, is to support the 
minimum conditions of world order and to defend the ideal of a law-governed international community. Thus 
military intervention to disarm Iraq is not "pre-emptive war," nor is it "preventive war," nor is it aggression. 
The war has been underway for twelve years. 

Competent authority. This classic "war-decision" criterion reflects the tradition's basic distinction between 
bellum and duel/urn . Duel/urn, dueling, is armed force used for private ends by private individuals. Bellum, 
war, is armed force used for public ends by public authorities who have a moral obligation to defend 
security and order. "Competent authority" once helped moral analysts distinguish between legitimate princes 
and marauding brigands. For the past several hundred years, "competent authority" has resided in the 
nation-state. Over the past year, a new claim has entered the debate: that only the United Nations (which in 
effect means the Security Council, which in effect means the five veto-holding members of the Security 
Council) possesses "competent authority" to authorize the use of armed force. 

This claim actually outstrips anything the U. N. claims for itself. The Charter explicitly recognizes an 
inalienable right of national self-defense; if you are attacked, you do not need the permission of 
vetO-Wielding permanent members of the Security Council like France, China, or Russia before you can 
defend yourself. A further, interesting question is raised by the claim that only the Security Council 
possesses the moral authority to authorize the use of force: how is moral authority (as distinguished from 
political throw-weight) derived from the acquiescence of states like China, Russia, and France, whose 
foreign policies are conducted on entirely amoral (i.e., Realpolitik) grounds? Here is something for the 
masters of casuistry to think about. 

In the case of Iraq, the debate these past two months came down to one question: how many more "final" 
Security Council resolutions were required to satisfy the war-decision criterion of competent authority? 
When Resolution 1441 was meticulously negotiated last November, everyone understood that the "serious 
consequences" to follow Iraq's material breach of the demand for its disarmament and its active 
cooperation in that disarmament meant intervention through armed force to enforce disarmament. Is it 
obtuse to suggest that the unanimous acceptance of 1441, by a Security Council which obviously 
understood what "serious consequences" meant, satisfies the criterion of "competent authority" - and 
precisely on the grounds advocated by those who argue for the superior competence of the U. N.? No. 
Absent another "final" Security Council resolution, would the use of armed force to compel Iraqi 
disarmament mean that brute force had displaced the rule of law in world affairs? No. It would mean that a 
coalition of states had decided, on just war grounds, that they had a moral obligation to take measures that 
the U.N., as presently configured, found it impossible to take - even though those measures advance the 
U. N. 's goals. 

Willing ends without concurrently willing the means necessary to achieve them is not morally serious. 
Functional pacifism cannot help us traverse the hard, stony path from today's world - in which homicidal 
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ideologies are married to unimaginably lethal weapons - to the world envisioned by John XXIII 's Pacem in 
Terris : a law-governed international political community . 

Finally, the criterion of "competent authority" involves the "location" of moral judgment in matters of war and 
peace. The Catechism is quite explicit: "the evaluation of these Uust war] conditions for moral legitimacy 
belongs to the prudential judgment of those who have responsibility for the common good" [2309] . 
Responsible public authorities make the call. Religious leaders and religious intellectuals must teach the 
relevant moral principles, insist that they inform public and governmental debate, and bring their best 
prudential judgments to bear in those debates. But the call is made by others. 

Proportionality. The most intellectually respectable arguments against military intervention in Iraq have 
involved weighing desirable outcomes (Saddam's disarmament) against undesirable possibilities: the "Arab 
street" in chaos, further deterioration in the prospects for peace in the Holy Land, terrorists emboldened, a 
new and dangerous rift in Christian-Muslim relations. These are very serious concerns. Yet scholars and 
analysts with entirely respectable track-records have argued that these things will not happen. The "Arab 
street" did not rise up as predicted in 1991; the first Gulf War actually advanced the cause of Middle East 
peace by leading to the Madrid peace conference; terrorists struck the United States most viciously when 
Osama bin Laden had convinced himself that Americans were feckless. As for the future of relations 
between the West and the Arab Islamic world, the brilliant Fouad Ajami, a Lebanese Shi'ite, has argued 
that, for all its dangers, the disarming of Iraq, ridding the Iraqi people of a vicious dictatorship, and helping 
to build a new, democratic Iraq could have a galvanizing effect throughout the Middle East by breaking the 
patterns of corruption and repression we now mistakenly call "stability," and by challenging what Ajami calls 
the culture of "bellicose self-pity" in the Arab Islamic world. 

This is, as always in the just war tradition, a judgment call. Reasonable people could differ on it. What 
should not have been in dispute is that the gravest damage would be done to the cause of world order and 
international law if Saddam Hussein were permitted to defy demands for his regime's disarmament. That 
fact must weigh heavily in any calculus of proportionality. 

Last resort. "Last resort" is also a matter of prudential judgment, not algebraic certitude. I judge that "last 
resort" was reached in the first months of 2003 for at least three reasons: 

First, the experience of the late 1990s demonstrated that containment cannot work in Iraq, given the 
weaknesses of the U. N. system and the cravenness of those Security Council members who dismantled 
UNSCOM for commercial advantage. A prudent statesman could not assume that effective containment 
could be re-built. Moreover, a robust containment regime would have to include economic sanctions; the 
primary victims of those sanctions, thanks to Saddam's manipulations and internal control, would be Iraq's 
ill, elderly, and children. This would have been a morally superior policy option? 

Second, the post-Resolution 1441 inspectiOns process seemed almost certainly incapable of succeeding in 
its task: to compel the disarmament of Iraq. It could not succeed because the regime cooperation 
necessary to rid Iraq completely of WMD was manifestly not forthcoming - and never would be. 

Third, "last resort" was reached because deterrence was not an option after containment's failure. When 
Saddam Hussein got control of nuclear weapons - and prudent statecraft understood that, absent 
disarmament and regime change, the question was when. not if - the only forces that would be deterred 
would be the U.N. and the U.S. The Iraqi people would then be condemned to more torture, repression, 
starvation, and disease. Our capacity to protect the Kurds and Shi'ites would be lost. Moreover, no prudent 
statesman could bet on the long-term likelihood of deterring a man Who, at many crucial junctures in the 
past, had made the wrong decision, with vast suffering as a result. 

I took no pleasure in reaching this conclusion. People of decency and good will kept saying, "But surely 
there must be another way?" The hard fact of the matter, though, is that the other ways had all been tried 
and had all failed. It was true that we had been brought to this point both by Saddam's relentless pursuit of 
power and by failed western policies in the past. But the failures of the past could not be excuses for further 
failures of wit and nerve now. Last resort was upon us in early 2003. A binary choice had been posed: 
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appeasement, or military intervention to enforce disarmament. And the appeasement of Saddam Hussein's 
murderous regime was, in my judgment, both morally loathsome and a profound threat to peace. 

From War to Peace. The just war case for the war against the Iraqi regime must conclude with a viable 
concept of the peace that can be achieved after Saddam Hussein, his government, and the Ba'athist regime 
are deposed and Iraq's disarmament of WMD is achieved. As President Bush and his senior counselors 
made clear, armed intervention in Iraq would not be a matter of "butcher and bolt" (as Britain used to 

describe some of its 19th century Third World adventures) . Disarmament and regime change must, and Will, 

be followed by a concerted effort to rebuild Iraq - to empower its educated and hard-working people to 
regain control of their own lives, and to facilitate the emergence of a modem, post-Ba'athist Iraq that is 
good for Iraqis, good for the region, and good for the world. In that way, the use of proportionate and 
discriminate armed force against the Saddam Hussein regime - not against the Iraqi people but against the 
regime that has brutalized and enslaved them for decades - can contribute to building the peace of order, 
justice, and freedom in a long-suffering country. And in doing so, it can set an example for the entire Middle 
East. 

As the Holy Father has said, war is always a "defeat for humanity," a defeat for the forces of reason. 
Permitting Saddam Hussein to realize his ambitions to hegemony in the most volatile region of the world 
would also be a defeat for humanity and its quest for the peace of order that is composed of freedom and 
justice. The "defeat for humanity" that the last resort of armed intervention to enforce Iraq disarmament will 
represent can be redeemed by the emergence of a new, free, and stable Iraq - a living refutation of the 
debilitating notion that Arabs and Muslims are incapable of self-government and unsafe for the world. Thus 
"last resort" can, and I pray will, create an opening to new and welcome possibilities for the pursuit of 
peace, security, and freedom. 
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SOURCE:  State Department FOIA 
 
DOCUMENT:  This intelligence assessment indicates that war against Iraq 
“absent incontrovertible evidence of links to the September 11 attacks” would be 
highly problematic for France and Germany and that only British Prime Minister 
Tony Blair, “at substantial political cost,” would support a U.S. attack. 
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(U) Europe: Key Views on Iraqi Threat and Next 
Steps 
(@Ill W) Prance, Germany, and the United Kingdom all want the return of UN inspectors to Iraq and the 
establishment of a 10ng~tel1l1 monitoring program to cont;tin the Iraqi weapons of mass. destruction 
(WMD) threat. But military action against Iraq, absent incontrovertible evidence of Jinks to the 
September 11 attacks, would create problems for Paris and Berlin. Only British Prime Minister Blair, at 
substantial political COS4 would publicly support a US decision to bomb Iraq. AU three countries see a 
direct link to the spiral of violence in the Middle East and believe strong American pressure on both 
sides in the peace process is essential. . 

(U) Assessment of Iraq's WMD threat 
. . . 

(C/INF) There is no argument with the US proposition that Iraqi WMD capabilities pose a significant 
threat. Washington has shared intelligence on this issue, and there is general agreement as to the extent 
ofIraq's capabilities and potential in the nuclear area. There appears to be a fairly good understanding of 
the threat represented by Iraq's ballistic missile and chemical weapons capabilities,r 

(U) Views on i-nspectiom/nionitoring 

(:il:\1 fiii)iLondon, Paris, and Berlin believe inspectors should be allowed to return to Iraq. The Allies seek 
to keep up the pressure on Baghdad for the resumption of inspections. All parties have tried to ensure 
the Iraqis get the message that their options are limited and time is running out-Baghdad must comply 
with lJ~ S~cuIjty -C;ouncil reselu~ions and accept UN inspectors or face potentia] US military action. 

(U) Reactions to bombing Iraq 

(8:'1W)eThe French have indicated that bombing Iraq is a red-line issue for them in the war on 
terrorism·, .They are worried that Washington will decide to infonn coalition partners only when it is 
about to undertake" hostile action. The French have made clear that their willingness to support military 
strikes beyond Afghanistan would require three elements: a Security Council resolution; incontrovertible 
evidence of links between the Septerpber 11 attacks and the new target, and a consensus that diplomatic 
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arid' other methods (such a~ financial controls. police or judicial efforts, surveillance, and covert 
methods) are i'nsufflcient to eliminate terrorist cells. 

. , . 
(8M W) Gennah Chancellor Schroeder and Foreign Minister Fischer repeatedly have voiced objections 
to expanding the counterterrorism war to Iraq in the absence of compelling evidence implicating 
Saddam in sponsorShip of al-Qaida or other terrorist groups or activities. A US decision to bomb Iraq 
would confront the Schroeder government with a dilemma. It doubtless would criticize Washington 
pointedly but would not want to be in the forefront of governments opposing such action. Even the 
conservative Chnstian Democratic Union (CDU) probably would criticize the United States in such an 
eventuality. Schroeder and Fischer have stressed the polarizing effect that the bombing ofIraq would 
have on "moderate" Arab states. Berlin worries that the defection of Egypt. Jordan, and others from the 
coalition and concomitant ill will toward the United States would jeopardize the US role as peacemaker 
in the Middle East. 

~eJl ~ The UK's Blair would publicly support a US decision to bomb Iraq but would face considerable 
criticisml ' ' lab out the 
wisdom of wldemng the war. The pnce of this support would be hIgh for r:um at home and 10 Europe. -He 
would be exposed to further sharp criticism from the left wing of his own party. Moreover, there is 
serious concern in the security services and in mainstream opinion about opening a second fr~nt at 
home: it could bring a radicalization of British Muslims, the great majority of whom opposed the 
September 11 attacks but are increasingly restive about what they see as an anti-Islamic campaign. 

(U) Middle East peace process 

i~;;:flip)There is an in$istent refrain that the United States should do more about the deteriorating 
situation in the Middle East. All three capitals have tried to be helpful in the peace process, believe there 
is no substitute for ~n active US role in the region, and emphasize the necessity of a,voiding any action 
t~at would risk turning the war ~gilinst terrorism. into a war against Islam. Leaders in each of the· 
c'ountries have S oken out and traveled widely in making this point. 

(U) For addit,ional analysis related to the Middle East., see 
INR Brief on ,C1i.1k.SJ "IsraelfTurkey ...... 11118/2001 - (fSH&IIIUS2VAUS/CAP'HGBR/NLL EYES 

'-DNLYlnH). ' 

Reason for Classification: 1.5 Cd) 
Declassify on: 20111213 
Derived from: multiple sources 
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DOCUMENT:  Department of State, “Jordan: Talking Points for Vice-
President’s Expanded Meeting with King Abdullah”  
 
DATE:  February 23, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  State Department FOIA release 
 
CONTENT:  Vice President Cheney was to discuss a variety of topics with the 
Jordanian king during this early 2002 visit, including actions on counterterrorism 
and the Middle East peace process in addition to Iraq.  
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JORDAN: 'l'AL1tING POIN'I'S FOR vICE PRESIDENT t S EXPANDED MEE'l'ING 

WITH lUNG ABDlJL.LAB 

Counterte%%oris.m: 

• We appreciate Jordan's superb cooperation on counterterrorism 
issues. Jordan's contributions to Operation Enduring Freedom 
set an example and are a tribute to your courageous leadership. 

• While our initial focus has been on Usama Bin Laden and his 
network, our longer-term intention remains to go after all 
terrorist groups with a global reach. 

• We recognize this is an extremely complicated issue with many 
different dimensions and'no quick solutions. Our approach will 
be comprehensive, caref~l and methodical. 

M1~e East Peace Process: 

• We intend to remain engaged and will send Zinni back when 
such a mission can be effective. 

• We understand the negative consequences for Jordan of 
continuing violence between Israel and the Palestinians. 
Our interests are also at stake. 
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JORDAN: 

I. Key Objectives 

UNCLASSIFIED 

RELEASED IN PART 
B 1, 1.4(B), 1.4(D) 

VIes PRESIDENT'S EXPANDED MEETING 
WITH KDlG ABD'OLL.AH 

• Counterterrorism: Express appreciation for Jordan's strong 
support for the counterterrorism effort and review our thinking 
on next steps in Afgha~istan and beyond .. 

• MEPP: Emphasize our intention to remain engaged .in Midd~e East 
peace efforts and outline our view on how best to move forward. 

• Iraq: Assure the King that as we weigh our options regarding 
Iraq, we will be sensitive to Jordan's concerns. 

• AssistancG: Indicate a,upport for increased econ9mic and 
military assistance for Jordan, includi~g prospects for a 2002 
supplemental. 

• Economic Re~or.ms: ~pplaud continued efforts by the King on 
economic reforms I BI 

I 
• Encourage continued close cooperation to ensure effective Free 

Trade Agreement (FTA) implementation. 

· I 

~------------------------------------------------------------~ 
II • Background 

In the context of current Middle East troubles, Jordan's 
role as a k~y Arab moderate and- steadfast ally in our campaign _----'I against international terrorism is more important than ever. 
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IThe King is leaving 
~s~h~o~r~t~Ir.y~a~f~tre~r=-~y=o=u~r-=m=e=e=t~~=n=g~.~f=o=r~t~n~e--M~o~n~terrey Financing for 
Development Conference, where he hopes to meet with the President 
and compare notes ,on regional issues prior to·the March 27-28 
Arab League Summit in Beirut. 

our visit 

L-____ ----.~ __ ----~~--.~~~~~~------~--~--~---iS an 
for us to demonstrate our' continued strong support 
the King, and the moderate policies he is pursuing. 

Suppo:t for the Wa: Oft Terrorism 

Jordan's commi'tment to participate in U. S. -led coalition 
efforts in Afghanistan, the first Arab country to do so, has been 
consistent and strong. I , 

Midd1a East Peace Neqot1atians 
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u.s. Assistanoe 1:0 Jordan 

no· final decision has been made, the State 
creasing assistance for Jordan as part of a 

~ ____________ ~ __ ~~The u.s. has been supportive of Jordan's 
efforts to reschedule its de~~ 

An increase in Fore1gn.Military Financing (FMF) is also 
being considered as part of the suppiemental process, and if made 
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available would be used for increased border security and 
counterterrorism. The Administration has also requested an 
increase to $198 million in FY 2003, up from the curr~nt $75 
million in FY 2002. 

0. S • -Jordan I':r:ea ':rade Agreement (rrA) 

The U.S.-Jordan Free Trade Agreement (FTA) went into effect 
on December 17, 2001. ~ It has generated a great deal of 
excitement within the business community in Jordan and there is 
an acti~e private sector-led initiative to execute a strategy to 
implement the FTA. While it is too Soon to quantify the impact 
on the Jordanian· economy, there is already anecdotal evidence 
that the agreement is stimulating bilateral trade. OSAID has 
begun programs to enhance the commercial competitiveness of 
Jordanian exporters to help them take advantage of the FTA . 

. . 



DOCUMENT:  Department of State, “Jordan: Talking Points for Restricted 
Meeting with King Abdullah”  
 
DATE:  February 24, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  State Department FOIA release  
 
CONTENT:  Unlike in his wider meeting, at Cheney’s private meeting with King 
Abdullah the Iraq issue led the agenda, and with the point that “Saddam Hussein 
is a threat to U.S. and regional interests,” following up with the declaration that 
“we are determined to address that threat.” King Abdullah was to be given 
assurances that the United States would “keep in mind Jordan’s concerns and 
vulnerability.”  
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JQ1U)1\N: TALKING POINTS FOR RESTltIC'.rED MEBTING WITH 
KING ABD'OLLAB 

:Iraq: 

• Saddam Hussein is a threat to u.s. and regional 
interests, as well as to the Iraqi people. We are 
determined to address that threat and are seriously 
considering various options. 

• We have been working to make multilateral controls 
effective; have insisted Iraq accept unconditional return 
of UN weapons ~nspectors. 

• If multilateral approach ineffective, we will have to 
look to other ways" to protect our interests. 

• We will keep in ~ind Jordan's concerns and vulnerability, 
and will remaln in close touch as the situation unfo"rds 
in the coming months. 
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DOCUMENT:  United Kingdom, Cabinet Office, Overseas and Defense 
Secretariat, “Iraq: Options Paper" 
 
DATE:  March 8, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  Downing Street Documents (Confirmed by the Chilcot Committee) 
 
CONTENT:  The paper notes, “The US administration has lost faith in 
containment and is now considering regime change.” The paper reads, “A legal 
justification for invasion would be needed” and that “none currently exists.” The 
Cabinet Office analysts recommended a “staged approach” to establish 
international support, which would anyway be consonant with the requirement for 
a six-month interval to prepare for military action. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  























DOCUMENT:  Foreign and Commonwealth Office, memo from Tim Dowse, 
Head of Non-Proliferation Department, to Michael Williams, special adviser to 
Foreign Secretary Jack Straw. 
 
DATE:  March 13, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  U.K. FOIA disclosure  
 
CONTENT:  Dowse complains that his department was not told in advance of a 
briefing paper on Iraq that Foreign Secretary Straw had given to the Parliamentary 
Labour Party. He points out that the paper went against the government’s 
established line by stating that Iraq’s alleged nuclear weapons program was 
“unchecked,” but adds that the early draft of the British government’s dossier will 
have to be reviewed “to avoid exposing differences with your paper.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



From: Tim Dowse, NPD 
Date: Error! Reference source not found. cc: PS 

PSIMr Bradshaw 
PSIPUS 
Peter Ricketts 
Stephen Wright 
William Ehrman 
Alan Goulty 
Heads: News Dept, MED 

--- - To: - Error! Reference source riot found.: Special Adviser -

SUBJECT: Error! Reference source not found. 

1. I am sorry that NPD had no forewarning of the briefmg paper which you circulated to PLP 
members last night. It differs in one important respect from our usual line on Iraqi nuclear 
weapons. 

2. Press reports today have seized on your papers's statement that "If Iraq's weapons 
programmes remain unchecked, Iraq could .. .. develop a crude nuclear device in about five 
years" (my italics). Our longstanding public line is that would only be possible "if controls 
[ie UN sanctions] are lifted" - in other words, we believe that at present that the Iraqi nuclear 
weapons programme is not 'unchecked' (CBW programmes are another matter). This was 
the line that News Department offered in response to questions from the Guardian to the 
Secretary of State yesterday. 

3. The difference is small, but significant. Our standard line is supported by repeated JIC 
assessments, and helps to underline the importance of retaining sanctions against Iraq. It is 
also included in the draft public dossier on 'WMD programmes of concern' which the 
Cabinet Office are producing at NolO's request. We clearly will now have to review that 
text, to avoid exposing differences with your paper. 

, 
4. The underlines the importance of very close co-ordination at a time when so much public 
briefing material is in preparation on WMD - and Iraqi - issues. 

Tim Dowse 

Tim Dowse 
Head, Non-Proliferation Department 



DOCUMENT:  United Kingdom Government, Prime Minister’s Office, 
Memorandum, David Manning-Tony Blair 
 
DATE:  March 14, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  Downing Street Documents 
 
CONTENT:  A  senior adviser to Prime Minister Blair reports on a dinner 
conversation on “Tuesday” (March 12) with Condoleezza Rice along with 
discussions with the “NSC team” the following day.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  







DOCUMENT:  United Kingdom, Washington Embassy, Memorandum, 
Christopher Meyer-David Manning, “Iraq and Afghanistan, Conversation with 
Wolfowitz”  
 
DATE:  March 18, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  Downing Street Documents 
 
CONTENT:  Ambassador Meyer reports on a lunch the previous day with 
Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz, saying that he had stuck closely to 
the script Manning had used a few days earlier: “We backed regime change but 
the plan had to be clever and failure was not an option.” Meyer emphasized war 
would be a “tough sell” for the Blair government, which was considering putting 
out a white paper to make the case against Saddam.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  







DOCUMENT:  Foreign and Commonwealth Office, letter from Peter Ricketts, 
Political Director, to Foreign Secretary Jack Straw 
 
DATE:  March 22, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  The Downing Street Documents. 
 
CONTENT:  This is a response to Straw’s request for input into a letter that he 
would send to Prime Minister Blair, giving advice on how to handle the 
forthcoming Crawford summit.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  







 
DOCUMENT:  Department of State, Briefing Memorandum, William Burns-
Colin Powell, “Principals’ Committee Meeting on the Vice-President’s Trip”  
 
DATE:  March 25, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  State Department FOIA release 
 
CONTENT:  This Principals’ meeting called by Vice President Cheney had one 
of its purposes was “previewing the next steps toward Iraq.” 
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March 25, 2002 
CONFIDENTIAL 
DECL: 3/25/2012 ~(;ANN!::D 

.t\ Pli " .: ')n.n" 
TO: . 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

The Secret~ry • :oJ.:# 

MEA - Bill B~rns ~ 
Principals' Committee Meeting on the Vice 
President's trip; Tuesday, 2:00-3:00 P.M., 
March 26, 2002, White House Situation Room 

Key Qbjectives for Your Par~ioipation in the pc: 

• - , ~~ 1; ; .... r,;' .-:-.:: '. .... ""t'" ~. ". " t ",'" 0_. ~ .. . . . i I ... ~ ~!. ~ _ • ., .... , 

Background 

The Vice President has convened a Principals' 
Committee meeting to review his recent visit to the UK, 
Turkey, and the Middle East. The Vice President visited 
.the United Kingdom, Egypt, Jordan, Oman, the United Arab 
Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar, Kuwait, Yemen, 
Israel, and Turkey March 10-20. Key objectives fOT his 
trip included: 

• Encouraging closer counterterrorism cooperation, while 
expressing appreciation for support to date; 

• Reassuring key leaders about the value we place on 
bilateral relations, plus seeking to open strategic 
dialogues on the future of these relationships; 

• Previewing next steps toward Iraqi 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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• Underscoring that" the u.s. remains fully engaged in 
efforts to achieve a comprehensive settlement to the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict; and 

• Emphasizing the importance of reform. 

CONFID8NTIAL 
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We have not received an agenda for the meetings. 
Participation is restricted" to principals only. 
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DOCUMENT:  Foreign and Commonwealth Office, Circular Cable Diptel 73, 
101727Z  
 
DATE:  April 10, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  British Iraq Inquiry (Chilcot Committee) release 
 
CONTENT:  This cable was for the general guidance of British diplomatic 
missions 
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Extracts from FCC Diptel73 of 101727Z, April 2002 

Paragraphs 2-5 and 7 onwards have been redacted on the grounds that they reported on issues other 
than Iraq. 

SUBJECT: THE PRIME MINISTER'S MEETING WITH PRESIDENT BUSH, 5·7 APRIL 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The Prime Minister and Mrs Blair visited the Bush ranch in 
Crawford, Texas on 5·7 April. Much of the discussion was tete-a·tete 
between the Prime Minister and the President. In FCO telno 215 to 
Abidjan, the PUS commended the Prime Ministe~s subsequent speech on 
7 April at the George Bush Senior Presidential Library and invited 
you to draw on it. 

IRAO 

6 Tne P'Ifl1e MInister came away conVinced that President Bush would 
aCt 'n a calm, meaSured and senSible but firm way. There was no 
quest lo ~ of preclpllate action Butlhey agreed that Iraq's WMD 
prog'ammes were a major Ihreat to the international community, 
oartlculafl \ when coupled with Saddam's proven track record on using 
toese weapons Letting thai programme continue unhindered was not an 
ODilor Tne Pnme Minister and Presidenl Bush agreed Ihat action IP 
Ine UN lias the P'IO'!I, II was essential to get the weapons 
~ speciors aeployed to begin to assess the extent of the Iraq! WMD 
0r091 a~ "1es The P'ime Minister had been tough in hiS demands Ihal 
Sacca~ ., ust iet :!Ie '1spectors back 111 "anyone any lime any 
~ I a ';t I"a' :ne '"te'natlonal :ommuli'l\ demands" 

. 
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DOCUMENT:  Department of State, Bureau of Intelligence and Research, 
Intelligence Assessment, “Western Europe: Publics Support Action Against Iraq,”  
 
DATE:  April 10, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  Department of State FOIA release 
 
CONTENT:  State Department intelligence cites opinion polls recording 
substantial support in Western Europe for military action against Iraq. Public 
opinion was strongest for action to eliminate the ability to produce weapons of 
mass destruction, and more mixed on action “forcibly to remove terrorists and 
shut down training camps.”  
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INR* 
US Department of State 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Intelligence Assessment 
04/10/2002 

RELEASED IN PART 
.' Bl, 1.4(C), 1.4(D) 

(U) Western Europe: Publics Support Action 
Against Iraq 
(C) European publics 'are far ahead of their govCmments in supp~rt for possible military action in Iraq, 
as long as it is taken multilaterally. Arguments that draw attention to human rights in addition to 
terrorism a;nd weapons of mass destruction (WMD) will be the most persuasive with Allied publics. 

(C) INR surveys conducted before the current Israeli crackdown in the West Bank and Gaza show half 
or more among key Allied publics supporting military action against Iraq. Backing for action to 
eliminate Iraq's WMD capabilities reaches majority levels in the United Kingdom, France, and Spain 
(Table 1). This argument has slightly more influence than using force to "reJ;llove terrorists" and 
eliminate th~ training camps • 
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·1 Support . 

I Oppose 

r-;-, 62 48 ., 47 
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57 
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Figure 1: European Attitutes Toward Iraq 
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• Unfavorable c Favorable 

04..Q2 STATE (artee d Research) 

(U) Underlying support for military action, European publics are widely negative toward Iraq (Figure 1). 
Even more than con~ems over WMD, European publics take issue with Iraq on terrorism and human 
rights (Table 2) .. 
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DOCUMENT:  DOD/OUSDP Memorandum, “Read Ahead for Secretary 
Rumsfeld RC Meeting, Tuesday April 16, 2002: ‘Necessity for Full Range of 
Training for Iraqi Opposition’ 
 
DATE:  April 12, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  Department of Defense FOIA 
 
CONTENT:  A cover note from Assistant Secretary of Defense Peter W. 
Rodman makes clear that by April 2002 the Pentagon has already completed 
action on a “decision package” of materials regarding “providing a full range of 
military training to the Iraqi opposition,” to include combat training, and is taking 
that choice forward to the NSC Principals’ Committee. The Department of 
Defense argues that previous limitations on support to the level of “non-lethal” 
aid are not based upon legal restrictions, and that combat training “is a necessary 
first step in implementing the President’s guidance.” Such training will build trust 
with the Iraqi exiles, “reduces the possibility of fratricide” in a collaborative 
military operation, and would increase its effectiveness. 
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READ AHEAD FOR SECRETARY RUM'SFELD 
PC MEETING TUESDAY, J 6 APRIL 2002 

ApJ1l'li,aOi 

NECESSITY FOR FULL itANGE OF TRAINING FOR IRAQI OPPOSmON 

From: Assistant Sem:tary ofDefeJ1Se,lntemational Security Affairs 
(peter W. Rodmao, tj~S-43S1) . 

• The authOll of the Iraq Liberation 'Act (ILA) say their intent was to provide the 
full range of military tra.iJrlns to the Itaqi opposition. . 

• The ILA as written does not prohibit using Drawdown Authority for the full 
range of military training. The CUJ1eIlt policy to provide only "JlOD-Iethal" 
assistance was a policy decision of the Jut administration (based on the UN 
arms .embargo DB the Saddam rectme). 

• The Office of the DOD General CcnmseI ~dvises that the full range of military 
training assistance to the opposition can be provided consistent with UN 
Resolutions. 

",0 . 
• Providing the fuD range of military training to the opposition is a neeessary 

•

... ~'".:"{,.'''' implementing the President's guidance to DOD as laid out-in . 
e.g., "capitalize in our planning on particular lessonS learned from 

urrec support for Afghan opposition forces"), . 

• One of the Jessons from working with the Afghan opposition is that early 
coordination of effort between SOP forces and opposition fOJCeS: 

B~lds trust betWeen U.S. and opposition forces. 

- Reduces the possibility of fratricide and collateral damage: 

- Increases the effectiveness of operatioiJs. 

Attachment: . 
DOD Decision Package on Removal ofRestrictioDS on lLA Drawdown Authority 



DOCUMENT:  CENTCOM, General Tommy Franks, “AOR Trip: Egypt, Saudi 
Arabia, Kuwait and the UK, 19-26 April 2002”  
 
DATE:  April 29, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  Department of Defense FOIA  
 
CONTENT:  General Franks recounts conversations with officials in the region 
as well as key military contacts in the United Kingdom. 
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. 19 26 Apnl 2002 
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April 29, 2002 

MEMORANDUM FOR iHE RECORD 

Subj: CINCCENT AOR trip 19 to 26 April 2002 

(U) CINCCENT cond~cted an AOR trip to Egypt, Saudi Arabia7 and Kuwait. A component 
Commander's meetin was held in Kuwait. The AOR trip was followed by a visit to 
London, England. 

2. Summary of meetings~ 

• Egypt: 19-22 A~ri - Cairo, Egypt. Following a country team meeting with Ambassador 
Welch and MG W Ison (OMC Cairo), the CINC called on LTGEN Wahiba, Chiefof 
Staff, Egyptian ed Forces, Field Marshall Tantawi, Minister of Defense, and 
President Mub . 

• Saudi Arabia: 2~1 April- Riyadh, Prince Sultan Air Base, Jeddah. The CINC met with 
AMB JordaQ. and e Country Team in Riyadh. Visited with Troops in PSAB and met 
with Prince Sul Minister of Defense and Aviation, and GEN Muhayya, Chief of Staff, 
Royal Saudi Defe se Forces. 

• Kuwait: 24/25 Ap 'I, Kuwait City, Camp Doha. Following an office call on the US 
Ambassador and c untry team briefing, the CINC attended the Hotwash exercise review 
for Exercise LUC Y SENTINEL and conducted an office call on LTG Ali Mohamed AI
Mumin, Chief of S ff, Kuwait Armed Forces. A Component Commander meeting and 
troop visit with C F Consequence Management followed. 

• United Kingdom: jrhe CINC met with Mr. Geoffrey Hoon, Secretary of State for 
Defence and recei~ed a series of briefings from ADM Boyce, Chief of Defence Staff. 

3. Specific notes regarciitlg the visit to Egypt. 

A. The CINC met wit~ Ambassador Welch and the Country Team. Key issues of concern: 

(1) Amb. Welchbted that the visits by Sec. Powell and VP Cheney had not achieved 
much emphasi in the region and that the statement by President Bush that "Sharon is 
a man of peace' had been received very negatively. Additionally, the timeline for 
pullout noted b Sec. Powell had been viewed as misleading - the common view is 
that there woul be no pullout of Israeli forces from Palestinian areas. President 

Declassified by: 
Vern M. Findley, II, Maj Gen , USAF 
CCJ5, Plans Policy and Strategy 
Declassified on: 27 Sep 2007 
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(2) The CINC disdussed the recent demarche' to Egypt regarding Maritime Interception 
Operations (MtO). The Ambassador thought the Egyptians would not agree to . 
complete freed m to let U.S. pursue vessels in Egyptian waters but thought that some 
sort of coopera . ve method could be worked out. 

1.4(c) 

(4) During a priva breakfast meeting with MG Wilson, OMC Cairo, he suggested that a 
new focus be p aced on security cooperation. CINC agreed and noted that 
components ne d to visit Cairo and meet with counterparts. Additionally, MG 
Wilson noted t at Field Marshall Tantawi would like to come to the US to visit 
Washington, D and Tampa. 
Action: CEN~COM Components Commanders visit Egypt in the near term and 

. meet witb cou terparts to discuss security cooperation. CCJ5 provide BG level 
focus on coor ination with OMC Cairo to, update and pusb programs. 
Action: CIN to discuss with SECDEF invitation for visit by FM Tantawi to 
US. 

B. CINC called on L GEN Wahiba, Chief of Staff. Topics included progress on Operation 
Enduring Freedom (OEF). in Afghanistan, training of the Afghan National Anny (ANA), 
perfonnance of E tian LNO in Tampa, US relationship with Egypt and how media is 
affecting the view' Egypt, Bright Star 03, and the Middle East crisis. CINC offered an 
invitation for LTG N Wahiba to come to the US and visit Washington, DC, and Tampa. 
Action: Coordlna e visit by LTGEN Wabiba to US following FM Tantawi visit. 

C. CINC called on Fi Id Marshall Tantawi. Topics included: Middle East crisis, importance 
of US Egyptian Mi itary to Military relationship, visit by Egyptian general officers to 
Washington in the ear future, and Bright Star 2003. 
Action: CINC to iscuss invitation with SECDEF for FM Tantawi to visit the US 
(DC & Tampa) in the future (completed 5/2). Cbief of Staff to coordinate visit to 
Tampa in conjun tion with visit to Washington, DC. 

D. Following the mee~ing with FM Tantawi, the CINe conducted an interview with a local 
Cairo Newspaper apd a local TV station. ' 

E. CINC called on Pr1sident Mubarrak - the meeting was friendly and constructive. Topics 
discussed included Operation Enduring Freedom, Middle East crisis, media impacts on 
the region, Multina ·onal Force and Observers' role in maintaining peace, Bright Star 
2003 and terrorism President Mubarrak noted that the US needed to do something to 
give the Palestinia people and the Arab world some hope. 
Action: CINC ag eed to discuss MFO and present President Mubarrak's views to 
the SECDEF. (C mpleted 4/23) 

4. Specific comments fro~ visit to Saudi Arabia. 

SECREF 
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A. Country Team Brirfing and meeting with Ambassador Jordan (no CINC action resulted). 

(1) 

1.4(a) (b) 

(2) Other commeqts from the Country Team: the Saudis have commissioned several 
grou~s to studf what kind of military they want in the future. 1.4(b) 

le 
1.4(b) 

B. Call on General Mjuhayya, Chief of Royal Saudi Defense Forces. The topics included: 
US/Saudi exerciselprogram resumption, . .. . 1.4(b) · ~ " - - -- -

1.4(b) . potential risk to US pilots in 
Uperatlon ~outhe Watch (USW), CINC request tor KSA to allow OEF coalition 
representatives int the CAOC, CINC offer for the Saudis to send a coalition 
representative to t e CENTCOM HQ "in Tampa, and the next Joint Planning Conference 
(JPC). . 
Action: CCJ5 - oIIow up with USMTM on the offer for a KSA representative at 
CENTCOM HQ or OEF. 
Action: CCJS - ollow up with USMTM on the request for OEF Coalition 
Representatives i the CAOC. 

C. Call on Deputy Plme Minister and Minster of Defense and Aviation, Prince Sultan. 
Topics includedj 'nt KSA and US military exercise program resumption, the next JPC, 
potential for visit 0 KSA by US Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, building a backup 
CAOC in Qatar, d the USIKSA relationship. No action resulted from the meeting. 

5. Specific comments frofn Kuwait. 

A. CINC conducted ~ brief country review with Ambassador Jones. No action resulted from 
this review. I 

B. Exercise LUCKY SENTINEL hot-wash and after action review (AAR). The CINC 
attended the AARI;t the Kuwait Defense Force Exercise facility. No CINC action 
resulted from the ~. 

C. Office Call on LT~EN Ali Mohammed AI-Mumin, Chief of Staff of the Kuwait Defense 
Force. Topics inc uded Kuwaiti participation in Exercise LUCKY SENTINEL, the 
present Iraq situat on, 1.4(a) 

SE€RET 3 
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1.4(a) recent operations in Afghanistan, and the 
CINC's invitation Ifor LTG Ali to visit the US in the future. 
Action: CCJ5 - 1.4(a) 

1.4(a) 

D. The CINC attende a CENTCOM Component Commander's meeting with CENTCOM 
Component Co anders. Topics included selected compartmented programs, the 
Afghanistan Natio al Army and Operation Enduring Freedom. Each Component 
Commander provi ed a short discussion on particular issues of concern. CINC action 
provided separatel . 

5 Visit to the United Kiqgdom. 

A. The CINC met wi$ Mr. Jeoffrey Hoon, the UK Secretary of State for Defense at his 
request. The meet,ng took place at Brize Norton, RAF Base. 

(l 
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(5) Mr. Hoon ask~d about US plans for Iraq. 

1.4(a)(c) 

1.4(a)(c) 

B. The CINe met witlb ADM Sir Michael Boyce, Chief of Defence Staff, in a private 
meeting and then ~eceived briefings from the Defence Staff leadership. The briefings 
included: 1.4(a) a UK military operational brief, and 
discussions on regfonal issues. 

:1) 
1.4(a) 

(2) The UK Defeqse Staff leadership met and provided the CINe a series of briefs. 
Following con/nnents and actions are provided: 

A ge~eral ~iscussion on the areas to the west of Afghanistan. 1.4(a) 

1.4(a) 

• DEPCDR fJHQ provided an operations brief. . 1.4(a) 

1.4(a) 

Action: 1.4(a) 

1.4(a) 

Action: 1.4(a) 

1.4(a) 

• The 13 fro~ the Defence Staff provided a regional security brief. The CINe was 
asked about the relationship between CJTF - Afghanistan and the ISAF. 1.4(a) 

1.4(a) 

SECRET 
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should con ,'nue the "supported" and "supporting" relationship with ISAF throug4 
the CJTP si 'lar to the way presently done with the CFLCC. The CJTF would 
work direct y for the CINCo 
DSJ3 noted they have put together a small cell of two- and three-star flag officers 
thinking s tegically about Iraq. Some of the questions they are djscussing 
include: w t courses of action are available to handle the regime, what are regime 
power cent rs, how to exploit the no fly zones, what could be done with the Iraq 
anny? The INC noted that OSW and ONW are now not efficacious in that the 
lADS in Ir~~ have been reconstituted. A general discussion on approaches to the 
OSW/ON\\f problem was conducted. ' . 1.4(a) 

1.4(a) 

DSJ3 notedlthat the UK does not see a long-term pennanent presence in 
Afghanistaq - 1.4(a) . 

1.4(a) As the 
Afghan Nat~onal Army grows in capability, it is expected that the US presence can 
be reduced. I 1.4(a) 

1.4(a) 

1.4(a) This is a level that should allow the AlA to manage 
internal an~ border security problems. 

SECRET 
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United States Central Command 
MacDill Air Force Base, Florida 
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FM AMEMBASSY RIYADH 
TO USCINCCENT MACDILL FB FL IMMEDIATE . 
BT 

(U) S B C R 5 T SECTION 01 OF 03 RIYADH 002213 

OFFICI~ INFORMAL 

FOR POtAo AMB MARTIN C~ESHES FROM PM COUNSELOR MARTIN ADAMS 

E.O. 12958: DECL: 04/3~2012 
TAGS: AMGT 
SUBJECT: OFFICIAL IN. FO : CINCCENT MEETINGS IN SAUDI 
ARABIA · 

REf RIYADH 2028 

CLASSIFIED BY: PM COUN~ELOR MPADAMS. REASONS 1.5 A/B/D. 

1. (U) AMBASSADOR: . HE~ FOR YOUR APPROVAL IS THE PROPOSED 
TEXT Oi ·OUR CABLE REG DING GEN. FRANKS, CONVERSATIONS WITH 
SAUDI CHIEF OF STAFF G N. MUHAYYA AND MINDEF PRINCE SULTAN. 

(U) 2". i-st SUMMARY: ON APRtL 23 CINCCENT MET SAUDI CHIEF OF STAFF 
GEN. SALEH MUHAYYA AND MINISTER OF DEFENSE AND AVIATION 
PRINCE SULTAN. MUHAYY ASKED WHETHER THE USG QUESTIONED 

. SAUDI FULFILLMENT OF I S COMMITMENTS RELA1ED TO SECURITY 

(U) 

1.4(b) 

GEN. F~KS, REQUESTS 10 PERMIT LIAISON OFFICERS FROM 
COALITION PARTNERS INT THE SAG,S COMBINED AIR OPERATION 
CENTER '(CAOC), AND TO TATION A SAUDI OBSERVER AT CENTCOM 
HEADQUARTERS WOULD ALS NEED TO BE ADDRESSED AT THE POLITICAL 
LEVEL. . 

3. ~ SUMMARY CONTO: RINCE SULTAN CALLED THE AFGHANISTAN 
OPERATION A 8 GREAT SUC ESSS AND AGREED THAT ESTABLISHMENT 
OF ST~ILITY THERE WIL REQUIRE YEARS OF EFFORT AND 
CONSID~LE EXPENSE. HE WELCOMED A POSSIBLE VISIT BY SECDEF 
AND OT~R U.S. OFFICI S AND REI~ERATED HIS INVITATION TO 
CJCS GEN. MYERS TO CO TO THE KINGDOM AFTER THE CROWN 
PRINCE,$ RETURN IN ORO R TO INAUGURATE THE JOINT PLANNING 
COMMITTEE (JPC). SULT EXPRESSED INTEREST IN VISITING THE 
CAOC N~T MONTH AND PR POSED THAT COS MUHAYYA SHOULD VISIT 
THE u.S. END SUMMARY. 
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(U) 4. ~ COMMENT: ALTHOU~H NO DECISIONS WERE MADE, GENERAL 
FRANK,S RAISED ISSUES tHAT HAVE NOT BEEN DISCUSSED AT SENIOR 

1.4(b) 

'!'HKUUt:iHUU'l' BU'l'H MEE1'lN

f
S. WE NEED TO PURSUE OPENINGS FOR 

SENIOR-LEVEL DIALOGUE OTH IN MILITARY AND CIVILIAN CHANNELS . 
END COMMENT. -

MEETING WITH MUHAYYA 

(U) 5. ts+ COMMITMENTS AND1U,S, PRESENCE IN THE KINGDOM: GEN. 
MUHAYYA OPENED BY STAT NG THAT, WHILE HE HAD NO ISSUES TO 
BRING UP HIMSELF, HE W S PREPARED TO DISCUSS ANY ITEMS 

1.4(b) 

(U) 6. fS+ ~EN. FRANKS ASS~RED GEN. 1.4(b) 

(U) 

1.4(b) 

ALTHOUGH THE RELATIONS IP HAD BEEN GOOD FOR FIFTY YEARS, IT 
WAS NOTI PERFECT. SOME ISSUES BECAME IRRITANTS BECAUSE OF 
MISHAND~ING AT THE WOR ING LEVEL. MUHAYYA RESPONDED THAT HE 
FELT IT' IMPORTANT TO ISE IRRITATIONS WHEN THEY OCCURRED 
BECAUSE:; AS A SINCERE RIEND, THE KINGDOM WISHED TO PROVIDE 
&EFFECTlVE ADVICE.a G N. FRANKS AGREED THE RELATIONSHIP 
HAD ALWAYS FEATURED HO EST DISCUSSION OF ISSUES. 

7. ~ EXERCISES: GEN. FRANKS REMARKED THAT THE LOSS OF THE 
EXERCISE PROGRAM HAD B EN AN &IRRITANT,8 AND IT IS 
IMPORTANT THAT EXERCIS S WOULD NOW RESUME. GEN. MUHAYYA 
COUNTE~D THAT SUS PENS ON OF EXERCISES· WAS NOT INTENDED AS A 
NEGATIV',E SIGNAL, BUT FLECTED THAT THE SIT.UATION AT THAT 
TIME DID NOT FAVOR CON INUATION OF THE PROGRAM. THE 
INTENTION HAD ALWAYS B EN TO RESUME THE PROGRAM. THE SAUDI 
COS EXPLAINED THAT COM ARED TO OTHER NATIONALITIES, HE AND 
HIS COLLEAGUES HAD THE MOST FAVORABLE IMPRESSION OF 
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AMERIC~S, BUT HAVE &R~SERVATIONS8 ABOUT CERTAIN POLITICAL 
ISSUES (READ THE ISRAE~I-PALESTINIAN CONFLICT). 

8. ~ ,SOUTHERN WATCH~PERATIONS: GEN. FRANKS NOTED THAT, 
WHILE SOME REQUESTS MA APPEAR TO BE INVASIVE OF SAUDI 
SOVEREiGNTY, SUCH WAS EVER THE INTENTION. TO THE CONTRARY, 
WE UNO_STAND THAT THE SAG WILL NOT IN ALL CASES PERMIT 
OPERATIONS TO GO FORW D. 1.4(a) 

SEC RET SECTION 021 OF 03 RIYADH 002213 

OFFICIAL INFORMAL 

FOR POLAD AMB MARTIN C~ESHES FROM PM COUNSELOR MARTIN ADAMS 

E.O. 12958: DECL: 04/3~2012 
TAGS: AMGT 
SUBJECT: OFFICIAL INFO : CINCCENT MEETINGS IN SAUDI 
ARABIA . 

1.4(a) 

9. tst SAUDI AIR FORCE COMMANDER GEN. HENAIDY REMARKED THAT 
THE U.S. HAD OTHER ASS TS BESIDES THOSE IN SAUDI ARABIA FOR 
ENFORCING THE NO-FLY Z NE. GEN. FRANKS COUNTERED THAT IT WAS 
OF COURSE POSSIBLE TO NFORCE THE NO-FLY ZONE WITH OTHER 
ASSETS,: BUT IT WAS NOT CONVENIENT TO DO SO. THAT SAID, WHEN 
EITHER SIDE PUSHES TOO HARD ON AN ISSUE, FRICTION RESULTS. 
FOR THAT REASON, HE AC EPTED. THE RESTRICTIONS THE SAG HAD 
LEVIED,: 1.4(d) 

1.4(d) GEN. MUHAYYA NOTED THAT 
CHANGES IN OPERATION O~ ROUTING COULD BE &REEVALUATED8 AT 
THE POI.i~TICAL LEVEL. 1.4(d) 

1.4(d) 

(U) 10. ~: LIAISON OFFIC~S: RESPONDING TO GEN. HENAIDY,S 
REMARK 'THAT COOPERATIO AT THE CAOC APPEARS TO BE GOING WELL, 
CINCCE~T ASKED. FOR PE ISSION TO BRING PLANNERS FROM OTHER 
STATES IN THE COALITIO TO WORK IN THAT FACILITY. HE NOTED 
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THAT 31; . NATIONS ARE ACirIVELY PARTICIPATING IN THE WAR AGAINST· . 
TERROR 1.4(a) 

1.4(a) GEN. MUHAYY~RESPONDED THAT HIS GOVERNMENT HAD 
TURNED ~OWN SEVERAL RE UESTS FROM THESE STATES. PERMISSION 
FOR THE PRESENCE OF CO ITION FORCES IN THE KINGDOM WAS 
LIMITEq .TO ENFORCEMENT OF SOUTHERN WATCH. USE OF THE CAOC 
FOR OT~R PURPOSES BY ATIONS NOT ALREAOY REPRESENTED THERE 
WOULD RlEQUlRE APPROVAL AT POLICY LEVELS. 

11. ~: GEN. FRANKS COINTERED THAT SAUDI ARABIA DOES NOT GET 
SUFFICIENT CREDIT FOR TS ASSISTANCE TO OPERATION ENDURING 
FREEDOM-(OEF) AND THE AR AGAINST TERROR. INASMUCH AS THE 
SAG WAS ALREADY A MEMB R OF THE OEF COALITION, IT SHOULD 
CONSIDER PERMITTING US OF ITS CAOC FOR COALITION ACTIVITIES 

1.4(a) 

12. +&T GEN. FRANKS PO NTED OUT THAT IRAQ HAD NOTHING TO DO 
WITH OEt, WHEREAS AFG I STAN, YEMEN AND SOMALIA WERE ALL OF 
CONCERN: ,TO THE COALITI N. HE THEN SUGGES'rED THAT THE SAG 
SEND A ~IAISON OFFICER TO CENTCOM. SUCH AN OFFICER WOULD 
RECEIVE DAILY BRIEFING ON COALITION ACTIVITIES AND COULD 
FUNCTION AS A 'CONDUIT oa INFORMATION BETWEEN CENTCOM AND THE 
SAUDI ~ILITARY. MOREO ER, SAUDI PRESENCE AT CENTCOM COULD BE 
AS HIG~ OR LOW PROFILE AS THE SAG WISHED. GEN. MUHAYYA 
SUGGESTED THAT THIS AL 0 WAS A MATTER FOR POLITICAL 
AUTHORI~IES. '(CINCCEN ALSO PROVIDED A WRITTEN INVITA~ION ON 
THI.S IS$UE TO BE FORW OED TO PRINCE SULTAN.) 

13. ~j . JPC/MILITARY VI. POLITICAL DISCUSSIONS: . GEN. MUHAYYA 
DEMURRED AT CINCCENT,S REMARK THAT H~ HopeD FOR POLICY 
DISCUS~iONS AS PART OF THE JOINT PLANNING COMMITTEE. THE 
MILIT~ ARE NOT SUPPO ED TO DISCUSS THINGS OF A. POLITICAL 
NATURE. ~ THES~ WERE &N TOUR BUSINESS,8 AND EMBARRASSMENT 
COULD F$SULT. 1.4(d) 

1.4(d) 

POLITldAL ISSUES AND NiEDED DISCUSSION AT THE POLICY LEVEL. 
CHARGE 'D,AFFAIRES SEeo OED GENERAL FRANKS, REMARKS, 
EXPLAINING THAT HIGH L VEL USG CIVILIANS MADE THE MAJOR 
DECISIONS ABOUT NATION L SECURITY AND MILITARY POLicY. 

~~:~~~-~::~-:~~~~~-~~t:~ 
14. ~ PRINCE SULTAN ~TATED THAT GEN. MUHAYYA HAD BRIEFED 
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HIM FuutY ABOUT TING WITH . GENERAL FRANKS. THE MINDEF 
HOPED ~HAT BOTH SIDES OULD AGREE SOON TO RESTART MILITARY 
AND NAVAL EXERCISES, A D GEN. FRANKS ASSURED HIM THAT THEY 
WOULD . . SULTAN PRAISED THE RESULT IN AFGHANISTAN AS A GREAT 
SUCCESS, BUT AGREED WIT CINCCENT THAT ESTABLISHING STABILITY 

'WILL TAKE YEARS. SULT EMPHASIZED THE PRESSURE ON CROWN 
PRINCE ABDULLAH TO ABA DON HIS VISIT TO THE U.S. HE WELCOMED 
A POSSL~LE VISIT BY SE DEF AND OTHER SENIOR OFFICIALS' AND 
REITE~TED (REFTEL) HI INVITATION TO CJCS GEN. MYERS TO COME 
TO THE ~INGDOM AFTER T E CROWN PRINCE,S RETURN IN ORDER TO 
INAUGURATE THE JPC. S LTAN ALSO EXPRESSED INTEREST IN 

(U) SEC RET SECTION 031 OF 03 RIYADH 002213 

OFFICIAL INFORMAL 

(U) 

FOR PO~D AMB MARTIN C~ESHES FROM PM COUNSELOR MARTIN ADAMS 

E.O. 12958: DECL: 04/3~2012 
TAGS: AMGT 
SUBJECT.: OFFICIAL I~FO : CINCCENT MEETINGS IN SAUDI 
ARABIA 

VISITIN,G THE CAOC NEXT I MONTH AND PROPOSED THAT COS MUHAYYA 
SHOULD VISIT THE U.S. . 

15. tst COMMENT: GENE FRANKS HAS SET THE STAGE FOR 
FOLLOW-ON DISCUSSIONS OUT THE US-SAUDI SECURITY 
PARTNERsHIP. AS GENE L MUHAYYA REPEATEDLY NOTED, HE IS NOT 
THE IN~RLOCUTOR FOR S CH DISCUSSIONS. UNFORTUNATELY, PRINCE 
KHALID ~IN SULTAN, ASS STANT MINISTER OF DEFEN~E, WAS NOT IN 
COUNTRY; DURING GENERAL FRANKS, VISIT. HE IS THE ONLY SAUDI 
OFFICI~ BELOW PRINCE ULTAN WHO WOULD BE IN A POSITION TO 
DISCUSS ISSUES WITH A OLITICAL CONTENT. HE IS NOT A 
DECISION MAKER HIMSELF BUT IS CONFIDENT ENOUGH TO ENGAGE IN 
DIALOGUE, TO REFLECT H S FATHER,S VIEWS, AND TO 'PREPARE THE 
GROUND :FOR FUTURE SENI R DISCUSSIONS WITH PRINCE SULTAN 
HIMSELF. 
SCOBEY 

BT 
*2213 
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DOCUMENT:  Covering note and draft U.K. white paper: “British Government 
briefing paper on Iraq -  03 June 2002” 
 
DATE:  June 3, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  U.K. FOIA disclosure 
 
CONTENT:  This is the earliest publicly available version of the document that 
became the U.K. “dossier” on “Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction” published in 
September 2002. It was described in a covering note as a “consolidated draft of 
Iraq papers as produced by CIC.” The draft refers obliquely to Iraq’s attempts to 
acquire: “specialised aluminium [British spelling] which is subject to international 
export controls because of its potential application in gas centrifuges used to 
enrich uranium.”  
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IRAQ 

The Government has made clear its concern that Saddam Hussain previously 
developed and is still developing weapons of mass destruction and is ignoring UN 
Security Council Resolutions We are also concerned at Saddam's contmuing abuse of 
the human rights of the people of Iraq 

Saddam Hussain continues to claim that he has no chemical, biological or nuclear 
weapons, that the people ofIraq do not directly suffer under his leadershil(Zjilld he has 
not agreed to the return of UN weapons inspectors on UN terms We are therefore 
taking this step of publishing this set of papers 

These papers show that Saddam Hussain has dangerous chemical and biological 
weapons and is stIli seeking to acquire nuclear weapons These also shows the 
appalling human rights abuses the Iraqi people continue to suffer directly from 
Sad dam Hussain 

Our concern is heightened by the knowledge that he may use these weapons - he has 
already used them against his own people and neighbours This makes him umque 
among modem dictators hiS threat IS unique 

We are convmced that he will be prepared to use these weapons again against hiS 
neighbours and our friends and allies 

Doing nothing is not an option 

The world is urging Saddam Hussain ~o comply With UN Secunty Councd 
Resolutions (UNSCR) of which he is m breach, in line with lJNSRC 1284 which 
demands that he agree to the return of UN weapons mspectors with full access to Iraq 
- any time, any place, any where I, 
No decision has been taken to launch military action It is up to Saddam Hussain to 
show the world that he IS serious about fulfilling Iraq's internatIOnal and humanitarian 
obligations 

[Mmlsters to sign) 

XX 2002 
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IRAQI WMD PROGRAMMES 

NUCLEAR WEAPONS: 

Iraq has a nuclear weapons programme, in breach of its NPT and IAEA obligations 
and of UNSCR 687, but will find it difficult to produce fissile material while sanctions 
remam in place 

• Comprehensive programme prior to the Gulf War; 
• Recalled scientists to work on a nuclear weapons programme, 
• Covert efforts to procure nuclear related materials and technology 

CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS: 

• Iraq has a capability to produce chemical and biological weapons in breach of UNSeR 
687. 

• The amount of chemical and biological material, including weapons and 
agents, left unaccounted for when the UNSCOM inspect10ns terminated 
would proVide a sigmficant offensive capability; 

• Produced and used proficiently a variety of chemical weapons m 19805 
agamst Iran and Its own citizens, 

• Concealed large scale productlOn of the nerve agent VX until discovered by 
UNSCOM, 

• Produced and weapomsed at least tluee BW agents but concealed this 
capability until forced to declare it in 1995, 

• Failed to convince UNSCOM of the accuracy of Its declaratlOns. 

,I 

BALLISTIC MISSILES: 

• Retams more than a dozen prohibited Al Hussain mlssries (650km) in breach of UNSeR 
687, working on designs for longer-ranger miSSiles in breach of UNSeR 687; 

• Infrastructure damaged m the Gulf War and OperatlOn Desert Fox has now 
largely been reconstituted, 

• Infrastructure for longer-range misSiles is under construction, 
• UNSCOM unable to account for all Imported missIles, others could have 

been built using hidden retained components 
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UN WEAPONS INSPECTIONS IN IRAQ 

• UNSCR 687 fixed the terms of the cease-fire in the Gulf conflict following the illegal invasion 
and occupation of Kuwait by Iraq under Saddam Hussain 

• The history of UN weapons inspections In Iraq has been characterised by persistent IraqI efforts 
to fiustrate, deceIve and intimidate inspectors 

• One of the greatest threats to Allied forces during Operation Desert Storm in 1991 was Iraq's 
stockpile of chemical and biological weapons and long-range ballistic missiles 

• UNSCOM and the IABA were given the remit to designate any locations for inspection at any 
time, review any document and interview any scientist, technIcian or other indIvIdual and seIze 
any prohibited items for destruction 

~ UNSCR 707 demanded that Iraq should allow inspectlon teams "immedIate, unconditional and 
unrestricted access to any and all areas" For over a decade Iraq has consistently failed to meet 
this standard 

• Iraq has admitted having had a large, effectIve, system for hiding proscribed materIal includIng 
documentation, components, production eqUipment and, possIbly, bIOlogIcal and chemical 
agents and weapons from the UN 

• In July 1995, Iraq acknowledged that biological agents bad been produced on an industnal 
scale at Al-Hakam 

• Iraq acknowledged that It had pursued a biologIcal programme that led to the deployment of 
actual weapons Iraq admitted producing In excess of200 biological weapons with a reserve 
stock of agent to fill considerably more 

• Saddam has refused to adrrut UN-mandated weapons inspectors to Iraq SInce 1998 

• The IABA has pointed out that their a~hual Inspection does "not serve as a substItute for the 
verification activitIes required by the relevant resolutIOns of the UN Secunty Council" 

• In April 1999, an independent UN panel of experts endorsed the Butler report and noted that "the 
longer inspection and monitoring activities remain suspended, the more dIfficult the 
comprehensive implementation of Security CounCIl resolutions becomes, Increasing the nsk that 
Iraq might reconstitute its proscribed weapons programmes" 
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IRAQI REGIME: CRIMES AND HUMAN RIGHTS 
ABUSES 

• Saddam Hussain seized control of Iraq in 1979 Five of his close friends were 
sub sequently executed after they opposed his take-over 

• In 1983, 8,000 male Kurds aged 13 and upwards were taken prisoner and later executed 
- for no reason, except that they were Kurds 

• Amnesty InternatIOnal in 1985 told of 300 KURDISH CIllLDREN who were arrested 
in SUlmmaniya - some were tortured and three were killed 

• At least 100,000 Kurds were killed or disappeared during the Anfal campaign 

• According to Human RIghts Watch, a single CHElvllCAL WEAPONS attack on the 
town ofHalabJa killed up to 5,000 civihans and mJured some 10,000 more 

• The IraqI regIme used chemical weapons - MUSTARD GAS and the nerve agents 
TABUN and SARIN - extensively from 1984, resulting in over 20,000 Iranian 
casualties 

• 

• 

• 

• • • 

• 

Iraq invaded KuwaIt on 2 August 1990 Abuses commItted by its forces mcluded 
ROBBERY, RAPE of Kuwaitis and expatriates, and summary EXECUTIONS. 

More than 600 KuwaitIS taken by the Iraq regIme ARE STILL lvlISSING and 
unaccounted for over TEN YEARS after the Gulf War 

More than 100 MUSLIM CLERICS have disappeared since 1991 
! 

An estimated 2,500 PRISONERS \VERE EXECUTED between 1997 and 1999 m a 
"prison cleansing" campaign 

In October 2000, dozens of wo~en accused of prostitution were BEHEADED 
WITHOUT ANY JUDICIAL PROCESS, together with men accused of pimping Some 
were accused for politIcal reasons 

Men, women and CHILDREN contmue to be ARRESTED, DETAINED, TORTURED 
AND MURDERED on suspicion of polttical or religious activitIes, or because they are 
related to members of the opposition 
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IRAQI WMD PROGRAMMES 

This document draws on mformation from a range of sources, 
includmg mtelligence. Because of the need to protect the 
safety of sources, details underpmnmg Intelligence judgements 
cannot be made public. But the Government IS confident of the 
Judgements set out in this paper. 

Introduction 

• Nuclear, chemical and biological weapons are collectively known as Weapons 
of Mass Destruction (WMD) Several countnes have WMD programmes and 
missile systems capable of delivering nuclear, chemical or bIological 
warheads They are working to develop more accurate and longer-range 
missiles that will allow them to threaten more than Just their Immediate 
neighbours 

• Most countnes have promIsed not to acquire these weapons They have sIgned 
relevant InternatIOnal agreements includmg the Treaty on the Non 
ProliferatIOn of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), the Chemical Weapons Convention 
(CWC), and the BIological and Toxins Weapons Conventions (BTWC) 

• A few countries have eIther faIled to SIgn these agreements or have deCIded to 
break them The position of Iraq IS a particular concern Iraq is a signatory to 
the NPT, but SInce the late 1980s it has not abIded by its obligations Since the 
Gulf War Iraq has been bound by five UN Secunty Council Resolutions 
(UNSCRs) relating to ItS WMD programmes It remains in breach of all of 
them In 1980 and 1990 Saddam Hussain used his conventional forces to 
mount unprovoked attacks against his neIghbours, Iran and Kuwait 
respectively He has used ch'(Jmlcal weapons both agaInst Iran and against his 
own KurdIsh people 

• The Internatlonal Community has repeatedly sought to disrupt Iraq's efforts to 
acquire WMD. On each occasion Saddam has sought to rebuild his 
capabilities His efforts are makIng progress The Government monitors these 
efforts very closely_ ThIS paper sets out what the Government is able to say 
about them 
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Background 

Before the Gulf War, Saddarn Hussain demonstrated his readiness to 
deploy extensively WMD in the form of chemical weapons both against 
his neighbours and his own population. Since the Gulf War, he has failed 
to comply with UN Security Council Resolutions, which his 
government accepted 

While the successful enforcement of the sanctlOns regimes and the UN 
arms embargo have impeded Iraq's efforts to reconstitute Its weapons of 
mass destruction, they have not halted them. Much of Iraq's mIssile 
infrastructure has been rebuilt; the nuclear weapons programme is being 
reconstituted, and Iraq continues to have the capability to produce 

• chemical and biological weapons, and may already have done so. 

• 

Slllce the WIthdrawal of inspectors in 1998, momtoring ofIraqi attempts 
to restore a W1vlD capabilIty has become more dIfficult 

UN Security Council Resolutions (UNSCR) relating to WMD 

UNseR 687, April 1991 created the UN Special ComrrusslOn (UNSCOM) and 
reqUITed Iraq to accept. unconmtionally, "the destructlOn, removal or rendering 
harmless, under international supervlsion" of Its chenucal and biolOgIcal weapons, 
balhstIc nussiles WIth a range greater than I50lan, and their associated 
programmes, stocks, components, research and facilItIes The InternatIonal Atonnc 
Energy Agency (lAEA) was charged WIth abohtIon of Iraq's nuclear weapons 
programme UNSCOM and the lAEA must report that thelI nusslOn has been 
aclueved before the Secunty CounCil can end sanctIons They have not yet done so 

, 
UNSeR 707, August 1991, stated that Iraq must proVIde full, final and complete 
disclosure of all Its WMD programmes and provide unconmtIonal and nnrestncted 
access to UN inspectors. Iraq must also cease all nuclear actIvitIes of any kmd other 
than cml nse of isotopes I, 
UNSeR 715, October 1991 approved plans prepared by UNSCOM and lAEA for 
the morutoring and venficauon arrangements to nnpiement UNSCR 687 

UNseR 1051, March 1996 stated that Iraq must declare the stupment of dual-use 
WMD goods. 

UNseR 1284, December 1999, estabhshed UNMOVIC (Uruted Nations 
l\1omtonng, Venficabon and Inspection CommisslOn) as a successor to UNSCOM 
and calls on Iraq to give UNMOVIC mspectors "Immemate, tmconmtIonal and 
uruestncted access to any and all areas, facilitIes, equipment, records and means of 
transP9rtll 
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Saddam's Weapons 

Nuclear Weapons 

Before the Gulf War, Iraqi plans for the development of a nuclear weapon were well 
advanced Iraq was planning and constructing fissile material production facilities and 
work on a weapon design was underway Their declared aim was to produce a 
weapon with a 20 kiloton Yield, which would ultimately be delivered in a ballistic 
missile warhead 

We assessed in 1991 that Iraq was less than three years away from possessing 
a nuclear weapon. 

After the Gulf War, Iraq's nuclear weapons mfrastructure was dismantled by the 
IAEA But we Judge that Iraq is still working to achieve a nuclear weapons capability, 
in breach of its NPT and IAEA obligations and UN Security Council Resolution 
687 Much of its former expertise has been retained 

Effect of a 20 kiloton nuclear device in a built up area 

A detonation occurring over a city might flatten an area of approxunately 3 square nules 

Wltlun 1.6 nules of detonation, blast damage and radiatIOn would cause 80% casualties, three
quarters of which would be fatal Between 1.6 and 3.1 miles from the detonation, there would 
su11 be 10% casualues, 10% of which would be fatal injuries 

In the last year intelligence has indicated that specialists were recalled to work on a 
nuclear weapons programme in the autumn of 1998 But Iraq needs certam key 
equipment and matenals for the production' of the fissile material necessary before a 
nuclear bomb could be developed We Judge that the Iraqi programme is based on gas 
centrifuge uramum enrichment, which was the route Iraq was following for producing 
fiSSile material before the Gulf War " 

Iraq IS covertly attempting to acqUIre technology and materials With nuclear 
applIcatIOns ThiS includes specialised alumintum, which is subject to mternational 
export controls because of its potential application in gas centrifuges used to enrich 
uramum Although this matenal has applications in a range of other weapon systems 

So long as sanctions contmue to hinder the import of such crucial goods, Iraq 
would find it difficult to produce a nuclear weapon. After the lifting of 
sanctions we assess that Iraq would need at least five years to produce a 
weapon 

Progress would be much quicker if Iraq was able to buy suitable fissile 
material. 

1 
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Chemical And Biological Weapons 

Iraq made frequent use of a variety of chemical weapons during the Iran-Iraq War 
Iraq used significant quantitles of mustard, tabun and sarin resulting 1D over 20,000 
Iranian casualties. In 1988 Saddam also used mustard and nerve agents agalllst the 
Kurds in northern Iraq Estimates vary, but according to Human Rights Watch up to 
5,000 people were killed. Iraq's military maintains the capability to use these 
weapons, with command, control and logistical arrangements in place 

Iraq admitted in 1991 to the production of blister agent (mustard) and 
nerve agents (tabun, sarin, and cyclosarin). 

Effects of chemical agents 

Mustard is a itquid agent that causes burns and bitsters to exposed 
skID It attacks and damages the eyes, mucous membranes, lungs, skin, 
and blood-forming organs When inhaled, mustard damages the 
respiratory tract; "'hen ingested, It causes vorruting and diarrhoea 

Tabun, sarin and VX are all nerve agents of wluch VX IS the most 
tOXlC They all diunage the nervoUS system, producmg muscular spasms 
and paralYSIS N; lrttle as 10 rrulJigrammes of VX on the skID can cause 
death 

A chemical weapon is the agent combined with a means 
of dispersing it. 

After years of denial Iraq admitted to producing about 4 tons of VX nerve agent, but 
only after the defection of Saddam's son-in-law, Hussain Kamll in 1995 Iraq 
maintains that the chemIcal weapons progtimme was halted in January 1991 and all 
agents under its control were destroyed by the summer of 1991 However, there are 

• inconsistencIes in Iraqi documentation on destruction. 

Analysis of figures provided by UN' ~eapons inspectors indicate that they have been 
unable to account for: 

• up to 360 tonnes of bulk chemIcal warfare agent, mcludmg 1 5 
tonnes of VX nerve agent, 

• up to 3000 tonnes of precursor chemIcals includlllg 
approXImately 300 tonnes which, in the Iraqi CW programme, 
were unique to the productIOn of VX; 

• over 30,000 special munitions for dehvery of chemIcal and 
bIOlogical agents 
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We cannot be sure whether these have been destroyed or remain at the disposal of the 
Iraqi government But we judge that Iraq retains some production equipment and at 
least small amounts of chemical agent precursors 

Following four years of pressure from weapons inspectors and the mformation 
proVided by Hussein Kami~ Iraq finally admitted to the existence of a biological 
weapons programme in 1995 

Iraq admitted to: 
• producmg anthrax spores, botulinum toxin and aflatoxin and to 

working on a number of other agents; 
• weapolllsing some agents, which included the filling of warheads for 

its Al Hussain ballistic misslles, 
• • testmg spraying devices for agents 

• 

Iraq has claimed that all Its biological agents and weapons have been destroyed, 
although no convmcmg proof of this has been offered UN inspectors could not 
account for large quantities of growth media procured for biological agent productlon, 
enough to produce over three times the amount of anthrax Iraq admits to having 
manufactured. Reports that Iraq has conducted research on smallpox and a number of 
toxms cannot be corroborated Iraq IS assessed to be self-sufficient in the technology 
required to produce bIOlogical weapons 

We assess that Iraq has a covert chemical and biological weapons 
programme, in breach of UN Securit,Y Council Resolution 687 . 

All the necessary expertise has beep retamed Iraq appears to be refurbishing sites 
formally associated WIth its chemIcal and bIOlogical weapons programmes This 
includes a facility near Habbaniyah, previously assocIated with the production of 
precursors Iraq is assessed to have some chemIcal and bIOlogIcal agents available, 
eIther from pre-Gulf War stocks or more recent production 

We Judge Iraq has the capability to produce the chemical agents' 
• sulphur mustard, tabun, sarin, cyclosarin, and VX. 

and the biological agents. 
• anthrax, botulinum toxin, aflatoxin and ricin. 

I 
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Iraq retains conventional delivery means for chemIcal and biological weapons 
such as free fall bombs and missile warheads But given Iraq's admission of 
testing spray devices, we judge that the modification of the L-29 jet trainer 
could allow it to be used for the delivery of chemical and biological agents. 
The L-29 was subject to UNSCOM inspection for this reason 

Effects of biological agents 

Anthrax 
Anthrax is a disease caused by the bacterium Bacillus anthracis 
Inhalation anthrax is the manifestation of the disease likely to be expected 
in biological warfare. The symptoms may vary If the dose is large (8,000 
to 10,000 spores) death is common The incubation period for anthrax is 1 
to 7 days, with most cases occurring within 2 days of exposure 

Botulinum toxin 
Botulinum toxin is a neurotoxin produced by the bacterium Clostridium 
botulinum and is one of the most toxic substances known to man The 
first symptoms of botulinum toxin A poisoning may appear as early as 1 
hour post exposure or as long as 8 days after exposure, with the 
incubation period between 12 and 22 hours Paralysis leads to death by 
suffocation 

Aflatoxin 
Aflatoxins are fungal tOXInS, which are potent carcinogens AflatOXIn 
contaminated food products can cause liver inflammation and cancer 

Ricin 
Ricin is derIved from castor beans and can cause multIple organ failure 
within one or two days of InhldatIOn. A lethal does is estimated to be 
about 1 milligram 

A biological weapon is the agent combined WIth a means of disperSIng it , 
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Saddam's Missiles 

Ballistic Missiles 

Prior to the Gulf War, Iraq had a well-developed missile industry. Iraq fired over 500 
SCUD-type missiles at Iran during the Iran-Iraq War and 93 SCUD type-missiles 
during the Gulf War The latter were targeted at Coalition forces stationed III the Gulf 
region and Israel Armed with conventional warheads they did limited damage Iraq 
had chemical and biological warheads available but did not use them 

ABABIL-JOO 

Most of the missiles fired in the Gulf War were an Iraqi produced stretched versIOn of 
the SCUD missIle, the Al Hussain, with an extended range of 650 km Iraq was 
working on other longer-range stretched SCUD vanants, such as the Al Abbas, which 
had a range of 900km Iraq was also seeking to reverse engIneer the SCUD engine 
with a view to producing new missIles, recent evidence indicates they may have 
succeeded at that time In particular Iraq had plans for a new SCUD-denved missile 
with a range of l200km Iraq also conducted a partial flIght test of a multi-stage 
satelhte launch vehicle based on SCUD technology, known as the AJ Abid 

SCUD missiles 

'The short-range mobile SCUD ballistic rnilsile was developed by the SOYlet 
Union ill the 1950s, drawing from the technology of the Gennan \tqilld
propellant V-2 w!uch saw operational service towards the end of World War n. 

For many years it was the mainstay of Soviet and Warsaw Pact tactical nussile 
forces, and it was also widely exported. Recipients of Soviet-manufactured 
SCUDs included Iraq, North Korea, !rim, and Libya, although not all were sold 
directly by the Soviet Union. 

Also during this period, Iraq was developing the BADR-2000, a 700-1000km range 
two-stage solid propellant missile (based on the Iraqi part of the 1980s CONDOR-2 
programme run in co-operatIon with Argentina and Egypt) There were plans for 
1200-1500km range solid propellant follow-on systems 
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Slllce the Gulf War, Iraq has been openly developing two short-range missiles up to a 
range of 150km, which are permitted under UN Security Council Resolution 687. The 
Al-Samoud liquid propellant missile has been extensively tested, has appeared on 
public parade in Baghdad and is judged to be nearing deployment. In the absence of 
UN inspectors, Iraq has also worked on extending its range to at least 200km Testing 
of the solid propellant Ababil-IOO is also underway, with plans to extend its range to 
at least 200km . 

ALHUSSEIN 

Any extensIOn of a missile's range to beyond 150km would be in breach 
of UN Security Resolution 687. I 

Compared to liquid propellant missiles, those powered by solid propellant offer 
greater ease of storage, handling and,mobihty They are also quicker to take mto and 
out of actIOn and can stay at a high state of readiness for longer periods. We judge that 
Iraq has retained more than a dozen Al Hussain missiles, in breach of UN Security 
Council Resolution 687. 

These mISSIles were either hidden from the UN as complete systems, or could have 
been re-assembled using illegally retained engines and other components We Judge 
that the engineering expertise avaIlable would allow these missiles to be effectively 
maintallled. We assess that some of these missiles could be available for use 

Although not very accurate when used against other countries, they are still an 
effective system, which could be used with a conventional, chemical or bIologIcal 
warhead. 

1 
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Reportmg has recently confirmed that Iraq's pnonty is to develop longer-range 
misstle systems, which we judge are likely to have ranges over 1000km, enabling it to 
threaten regional neighbours, Israel and some NATO members These programmes 
employ hundreds of people Imagery below has shown a new engine test stand being 
constructed (A), which is larger than the current one used for Al Samoud (B), and that 
formerly used for testing SCUD engines (C) which was dismantled under UNSCOM 
supervision. 

We judge that thIS new stand will be capable of testmg engines for 
missiles with ranges over lOOOkm, which are not permitted under UN 
Security Council Resolution 687. 

Iraq IS also working to obtam improved gUIdance technology to increase missile 
accuracy The success of UN restnctions means the development of new longer-range 
missiles IS likely to be a slow process 
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These restrictions impact particularly on the 

• availabihty of foreign expertise, 
• conduct of test flights to ranges above l501an; 
• acquisition of guidance and control technology. 

Saddam remams committed to developing longer-range missiles We assess that, if 
sanctions remain in place, the earliest Iraq could achieve a limited missile capability 
of over 10001an is 2007, but it is more hkely to be towards the end of the decade 
(Figure 4 shows the range ofIraq's various missiles) 

To be confident that it has successfully developed a longer-range mIssile Iraq would 
need to conduct a flight-test Current UN Security Council Resolutions do not permit 
tests of over 150km . 

Iraq has managed to rebUild much of the missile productlon infrastructure destroyed 
in the Gulf War and in Operation Desert Fox in 1998. New missile-related 
infrastructure is currently under construction, mcludmg a plant for indigenously 
producing ammonlUm perchlorate, which is a key ingredient m the production of solid 
propellant rocket motors ThIS was obtained through an Indian chemIcal engineering 
firm with extensive links in Iraq 

Despite a UN embargo, Iraq has also made concerted efforts to acquire additional 
productlOn technology, includmg machine tools and raw matenals, in breach of UN 
Security Council Resolution 1051 

The embargo has succeeded in blocking many of these attempts, but, despIte the dual 
use nature of some of the items, we know some items have found their way to the 
Iraqi ballistic missile programme and will il}evltably contmue to do so 

Concealment 

StrategIes to conceal and protect ~ey parts of Iraq's \VM:O and ballIstlc missile 
programmes from a military attack or a UN inspectlOn have been developed These 
include the 

• use of transportable laboratones in theIr chemical and biological weapons 
programmes, 

• use of covert faCIlities, 
• dispersal of equipment when a threat is perceived 

In particular we know that the Iraqi leadership has recently ordered the dIspersal of its 
most sensitive WMD equipment and matenal This order IS being carried out 
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CURRENT AND PLANNEDIPOTENTIAL BALLISTIC MISSILES 

CONCLUSION 
, , 

• Iraq retains some prohibited missile systems. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

ARABIAN 

• Iraq is developing longer-range ballistic missiles capable of delivering 
weapons of mass destruction throughout the Middle East and Gulf Region. 

• Iraq is seeking a nuclear weapons capability. 

• Iraq has a chemical weapons capability, and has used it. It also has a 
biological weapons capability. 
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HISTORY OF UN WEAPONS INSPECTIONS 
IN IRAQ 

Thzs paper draws on a number of different publzshed and zntellzgence 
sources, includzng reports by UN personnel and non-Governmental 
organisations. 

United Nations Security Council Resolution 687 (UNSCR 687) of 3 April 
1991 fixed the terms of the cease-fire in the Gulf conflict following the 
illegal invasion and occupation of Kuwait by Iraq under Saddam Hussain 
and his defeat by an mternational coalitIOn of forces in Operation Desert 
Storm . 

UNSCR 687 also established the UN Special Commission (UNSCOM). 

The purpose of th1S body was to oversee, m conjunction with the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) , the dismantling of Iraq's 
arsenal of weapons of mass destructIOn (WMD) and to maintain a 
monitoring programme to ensure that it was never rebuilt 

Saddam Hussam 

The history of UN weapons inspections In Iraq has been characterised by persistent 
Iraqi efforts to frustrate, deceive and intimidate inspectors Despite the conduct of the 
Iraqi authorities towards them, both UNSCOM and the IAEA Action Team have 
valuable records of achievement in discovering and destroying biological and 
chemical weapons stocks, missiles and the infrastructure for Iraq's nuclear weapons 
programme 
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By the end of 1998 there nevertheless remained significant uncertainties about the 
disposition of Iraq's prohibited WMD programmes. A series of confrontations and 
the systematic refusal by Iraq to co-operate, left UNSCOM unable to perform its 
disarmament mandate and the inspectors withdrew on 13 December 1998. 

The US and the UK had made clear that anything short of full co-operation would 
make military action unavoidable. Operation Desert Fox (16-19 December 1998) was 
designed to degrade Saddam's ability to regenerate and deploy bIOlogical and 
chemical weapons and prevent him from threatening his neighbours with these or 
other weapons. 

Since December 1998, Iraq has refused absolutely to comply with its UN 
disarmament and monitoring obligations and allow access to weapons inspectors We 
judge that Iraq has used the intervening 40-month period to rebuild significant aspects 
of its chemical, biological, nuclear and ballistic missile programmes . 

These actions not only present a direct challenge to the authority of the United 
Nations They also breach Iraq's commitments under two key international arms 
control agreements 

• the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention - which bans the development, 
production, stockpiling, acquisition or retention of biological weapons, and, 

• the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) - which prohibits Iraq from 
manufacturing or otherwise acquiring nuclear weapons 

ThiS note clarifies the UN's inspectlon mandate III Iraq, records Just some Illstances of 
Iraqi obstructIOn over the past decade and focuses on one of the most egregious 
examples of non-compliance with UN resolutIOns Iraq's consistent denial of a 
biological weapons programme. The note ends with a summary of developments since 
the last inspection in December 1998, and tile steps we think Iraq now needs to take If 
the mternational community is ever to have any assurance that Saddam Hussain's 
ambitions to develop weapons of mass destruction (WMD) have finally been 
thwarted 

I I 

UNSCR 687 and the Formation of the UN Special Commission 
(UNSCOM) 

One of the greatest threats to Allied forces during Operation Desert Storm in 1991 
was Iraq's stockpile of chemical and biological weapons and long-range ballistic 
missiles At the time, there were genuine concerns that Saddam Hussain would 
authorise the use of such weapons against Allied troops and his neighbours In the 
mid-late 1980s Iraq had shown no compunctIOn about using chemical weapons in its 
war with Iran and against the Kurdish people of Halabja According to the non
governmental organisation (NGO), Human Rights Watch, the latter resulted in up to 
5,000 deaths 
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But the true scale of Iraq's programme to acquire WMD and their means of delivery 
only became apparent with the establIshment of a UN weapons inspection regime m 
the aftermath of Desert Storm. UN Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 687 was 
adopted m April 1991. It obliged Iraq to provide declarations on all aspects of Its 
WMD programmes withm 15 days and accept the destruction, removal or rendering 
harmless under international supervision of its chemical, biological and nuclear 
programmes, and all ballistic missiles with a range beyond 150km 

UNSCR 687 mandated two inspection teams to handle Iraqi disarmament and 
establish long term monitoring regimes' the UN Special Commission (UNSCOM) 
would tackle the chemical, biological and missile programmes, and the Action Team 
within the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) would be responsible for 
tracking down and dismantling Iraq's illicit nuclear weapons programme 

.-SCOM and the lAEA were given the remit to designate any locations for 
inspection at any time, review any document and interview any scientist, 
technician or other mdividual and seize any prohibited items for destruction 

• 

Iraqi Non-eo-operation with UN Weapons Inspectors 

The UN passed a further Resolution III 1991 that set out in clear and specific terms the 
standard of co-operation the mternational community expected of Iraq UNSCR 707 
(August 1991) demanded that Iraq should allow mspection teams "Immediate, 
unconditional and unrestncted access to any and all areas". For over a decade Iraq 
has consistently failed to meet thiS standard 

Prior to the first inspectIOn, the Iraqi regime did its utmost to hide stocks of WJ\1D 
The former Chairman of UNSCOM, Rlcj{ard Butler, reported to the UN Secunty 
Council that in 1991 a deCision was taken by a high-level Government committee to 
provide inspectors with only a portion of its proscribed weapons, components, 
production capabili!)es and stocks ffNSCOM concluded that Iraqi policy was based 
on the following actions 

• to provide only a portIOn of extant weapons stocks, releasing for destruction only 
those that were least modern, 

• to retain the production capabillty and documentation necessary to revive 
programmes when possIble, 

• to conceal the full extent of its chemical weapons programme, mcludmg the VX 
nerve agent project; 

• to conceal the number and type of chemical and biologIcal warheads for 
proscribed long -range missiles, 
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• and to conceal the very existence of its massive biological weapons programme 

At the same time, Iraq tried to maintain its nuclear weapons programme via a 
concerted campalgn to deceive IAEA inspectors. In 1997 the Agency's Director 
General stated that the IAEA was "severely hampered by Iraq's persistence In a 
pohey of concealment and understatement of the programme's scope." 

Harassment of Inspectors by Iraq 

Once mspectors had arrived in-country, It qrucldy became apparent that Iraq would resort to any 
measures (mcludmg physical threats and psychological inturudation of Inspectors) to prevent 
UNSCOM and the IAEA from fulfillmg therr mandate Examples of Iraqi obstructIOn are too 
numerous to Itst m full. But some of the more infamous examples include: 

finng wammg shots m the au to prevent IAEA mspectors from intercepting nuclear related 
equipment (June 1991), 

keeplllg IAEA mspectors in a car park for 4 days and refusmg to allow them to leave \\,th 
mcnmmaung documents on Iraq's nuclear weapons programme (September 1991), 

armouncmg that UN morritonng and venficatlOn plans were "unlawful" (October 1991), 

refusmg UNSCOM inspectors access to the Mtrustry of Agnculture Threats were made to 
inspectors who remained on watch outside the bmldmg The inspectIOn team had rehable 
e\~dence that the site ccntained archives related to proscribed activitIes, 

refuslllg to allow UNSCOM the use of its own aucraft to fly mto Iraq (January 1993) In 1991-2 
Iraq objected to UNSCOM USlllg its own hehcopters and ChOOSlllg Its own flIght plans 

refuslllg to allow UNSCOM to lllstall remote-controlled morutonng cameras at two key nusstle 
sites (June-July 1993), 

repeatedly denYlllg access to inspecl:!on teams (1991- December 1998), 

mterfenng WIth UNSCOM's helIcopter ~peratIons, threaterung the safety of the aucraft and 
therr crews (June 1997), 

demandmg end of U2 overflIghts and the Withdrawal of US UNSCOM staff (October 1997), 

destroymg documenlttry eVldenc~bfWMD progranunes (September 1997), 

and refusmg access to mspection teams on the grounds that certam areas and even roads were 
deemed "PreSIdential Sites" (1997-98) 

In response to these mcidents, the President of the Secunty Councll issued frequent statements 
callmg on Iraq to comply with ItS dtsarmament and monitonng oblIgatIons 

In December 1997 Richard Butler reported to the UN Security Council that Iraq had 
created a new category of sites - presidential and sovereign - from which it claimed 
that UNSCOM inspectors were henceforth barred 

The terms of the cease-fire in 1991 foresaw no such limitation 
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Iraq consistently refused to allow inspections access to the eight Presidential sites 
until the invention of the UN Secretary General in February 1998, which enabled 
special access to UNSCOMIIAEA teams observed by diplomatic representatives 
These sites are in fact massive compounds containing many buildings, some of which 
house security units that have in the past been assosiated wIth concealing Jraqs WMD 
programme 

A photograph of a 
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Iraqi Concealment Unit 

Iraq acknowledged that a group of technical, security and intelligence staff was 
established in April 1991 to conceal vital aspects of its proscribed programmes 
including documentation, personnel, components, research and production equipment, 
biological and chemical agents and weapons. Shortly after the adoption of UNSCR 
687 in April 1991, an Administrative Security Committee (ASC) was formed with 
responsibility for advising Saddam on the information which could be released to 
UNSCOM and the IAEA 

The Committee consisted of senior Military Industrial CommISSIOn (MIC) scientists 
from all of Iraq's WMD programmes The Higher Security Committee (HSC) of the 
Presidential Office was in overall command of deception operations The system was 
directed from the very highest political levels within the Presidential Office and 
involved, if not Saddam himself, his youngest son, Qusai 

The system for hiding proscribed matenal relied on high mobilIty and good command 
and control. It used lomes to move items at short notice and most hide sites appear to 
have been located close to good road links and telecommunications The Baghdad 
area was particularly favoured In addition to active measures to rude matenal from 
the UN, Iraq has attempted to monitor, delay and collect Intelligence on UN 
operations to aid its overall deception plan 

Iraq's Biological Weapons Programme 

Nowhere was IraqI obstruction of UN inspectors more blatant than In the field of 
biological weapons. Iraq denied that it had pursued a biological weapons programme 
until July 1995 Between 1991 and 1995, Iraq refused to disclose any detaIls of its 
past programme ! 

In the course of the first bIOlogIcal weapons inspection III August 1991, Iraq indIcated 
that it had merely conducted a military biological research programme At the site 
viSIted, Al-Salman, Iraq had remqved equipment, documents and even entire 
buildings Later in the year, during a visit to the Al-Hakam site, Iraq declared to 
UNSCOM inspectors that the facIlity was used as a factory to produce proteins 
denved from yeast to feed animals. Inspectors subsequently discovered that the plant 
was a central site for the production of anthrax spores and botulinum tOXIn for 
weapons Iraqi officials had also systematically cleaned up the factory III order to 
deceive inspectors 

.tu1other key site, the Foot and Mouth DIsease Vaccine InstItute at Daura which 
produced botulinum toxin and probably anthrax, was not divulged as part of the 
programme, Five years later, after intense pressure, Iraq acknowledged that tens of 
tonnes of bacteriological warfare agent had been produced there and at Al-Hakam 

I 
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Iraq· Nuclear· Related Facilities as of Jan 1991 
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Iraq consistently tried to obstruct UNSCOM's efforts to investigate the scale of its 
biological weapons programme It created forged documents to account for bacterial 

1 
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growth media, imported in the late 1980s, specifically for the production of anthrax, 
botulinum toxin and probably plague The documents were created to indicate that 
the material had been imported by the State Company for Drugs and Medical 
Appliances Marketing for use in hospitals and distribution to local authorities 

Iraq also censored documents and sCientific papers provided to the first UN mspection 
team, removing all references to key individuals, weapons and industrial production 
of agents 

Iraq has yet to provide any documents concerning production of biological agent and 
subsequent weaponisation Iraq claims to have destroyed, unilaterally and illegally, 
some biological weapons in 1991 and 1992 making accounting for these weapons 
impossible In addition Iraq cleansed a key site at Al-Muthanna - ItS main research 
and development, production and weapomsation facility for chemical warfare agents -
of all evidence of a biological programme in the toxicology department, the animal
house and weapons filling station 

The first biological inspection team tasked with establishing monitoring of 
compliance was demed access to Baghdad University Veterinary School in March 
1993. In July 1995, Iraq acknowledged reluctantly that biological agents had been 
produced on an industnal scale at Al-Hakam. Following the defection in August 1995 
of Hussain Kamel, Iraq released over 2 million documents relating to Its \VMU 
programme 

Iraq acknowledged that it had pursued a biological programme that 
led to the deployment of actual weapons. Iraq admitted producing in 
excess of 200 biological weapons with a reserve of agent to fill 
considerably more 

As documents recovered in August 1995 were assessed, it became apparent that the 
full disclosure required by the UN, was far from complete Successive inspection 
teams went to Iraq to try to gain greater understanding of the programme and to 
obtain credible supporting evidence In July 1996 Iraq refused to diSCUSS its past 
programme and doctrine forcing the team to withdraw in protest 

Monitoring teams were at the same lime finding undisclosed eqUIpment and materials 
associated with the past programme In response, Iraq grudgingly provided 
successive disclosures of their programme which were judged by UNSCOM, and 
specially convened lllternational panels, to be technically Illadequate 

Iraq refused to elaborate further on the programme during inspections III 1997 and 
1998, confinmg diSCUSSion to previous topics In July 1998, Tariq Aziz personally 
intervened in the inspection process stating that the biological programme had been 
more secret and more closed than other WMD programmes He also played down the 
sigmficance of the programme. This is consistent with Iraq's policy of tnviahslllg the 
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biological weapons programme as the personal adventure of a few misguided 
scientists 

In late 1995, Iraq acknowledged weapons testing the biological agent ricin, but did 
not provide productlOn informatlOn. Two years later - in early 1997 - UNSCOM 
discovered evidence that Iraq had produced ricin Ricin is a highly dangerous toxin 
derived from castor bean pulp which can cause multiple organ failure and death 
Within one or two days of inhalation 

UNSCOM and IAEA Achievements 

UNSCOM surveyed lOIS sites in Iraq, carrying out 272 separate inspections Despite 
Iraqi obstruction and intimidation, UN inspectors uncovered details of chemical, 
biological, nuclear and ballistic missile programmes the scale of which surprised the 
world 

One of the most sobenng discoveries was that at the time of the Gulf War, Iraq had 
been witlun less than three years of acquiring a nuclear weapon Other major 
UNSCOMIIAEA achievements lllcluded 

• the destruction of 40,000 mumtions for chemical weapons, 2,610 tonnes of 
chemical precursors and 411 tonnes of chemical warfare agent, 

• the dismanthng of Iraq's prime chemical weapons development and production 
complex at Al-Muthanna, and a range of key production equipment, 

• the destructIOn of 48-SCUD type mlsslies, 11 moblie launchers and 56 static Sites, 
30 warheads filled with chemical or blOlogical agents, and 20 conventional 
warheads, I 

• • the destruction of the Al-Hakam bIOlogical weapons faCility and a range of 
production equipment, seed stocks and gro'Wih media for biological weapons, I, 

• and the removal and destruction of the lllfrastructure for the nuclear weapons 
programme, includlllg the Al-Athir weaponisationltesting facility 

Operation Desert Fox 

The US and The UK had made clear, when calling off airstrikes in November 1998, 
that anything short of full co-operation would lead to immediate military action 
against Iraq 

Richard Butler was requested to report to the UN Security Council in December 1998 
and made clear that, following a series of direct confrontations, coupled With the 
systematic refusal by Iraq to co-operate, UNSCOM was no longer able to perform its 
disarmament mandate. 
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As a direct result, on December 13 the weapons inspectors withdrew and Operation 
Desert Fox was launched by the US and the UK three days later 

During Operation Desert Fox (16-19 December 1998) 

• Iraq's ability to deliver biological or chemical agents by ballistic missile was 
weakened. 

• There were attacks against missile production and research facilities and the 
destruction of infrastructure associated with the concealment of material and 
documents associated with the biological, chemical, nuclear and long-range 
missile programmes; 

• Key facilittes associated with Saddam's Ballistic Missile programme were 
significantly degraded, setting this back between one and two years 

The Situation Since 1998 

Despite UNSCOM's efforts, a senes of slgmficant disarmament issues nevertheless 
remained to be resolved In summarismg the Situation in a report to the Security 
Council m February 1999, the UNSCOM Chairman, Richard Butler, set out a 
damnmg account ofIraqi deceit. For example 

• Butler declared that obstructtve Iraqi activity had had "a Significant Impact upon 
the Commission's disarmament work," 

• contrary to the requirement that destruction be conducted under mternational 
supervision, "Iraq undertook extensive,! umlateral and secret destruction of large 
quantIties of proscribed weapons and Items", 

• and Iraq "also pursued a practice of concealment of proscribed items, mcluding 
weapons, and a cover up of Its a6ttvittes in contravention of CounCil resolutions" 

There have been no UN-mandated weapons inspections m Iraq since 1998 In an 
effort to enforce Iraqi compliance with Its disarmament and monitoring obligatIOns, 
the Security Council passed resolution 1284 in December 1999. This established the 
Untted Nations Monitoring, Verification and Inspection Commission (UNMOVIC) as 
a successor organisation to l.iNSCOM It also set out the steps Iraq needed to take to 
in return for the eventual suspension and ltfting of sanctions 

A key measure of Iraqi complIance will be full co-operation with UN inspectors, 
including uncondItional, immediate and unrestricted access to any and all sites 
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Iraq - Missile - Related Facifities 
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For the past three years, Iraq has allowed the IABA to carry out an annual Inspection 
of a stockpile of low-enriched uranium This has led some countries and western 
commentators to conclude - erroneously - that Iraq is meeting its nuclear 
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disarmament and monitoring obligations As the IAEA has pointed out in recent 
weeks, this annual inspection does "not serve as a substitute for the verification 
activities required by the relevant resolutions of the UN Security Council" 

Since 1998, the UK believes that Iraq has pressed ahead with its WMD programmes 
Dr Hans Bhx, the Executive Chairman of UNMOVIC, and Dr. Mohammed El
Baradei, the Director General of the IAEA, have declared that in the absence of 
inspections it is impossible to verifY Iraqi compliance with its UN disarmament and 
monitoring obligations 

In April 1999, an independent UN panel of experts endorsed the Butler report and 
noted that "the longer inspection and monitoring activities remain suspended, the 
more dIfficult the comprehensive implementation of Security Council resolutions 
becomes, increasing the risk that Iraq might reconstitute its proscribed weapons 
pro grarnmes " 

In the lllterests of regional and global secunty, the lllternatlOnal 
commumty cannot allow thIS stand off to contlllue llldefimtely, 

, , 
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IRAQI REGIME: CRIMES AND HUMAN 
RIGHTS ABUSES 

Not only does Saddam Hussain's regime represent a threat to 
international security because of Its contmuing development of weapons 
of mass destruction, its aggressIOn, violation of the laws of armed conflict 
and its record of systematic abuse of human rights IS chilling. 

This paper draws on a number of different published and intelligence 
sources, including reports by UN personnel and non-Governmental 
organisatIOns 

Saddam Hussam 

Pre-Gulf War Record 

Saddam's rise to power was marked by the brutality that now characterises hIS 
regime Five of h,s close friends, members of the ruling Revolutionary Command 
Council, were executed for opposin~ his takeover of the Presidency in 1979 HIs 
uncle, General Ahmad Hassan al-Bakr, who stepped down from the Presidency tn 

Saddam's favour, was also killed Saddam is also widely believed to have been 
behind the helicopter "accident" that !ailed h,s wife's brother, Adnan Khalrallah, in 
June 1989 

Sad dam quickfy established all-pervasive control of Iraq Right from the start, he 
committed numerous atrocities Iraq's Shl'a Musltm and Kurdish communities In 
partIcular have suffered at hiS hands 

In Apnl 1980, a leading Iraqi Shl'a cleric, Ayatollah Mohammed Baqir al-Sadr, was 
executed Many members of another leading clerical family, the Hakims, were 
arrested in May 1983 and executed Another member of the same clencal family, 
Sayed Mahdi aI-Hakim, was murdered in Khartoum in January 1988 
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Documents captured by the Kurds during the Gulf War and handed over to the non
governmental organisation Human Rights Watch indicated that Saddam's persecution 
of the Kurds amounts to a policy of genocide. 8,000 Kurds, males aged 13 and 
upwards, were taken prisoner in 1983 and later put to death. 

Amnesty International in 1985 drew 
attention to reports of hundreds more 
dead and mlssmg, including the 
disappearance of 300 Kurdish children 
arrested in Sulaimaniya, of whom some 
were tortured and three died in custody 

In 1988, Iraqi government forces 
systematically razed Kurdish villages and 
killed civilians . 

Amnesty International estimates that over 
100,000 Kurds were killed or disappeared 
during the 1987-1988 campaIgn, known as 
the Anfal campaigns, to quell Kurdish 
insurgency and activities 

The campaign included the use of chemical 
weapons. According to the non
governmental organisation Human Rights 
Watch, a single attack on the Kurdish town 
of Halabja killed up to 5,000 clVIlians and 
injured some 10,000 more 

Chemical Massacre at Halabja, March 1988 

The brutal massacre of the oppressed and innocent people of Ralab]a began before the 
sunrise of Friday, 17th of March 1988. The Iraqi regune committed one of its most tragic 
and horrible crimes against thJ, ciVIlIan people on Friday, 17th of March. On that day, 
Halab]a was bombarded more than twenty times by iraqI regime's warplanes mth 
chenucal and cluster bomb. 

That Fnday afternoon, the magnitude of Iraqi crimes became e\~dent In the streets and 
alleys of Halab]a, corpses piled up over one another. Children playfug III front of therr 
houses were kIUed instaotly. The children did not even have time to run back home 
Some children feU down at the threshold of the door of their houses. 

Early in the Iran-Iraq war, Saddam shot a Minister who argued for peace during a 
Cabinet meeting Saddam started the war because he disputed the Iran-Iraq border, 
despite havmg himself negotiated that border before he became President 
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The war claimed a miJIion casualties. The Iraqi regime used chemical weapons -
mustard gas and the nerve agents tabun and sarin - extensively from 1984, resulting 
in over 20,000 Iranian casualties 

Ali Hasan ai-Majid 

"Chemical Ali" 
A1; commander for the northern regIOn, he bears direct 
command responsIbility for the chenucal weapons attack on 
the town of Halabja ill northern Iraq which resulted in the 
death of up to 5,000 people 

He also took a leading role in the brutal repression of the 
upnsing thatfollowed the Gulf War in 1991, wluch included 
mass executions, torture and WIdespread destruction. 

• The UN Security Council considered the report prepared by a team of three specialists 
appointed by the UN Secretary General in March 1986, foJIowing which the President 
made a statement condemnmg Iraqi use of chemical weapons This marked the first 
tIme a country had been named for violating the 1925 Geneva Convention banning 
the use of chemical weapons 
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Non-Judicial Beheading and Torture 

TIus document follows the iraqI Revolutionary Command COunCIl'S appomUDent of Hasan ai-Majid as the one in 
charge of all secunty, military and CIvil affairs ill northern Iraq m March 1987 ImmedIately after lus appomunent, 
the Anfal campaign was launched Inmscrimmate deadly methods, rangmg from cherrucal attacks agamst Kurmsh 
ci,"l1ans to destruction of Kurmsh \'Illages to beheadmg of Kurds, were used by the regime to follow through on its 
camp3Ign. 
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One Arab Nation WIth an Eternal Message 
The Ba 'ath Arab SOCIal1st Party 
The Q'itr of Iraq 
Northern OrgarusatlOn Bureau Command 
N~mber 5083 (Secretanat Office) 
Date 22 Aug 1987 

, -ConfidentIal and Personal-
'To FlfSt Corps Command 
Subject ExecutIOn of Crurunals 
Comradely Salute, 
[Re] your personal and confIdential letter [No] 352 on 8 Aug 
1987. 
The vahant comrade, All Hasan al-MajId, COITunander of the 
Northern Orgarusat.lOfl Bureau, has commented as follows on your 
aforementioned letter 
"We do 110t object la the decapItatIOn of trrutors But 11 would have 
been preferable had you also sent them to Secunty for the purpose 
of lflterrogaung them [Secunty persormel] could have found mth 
them other sigruficant mfoffiIation that could have been useful, 
prior to thel! executIon." 
Kmdly revIew Respectfully 
[S ignature] 
Tahir Tawfiq 

._S~<eC!et~of l'<~rtl1erI1 PJ!:'-"~lfS~ Comrru~ttee 
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Iraq also started the "war of the cities", involving the indiscriminate bombing of 
civilian targets, wIth Its attack on Ahwaz in March 1985 And it consIstently 
mistreated POWs, including by brainwashing. 

Farzad Bazoft 

Farzad Bazoft was a young journalist working for the Observer when he was 
arrested by the lrnqi authorities in September 1989. The 31-year old Iranian 
exile, who was travelling on British travel documents, had visited lrnq at the 
mvitation of the Iraqi authorities on several occasdons previously. He was 
researching a story on a large explosion at the rocket-testing complex at Qaqa, 
south of Baghdad when he was arreste4. Detained with him was Mrs Daphne 
Parish, a British nurse who ,worked at one of-Baghdad's major hospitals, who 
had driven him to the site. They were accused of Spyirig for Britain and Israel. 
Mrs Parish was sentenced to 15 years imprisonment, spent six months in 
solttary confinement before being moved to a women's prison, and was 
eventually released in 1990 . 

Bazoft was less fortunate. He was forced to make a confession (allegedly after 
being drugged) and sentenced to death by hanging after a cursory trial. 
Despite widespread mternatlOnai protest and condemnal1on, the Iraqi regnne 
carried out the death sentence on 15 March 1990 In a callous snub, Mr Lanf 
Nassif JasseIll, the lrnqi Information Mlluster and confidant of President 
Saddarn, s31d "Mrs Thatcher wanted him alive We gave her the body", after 
Mr Bazoft's corpse was handed over to the BnUsh embassy in Baghdad 

Invasion of Kuwait 

Iraq invaded Kuwait on 2 August 1990 Abuses commllted by its forces included 
robbery, rape of KuwaItis and expatriates, and summary executions Anmesty 
Internattonal documented many other abuseS dunng the occupation of KuwaIt 

Iraq denied access to the Red Cross, whIch has a mandate to provide protectIOn and 
assistance to ciVIlians affected by int'1national armed conflict The death penalty was 
extended to looting and hoarding of food 

As Iraq tned to implement a policy of Iraqisation of the occupied temtory, Kuwaiti 
civilians were arrested for "crimes" such as wearing beards. People were dragged 
from theIr homes and held in improvised detention centres In findings based on a 
large number of intervIews, Amnesty listed 38 methods of torture used by the Iraqi 
occupiers, including beatings, breaking of limbs, extracting finger and toenails, 
inserting bottle necks into the rectum, and subjecting detainees to mock executions 

More than 600 KuwaIti POWs and missing are sttU unaccounted for We beheve 
some were still alive in 1998 Iraq refuses to comply with its UN obligation to 
account for the missing It has prOVIded sufficient informatIOn to close only three 
files 

1 
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Aziz Salih aI-Nu'man 

Iv; Governor of Kuwall 
dunng the latter pall of the 
occupation, November 1990 
- February 1991, he bears 
responsibility for grave 
breaches of Geneva 
Convention IV Relative to 
the Protection of Civihan 
Persons in Tune Of War 
conurutted by Iraq! forces 
during that penod, mcluding 
murder, torture, rape and 
deportation 

In an attempt to deter mtlItary action to expel it from Kuwait, the IraqI regime took 
several hundred foreign nationals (including children) in Iraq and Kuwait hostage, and 
prevented thousands more from leaving Worse still, hostages were held as human 
shields at a number of strategic mihtary and civilian sites, many m mhumane 
conditions. These acts constituted a flagrant VIOlation of international law - the 
Fourth Geneva Convention, to which Iraq is a party - as was confirmed in United 
Nations Security Council resolutIons 670 and 674 

At the end of the Gulf War, the IraqI army fleeing KuwaIt set fire to over 1,160 
Kuwaiti oil wells, with serious environmental consequences And Inside Iraq, an 
uprising by Iraqi Kurds and Shi' a Muslims was brutally suppressed, WIth the loss of 
tens of thousands of ltves 

! 

Continuing abuses 

Smce the Gulf War, the Iraqi regime's systematic repressIon of the IraqI people has 
'I 

contlllued unabated . 

Persecution of the Kurds 

Persecution of Iraq's Kurds continues, although the protection proVIded by the 
northern No-Fly Zone has curbed the worst excesses The Baghdad regime has 
contInued a pohcy of Arabisation in northern Iraq to remove Kurdish claims to the 
oil-nch area around the city of Kirkuk Kurds and other non-Arabs are forcibly 
relocated to the three northern Iraqi governorates - Dohuk, Arbil and Sulaimamyah -
which are under de facto KurdIsh control 

The Umted Nations CommIssion on Human Rights (UNCHR) Special Rapporteur for 
Iraq reports that 94,000 indIviduals have been expelled since 1991 Kurdish reports 
indicate that four million square metres of agricultural land owned by Kurds has been 
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confiscated and redistributed to Iraqi Arabs Arabs from southern Iraq have been 
offered mcentives to move into the Kirkuk area and, in disputes with their Kurdish 
neighbours, are always favoured by the authorities 

B (name withheld), a Kurdish businessman from.Baghdad, mamed with children, was arrested 
in December 1996 outside his house by plainclothes security men. Irutially his family did not 
know his whereabouts and went from one police station to, another lnquiring about him Then 
through friends they found out that he was being held ill the headqUarters of the General 
Security Directorate in Baghdad. The fumily was not allowed to visit him 

Eleven months later in November 1997 the family was told by the authorities that he had been 
executed and that.they should go and collect his body. His bOdy bore evJ.dent signs of torture. 
His eyes were gouged out and the empty eye sockets were filled with paper. His right wrist and 
left leg were broken. The family was not given any reason for his arrest and subsequent 
execuuon. However, they suspected that he was executed because of his friendslup mth a 
retired army general who had lrnks mth the Iraqi opposition outside the country and who was 
arrested just before B' s arrest and also executed 

In addition, ethnic Kurds and Turcomans have been prevented from buying property 
and those who own property and Wish to sell have to do so to an Arab Kurds have 
also been encouraged to change the ethniclty on their Identity cards to Arab as part of 
this process 

Persecution of the Shi'a community, including murder of Shi'a 
religious leaders 

More than 100 Shi'a clerics have disappeared since the 1991 upnsmg Say'Yed 
Muhammed Taghl a1-Khole "'as killed in a staged car accident in July 1994 
Following the assassination in 1998 of two leadmg Shi'a c1enes, Grand Ayatollah 
Shaykh Mirza All al-Gharawl and Ayatollah Shaykh Murtadaal-Burujerdl, the UN 
Special Rapporteur on Human Rig!?ts reported his fears that this formed part of a 
systematic attack on the independent leadership of Shi 'a Muslims in Iraq 

Bonan al-Tikriti 

Saddam's halfbrother Personally responsIble for the 
detenuon and/or murder of several thousand male 
members of the B'arzani tnbe m 1983 Wlule head of 
Iraqi Intelhgence (the Mukhabarat) 1979-1983, he 
was responslble for the repression of rehgIous and 
ethnIc minonties, indudlllg forced deportatIOn, 
disappearances and murder 

Linked to the arrest of 90 members of the al-Haktm 
family and the murder of at least six of them 
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In early 1999, during a peaceful demonstration in response to the Iraqi regIme's 
murder of the most senior Shi'a cleric in Iraq, Grand Ayatollah Sayyed Mohammed 
Sadiq al-Sadr, security forces fired into the crowd of protestors, killing hundreds of 
civilians, including women and children. Security forces were also involved m efforts 
to break-up Shi'a Friday prayers in Baghdad and other citIes. Large numbers ofShi'a 
were rounded up, imprisoned without trial and tortured. In May 2001, two more Shi'a 
clerics were executed in Baghdad for publicly accusing the regime of the Grand 
Ayatollah's murder 

AI-Shaikh Yahya Muhsin J a'far al-Zeini 

AI-Shaikh Yahya Muh5in Ja'far aI-Zemi, from Saddam City, is a 29-}ear-old fanner theology student in 
aZ-Hawza aZ-'llmlya III aI-Najaf. On 2 July 1999 he was arrested in Ius parents' house following his arrival 
from aI-Najaf HIs father and two brothers had been detained as subsntute pnsoners nnni his arrest 
Security men blindfolded him and took him to a Security Directorate buildmg Once there, he was taken to 
a room and his blindfold was removed. He told Amnesty Internanonal 

" .. I saw a friend of mme, ai-Shaikh Nasser Taresh aI-Sa'lru, naked He was handcuffed and a p,ece of 
"ood was placed between Ius elbows and his knees. The two ends of the wood were placed on two high 
cham and ai-Shaikh Nasser was being suspended I1ke a chicken. TIlls method of torture is known as al
Khaygama (a reference to a fanner secunty director known as at-Khaygani) An eJeetnc WIre was attached 
to ai-Shaikh Nasser's penis and another one attached to one of his toes He was asked 1f he could identify 
me and he sald "this IS ai-Shaikh Yah)'a". They took me to another room and then after about 10 mmutes 
they stripped me of my clothes and a secunty officer said "the person you saw has confessed agamst you". 
He S3.1d to me "You followers of [AyatOllah) aI-Sadr have carried out acts harmful to the security of the 
counny and have been rustnbuting ann-government statements conung from abroad". He asked if I have 
any contact WIth an IraqI religious scholar based ill Iran who has been Slgnmg these statements. 1 said "I 
do not have any contacts with him". I was then left suspended ill the sarne manner as at-Shaikh at-Sa'lru 
My face was lookmg upward. They attached an eleetnc wire on my perus and the other end of the wire is 
attached to an electric motor One secunty man was luttJ.ng my feet '11th a cable Electric shocks were 
applied every few rrunutes and were increased I must have been suspended for more than an hour I lost 
consCIOusness They took me to another room and made me walk even though my feet were swollen from 
beating. They repeated tlus method a few )lmes " 

In response to on-gomg attacks on government bUll dIngs and officials In southern Iraq 
dunng 1999, the Iraqi army and mlll,tia forces destroyed entire Shi' a Villages in the 
south This was a contInuation of the regime's polley, pursued throughout the 1990s, 
of draIning the marshes area of southern Iraq, so forCIng the population to relocate to 
urban areas where it was unable to offer assistance to antI-regime elements and could 
be controlled more effectively by the regime's secunty forces 

Harassment of the Opposition 

The UNCHR Special Rapporteur on Iraq has received numerous reports of 
harassment, intimidatIon and threats against the families of oppositIon members living 
abroad 

In mId February 1999 the brother of a senior London-based member of the Iraqi 
National Accord (INA) was arrested by Iraqi Intelligence (the Mukhabarat) in Basra 
and forced to phone hiS brother in the UK and exp laIn his predicament A 
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Mukhabarat officer subsequently spoke to the INA member and demanded that he co
operate with the Mukhabarat 

In January 1999 the Mukhabarat phoned another INA official, who was told that his 
children and brother were under arrest and would face punishment if he did not co
operate with the Mukhabarat The Mukhabarat demanded details of the home, car and 
routines of INA head Dr Ayed Allawi 

A Professional Rapist 

Government . personnel 
card of Aziz Saleh Ahmed, 
identified as a "fighter in 
the popular army" whose 
"activlty" is "violation of 
women's honour" 
(l e a professlOnaJ rapIst) 

I-
I 
, 
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The family of General Nalllb al-Salehl, a political opponent living III Jordan, have 
been subjected to arrests, qlleslloning and other forms of harassment In June 2000, 
he received a videotape showing the rape of a female relallve. Ten days later, he was 
contacted by the Iraqi Intell!gence Service, who told him that they were holding 
another female relal10n and urged him to stop his activities 

Special Operations 

"Special OperaMns" refers to regune-sanctioned sabotage, ladnappmg and assassmaMn 
lIUSSlOns Smce the early 1970s tlie Intelligence ServIces have plarmed and earned out 
assassmal10ns of prornment IraqI OPPOSltJOniSts and other pohticaJ targets Smee 1991, 
these mclude 

• MUAYAD HASAN ,:t<AJI AL-JANABI, a scientist formerly engaged m Iraq's 
nuclear progranune, who was murdered in Jordan in late 1992. 

• SHA YKH T ALffi AL-SUHA YL, an Iraqi dissident, murdered m Lebanon m 1994 
• The attempted assassmation of former US PreSIdent GEORGE BUSH m KUWaIt m 

early 1993 

Arbitrary killings 

Executions are carried out without due process of law Relatlves are often prevented 
from burying the vicllms in accordance with Islamic practice, and have even been 
charged for the bullets used An estlmated 2,500 prisoners were executed between 
1997 and 1999 in a "prison cleansing" campaign (not the first - in 1984, 4,000 
pohtical prisoners were executed at a single prison, the Abu Ghralb) In February 
2000, 64 male prisoners were executed at Abu Ghraib, followed in March by a further 
58, all of whom had prevlously been held in solitary confinement In October 200 I, 
23 pohtical prisoners, mainly Shi'a Muslims, were executed at Abu Ghraib. 

I 
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Between 1993 and 1998 around 3,000 pnsoners from the "Mahjar" prison (see below) 
were executed in an execution area called the "Hadiqa" (garden) near to the prison. 
The "Hadiqa" consisted of an open area and sand bank which was covered by a steel 
awning. Prisoners from the "Mahjar" were executed in the "Hadiqa" by machine gun 
A SpecIal Oversight CommIttee at the pnson decided on the executions 

U davy Saddam Hussaio 

Saddarn's elder sao. Has been 
frequently accused of serial rape and 
murder of young women 

Personally executed dissidents m 
Basra during tI1e upnsmg wluch 
fonowed the Gulf War in March 
1991 

As a member of the National Secunty 
CounCll, he bears command 
responsibIlIty for all cnmes 
comoutted WIth the authonty or 
acqmescence of that body 

In October 2000, dozens of women accused of prostitution were beheaded without 
any judiCIal process, together WIth men accused of plmpmg. Some were accused for 
political reasons Members of the Feda'iyye Saddam (the mihtia created m 1994 by 
Saddam's elder son, Udayy Hussam) used swords to execute victims in front of their 
homes. 

I 

'Ala' Abd AI-Qadir AI-Majid 

In mid 2001, 'Ala 'Abd AI-Qadir AI-Majid fled to Jordrm from Iraq, Cltmg 
disagreements v.,th the re\jlme over business matters ' Ala was a cousin of Saddarn 
Hussain, a fonner intel1igence officer and, latterly, a businessman He returned to Iraq 
after the Iraqi Ambassador in Jordrm declared publicly that his life was not m drmger 
He was met at the border by Tahir Habbush, Head of the Iraqi Intelligence Service (the 
Mukhabarat), and taken to a funn owned by 'Ali Hasan AI-Majid At the farm 'Ala 
was tied to a tree and executed by members of his immediate fanuly who, following 
orders from Saddarn, took It in turns to shoot him. 

Saddarn has a history of dealing WIth disloyalty by arranging for traltors, as Saddarn 
sees them, to be killed by their family or tribal associates. This helps to prevent blood 
feuds between different fanuJy/mbal groups and to distance his ll1volvement 

, Ala IS Just the latest of some 40 of Saddarn's relatives, including women and children, 
that he has had killed. In February 1996, his sons-m-Iaw Hussain Kamal and Saddarn 
Kamal were executed They had defected in 1995 and returned to Iraq from Jordrm 
after the government had armOlUlced amnestJ.es for them. 
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Arbitrary arrest, detention under inhumane conditions, inhumane 
punishments, and torture 

Men, women and children contmue to be arrested and detained on SUSpICIOn of 
political or religious activities, or simply because they are related to members of the 
opposition Political prisoners are held in inhumane and degrading conditions 
throughout Iraq. 

The "Mahjar" prison located on the Police Training College site in central Baghdad 
formerly housed the Police Dog Training Centre The normal occupancy of the 
"Mahjar" is 600-700 people. Thirty of the cells are underground and thirty other cells 
used to be dog kennels Prisoners are beaten twice a day and the women regularly 
raped by their guards They receive no medical treatment, but some prisoners have 
survived up to a year in the "Mahjar" Two large oil storage tanks each with a 
capacity of 36,000 litres have been built close to the "Mahjar" The tanks are full of 
petrol and are connected by pipes to the prison buildings in the "Mahjar". The prison 
authonties have instructions to set light to the petrol and destroy the "Mahjar" III an 
emergency 

Torture and Mistreatment in Abu Ghraib Prison 

Abdallah, a member of the Ba'ath Party whose loyalty became suspect has SUll-VIVId personal 
memories from Ius four years of impnsonment at Abu Ghrub in the 1 980s, where he was held naked 
the enille time and frequently tortured. 
On the second day of his lillpnsonmen~ the men were forced to walk between two rows of fi,e 
guards each, to receive their con tamers of food While walking to get the food, they were beaten by 
the guards WIth plashc telephone cables They had to return to therr cells the same way, so that a 
walk to get breakfast resulted ill twenty lashes "It wasn't that bad gomg to get the food", Abdallah 
sald, "but commg back the food was spilled when we were beaten." The same procedure was used 
when the men went to the bathroom. 
On the thrrd day, the torture began "We were removed from our cells and beaten With plastic pipes 
This surpnsed us, because we were asked no quesuons Possibly it was bemg done to break our 
morale", Abdallah speculated. The torture escalated to si,,1een sessions daIly The treallnent was 
organised and systemahc Abdallah was held alone ill a 3x2-meter room that opened onto a corridor 
"We were allowed to go to the tQilet three tunes a day, tllen they reduced the tOllet to once a day for 
ouly one minute. I went for four years Without a shower or a wash", Abdallah said He also learned 
to cope With the depnvation and the hunger that accompanied Ius detention 
"I taught myself to dnnk a minrrnum amount of water because there was no place to unnate They 
used wooden sticks to beat us and sometimes the sticks would break I found a piece of a StIck, 
covered '''th blood, and managed to bnng 1t back to my room I ate it for three days A person who is 
hungry can eat anything Pleces of our boches started falling off from the beatrngs and our skm was 
so dry truit 1t began to falloff. I ate pieces of my own body. 
"No one, not Pushlan, not Mahfouz, can descnbe what happened to us It is rrnpossiblc to descnbe 
what living this day to day was like. I was totally naked the entire time. Hall of the origmal group [of 
about thirty men 1 died. It was a slow type of conllnUOus phySiCal and psychological torture 
Somehmes, it seemed that orders came to kill one of us, and he would be beaten to death " 

The "Sijn AJ-Tarbut" (the casket pnson) is located on the third underground level of 
the new Directorate of General Security CDGS) building In Baghdad The pnsoners 
here are kept in rows of rectangular steel boxes, as found in mortuanes, untt! they 
either confess to their crimes or die There are around 100-150 boxes which are 

1 
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opened for half an hour a day to allow the prisoners some light and air. The pnsoners 
receive only liquids 

Qu,au Saddam Hus,ain 

Saddam's younger son. As 
head of the Iraqi mternai 
secunty agencies, he has 
permitted and encouraged the 
endemic use of torture, 
mcludmg rape and the threat 
of rape, in Iraq 

The "Qurtiyya" (the can) prison is located in a DGS compound in the Talbiyyah area 
of the Saddam City district of Baghdad. This consists of 50-60 metal boxes the size 
of old tea chests in which detainees are locked under the same conditlOns as the "Sijn 
Al-Tarbut" Each box has a tap for water and a floor made of mesh to allow the 
detainees to defecate 

1 

A Tortured Family 

A particularly nasty example of torture m,olved a family wluch was arrested in late 2000 
and taken to two separate mterrogatlOn centres within Repubhcan Guard faciilues 
located along the road to Abu Ghraib. The husband was held in one centre wlulst the 
Wife and children were held at a women's facility. The husband and wife were 
interrogated under torture about the husband's sale of a vehicle which, the interrogators 
said, had been captured by Iraqi secunty forces dunng a raId on Iraqi OPPOSIUOniSts. 

The mterrogators 5ald separately to both husband and WIfe that tiley would cease the 
torture if they SIgned confessions adrruttmg to be collaborating with the opposItionists 
They refused The wIfe was stripped naked and cigarettes stubbed out on all parts of her 
body whenever she refused to implicate her husband She was beaten and thrown around 
the interrogation room Her children were forced to watch the torture She was 
eventually released, having been told that her husband would continue being tortured 
until she returned to lqanfess She was arrested again two weeks later and the same 
pattern oftorture was repeated, leaving her a psycholOgIcal wreck 

Dunng his interrogaUon, the husband's arms were tied behind his back aod he was then 
suspended in the air using a hook hung from the ceiling This caused mtense pain as his 
shoulder muscles and ligaments were tom After a penod, the mterrogators entered the 
room and the husband was unhooked and placed m a chair in the middle of the room. 
From close range, he was then shot at with a pistol whenever he refused to agree to sign 
his confession Sometimes shots were fired which missed lus body, at other times the 
pistol muzzle was placed against lus fingers, toes or arms and fired so as to mutIlate 
these areas. 

Over the follOWing two weeks further mterrogations occurred at mtervals, following 
periods of food and water deprivation. Eventually a bnbe was paid to an Iraqi 
Intelligence officer by the husband's and wife's wider family and both the husband and 
wife were released They subsequently escaped Iraq. 
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Prisoners are also subjected to brutal torture. Methods mclude knife cuts, sexual 
attacks, electric shocks, eye gouging, cigarette bums, pulling out of fingernails and 
mutilation of hands with electric drills "Official" rape is also systematically used 
against Iraqi women. 

In early 1998, the Iraqi regime obstructed a UN weapons inspection team which was 
trying to investigate claims that Iraq had conducted biological weapons experiments 
on prisoners during the mid-1990s 

Saddam has issued a series of decrees establishing severe penalties (amputatIOn, 
branding, cuttmg off of ears, or other forms of mutilation) for criminal offences 
Anyone found guilty of slandering the President has their tongue removed. These 
punishments are practised mainly on political dissenters Iraqi TV has broadcast 
pictures of these punishments as a warning to others . 

Senior regime figures have been personally involved in these abuses General' Abd 
Hamud, the head of Sad dam's private office, has played a direct role in supervismg all 
of these prisons and their security Both he and Sad dam have signed death warrants 
for pnsoners The archive files holding these death warrants were kept hidden within 
the cafetena area on the eIghth floor of the main Ministry of Interior buIlding m 
Baghdad 

Udayy Hussam mamtained a prIvate torture chamber, known as the "Ghurfa Hamra" 
(Red Room) in a building on the banks of the Tigris disguised as an electricity 
installation In one infamous incident of mass torture, Udayy Hussain ordered the 
national football team to be caned on the soles of their feet after losmg a World Cup 
qualifying match 

'" 

Saddnm's chemical gifts to the M'lrsh f1TULIO 
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Summary 

Iraq-which has the expertise, facilities, and equipment to expand its WMD arsenal-is 
working to reconstitute prohibited WMD programs. 

• Since December 1998, Baghdad has refused to allow UN inspectors into Iraq as required by 
UN Security Council resolutions; in the absence of such inspections, Iraq's ability to work on 
prohibited programs without risk of discovery undoubtedly has increased. 

• Iraq has stockpiles of CW and BW agents and munitions, is rebuilding its dual-use 
production facilities, and is aggressively pursuing delivery platforms-including UAYs-for 
chemical and biological agents. 

• Iraq retains a small force of prohibited Scud-variant missiles and launchers and is developing 
two short-range ballistic missile systems that could violate UN-imposed range restrictions. 
All of these Iraqi weapons could have warheads that deliver chemical or biological agents. 

• Iraq still has much of the infrastructure needed to pursue its goal of building a nuclear 
weapon, but it is unlikely to produce indigenously enough weapons-grade material for a 
deliverable nuclear weapon until late in the decade. Baghdad could shorten the acquisition 
timeline significantly if it were able to procure fissile material abroad. 

• Iraq has been able to import dual-use, WMD-related equipment and material through 
procurements both within and outside the UN sanctions regime. Baghdad diverts some of the 
$10 billion worth of goods now entering Iraq every year for humanitarian needs to support 
the military and WMD programs. 



Iraq's Weapons of Mass Destruction Programs 

In April 1991, the UN Security Council enacted Resolution 687 requiring Iraq to declare, 
destroy, or render harmless its weapons of mass destruction (WMD) arsenal and production 
infrastructure under UN or International Atomic Energy Agency (lAEA) supervision. UN 
Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 687 also demanded that Iraq forgo the future 
development or acquisition -of WMD. 

Baghdad's determination to hold onto a sizeable remnant of its arsenal, agents, equipment, and 
expertise has led to years of dissembling and obstruction of UN inspections. Elite Iraqi security 
services orchestrated an extensive concealment and deception campaign to hide incriminating 
documents and material that precluded resolution of key issues in each WMD category: Iraq's 
missile, chemical warfare (CW), biological warfare (BW), and nuclear programs. 

• Iraqi obstructions prompted the Security Council to pass several subsequent resolutions 
demanding that Baghdad comply with its obligations to cooperate with the inspection process 
and to provide United Nations Special Commission (UNSCOM) and lAEA officials 
immediate and unrestricted access to any site they wished to inspect. 

• While outwardly maintaining the facade of cooperation, Iraqi officials frequently denied 
access to facilities, personnel. and documents in an effort to conceal critical information 
about their WMD programs. 

Successive Iraqi declarations on Baghdad's pre-Gulf war WMD programs gradually became 
more accurate between 1991 and 1998 but only because of sustained pressure from UN 
sanctions, coalition military force, and vigorous and robust inspections facilitated by information 
from cooperative countries. Nevertheless, Iraq never has fully accounted for major gaps and 
inconsistencies in its declarations and has provided no credible proof that it has completely 
destroyed its weapons stockpiles and production infrastructure. 

• Despite the destruction of most of its prohibited ballistic missiles and some Gulf war-era 
chemical and biological munitions, Iraq probably still has a small force of Scud-variant 
missiles, chemical precursors, biological seed stock, and thousands of munitions suitable for 
chemical and biological agents. 

• Iraq has managed to preserve and in some cases even enhance the infrastructure and expertise 
necessary for WMD production and has used that capability to maintain a stockpile and 
possibly to increase its size and sophistication. 

Since December 1998, Baghdad has refused to allow United Nations inspectors into Iraq as 
required by the Security Council resolutions. Technical monitoring systems installed by the UN 
at known and suspected WMD and missile facilities in Iraq no longer operate. 
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UN Security Council Resolutions and Provisions for Inspections 
and Monitoring: Theory and Practice 

Resolution Requirement 

Res. 687 (3 April 1991) Requires Iraq 10 declare. destroy, 
remove, or rerder harmless under UN or IAEA supervision 
and not to use, devebp, construct, or acqLire all chElmical and 
biological weapons, all ballistic missiles with ranges grealer 
lhan 150 tan, and all ruclear weapons·usable malerial, 
including related material, equipment, and locilities. The 
resolution also lormed Ihe Special Commission and 
authorized the IAEA to carry out immediate on·sile 
inspections ot WW-relaed lacilities based on Iraq's 
declarations and UNSCOM's designation 01 any addilional 
locations. 

Res. 707 (15 August 1991) Requires Iraq 10 allow UN and 
IAEA inspeclor.; immedate and unrestricted access 10 any 
$ile they wish 10 inspect. Demands traq provide lull, lina!, and 
complele disclosure 01 all aspects 01 ils WMD programs; 
cease mmedialely any allempt 10 conceal, move, or destroy 
WMD·relaled malerial or equipment; allOw UNSCOM and 
IAEA leams to use lixed-wing and helicopter lIights 
IhrougtDullr<q; and respond hJIy, comptetely, and promptly 
10 any Special Commi$sion QUeslions or requests 

Res. 715 (11 October 1991) R~ires Iraq to slbmit 10 
UNSCOM and tAEA long-term monitoring 01 Iraqi WM) 
programs; and approved detaited plans called lor in UNSCRs 
687 ard 707 lor Iong·term montoring. 

Res. 1051 (27 Ma-ch 1996) Established the Iraqi 
exporVimpori monitoring system, requiring UN members to 
provde IAEA and UNSCOM with intormation on mal erials 
exporled to Iraq that may be applicable to WMD production. 
and requiring Ircq to report imports 01 all dual-use lems. 

Reality 

Baghdad rei used 10 dedare alt paris 01 each WMO 
program, slilmilled several declarations a5 part 01 its 
aggressive ellOrts to deny and deceive inspectors, an:! 
ensured lhal certain elemenls otthe program would 
remain concealed. The prohibili:m against devebping 
deliwry plallorms with ranges greater lhan 150 kin 
allowed Ba!1Jdad to researdl and develop shorter-range 
systems with applications lor longer-range systems and 
did not allecllracj ellorls to convert Iult-size airaall inlo 
unmanned aerial vehtles as potentiat WMD delvery 
syslems wilh ranges lar beyond 150 km. 

saghdOO in 1996 negotiated with UNSCOM'Executive 
Chairman Ekeus modailies thai it used to delay 
Inspeclions, b restrict 10 lour Ihe number ot inspectors 
allowed into aIrf site Bagtnad declared as "S9!lSitive." 
and to prohibit Ihem aftogether Irom sites regan:led as 
sovereign. These modalitie$ gave Iraq leverage over 
individual inspections. Iraq eventually allowed lager 
numbers 01 inspectors into steh sites but only aller 
tengtll{ negotiations at each site. 

---------------------------
Iraq general~ acconvnodated UN monitors 81 declarad 
sHes but occasionaJ~ obstructed access and manipulaled 
monitoring cameras_ UNSCOM and IAEA monitoring ot 
Iraq's WM) pro!P'ams does not have a specilied end dale 
under arrrenl UN resoutions. 

Iraq is negotiating cor1racts lor procuring-outside 01 UN 
controls-du~tI-use items with WW appications. The UN 
lacks the stalt needed to conduct thorough inspections 01 
goods at Iraq's borders and to monilor impor1s inside traq. 

----------------------------.--.-------------------------------------------------
Res. 1060 (12 June 1996) and ResohJions 1115, 1134, 
1137, 1154, 1194, and 1205: Demand Iraq cooperate with 
UNSCOM and allow inspectbn teams immediate, 
unconcl1ionaJ, ald unrestricted access to tadlilies lor 
inspeclion and acce$S to Ira<j ollicials lor inlerviews. UNSCR 
1137 rondemns Baghdad's relusalto alow e~ry 10 Iraq to 
UNSCOM officials (In \he grounds 01 their nationaJily and its 
Ihreats to the salely 01 UN reconnassance aircraft. 

Res. 1154 (2 March 1998) Demands Iraq oomply with 
UNSCOM and IAEA in-;pectioll$ and endorses Ihe Secrelary 
Gener<d'!) memoranrum 01 undersl~nding with Iraq. provding 
lor "severest oonsequences' illraq lails looomply. 
Res. 1194 (9 September 1998) Condemns Iraq's decision to 
susperd cooperation with UNSCOM and the IAEP. 
Res. 1205 (5 November 1998) Condemns Iraq~ decision to 
cease oooperation wlh UNSCOM. 

Res. 1284 (17 December 1999) Established lhe United 
Nations Monitoring, VerifICation, and Inspeclion CommiSSion 
(UNMOJIC), replacing UNSCOM; and decides Iraq shall 
allow UNMOVIC teams immediate, unconditional, and 
unrestricted access 10 art! and all aspecls 01 Iraq's WMD 
program. 

BaghdOO consistently sought to impede and limi1 
UNSCOM's mission in Iraq by bbcking access to 
numerous tacilities throu{1lout the inspection process, 
ollen salitizing siles belore the arrival 01 ilspectors and 
routinely attempting to deny ilspector.; access to 
requested sites and indviduals. At limes, Baghdad would 
promise compliance 10 a\oQid consequences, only 10 
renege later. 

Ur.tSCOM coukl not exercise its mandate withouttraqi 
compllCl1ce. 8aghda:l relused to work with UNSCOM and 
inslead negoli;JIEld wilh Ihe Secrelary Generat, wmm il 
believed would be more sympalhelio; t"lraq's needs. 

Iraq repeatedly has rejecled the return 01 UN arms 
inspeclors and claims thai it has satistied all UN 
resolutbns relevant to cisarmame~. Compared with 
UNSCOM, 1284 gives the UNMOVIC chairman less 
aulhority, gives Ihe Sea.rrily Courcil a grealer role in 
delining key disarmanent tasks, and requires thai 
inspectors be IlJl-time lJ.,j emptoyees. 
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• After four years of claiming that they had conducted only "small-scale, defensive" 
\... research, Iraqi officials finally admitted in 1995 to production and weaponization of 

biological agents. The Iraqis admitted this only after being faced with evidence of their 
procurement of a large volume of growth media and the defection of Husayn Kamil, fonner 
director of Iraq's military industries. 

• Iraq admitted producing thousands of liters of the BW agents anthrax,2 botulinum toxin, 
(which paralyzes respiratory muscles and can be fatal within 24 to 36 hours) and aflatoxin, 
(a potent carcinogen that can attack the liver, killing years after ingestion) and preparing BW
filled Scud-variant missile warheads, aerial bombs, and aircraft spray tanks before the Gulf 
war, although it did not use them. 

Two R-400A bombs m foreground (with black stripe) photographed by UNSCOM inspectors at Murasana Airfield near 
the AI Wa/id Alrbase in late 1991 bear markings indICating they were to be filled with botulmum toxin. Other bombS 
appear to have markings consistent with binary chemical agent fiIJ. This evidence contradicted Iraq's declarations that 
It did not deploy BW munitions to operational airbases and that it destroyed all BW bombs in July 1991~eclarations 
that were subsequently retracted m the face of overwhelmmg evidence to the contrary 

7 An infectious dose of anthrax is about 8.000 spores or less than one· millionth of a gram in a non immuno
conlpromised person. Inhalation anthrax historically has been 100 percent fatal within tive 10 seven days. although 
in recent cases aggressive medical treatment has reduced the fmalilY rate. 
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Chemical-Filled Munitions Declared by Iraq 

Iraqi 250-gauge 
chemical bomb. 

Iraqi 08-2 
chemical bomb. 

Iraqi 155-mm 
chemical shell. 

122-rnm rOCkets 
filled with the 
chemical neNe 
agent sarin prior 
to destruction. 

1 1 

Iraqi SOO-gauge 
chemical bombs. 

Iraqi R-400 
chemical bombs. 

Iraqi AI Husayn 
chemical 
warheads. 



Iraq: CW-Related Production Facilities and Declared Sites of Deployed 
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Baghdad continues to rebuild and expand dual-use infrastructure that it could divert 
quickly to CW production. The best examples are the chlorine and phenol plants at the 
Fallujah II facility. Both chemicals have legitimate civilian uses but also are raw materials for 
the synthesis of precursor chemicals used to produce blister and nerve agents. Iraq has three 
other chlorine plants that have much higher capacity for civilian production; these plants and 
Iraqi imports are more than sufficient to meet Iraq's civilian needs for water treatment. Of the 15 
million kg of chlorine imported under the UN Oil-for-Food program since 1997, Baghdad used 
only 10 million kg and has 5 million kg in stock, suggesting that some domestically produced 
chlorine has been diverted to proscribed activities. 

• Fallujah 11 was one of Iraq's principal CW precursor production facilities before the Gulf 
war. In the last two years the Iraqis have upgraded the facility and brought in new chemical 
reactor vessels and shipping containers with a large amount of production equipment. They 
have expanded chlorine output far beyond pre-Gulf war production levels--capabilities that 
they could divert quickly to CW production. Iraq is seeking to purchase CW agent 
precursors and applicable production equipment and is trying to hide the activities of the 
Fallujah plant. 
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Nuclear Weapons Program 

More than ten years of sanctions and the loss of much of Iraq's nuclear infrastructure under 
lAEA oversight have not diminished Saddam's interest in acquiring or developing nuclear 
weapons. Iraq had an advanced nuclear weapons development program before the Gulf war that 
focused on building an implosion-type weapon using highly enriched uranium. Baghdad was 
attempting a variety of uranium enrichment techniques, the most successful of which were the 
electromagnetic isotope separation and gas centrifuge programs. After its invasion of Kuwait, 
Iraq initiated a crash program to divert IAEA-safeguarded, highly enriched uranium from its 
Soviet and French-supplied reactors, but the onset of hostilities ended this effort. Iraqi 
declarations and the UNSCOM/lAEA inspection process revealed much of Iraq's nuclear 
weapons efforts, but Baghdad still has not provided complete information on all aspects of its 
nuclear weapons program. 

• Iraq has withheld important details relevant to its nuclear program, including procurement 
logs, technical documents, experimental data, accounting of materials, and foreign assistance. 

• Baghdad also continues to withhold other data about enrichment techniques, foreign 
procurement, weapons design, and the role of Iraqi security services in concealing its nuclear 
facilities and activities. 

Iraq still has much of the infrastructure needed to pursue its goal of building a nuclear 
weapon. Iraq retains its cadre of nuclear scientists and technicians, its program documentation, 
and sufficient dual-use manufacturing capabilities to support a reconstituted nuclear weapons 
program. Iraqi media have reported numerous meetings between Saddam and nuclear sCientists 
over the past two years, signaling his continued interest in reviving a nuclear program. 

• Before its departure from Iraq, the IAEA made significant strides toward dismantling Iraq's 
nuclear-weapons program and unearthing the nature and scope of Iraq's past nuclear 
activities. In the absence of inspections, however, Iraq easily could have begun to 
reconstitute its nuclear program and to unravel the IAEA's hard-earned accomplishments. 

Iraq's expanding international trade provides growing access to nuclear-related technology and 
materials and potential access to foreign nuclear expertise. An increase in dual-use procurement 
activity in recent years may be supporting a reconstituted nuclear-weapons program. 

• The acquisition of sufficient fissile material is Iraq's principal hurdle in developing a nuc lear 
weapon. 

• Iraq is unlikely to produce indigenously enough weapons-grade material for a 
deliverable nuclear weapon until mid-to-Iate in the decade. Baghdad could shorten the 
acquisition timeline significantly if it were able to procure fissile material abroad. 
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Iraq: Nuclear-Related Facilities 
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Ballistic Missile Program 

Compelling information reveals that Iraq is developing a ballistic missile capability that 
exceeds the 150·km range limitation established under UNSeR 687. Iraq had an active 
missile force before the Gulf war that included 819 Scud-B missiles (300-km range) purchased 
from the former Soviet Union and a program to extend the Scud's range and modify its warhead. 
Iraq admitted filling at least 75 of its Scud warheads with chemical or biological agents and 
deployed these weapons for use against coalition forces and regional opponents including Israel 
in 1991. 

Iraqi Ballistic Missiles 
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• Most of the approximately 90 Scud-type missiles Saddam fired at Israel, Saudi Arabia: and 
Bahrain during the Gulf war were al-Husayn variants that the Iraqis modified by lengthening 
the airframe and increasing fuel capacity, extending the range to 650 km. 

• Baghdad was developing other longer-range missiles based on Scud technology, including 
the 900-km ai-Abbas. Iraq was designing follow-on multi-stage and clustered medium
range ballistic missile (MRBM) concepts-some similar to the Al Abid space-launch 
vehicle (SLV)-with intended ranges up to 3,000 km. Iraq also had a program to develop 
a two-stage missile called the Badr-2000 using solid-propellants with an estimated range of 
750 to 1,000 km. 

• Iraq never fully accounted for its existing missile programs. Discrepancies in Baghdad's 
declarations suggest that Iraq retains a small force of Scud-type missiles and an 
undetermined number of launchers and warheads. Further, Iraq never explained the . 
disposition of advanced missile components, such as guidance and control systems, that it 
could not produce on its own and that would be critical to developmental programs. 

Iraq continues to work on UN-authorized short-range ballistic missiles (SRBMs)--those with a 
range no greater than 150 km-that help develop the expertise and infrastructure needed to 
produce longer-range missile systems. The al-Samoud liquid propellant SRBM is capable of 
flying beyond the allowed 150 km range. The al-Samoud and the solid-propellant Ababil-lOO, 
both of which may be nearing operational deployment, appeared on launchers in a military 
parade on 31 December 2000 in Baghdad. Other evidence strongly suggests Iraq is modifying 
missile testing and production facilities to produce even longer-range missiles: 

• The AI-Rafah-North Liquid Propellant Engine RDT &E Facility is Iraq's principal site for the 
static testing of liquid propellant missile engines. Baghdad has been building a new test 
stand there that is larger than the test stand associated with al-Samoud engine testing and the 
defunct Scud engine test stand. The only plausible explanation for this test facility is that 

. Iraq intends to test engines for longer-range missiles prohibited under UNSeR 687. 

• The AI-Mutasim Solid Rocket Motor and Test Facility, previously associated with Iraq's 
Badr-2000 solid-propellant missile program, has been rebuilt and expanded in recent years. 
The al-Mutasim site supports solid-propellant motor assembly, rework, and testing for the 
UN-authorized Ababil-l 00, bl:lt the size of certain facilities there, particularly those newly 
constructed between the assembly rework and static test areas, suggests that Baghdad is 
preparing to develop systems that are prohibited by the UN. 

• At the AI-Mamoun Solid Rocket Motor Production Plant and Research, Development, 
Testing and Evaluation (RDT&E) Facility, the Iraqis, since the December 1998 departure of 
inspectors, have rebuilt structures damaged in the Gulf War and dismantled by UNSCOM 
that were originally built to manufacture solid propellant motors for the Badr-2000 program. 
They also have built a new building and are reconstructing other buildings originally 
designed to fill large Badr-2000 motor casings with solid propellant. 
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• Also at al-Mamoun, the Iraqis have rebuilt two structures used to "mix" solid propellant for 
the Badr-2000 missile. The new buildings-about as large as the original ones-are ideally 
suited to house large, UN-prohibited mixers. In fact, the only logical explanation for the size 
and configuration of these mixing buildings is that Iraq intends to develop longer-range, 
prohibited missiles. 

SA-2 (AI Samoud) Engine Test 
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Iraq: Ballistic-Missile-Related Facilities 
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Iraq has managed to rebuild and expand its missile development infrastructure under 
sanctions, suggesting that Baghdad maintains an active procurement network in suppo rt of 
its proscribed programs. Iraqi intermediaries have sought production technology, machine 
tools, and raw materials in violation of the arms embargo. 

• The Iraqis have completed a new ammonium perchlorate production plant at Mamoun that 
supports Iraq's solid propellant missile program. Ammunition perchlorate is a common 
oxidizer used in solid propellant missile motors. Baghdad would not have been able to 
complete this facility without help from abroad 

• In August 1995, Iraq was caught trying to acquire sensitive, proscribed guidance systems 
(gyroscopes) for ballistic missiles, demonstrating thaI Baghdad has been pursuing missi le 
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technology for some time. traqi officials admitted that they had received a similar shipment 
earlier that year. 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Program and Other Aircraft 

Iraq is continuing to develop other platforms capable of delivering chemical and biological 
agents. Immediately before the Gulf War, Baghdad attempted to convert a MiG-21 into an 
unmanned aerial vehicle (UA V) to carry spray tanks capable of dispensing chemical or 
biological agents. UNSCOM assessed that the program to develop the spray system was 
successful, but the conversion of the MiG-21 was not. More recently, Baghdad has attempted to 
convert the L-29 jet trainer aircraft into a UA V that can be fitted with the CBW spray tanks, 
most likely a continuation of previous efforts with the MiG-21. Although much less 
sophisticated than ballistic missiles as a delivery platform, an aircraft, manned or unmanned, is 
the most efficient way to disseminate chemical and biological weapons over a large, distant area. 

Iraqi L-29 UAVTest-Bed Aircraft at Samarra East Airbase 
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• lraq already has produced modified drop-tanks that can disperse effectively biological or 
chemical agents. Before the Gulf war. the Iraqis successfully experimented with aircraft
mounted spray tanks capable of releasing up to 2,000 liters of an anthrax si~ulant over a 
target area. Iraq also has modified successfully commercial crop sprayers and tested thern 
with an anthrax simulant delivered from helicopters. 
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Test of dissemination of BW agents from a mOdified drop tank carried by a Mirage F1. The drop tank was filled 
with 1000 liters of slurry Bacillus subtilis, a simulant for B. anthracis, and disseminated over Abu Obeydi Airbase in 
January 1997. The photo is from a videotape provided by Iraq to UNSCOM. 
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• Baghdad has a history of experimenting with a variety of unmanned platforms. Iraq's'use of 
newer, more capable airframes would increase range and payload, while smaller platforms 
might be harder to detect and therefore more survivable. This capability represents a serious 
threat to Iraq's neighbors and to international military forces in the region. 

• Iraq used tactical fighter aircraft and helicopters to deliver chemical agents, loaded in bombs 
and rockets, during the Iran-Iraq war. Baghdad probably is considering again using manned 
aircraft as delivery platforms depending on the operational scenario. 

Procurement in Support of WMD Programs 

Iraq has been able to import dual-use, WMD-relevant equipment and material through 
procurements both within and outside the UN sanctions regime. Baghdad diverts some of the 
$10 billion worth of goods now entering Iraq every year for humanitarian needs to support 
the military and WMD programs instead. 

• UN monitors at Iraq's borders do not inspect the cargo-worth hundreds of millions of 
dollars-that enters Iraq every year outside of the Oil-for-Food program; some of these 
goods clearly support Iraq's military and WMD programs. For example, Baghdad imports 
fiber-optic communication systems outside of UN auspices to support the Iraqi military. 

• Iraq imports goods using planes, trains, trucks, and ships without any type of international 
inspections-in violation of UN Security Council resolutions. 

Even within the UN-authorized Oil-for-Food program, Iraq does not hide the fact that it wants to 
purchase military and WMD-related goods. For example, Baghdad diverted UN-approved 
trucks for military purposes and construction equipment to rehabilitate WMD-affiliated 
facilities, even though these items were approved only to help the civilian population. 

• On several occasions, Iraq has asked to purchase goods-such as neutron generators and 
servo valves-that the UN Monitoring, Verification, and Inspection Commission 
(UNMOVIC) views as linchpins for Iraqi prohibited programs; alternative, non-dual-use 
items would serve the stated civilian purpose. 

• The UN Iraq Sanctions Committee denied such sales under the former sanctions regime, and 
UNMOVIC and IAEA will continue to forward these items to the Sanctions Committee for 
consideration under the revised Goods Review List that began 30 May 2002. 

• Iraq has been able to repair modern industrial machine tools that previously supported 
production of WMD or missile components and has imported additional tools that it may use 
to reconstitute Baghdad's unconventional weapons arsenal. 

UNMOVIC began screening contracts pursuant to UN Security Council Resolution l284 in 
December 1999 and since has identified more than 100 contracts containing dual-use items as 
defined in UNSCR 1051 that can be diverted into WMD programs. UNMOVIC also has 
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requested that suppliers provide technical information on hundreds of other goods because of 
potential dual-use concerns. In many cases, Iraq has requested technology that clearly exceeds 
requirements for the stated conunercial end-use when it easily could substitute items that could 
not be used for WMD. 

• On some UN contracts, Baghdad claimed that the requested goods are designed to 
rehabilitate facilities-such as the AI Qa'im phosphate plant and Fallujah-that in the past 
were used to support both industrial and WMD programs. 
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DOCUMENT:  Central Command, “Compartmented Concept Update”  
 
DATE:  August 4, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  Defense Department FOIA release  
 
CONTENT:  This set of briefing slides presents the overall concept for what 
would be known to military planners as the “hybrid” war plan, in which war 
would be launched before forces had reached their full capability, and follow-on 
increments would supplement the initial attack. The briefing covered such issues 
as the phases of conflict, ending with a “Phase IV” occupation of Iraq, the time 
necessary to generate the forces and complete the buildup, and an overview of the 
military strategy used in the invasion. 
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2 BCT (C+116 TO C+131) 
3 BCT (C+116 TO C+131) 
1 BCT (C+129 TO C+.151) 

1-7 CAV (C+132 TO C+149) 

410 (C+133 TO C + 158) 
2 BCT (C+133 TO C+158) 
1 BCT (C+139 TO C+158) 
3 BCT (C+142 TO C+151) 

1-10 CAV 36 TO C+151 
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Whiteman AFB. US 
16 B2 (USAF) 

Mediterranean 
72 F18 
20 F14 
8 EA6B 
8 E2 

48 GRL (USAF) 

Souda Bay. CR (LBBG) 
6 KC135E (USAF) 
2 CH53 (USN) 
2 C-130 (USN) 

H5 (Prince Hasan). JO 
2 MC130H (SOF) 
4 MC130P (SOF) 
6 MH47D (SOF) 
3 MH60L (SO F) 
4 HC130 (USAF) 
6 HH60 (USAF) 
4 RQ-1(1 MQ-1)(USAF) 

Prince Sultan (PSAB) 
8 KC135R (USAF) 
3 E3 (USAF) 
2 RC135WN (USAF) 
5 EA6B (USN) 
14 F16CJ (USAF) 
12 F15C/D (USAF) 
2 U2 (USAF) 

All AI Salem. KU (OKAS) 
18 AH1 (USMC) 
24 CH46 (USMC) 
16 CH53 (USMC) 
9 UH1 (USMC) 
6 PIONEER (USMC) 
6 MC130E (SOF) 
6 MH47 (SOF) 
7 RQ-1 (USAF) 
4 MH53M (SOF) 
12 UAV (USA) 
2 EC-130E (SOF) 

AI Jaber. KU (OKAJ) 
60 F18C/D (USMC) 
30 F16C+ (USAF) 
30 AlOA-10 (USAF) 
16 AV8B (USMC) 
A HC130· (USAF) 
6 HH60G (USAF) 

Thumralt. OM (OOTH) 
12 B1 (USAF) 
7 E3 (USAF) 
4 RC135WN (USAF) 
11 KC135R (USAF) 
2 Cobra Ball (USAF) 
5 E8C (USAF) 

Camp Snoopy. QA (OTBD) 
5 C-17 (USAF) 
5 EC-130H (USAF) 

24 C-130 (USAF) 

AI Udeld. QA (OTBH) 
12 F15C (USAF) 
16 F16CJ (USAF) 
18 F16CG (USAF) 
36 F15E (USAF) 

Inclrflk. TU (LTAG) 
21 AlOA10 (USAF) 
24 F15C (USAF) 
24 F16CJ (USAF) 
24 F15E (USAF) 
5 EC-130H(CC) (USAF) 
5 E8C (USAF) 
6 KC135 (SOF) 
4 RC135WN (USAF) 
10 EA6B (USN/USMC) 
5 E3 (USAF) 

"Running Start" C+45 
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Dlvablklr. TU (L TCC) 
~ AlOA10. (USAF) 
4 AC130H (SOF) 
4 RQ-1 (USAF) 
4 MC130H (SOF) 
4 MC130P (SOF) 
7 MH53 (SOF) 
4 HC130 (USAF) 
6 HH60 (USAF) 

Bahrain Int'l BA (OBBI) 
6 C2COD (USN) 
1 C20 (USN) 
3 EP3 (USN) 
2 UC12 (USN) 
6 MH53 (USN) 
4 PH53E (USN) 
2 C130 (USN) 
2 C9 (USN) 
3 P3C (USN) 



 
DOCUMENT:  CIA, Intelligence Analysis, “The Postwar Occupations of 
Germany and Japan: Implications for Iraq,” NESAF 2002-20104 
 
DATE:  August 7, 2002. 
 
SOURCE:  CIA FOIA release  
 
CONTENTS:  The CIA here notes that “obtaining an international mandate and 
regional support will be key for any US occupation of Iraq,” a situation different 
from that following World War II when Washington had had “both a sweeping 
international mandate and long-lasting support of key regional countries.” The 
paper proceeded with a series of comparisons along different dimensions, warning 
that a long (seven-year) occupation from 1945 had “only laid the groundwork for 
success.” In general the paper warned of many issues that would actually become 
central to the Iraq occupation. 
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The Postwar Occupations of Germ~ny and 
Japan: Implications for Iraq tc//N't') 

For the postwar occupations of G~at;ly and Jap.~, the United States had 
both a sweeping international mandate and long-lasting support of key 
regional countries. 

• Obtaining an international mandate and regional support will be key for 
any US occupation of Iraq. . 

• Iraq's Arab neighbors view a. strong Iraq as a bulwark against Iran and 
ar~!ikely 't.o p~h for ~i1 early end to aJJS occupati~n and quick r~arming 
of Iraq. (O11~1'.) 

In both Germany and Japan, the US occupation started with sweeping 
goals fot political, s~cial, and economic change that were rapidly scaled 
back in order to deal with the challenges of the Cold War. The need. to 
impose stability req:Qired the use of local bureaucracies and institutions to 
implement occupation policies. The seven:-year occupation only laid the 
groUndwor~ for success.:.-it took a generatipnal,change reinfor.ced by the' 
continuing presence of US troops to soliditY the gains. ' 

, • The legacy of colonialism~ tribal culture, and Islam. are key factors in 
determining how Iraqi' society would react to an occupation. ~C/;~IF) 

, . 

In PQstwar Germany and Japan providing humanitarian relief was the most 
cruCial problem. US generosity toward the' general population and 
leniency toward leaders provided a legacy of gratitude. 

• In Iraq, the ability of the occupation forces to control the security 
situation and provide humanitarian aid is key to earning the hearts and 

, minds of average Iraqis arid overcomirig a decade of.Saddam's anti-US 
propaganda. 

• Iraq's wealth of natural resources and experience in reconstruction, 
rationing under the Oil-for-Food'program, and the presence of UN 
agencies might provide a.basis for the postwar period. tc/~W) 

'in both Germany and Japan, the United States administered the oCcupation 
through limited occup~tion staffs working via local' authorities and ' 
institUtions~ backed by the presence of hundreds of thousands of 

i _ 
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occupation troops. The rapid t~fer of authority moderated resentment 
against the ,US occupation, but it still took years to tum weary acceptance 
to support for the United State.s. The shared partnership in defense against 
the Cold War threat of communism laid the framework for a lasting 
alliance. 

• A rapid transfer of authority to local officials is possible in Iraq because 
the country's large bureaucracy probably would survive regime change. 
The downside is that this Sunni-centric bureaucracy is not inclined to 
respond to local religious and ethnic minorities' demands for greater 
control and inclusion. (O'lt~P) . 

The (fnited States began the occupations ofGennany and Japan with the 
goal of finding, removing from public Hfe, and punishing war criminals. 
The need to rely on loc8.l institutions' and leaders moderated that goal. In 
the' end, few Gennans and Japanese were pennanen.t1y barred from public 
life. 

• In Iraq; most atrocities were committed by members of Arab Sunni tribes 
closely affiliated .with the regime. These same tribes 'control the 
institutions to which an occupation would look to take charge in any 

, rapid transfer of power. . 

• In Gennaiiy and Japan, crimes against hUmanity were targeted against 
foreign or marginalized groups; in Iraq the targets were the majority of 

. the populatioJ;1. (G/~(F)' 

The retention of the Emperorprovided a unifying symbol for Japan's 
relatively hpmogeneous popu).ation. Iri Gennany, the Federal Republic 
prospered in. spite of the lac~ of a. clear national identity because 'of the 
external threat posed by the Soviet Umon and the gove~ent's use of 
Marshall Plan .funds to provide economic advantage to membership in the ' 
federal system. ' 

• Iraq' s lack of a national identity or homogeneous popUlation renders 
Japan's model ,difficult to use. 

, '. 
• The Gennan model offer betterparaUels for Iraq, but implementation 

would require a large, extended.US militarY presence. (CllNr, 
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The Postwar Occupations of 
Germany and Japan: 
Implications for Iraq"l'l(C~]""rrtiFlff')1P\ 

International Mandate and Regional Support K~y 
to Success-ttir 

The post-World'Wat II oocupations of Germany and 
Japan between 1945 and 1952 had a broad 
international, mandate because all the Allied powers 
had been direct victims of Gennah and Japanese' 
aggression. International support for the 
neutralization of the military threat from both 
countriea continued. atJeast. through,the stap of the 
Cold War in 1948. Although China and the Soviet 
Union became hostile to the continued US presence ' 
in both countries-:-particularly after the start of the 
Korean war in 1950-US allies and other regional 
states opposed ending the occupations in both 
countries. 

• Lofidon~ Canberra, and all of Tokyo 's East Asian 
neighbors harbored'a deep distrust of Japan and 
opposed the 1952 peace treaty that ended the 
occupation on the groun~s it returned sovereignty to 
Tokyo too quickly. 

• The end ofGennany·s occupation in 1952 and 
subsequent remilitarization was gieeted with deep, 
suspicion by its neighbors and opposed by the 
Soviet Union. ,CllNF1-

In both cases', opponents were reassured by the 
promise of a continuing United States military 
presence after the fonn,al end to th~ OOCllpation. In 
the case of Japan, the US signed separate security 
treaties with many of its former victims to counter 
their fears of potential; renewed Japanese militarism. 
One historian has said that the entire purpose of 
NATO for Europeans was to "keep the American in, 
the Russians out, and the Germans down.tt The 

continued US presence in both countries to this day 
rec~ives widespread regional support. tC1fltP}. 

Implications for Iraq EClIN" 

• Receiving an international nuindate and gaining 
regional support are key factors in planning for an 
occupation. Overcoming the skepticism: of Iraq's 

. neighbors regarding the military or security threat 
, .8addam poses would facilitate gaining such, 
supp~rt. . 

• Iraq's n~ghbors have viewed the country as a 
· miiitary bulwark against Iran; many of them 

continue to'harbor deeper concern about Iranian 
long~tenn expansion than Iraqi aggression. 
Pressure for re-annirig Jra,q is likely to come sooner 
than was the case ~ Gennanyand Japan. 

• The religiou~ and cultural. gap-between occupying 
Western forces and the Jraqi population would be 
wider than was the case in Gennany or even Japan. 
The legacy of colonialism is likely to spark broad 
regional resentment to an "infidel" force occupying 
an Islamic country. "(t;/fliF3-

, Not Unqualified Successes "'ftlr 

In Gennany and Japant the oocupations started with' 
goals for sweeping political, social, and economic 
change that were rapidly rolled back in orda: to' 
ensure that Japan and Germany would become stable 
and finn members of the anti-communist camp. ThiS 
retreat from early 10ftYgoais for social and political 
~fonnation ret1~cted changing US policy goals du~ 
to th~ start of the Cold War and allowed many of the 
traditional elites and institutions to 'retain power and 
influence. 

This assessment was prepared by the Offices of Near Eastern, South Asian, and-African Analysis; Asian 
Pacific and Latin American Analysis; and Russian and European Analysis. Comments and queries are 
welcome and may be directed to th~ !Manager, NESAF, on I ' 
I I 
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• In Japan, occupation authorities reversed; course 
from their early attempts to break up the zaibatsu 
industrial conglomerates; these groups became the 
postwar keiretsu networks that today continue to 
enga$c in monopolistic. anti"competitive practices. 

• In Germany, the early goals of transforming the ' 
country, most fully expressed in the Morgenthau 
Plan to change Germany from an industrial to an 
agricultural nation, were quickly scrapped. (01NP) . 

In ~oth c.ountries, the seven-year 19n9 occupation 
merely laid the foundation for success. Solidifying 
the political gains required a generational change. As " 
late as the earlyJ960s, there were still questions 
about the depth of Germany' scommitment to 
democracy. Some observers of Japan today question 
the strength of Japanese democracy, and many of 
Tokyo's Asian neighbors still welcome the US 
military presence because of continuing fears about 
the danger of Japanese r~litarlzation. 

• Allowing the Germans to craft institutions that 
matched their political and historical traditions 
facilitated Gennany's successful democratization. 
The US helped integrate Germany finnly into 
Western European political and ~conomic life, an 
integration that opened it up to influence from its 
democratic neighbors and from U~ culture.' 
(Cfflq'p) , 

Implications for Iraq' fe/IN') 

• A transformation of Iraq to a true democracy could 
require a US role lasting a generation. 

• Any US commitment to sweeping changes in Iraqi 
society ,and politics could be effected by 
unanticipated developments, as.the Cold War. 
changed US goals in Gennany and Japan. 

• Allowing Iraqis to cr.:,aft institutions that mirror their 
society and culture but guided by overall US goals 
would enhance the likelihood for a positive 
outcome. However .. permitting Iraqis to craft their 
own institutions would be risky given Iraq's short, 

turbulent history and the experience of life under 
the repressive Ba'th Party. ' 

• Pressure from disenfranchised religious and ethnic 
mino~ties for wider inclusion and refonn of Iraq's 
institutions would encounter an entrenched Sunni 
Arab elite controlling the reins of economic, 
industrial, and military power. 

• Key variables affecting how Iraqi society will react 
to the competing possibilities of refonn versus 
restitution of sovereignty include the tribal culture, 
impact of e~i1es and returning refugees, ~e legacy 
of colonialism, Islam, and. the religious schools. 

• The regional context in the Middle East is one of 
authoritarian, not democratic. states. ~G/RJf; 

Humanitarian not Security Problems ..(Ch'P'l., 

Planning for the postwar occupation of Germany and 
Japan started as soon as the United States entered the 
\'Var. Much pre-occupation planning centered on the 
need for security. in actuality the greatest problems 
were the widespread devastation, starvation, and 
crime. (eitl~P) 

Postwar occupation planning started almost as soon 
as the United states entered the war. By 1942, 
planning staffs for both Germany and Japan were 
working on, a full range of tasks related to the 
occupation, including rebuilding the infrastructure, 
recreating an administrative and govenimental . 
structure~ overseeing the economy, refo~ing the 
educational system, democratizing the poPulations, 
and apprehending and punishing war criminals. The 
largest ·initial concern was security due to fears that 
recalcitrant N~s and Japanese ~litarists would 
atte~pt to continue the war. The defeated German 
and Japanese populations were relieved to see the end 
of the war, a fact that allowed the occupation forces 
to concentrate on relieving the humanitarian situation. 

-fClf/:iF1 

The greatest problems facing the occupation forces in 
both cOuntries were humanitarian crisis and criminal 
activity. 

2 
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• The disintegration of civil society aiId breakdown of 
the ration distribution system combined with 
~i1lions of displaced or homeless people to present 
a daunting challenge to occupation planners. 

• Many people turned to crime out of necessity or 
opportunity due to the disbanding of -or cOmlption 
in-the police forces. iQl,Q'IB 

In Japan, US generosity toward the general 
population and the lack of retribution surprised a 
population conditioned by wartime propaganda to 
expect a harsh occupation .. In Germany, US 
generosity during the occupation and especially 

.. during the Berlin Airlift helped to change public 
attitudes toward the US presence: an entire generation 
of German politicians talked about US Care packages 
distributed during the occupation and what they 
meant to theni. to'lNFj , 

Impll~ation8 for Iraq (C/fNF1 

• The ability of occupation forces to control the . 
security situation .will again be critical. 

• The greatest initial challenges might be to address 
humanitarian relief, displaced persons, and criminal 
activity that would only be exacerbated. by revenge 
killings on Ba'th Party and security officials. 

• Leniency toward the Iraqi population shol,lld yield 
dividends over time. ' 

• The Iraqi domestic experience in reconstruction, 
rationing, and managing the Oil-for-Food program 
since 1996, along with the presence of UN 
agencies, might provide a valuable framework for 
the postwar period. 

• Iraq's wealth of natural resources, ifptoperlyused, 
would help smooth the political and economic 
transition under US occupation .. (Ch'4f) 

Administration Through Local Authorities 
t€l~ 

The United States administered both Geimany' and 
Japan indirectly, relying heavily on existing local 
authorities for most functions while retaining overall 
policy control. €C/~~ , . 

In, Germany, the state of Bavaria had a Minister
President (state executive) in 'place in May 1945, the 
same'month the German authorities signed the 
surrender. The occupation authorities. permitted 
political activity to begin in 1945 with the licensing 
of political parties.. The decision to allow the Social 
Democratic and Christian Democratic Parties to 
operate first set ~e stage for the postwar party 
systelQ. The Gennan civil serVice-with a reputation 
for loyalty, honesty, and impartiality-remained in 
pl;ace to serve first the occupation authorities then the 
new Gennan government. {Cf;~iF} 

In Japan, .the occupation authorities abolished the . 
Japanese military, the Home Ministry, and the Special 
.Higher Police-also known as the "thought police"
but left the civilian bureaucracy that ran the war effort 
largely untouched. At its height, the occupation 
authority had a staff of only 3,200 American military 
and civilian personnel, forcing it to rely on Japanese 
officials to implement occupation directives. sman 
inspection teams monitored compliance at the local 
and prefectural levels-although with questionable 
effectiveness given the language barrier and· their 
small numbers. =te'/NFJ 

In both coUntries, the authority of small-sized 
occupation staffs: was reinforced by the presence of a 
garrison of hundreds of thousands of troops. The size 
of the ~upation force tended to mitigate any attempt 
to challenge the occ~pation' ~utbority. ,(O/RiF) 

Responsibility for administering the ration 
distribution system in each country was qui9k:1y 
turned over to local autborities"serving to deflect 
complaints about rationing away from the occupation 
authorities. In Japan this led to corruption where 

3 
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looal officials would divert ranons and'supplies for' 
sale on the black market. «¥fliP~ 

• Use of the existing structure and civil bureaucracy 
c.an facilitate this transfer of power, but also cause 
corruption. ' 

• The existing Iraqi system has been in place since 
1968; its ~trength is its organization, but its 
weakness is its secrecy. ' 

This rapid transfer of authority at the local and 
state/prefecture level, use of the existing civil service 
bureaucracy, and placing ofresponsibiIity for the 
rations distribution system in looal hands worked to 
moderate initial German and Japanese resenbnent 
toward the US presence. It still took years for 
attitudes to change from weary resignation and 
resentment of the US toward acceptance-and there 
remains lingering antipathy to the US presence in 
both countries. 

.. It will be difficult to strike a balance between 
bolstering a new central government and meeting . 

.' thelikely·demands for greater local control by 
religious and ethnic minorities. .Q;I'l'lFT 

.• It took the transfet.()f sovereignty,the Berlin Airlift". 
the pressures of the Cold War and. the. communist 
threat, and rapidly improving economic conditions '. 
to start the German and Japanese Populations on the 
road to friendship and eventual alliatlcie"with the 
United States •. 

• A shared partnership in d~fens~ of Gennany and 
Japan against an external security threat served as 
the foundation for the eventUal close alliance . 
betWeen the US and Germany and Japan. (CfiHF) 

Implications for Iraq Ee/Rl~ 

• A large pOrtion oflraq~s ~laborate and pervasive 
bureaucracy is likely to survive any ~ilitary action. 

• A rapid transfer of power to local and govemate 
level authorities in Iraq would facilitate moderation 
of Iraqiresentment at th~ US presenc~. .' 

• ~esponsibilityfor setting and distributing the food 
. ration should be delegated to local authorities as 

quickly 'as poSsible. 

• The fact that equitable distribution of rations has 
not, occurred under Saddam gives the United State.s· 
a good opportunity to set a better record for . 
ordinary Iraqis during an oceupation, particularly in 
south~ Iraq. 

. Prosecution of War Criminals -(€fflff)· 

TheUriited States began the occupation of Germany 
and Japan wi~ the goal of finding and punishing war 
criminals but rapidly scaled back its goal due to the' 
need to rely on locai institutions and leaders. 
Denaziticanonin Germany started.with almost 

.' 13 million Germans being required to fill out 
questionnaires called Fragebogen' outlining their 
p8rti"ipati~n in the NAZI rule.: By early 1946 the 
process had been turned oyer to German-staffed 
committees to monitor and, ~det the .pressures of the 
·need to staff the local administrations, the process 

. became an exercise in absolution. In Japan; the' 
oCcupation authorities purged the miii~ and 
security forces but neVe( extended that to a wider 
audience. ~/np)' 

This change of polley resUlted in most Genilans and " 
Japanese being rapidiy rehabilitated. In Germany less 
than 20,000 people were pennanently excluded from 

. public life. 'IIi Japan, only about 200,000 were . ' 
stripped of their political rig~~s-:-and many· of th9se 
had their right restored after the end of the 
occupatio.n. The oCcupation authorities had 
previOUsly purged almost ~alf of the members of the 
first post-ocoupation Diet;s Lower House. cC#lql') 
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Nobusuke K~hi, who headed the munitions min~hy 
during Wqrld War, TWo and presided over Chinese 
forced labor in occupied Manchukuo during the 
19309, is perhaps the bestexample of the shallow 
effort to purge' those reSponsible for Japanese 
aggression. He was arrested as a war criminal but 
then released-and later became prime minister and 
in 1960 signed the revised US-Japan security treaty 
with President Eisenhower.. fGS'NFJ 

The prosecution of war criminals did have some 
,'positive results in Gemlany. The Nuremberg Trials 
helped prompt Gennans to confront Nazj abuses. In 
Japan, the rapi~ return of the' political alld economic 
leadership to public life contributed to Japan's" , 
persistentrelu9tance to come to terms with its war 
guilt.- ('Cfll;p) 

The occupation authorities did impose controls on the 
PQlitical process. In 'Gennany, US authorities , 
rejected a provision for the socialization of property 
in the Hesse draft constitution. While Germans 
managed the process, the United States' had a direct 

. impact through by selecting members from. the ' 
Christian Democratic or Social Democratic Parties or 
like-minded religious, social, or labor groupings to 
staff administrative positions. This reinforced the 
acceptable policies 'and set the toile of the political 
debate. In Japan, the oCCtlpation authorities took full 
control of writing a new constitution after Japanese 
officials produced a draft that offered few :changcs. to 
Japan's prewar political structure. Another important 
element was the comprehensive censorship apparatus 
that employed about 6,000 people to monitor and 
translate print media, literature, films, arid plays for 

, US officials who would then judge wh~ther the 
material was con~istent with' the obj~tives of the 

, occupation. In both countries, an early attempt to 
rewrite school cuniculum to purge it of nationalist 
sentiment was hampered by the lack of skilled 
occupation personnel conversant in the culture, ' 
language, and history of the coUntries. tQ'RW)" 

ImpHcatlons for Iraq ~/;NP1 

• A decision would be needed regarding how to purge, 
Ba'th Party members and officials complicit in 

crimes against humanity from public life while 
'retaining the skilled administratorS, teachers, 
bureaucrats, and loCal public leaders necessary to 
administer Iraq. 

• Indirect administration of any occupation workitig' 
through local officials would help moderate 
potential Iraqi resentment and facilitate the US 
,presence-but probably \Vould leave ii:t place 
people and institutions that supported the current 
regime. ' 

• In Iraq, most atrocities ~ere carried out by a limited 
segm~t of the society-the Arab Sunni tribes 

< closely affiliated with the regime-,-a fact that would 
facilitate limiting investigations and Prosecutions. 
But that same segment of society also staffs and' 
controls the institutions to which an occupation 
would look to ~sfer power. Any robust 
investigation of crim~ against humanity would 
c~ance alienating the s~e people needed to ' 
assume local control. 

• In Germany and Japan:, crimes against humanity 
were targeted at foreign or marginalized groups, 
whereas in ,Iraq the target is. the majority of t4e Iraqi 
population. There would likely be a c~)Dstituency in 
Iraq for an aggressive campaign to locate and 
,punish individu~ls ,responsible. 

• Rewriting the school cuniculum to replace the 
clirient extolling of Saddam Husayn and the Ba'th 
Party would be a reqUirement in any pOlitical 
transformation of Iraq: (O'RW1 

~ , , ' 

Key Reforms That Reshaped Society' {Clf.NP) 

fu Japan the 9ccupation authorities instituted a radical 
land refonn policy that reshaped the social and 

. . political structure~ The occUpation authorities in 

5 

1946 distributed four million acres ofland to two 
million farmers-a process that created a middle class 
of small landowners that became the' cornerstone of 
Japan's stable conservative politics •. The Liberal 
Democratic Party, which has ruled Japan virtually 
uni~terrupted since 1955, to this day relies heavily on 
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support from rural areas to maintain its Diet majority. 
{Ch!iP} 

In Germany, intemational control of coal and steel 
production set the stage for the later creation of the 
European Coal and Steel Community. By its support 
of selected political parties and organizations through 
the allocation of jobs, the occupation authority 
fostered a political atmosphere favorable to US 
policies ana eventual full democratization. tGl~W) 

Implications for Iraq (CIINF) 

• Land ownership is an historic lever o( Power in 
Iraq, along with Iraq~s oil wealth, offering key 
opportunities which US occupation authorities 
might use to reshape Iraq. 

• In Iraq, the oU'sector and heavy industries are state 
owned and operated; there is widespread private 
ownership of l~d and light industry in a mixed 
socialist and capitalist system. (~ 

Key Sbmlarities and Difference~ 

In Japan, rf;';!taining the Emperor as a symbol of 
JapaneSe UJ?ity, in spite of his possible guilt as a war 
criminal, was critical to maintainIng the unity and . 
morale of the Japanese people. The emperor became 
for many Japanese a symbol of the country's 
commitment to peace-although for Japan's 
neighbors he symbolized the ruling class' successful 
evasion of wartime responsibility. (Q'if4F) 

The success of the Federal Republic and the VS 
occupation of Germany was due at lea,st in part to 
confronting a set of issues that had undermined 
previous German regimes. Regional particularism, . 
ethnic strife, and a lack of a clear identity had 
undermined the Weimar Republic and facilitated 
Hitler's rise to power. The postwar change to 
Germanis borders removed prussia from West 
Gennanyand changed the religious balance from 
Protestant domination to a rela~vely even split 
between Protestants and Catholics. Occupation 
policies reinforced this process. The United States 
supported a strong federal system that allowed 

regions to express their distinct identities without 
undermining central authority, and US authorities 
encouraged the Christian Democratic movement that 
brought together Catholics and Protestants in one 
party. 

• The Federal Republic prospered despite the lack of 
a clear national identity due to the existence of a 
clear extemal threat and the federal governmenf s 
success in providing economic advantages to the 
public by administering Marshall Fund moneys. 
(C/fHP) , 

• Iraq has no "unifYing myth,. such as the enlperor 
nor is it ethnically or religiously ,unified. Iraqi 
exiles and oppositionist.s have been unable to 
articulate any POlitical goals past getting rid of 
, Saddam, posing challenges for any attempt to 
follow the Japanese model for an occupation: 

• The German model of a strong, US backed federal 
structure offering regional and ethnic minorities 
advantage through participation in the central 
government and'economic gain could provide a 
useful model for Iraq, but one which may well 
require a large, extended US military and 
occupation presence. EC/~J~ 
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DOCUMENT:  DOD/OUSDP Memorandum, Peter W. Rodman-Donald 
Rumsfeld, “Who Will Govern Iraq?”  
 
DATE:  August 15, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  Defense Department FOIA 
 
CONTENT:  Assistant Secretary of Defense Peter Rodman discusses a State 
Department proposal for a “Transitional Civil Authority” in Iraq after conquest is 
completed.  
 
 
 
 
 
  



APPENDIX 7 

Who Will Govern Iraq? 
Rod.man Memo, August 15, 2002 

UJU. 

Feb 05 
~CPFT_ 

.. ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF" OEFENSE 

2400 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON. DC Z030t·2400 

INFO MEMO 

• 

• 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Assistant Secretary of Defense. International Security ~ 
(peter W. Rodman, 69S-4351) ~ . '" 

SUBJECT! Who Will Govern rmq'Jlllf 
(s.$ The State Department has proposed a Transitional Civil It 

(TCA}/fed by the United States, to govern Iraq once Saddam is gone 
premise is that (I) the Iraqi opposition is too divided to fiU the vacuu 
and (2) the u.s. will want to control what happens with Iraqi WMD, 

(~ My concern ill that this oceupation government may uninl 
prolonf the vacuum in Iraq and enable the wrong people to till it. 

Historical Annlogies 

(st Historical analogies. have been invoked, especially a com 
recent eo{pericnce in Afghanistan and the model of occupied Germtul 
afterwwn. 

(fjf In Afghanistan, the Bonn process succeeded in working ( 
accord ~ong the competing groups, mnking possible an Interim At 
clearly differs from Afghnnislan, in that 

• Afghans on the ground (i.e .• the Northern Alliance) playe 
in their country's liberation than is likely in Iraq. 

• Iraqi oppos~tion groups bave much further to go before tl! 
capable of a provisional government. 

lfi1 This is what leads some in the USG to study the allied 0 

Germ"y and Japan after WWll. The theory is that only we can fi 
But this analogy; too, is flawed: 

~ECRJ;T , 
• 

This Defense D~partment memo argues for working 
tion. It invokes the history of France in World War] 



• 

• 

• 

• sseRift' 

• We will have nowhere near the lotal control in lrnq that wo had in 
Germany and Japan. . 

• There is already a lively Iraqi opposition, which. despite its current 
disunity, will ~e essential for adding legitimacy to a U.S. military 
action. . 

" A more interesting analogy is with postwar Franeo: 

• FDR and Churchill planned an Allied MilitaIy Government for France, 
the same as fqt Germany. They did not lake deGaulle seriously; only 
after millions turned out to greet him on his retum after D-Day did they 
conclude that he represented Free France as he claimed. 

• Had an occupation government been imposed on France, the 
Communists - who dominated the Resistance - would have taken over 
the countryside while the aJlies sat in Paris imagining that they weRl 
running the country. Meanwhile, the occupation government would 
have neutered the Gaullists. 

• As it happened. deGaulle in power (1944-46) built up his own 
movement as a counterweight to the Communists and neutralized them. 

The Iraq Case 

(i'f Wltite Iraq has no deGaulle, the French experience seems 10 me more 
instruo€ve than that ofGc:rmany and Japan: 

• There arc bad guys all over Iraq- radical Shia, Communists, Wabhabis, 
al-Qaeda - who will strive to fill the political vacuum. 

• An occupation government will only delay the process of unifying tho 
moderate forces. 

• The best hope for fiUing the vacuum is to prepare Iraqis to do it. 

(~ Thus, 1 see Afghanistan as the model to be emulated, even if the Iraqis 
are nJy~t ready for their Bonn process. We should accelerate the process of 
unifying the opposition - more or less the six organizatiops that were represented 
in Washington on 9·10 August- into a coherent political force: 

1J(fo ~t1HJ t.J",..-~ "b-ta ~ I~_ 
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• 

• 

• 

• First, they should agree on a common program. 

• Using our considerable leverage, we should then press them to form all 
umbrella group, with the aim of setting up a Provisional Government in 
the near tenn.· . 

• The sooner they work out their mutual relations and allocate power 
among themselves, the better. 

• The U.S. has enough leverage to reach firm understandings with this 
umbrella group or Provisional Government on issues that concern \IS 

(e.g., oil; WMD; relations with Turkey, Kuwait, Jordan:; Kurdish 
autonomy). 

-

..\~ . 



 
DOCUMENT:  U.S. Department of State Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Intelligence Assessment, “Problems and Prospects of ‘Justifying’ War with Iraq”  
 
DATE:  August 29, 2002. 
 
SOURCE:  State Department FOIA 
 
CONTENT:  Indicating that “Many, if not most” U.S. allies are skeptical of U.S. 
plans to attack Iraq, the INR uses the seven principles of so-called “just war” 
theory to summarize critiques of U.S. intentions. 
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Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Intelligence Ass~'Sment 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

RELEASED IN FULL 

(U) Problems and Prospects of. "Justifying" War 
With Iraq 
(C) Many, if not most, countries allied with or friendly toward the United States--especially in Europe-
harbor grave doubts about the advisability of reported US plans for an all-out attack on Iraq. Though 
many of these reservations may be pragmatic, politically motivated, or even pusillanimous, to the 
publics of the countries concerned some are seen as matters of principle. The seven principles of 
tr!lditional "just war" theory' provide a framework for organizing critiques of presumed US plans for 
Iraq . Foreign critics tend to see the principles of "last resort," "justifiable cost,'~ and "openness to 
peaceful resolution" ~ the most tenuous justification for an attack on Iraq. 

(U) Principles of just ·war 

(V/ISBU) Traditionaljust war theory is based mainly on the work of Dutch jurist Hugo Grotius, circa 
1600. It is generally understood as comprising seven principles: just cause of conflict; competent 
authority to initiate conflict; last resort (peaceful means exhausted); justifiable cost; openness to 
peaceful resolution; prospect of success; and just means involving discrimination and proportionality. 
Many objections to' and reservations about the perceived US advocacy of all-out war with Iraq, . 
involving overthrow and replacement of the current regime, can be subsumed under one or more of 
thes~ principles. Arguments of those criticizing putative US justifications are summarized below. 

CU) Just cause 

(U//SBU) There must bea just reason for starling a war or initiating large-scale conflict between 
states. Purely aggressive war has long been understood to be illegitimate. The scope, scale, intensity, 
and destructiveness of modem military action and technology are seen as effectively delegitimizing any 
justification for wars of aggrandizemenL Only wars of defense currently are perceived as just. . 
Preemptive wars of defense, howev<;<r, require careful justification. In particular, the certainty and 
imminence of the alleged threat(s) require persuasive evidence. 

(V1/SBl]) Most countries are convinced of-or at least will not openly discount--the dangers that would 
be posed by Iraqi possession of capabilities to 'produce and employ weapons of mass' destruction 
(WMD--including nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons). But many countries insist that 
persuasive, if ·not conclusive, evidence of current Iraqi capabilities and intentions is required to justify a 
contention that- Iraqi WMD poses such a grave and imminent threat to international peace and security 
(read: to the United States) that a preemptive attack can be justified on defensive grounds. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
REVIEW AUTHORITY: CHARLES L DARIS 
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(U//SEU) Countries holding this view will want Washington to present such evidence. 

(U) Competent authority 

(U/ISBU) Only duly constituted civil authority~-generally a legitimate government--can rightfully 
initiate war or large-scale conflict, owing to the scale and depth o/responsibilities involved in causing 
destruction and suffering affecting a large segment of society. There is no question that the 
government of a sovereign, democratic power such as the United States is ~ competent authority in this 
regard--especially if the Unite? States follows its constitutionally mandated procedures for a formal 
declaration of war. 

(U//SBU) But the existence of the UN Security Council and its Charter-mandated responsibilities for 
international peace and security, combined with the precedent of using UNSC resolutions to justify · 
previous large-scale military operations against Iraq, creates a strong public presumption that the 
Security Council must authorize any future major hostilities with Iraq. If an additional UNSC resolution 
is not sought and obtained for such hostilities, many countries may never regard another war with Iraq 
as legitimate or justifiable. 

(U) Last resort 

(U/lSB U) A modern war is considered just only if it is a last resort after all peaceful means of 
resolution have been tried and have failed. In the case of Iraq. assuming that the imminence of the 
WMD threat is the central justification ·for defensive preemption, every reasonable effort to employ UN 
inspectors to determin~ the state of Iraqi capabilities and eliminate them must first be exhausted. Much 
of the international community perceives the United States to be uninterested in any resumption of UN 
inspections. . 

(D) Justifiable cos·t . 

(UI/SBD) The damage, destruction, and suffering brought about by war must be shown to be worlh 
the goals and objectives thought to be reasonably foreseeable--and achievable--as a result oj going to 
war: Profracted, large-scale urban warfare in Iraq, now seen as a likely prospect if-major hostilities 
commence. would wreak enormous damage on civil infrastructure and inflict great suffering on Iraqi 
ci~iljal)s. Other countries probably will demand a persuasive explanation of how this can be avoided or 
significantly mitigated before they wi1l support inilitary action. Committed, credible. long-term postwar 
recons~ruction plans would have to be part of any persuasive present~tion. Oth~rwise, the prospect of the 
complete ?estrUCtion of Iraqi sodety would be seen as unjustified. . 

(U//SBU) The idea of justifiable cost also underlies pragmatic concerns in many countries about the 
terrorism. violent protest .. and other forms of severe domestic instability that might ensue on their soil as 
a result of an all-out attack on Iraq. 

(l!) Op.~n.n.~ss to ,p.eaceful resolution 

(U//SB U) During ~he co~rse of a conflict, participating countries should remain ope,' to peaceJul 
means·of r.esolving i/. Cillegoricai demands for the overthrow of the Iraqi regime are likely to be seen by 
other·.countrles as an unjustifiable requirement for unconditional surrender. Many countries are 
di"sinclined to ruJe out completely yet another "deal" with Saddam Hussein, presumably under much 
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. . . 
tighter conditiors and constraints than currently prevail, perhaps involving hfs effective removal from. 
power but retention in a figurehead role. Absent US willingness to consider such an approach, other 
countries probably would demand some kind of fonnal indictment, by a duly constituted tribunal with 
appropriate international jurisdiction, for war crimes or crimes against humanity. 

(U) Prospect of success' 

(UIISBU) A reasomible chance of achieving a war's aims is required to justify the conflict. Obviously 
th~'Uniied States, V{heth~r alone or in coalition with other countries. has the capability t6 defeat Iraq to . 
any degree that it chooses. But in view of perceived uncertainties about the cost and course of al1~out 
conflict with Iraq, other countries want to know if the United States would commit to finish the job-for 
example, even in the face of large numbers of US casualties and even if the war dragged on for a long . 
time. 

(U/ISBU) The aftermath of a war with Iraq would rllise numerous pragmatic concerns relating to the 
prospect of success as a principle. There is widespread doubt that Washington has a viable plan to install 
and sustain a successor regime in Iraq. Worry also prevails that the entire region would become even 
mo~ unstable and unfriendly to Westem countries and other industrialized democracies. Countries in 
rhe region also are anxious about refugee jnflows. Numerous other. Jess specific concems about possible 
unintended consequepces further exacerbate the doubts'that dominate thinking almost everywhere 
abroad, . . . 

(U) Just means 

CUI/SB U) A just Klar must be conducted by just means, especially in discriminating between 
combatants and noncombaJants and limiting the destruction as much as possible while achieving 
legitiinate military .objectives. US precision-guided munitions are now widely seen as fully providing 

. the capability for discrimi nation and proportionality. But this perception can work against the United. 
States when targeting errors, accidents. and baiting by disinfonnation lead to widely publicized civilian 
deaths. Saddam's weB-documented use oflraqi civilians as human shields will complica~ actual 
operations, and other countries--especially potential coalition partners-~wj}) want 10 learn in detail about 
how the Urtited Stares plans to cope with inevitable civilian hostage contingencies. 
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DOCUMENT:  Email exchange, Downing Street Chief of Staff Jonathan Powell-
Communications Director Alastair Campbell  
 
DATE:  September 5, 2002, 2:41 p.m. 
 
SOURCE:  Released by the British Hutton Inquiry  
 
CONTENT:  The British prime minister’s chief of staff and his communications 
director exchange emails on the results of the day’s meeting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Alison Blackshaw 

From: Jonathan Powell 
Sent: 05 September 2002 1441 

Alastair Campbell To: 
Subject: RE 

what IS the timing on preparation of It and publication? Will TB have something he can read on the plane to the US? 

.. 

• 

----Onglnal Message----
From. Sandra Powell On Behalf Of Alastair Campbell 
Sent 05 September 2002 1438 
To: Jonathan Powell 
Subject. RE 

I'll come back to you on the first 

Re dossier, substantial rewrite, With JS and Julian M In charge, which JS will take to US next Friday, and be ,n 
shape Monday thereafter Structure as per TB's discussion Agreement that there has to be real Intelligence 
material In their presentation as such 

---Onglnal Message----
From Jonathan Powell 
Sent. 05 September 2002 13 50 
To: Alastair Campbell 
SubJect-

lie:: iJOdI 
What did you deCide on dossiers? 



DOCUMENT:  Foreign and Commonwealth Office draft U.K. dossier by John 
Williams, FCO Communications Director  
 
DATE:  Approximately September 9, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  U.K. FOIA disclosure  
 
CONTENT: This is the first full draft of the dossier to be produced after Prime 
Minister Blair’s announcement on September 3. This paper contains the initial 
version of what became the published dossier’s executive summary, which 
includes a bullet-point list of claims implicitly attributed to the JIC. It covers an 
account of Saddam’s regime and a section on his WMD “programmes.” The 
bullet-point early in this paper in fact asserts that Iraq had actually “purchased” 
uranium.  
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Iraq prescnLS a uniquely dangerous tru!8t to the world. No 
/~"j ..... other country as twice launched wars of .tggression against 

" ... neighbours. In (he 77 years since the Gemva Convention against 
'V",S l..-'<' chemical weapons was signed, Iraq is the .mly countI)' to have 
v~,· ~-- broken it. Saddam Hussein is not the world ' s only dicl:ator. but 

.... / no other has used poison gas against civilians. No other country 
has flouted the United Nations' authori ty s) brazenly in pursuit 
of weapons of mass destruction. 

Uniquely. the Iraqi regime led by Saddam Hussein is a threat 
to peace which cannot safely be ignored. It would be 
irresponsible 10 continue tolerating Iraq 's violation cftbe nine 
Security Council resolutions which seek to prevent him 
amassing a chemical, biological and nucJea" capability. We 
cannot, by neglect, allow Iraq to start a third regional war into 
which the wider intemational community ", ould be dravm; and 
in which our ovm forces would be vulnerab \e to Saddam's 
weapons ofterrot. We must remove the threat 

The world has been patient. Iraq has been active. The policy 
of containment and inspection has been pen istently frusrrated 
by Iraq, which is now circumventing it by e"ery possible means. 
We CWUlot allow lraq to break out of ContalllD1ent., as it is 
currently seeki ng to do. Time is shon. 

In .... the Joint Intelligence Committee ref orted thaJ. the 'ring 
of conta.i.w"nent around Saddam Hussein carlllor hold' (7). The 
British government has decided the threat has reached a point ai 
which it is necessary to make public some oj the intelligence 
material on which our assessment oflraq is tased. We cannot 
publish everything we know, because intellitence is often 
dangerous to acquire: we w i II not put people's lives at risk. But 
the public deserves as much knowledge as pcssible. 

3 
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Thi s paper sets nUl ill l1r!lthe history of Iraq's efforts to equip 
itself with weapOns of mass destruction. It detai ls OUf 

know led£e orthe weaponry unaccounted for (can we have a list. 
with a table of IOta Is sOl11l!where please? Perhaps in an anncxe, 
so that the flow doesn't brenk up], ill the absclH.:e of UN 
inspections. It lays Olll S"ddam Hussein's record of murder and 
oppression. And il mokcs public for the lirsllimc OUT best 
pub I ishabJe intelligence assessment of Iraq's weapons 
programme. Never before has a British govcnllncnt published so 
much intelligence material. This is a measure orlhe threat the 
intemational community fflces. The public has a right to know 
the nature of Ihe r~gime we are dealing with. 

It is important to see the whole picrure: the history of 
nggression illld human rights abuse, as well as the most up-to
date infonnation on weaponI)'. It is the nggrcssive intent and the 
casual indifTer<!nee to human life which make Iraq a unique 
threat, as much as the weapons themselves . 

...... 

It is nearly four years since the United Nations was last ab le 
to inspect Iraqi weapons facilities. Even when the inspectors 
were in Iraq, the regime did all it could to prevent them 
discovering the extent of its weaponI)'. 

For example, Iraq cJaimsto have 'lost' 550 shells filled with 
mustard gas. It argued that the chemical warfare agents in these 
weapons would have degr:ldcd long ngo, so there was no need to 
account for them. Ilowever. a dozen shells were eventually 
found. Chemical tests, in April J 998 , showed that the mustard 
was sti ll of the highest quality and the shells were ready for 
combat use. [source: Unscom report, 1999J );Nv.Jl- ............ ,\"._ ., :. ... 

This single episode shows why the intemational community 
cannot afford to rely on Saddam Hussein's word, or neglect his 
capacity to make war. The weaponry which he has acqui red, and 

, 
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continues to seek: cannol be described a; defensive. Its purpose 
is to terrorise, intimidate and dC·Slabilis(, 

The hislOry of UN weapons inspcctiolS is [] hislOry of lies 
and evasions b~ lr:lq, with the intention !Of concealing. and 
Ilwilltaining as many offensive wcnpons IS possible. Iraq has 
been alarmingly successful in doing so. 

Because ofJraq's systematic dishonc!j!Y in the face of UN 
inspections. we have never had complete knowledge oCthe 
extent of its weapo nry. We could cstablis, a completc picture 
only ifSaddarn !lusscin compl ied wilh th! Security Council 
resolutions which callan lrnq to rmlk~\';ulablcj:tny looal[on, 
an}' document, an~' scientist or tccJll1iciaA)"Slllspcction at any 
lime. That he refuses is the mosl damning i.'vidence against him. 
Ifhe has nothing to hide, he has nothing III fear from Ihe UN. 

Since 1998, the international commun il l has been forced 10 
rely on satellite illHlgery, and on illlclligen:e, some of it 
gathered from those who have managed to .:scapc the regime of 
torture, and execution without trial, behinc which Saddam 
Hussein maintains his power :lI1d and the v 'capons which 
underpin that power. 

Our judgcment, based on these and oth :1' intelligence 
sources (7), is that Iraq: 

is close to deploying its AI·Sumoud I quid propellant 
missile, ,md has used the absence ofv rcapons inspcctors to 
work on extending its range; 
is testing the solid·propella.nt missile. \habil- J 00, and is 
making i.'ffons to extend its range; 
has retai ned a dozen AI Hussein missiles, capable of _E'"",!,'-
carrying a chemical or biological warl eadteithcr by 'Z_ ..... ~_ '--
hiding t l~cm from the UN as complcte syste lll ~, or b?{~~- I. •. _~'>".::..~ 
assemb lr ngthem " k , ,.\. I. .,_-----.._. 4.o;;~ . -,~. 

• ...J-. L --':"·L <0; _ • • "-

is developing as a prioriry longer-rang: missile systems 
capable or threatening NATO (Greece and Turkey?); 
has constructed a new engine tCSt Slall(1 bigger than the 
one used for its curreJl1 missil e system!, nnd.bigger than 

, 
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the SCUD-iesting stand dismantled under UN superv ision: 
this will enable Ir3q \0 test missiles wilb a range longer 
than permitted under Security Council resolution 687; 
is working to obtain improved gu idance technology to 

.-increase missile accuracy; 
is .pl~iJding- ai)lant-fflr produc~ng ammonium perch \orme, 
an ingredient in rocket motor production; 
is making concerted efforts 10 acquire wcapons production 
techno logy, including machine tools, and the necessary 
raw materials, in contravention arliN sanctions; 
has recruited specialists 10 work on its nuclear programme, 
whose declared aim was (a produce a 20-kilmon weapon, 
capable of causing 80 peT cent casualt ies within 1.6 miles 
of the delomllion; 
is covertly ullcl11pting to acquire technology and materials 
for use in nuclear weapons, including specialised 
aluminium \\ ith potential use in enriching uranium; 

- tas acquired uranium, despite having no civil nuclear ~0-
programme, and which therefore has no other use than in 

uclear weapolls; 
rclains chemical agent precursors, and production 
equipment for chemical weapons; 
is self-sufTicicnt in the lechnology requi red to produce 
biological \1l::lpOUS, and has retained the necessary 
expertise; 

- l appcars to belrcfurbishing sites fomlcriy associated with 
its chemical and biological weapons programmes, 
including the Tareq facility; 
has stocks of chemical and biological agents available, 
either retai ned from before the Gulf War, or from morc 
recent production; 
has the capability \0 produce the following chemical 
weapons agen ts: sulphur mustard, labun, sarin, GF, VX; 
and the following biological agents: anthrax, botulinum 
toxin, and anoxin 
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[can we please have a side panel explai1ing. in one sentence 
cnch what these things call do 10 pCOIl \( J 

relains cOllvcmional dc1ivcl)' means for chemical and 
bio logical weapons. for eX::llnple free fall bombs and 

mjsa~\'~£~ds; _""- . "-- !' I..;, 

has 1~e6 the L-29 jellraincr liR1 :ulro-il capable of 
delivering chern ital and biological a! ents; 
has developed transportable laborato"ies find other means 
of enabling ils chemical and biologic 31 programme to 
survive military action. 

This is ollr asseSsment. It is based on a rigo 'ous system in which 
... [very brief explanation afhow the JJC S~Slern produces 
intelligence for ministers). The section on intelligence (page .. ) 
sels oUllhe detail and, where possible, the sou rcing. It shows 
how intelligence has steadily built an increasingly compelling 
picture ofa regime \\hich is not only seekini,\ strenuously to 
circumvent the imemational commurl ilY 's e 'forts 10 keep 
exceptionally dangerous weapons out of un iquely aggressive 
hands; but has succeeded to a degree which 'Tlakes it no longer 
possible to regardfiHe;UN sanctions as a saf( means of 
containment. 

On the basis or our beSI assessment, the Orilish government is 
convinced thm Iraq is aClively assembling <lJ' arsenal of terror 
weapons with which 10 imimidale its neighlY)urs and the wider 
imemalional communiI)'. No country has a c'eurer record of 
being prepared to use such weaponry. No le~der has shown 
himselrto be so oblivious totlrllpact of such 'vcapOIHy. lrnq is 
tesling. procuring, eonstmcling and rccruitin:~ the personnel, 
infraslrucmre, materials and lechnology nece isary for a major 
c'lpability in mass destruction. Saddam canll<·t be al lowed 10 put 
himsclfin a position to use it. We do nOI need a crystal baJJ 10 
see how he would use it. The record speaks grimly for itself. 

........ 
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TilE NA llJRE OF TIlE REGIME 

Sad dam I lusse in t.:ame 10 po\\er by murder, has rnai nt<lined 
power by torture, rape and execlilion, :md used power 10 conmlit 
genocide. ~ 

He seized the Presidency of lraq in 1979. Saddam's 
predecessor, his uncle Ahmad liassan nl- 8akr. was ki lled [how? 
A bit more detail please] five close friends who opposed him
members oflhe RevolU!ion31)' Command Council- were 
executed.ldiuo]. 

As Sad dam established control, leading clerics were arrested 
and killed: Ayatollah Mohammed 8aq iT al-Sadr in April 1980; 
many [how nmny? And why?] members of tile lIakim family in 
May 1983. The range ofSaddalll's murders went beyon d Iraq's 
borders. Sayed Mahdi al·Hakim was killed in Khartoum in 
1988. 

Murder is nol the only mc:UlS of dealing with dissenters 
outs ide Iraq. In June 2000, General Nahib aI-Saleh i, a poli tical 
opponent living in Jordan, received a video showing a female 
relative being raped. Ten days later, he was contacted by Iraqi 
intclligcnce, who told him they were hold ing another woman in 
his family. They urged the general to stop his opposit ion 
activ ities. 

Rape is 11 standard mcthod of intimidation by the regime. The 
government personnel card produccd here fp iclUrc] identifies its 
holder, Aziz Saleh Ah med, as a 'fighter in the popular anny' 
whose 'ilctivity' is 'violation of women's hOIlour': in other 
words, he is:l proressional rapist rany more on these people? 
This is the ghastly single image of oppressiun we must get into 
people's minds]. 

In a central ised tyranny, human rights abuse is not something 
which thc Icadership can claim no responsibility for. S:lddam's 
younger son, Qusayy (?), is head of the intcmal security 
agencies. He has cncour.lgc a policy ofsyslcmatic torture and 
rape, and th(;! threat of rape 10 coerce . 

• 
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At tile Mahjar prison in cemral B:lghdad, which is part of the 
Police Training College (1), women prisoners arc routinely 
mped b} their guarus. All prisoners are bealCn\wice a day .. 
They receive no medical tn:ntI1lCI1L. n,e nonnal occupancy is 
between 600 arid 700 prisoners in 30 cells underground and a 
fmlhe r 30 cells which Jlsed to be dog kcnnt=ls. 

Saddalll's prisons pol icy is lough. At the Sijn A 1-Tarbut jail, 
three floors underground (?) at the Directorate of General 
SccurilY building ill Baghdad, prisoners arc kept in rows of 
rectangular steel boxes, similar to tile boxes in which bodies aTC 

stored in mortuaries. There arc between 100 and 150 boxes. 
They arc opened fOF h.M3n hour a day, to allow the prisoner 
light and air. Prisoners h:lve no food, only liquids. They remain 
in their boxes until they confess or die. 

The Qurtiyya prison in\he Tn lbiyyah area of the Saddam C ity 
dist rict, Baghdad, consists of 5010 60 metal boxes the size of lea 
chests in which prisoners arc kept on the same confess-or-die 
basis. Each box has a Iloor mude of mesh to allow detainees to 
defecate. 

YOli do not have \0 be n crim inal , or even a political 
opponent of the regime, to be held in nn Jraqijail. You can go to 
jail for being relnted to members of the opposition.Sometimes 
relatives are held as 'substitute prisoners' until the person 
wnnted for arrest is found. 

This happened 10 the fHlile r and two brothers of AI-Shaik 
Yallya Muhsin Ja'far al-Zeini, a theo logy student from Saddam 
City. When he was finally arrested, Ihis is what happened 
(source: Icstimony 10 Amnesty International): 

[use the quotes from the box] 
Herc is nnolher person:ll testi many of traq i jail conditions: 
Jrun the material in the Abu Ghraib box on page 501 
Two years ago, :I husband and wife (names witheld) wcre 

arrested and taken for interrogation scparately at Republican 
Guard racilities ollihe road to Abu Ghraib. [tcli the stOI)' of'a 
tortured fami ly' on page 51] 

, 
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I n December 1"996, n Kurdish busincs ;mun from 
D!lghdad .. [lcll the slOry ofB on page 46 

CONI-1DENnAL 

Executions :!r(~ carried QuL with no judie!3] process. We know 
Ihal in Febntary 2000, 64 male prisoners were executed at Abu 
Ghraib, followed in March by a further 5&, In October 2001, 23 
politi"ll prisoners \\ erc executed there. 1 he worst known case is 
the execution of 4.000 prisoners al Abu (ihraib in 1984. 
Prisoners (II Ihe l'vlnhjar jail h;;,,'c been cxvculed by machine gun. 
Mahjat has;1Il c.'\cculion ::Irea called 'Hadiqa' (garden) where 
3,000 prisoners Wfrc executed between I '}93 and 1998. 

Between J 997 and 1999. an estimated 1,500 prisoners were 
executed in what was called a 'prison cJe;: nsing 'campaign: they 
were killed in order to reduce prison ovcn rowding (?). 

No judicial process was evident whc!1 dozens of women 
acclised of prostitution were beheaded in Octobcr 2000, along 
with men accused of pimping. Some, m least. were accused for 
political reasons. 

Saddam favours barbaric pun ishment: .. He has issued a 
series of decrees authorising amputation. branding, CUlling off 
prisoners' ears. Mcthods of tonure used in Iraqi jail s include 
using electric drills to mutilate hands, pull; 19 out fingernails, 
knife cuts, sexual attacks and 'official rape. 

He belie\'es in the punislmlem fitling the crime. The 
penalty ror slandering the Pres ident is to h:lVe your longue cut 
Ollt. Imqi tclevision has broadcast this fom, of political 
pun ishment as a warning. 

Saddam nnd the head of his privnte oOlce, Geneml • Abd 
Hamud, have both signed death warrants. T Ie archives holding 
these warrants are held in the cafcteria on tl'e eighth floor of the 
main Minislr)' of the Interior building in Ba,~hdad. 

Snddam's sons take after their father. l dayy once 
maintained a private torture chamber known as the Red Room in 
a bu ilding on the banks oCthe Tigris disguis:d 3S an electricity 
installation. It was Udayy who ordered the haq football team to 
be caned on the soles oCthe feet for losing a World Cup match. 

10 
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iJe crc:J!cd:l militia in 1994 \\hich has used swords to 
execute victims outside thdr own homes. He has personally 
cxccuwd dissidents. for illstance in the uprising at Basra which 
followed the Gulf War. 

Bul mcmb'crs of Sad dam's 1:1111[1), arc far from being safe 
liOln persecution. A cousin of Sad dam called Ala Abd AI-Qadir 
AI-Majid fled \0 Jordan ... [IC!! the StOry on page 49]. 

Such is the nature: orlhe regime in whose hands we would 
leave a formidab le army of weapons o f mass deSlnJclion: a 

regime without the sl ightest respect for human life. There can be 
no doubt bow lhose weapons would be used by a regime 
founded on murder nnd entirely lacking in moral scruple, with a 
record of waging war against inlt.:rnalminoritcs and extcrnal 
opponents. 

SADDAM'S WARS 

[can r have more background on Hal3bja - what happened and J ' / 
why? Just enough to lcllthe slOry in OIlC long paragraph, for /' 
people who don't know about itl 

Shonly before sunrise on friday, 11'1\ March 1988, thc 
village ofHalabja in .... was bombarded by iraqi warplanes. The 
raid was over in minutes (? This. Sorl of detail, please).ln that 
shan lime, S3ddam Hussein had committed a crime that none of 
the 20'" century's dictators committed. Neither Hitler nor Stalin 
i1nacked civilians with chemical wcnpolls. The bombs that feU 
on Hnlabja that Friday morning were equipped with (what 
chemical?). (what does the chemical do to the body - how does 
it kill? Sorry to be grisly, but this will have real impact on real 
people, not journalists who take it all as read). Victims were 
killed instantly. Among the corpses. children were found dead 
where they had been playing outside their homes. In places, 
streets were piled with curpses.lFive thousand villagers died. 
(why Halabja?) \ --
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Snddam rCllltiins the on ly man 10 h,lve lsed chemical 
weapons to wage war on civilians: so far. It is not speculative \0 

suggest he would do so again ifhe could: he has done it. And 
we know Ihm he is now fe-equipping h inl~clrwilh chemical 
\\capons. whirc seeking to extend Ihe rani:c of the missiles that 
would carry them. 

Amnesty hll crnntional estimates Ihal n' orc than 100,000 
Kurds were killed or disappeared during ~ addam' s 1987-88 
campaign to crush Kurdish insurgency. Kurd ish , ' illages were 
systemat ically razed. This was a po li cy of genoc ide, comparable 
to the worst atrocities in modern his10ry. f reg ime capable of 
genocide is not safe 10 be left in possessio!! of the weapons with 
which to carry out n1citll mass murder. . 

Saddam J Jusscin has fought two Wat ; of :lggression; the 
Jran-lrnq war and the invasion ofKuw:lit. l Ie shot a minister 
who argued for peace with Iran. A mi llion iied in that confli ct. 
Twenty thouS:lnd Iranians were killed by chemical weapons: 
mustard gas and the ncr.'e agents labun ane sarin: all of which 
Iraq still possesses. [perhaps we cou ld have a paragraph or two 
on the history of this conflict please] 

The invasion of Kuwait was the onl) (1) case since the 
founding of the United Nations of one of it: members taking 
over another. We do not have to guess what Saddam would now 
do with his weapons ifleft unhindered by t~e intemational 
comllluni[), - he has a record of external col quest. In 1990-1, he 
was deterred from going furthe r, and tumed back. only by 
military action. And since then he has been I:ontained by 
sanctions: so far. 

(insen here the passage on the Kuwait wa -, from the middle 
of44 on, plus the passage on the persecutior or the Kurds down 
to the midd le of p 46. Then a sentence or \ W,! \0 explain w hat 
the 1991 uprising was - assu me totalnon-knuwledge in the 
reader - and then nm that passage fTom the rlidd le of 46 to the 
middJeof47. Then should come the passagelCharles Gray is 
writ ing on the tremmem of the marsh Arabs. Can you please 
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check that J'm right, and that he's doing that, as 1 have no raw 
material. Then conclude Ihis scttion as follows] 

.... Such is the nutur\! of the regime: guilty ofrc1igious 
pcrsecution, of.opprcssing minorities, of genocide, of using 
chemical wcapons on civilians, of\\"aging two wars on 
neighbours. This is not a regime entitled to the benefit of any 
doubt, or fit to possess weapons ofm<lSs destruction. 

IN DEFlANCE or THE w'rITED NATIONS 

This is the regime which the United NUli"Ons has tried in vain to 
disarm, throughout a decade of deeeipt by Saddam Hussein. 
Despite Iraqi obstnJction, the inspeclOrs of the United Nations 
Special Commission and the Intcmntional Atomic E nergy 
Authority managed to find and destroy much of Sad dam's 
chemical and biological stockpiles. lllany missiles, and the 
infraslI1Jcture orllis nuclear wcupons programme. That was 
done in accordance wi th Security Council resolution 687, under 
which Iraq mllst agree· to II)e 'destnlctioll, removal or rcndering 
harmless, under intemational supervision or: 

all b<lllistic missiles wi th a range o\'er ISOkm; 
all repair and production facilities; 
all chemical and biological weapons, stocks of agents and 
related subsystcms and components; 
all research and development, support and manufacturing 
facilities. 

Iraq remains in breach of this, and eight other, resolutions. 
Even when the inspectors were in Iraq, the disclosure 
statements required by the resolutions were never completc, 
Iraq violated the resolutions by conducting secrel, 
unsupervised destruction, and it pcrsistently concealed and 
co"er~d up as much as it eQuId get away with. $addnOl , 
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eventually made inspections impossible: the inspectors were 
finding too much ror his com fo rt. 

The inspectors succeedcd in disco' wing enough material 
\0 prove bcyoml doubl\he scale ofSd:ld<lm's milital)' 
programme, bUI not enough to give ct'n lidence that that 
programme had been disabled. Iraq's epeated claim, 
including in Ihe lales1 contactS wilh !II! UN in July (?), that it 
pOSSCSSl!S no prohibited weapons or III nerials, is a 
demonstrable lie: on [he basis of whm I was lell unaccounted 
for when the inspectors left, even with)ut the lalest 
intelligence and s:l!c1Jilc evidence. Wh' Je ly ing to the UN, 
Iraq has bc~n carrying out constmction work at si tes 
associated with ils nuclear progranune, according to satel lite 
surveillance reponed by the IAEA on (j September (?). Tn the 
absence of inspectors on (he ground, thl ~ i nternutiOlla l 
community cannot have any guarantee "fsafety. , ... '-"''''* ,'...,.~,...J''l'l' . 

Iraq has a long record of rnislcading :hc UN:~ 99'5,-t';e~~~'~~ \. ~. 
inspectors uncovered a cache of documl nlS wb leil showed itJ-. <--- !.). _ . ..

lhallraq hnd been giving lhcm false inf{ mKll ion for four .;::::.. ",:.~.~.'" ,T"" . 
- .... ..... <"..... . 

'",.'-.--... ",. '(, year!:jJ raq's wor~1 c~nllot ~c trust~d . . , . ~,:":::::: . \ ... ,~ ",. 
nJ ..... _ _. _ - :·:-:!".r.0!1l the beglllnmg of IIlspectlOlls IIi 1991, Iraq s mm "'~'"\--
_ . ..". \. ,, ->- ., 

.-y ' _ .," was to: 
conceal its VX nerve agent project 
conceal the vcry existence of its biolo' ~ical programme; 
conceal tbe number of warheads it po! sesscd, capable of 
long-range delivery of chemical and b ological weapons. 

[source? Is this from a reporl? Jt's on p 2)] 

1n 1997, the director general of the lnl~mational Atom ic 
Energy Authority said his inspectors had )eell'severely 
hampered by Iraq's persistence in a po li c~' orconccalment 
and ullderstmemcnt'. This is why the intclnalional 
cOlllmunity insists on 'immcdiate, unconditional and 
unrestricted access' for insp ectors, as laid down in resolution 
707. And it is why Ihe British govcnuncm has responded to 
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recent Iraqi attempts to piny games I I ith the UN by repeating 
the need for unfettered access. 

Iraq ' s long history of playing garn\"S - at limes dangerous 
games - with the inspectors include: 
Ithe mnlerr31 in the box on page 30, b .ll not in a box, just as a 
list] 

l.n December 1997, Iraq noutcd tie UN by cre.."1ling a 
cntcgory ofsiles - 'presidentia l and s( vcreign' - from which 
il claimed it non-existent authority to 1 3r the inspectors. It 
look the intervention of the UN Secretary General in 
February 1998 to persuade Iraq to allo,'\' inspectors 10 enter 
Ihese presiden\wl 'palaces': in fact, m. ssive compounds long , 
associated with Iraq'S weapons progrmnmc llhen run from 
p:lge 33JThese daiS are not meant to bt here.Please get rid. 
, ... .... ................. ... ........ ...... I ...................... .. 

The Intemational AlOmic Energy AUlhorit)' l13s 
continued to assess Iraq's nuclear capnell) and intemions. Its 
latest report (can I bave Ihe key points herl · please?) 

II len: ~holild eOnl~ the section on money rcqll~5t~d by !hI I'MI 

THE INTELLlGENCE ASSESSMENT 

Delete everything until·" o n pagc 2 1, wh,ch starts 'In the last 
ycar ... · l11C background shou ld al l be done by the lime we get 
to the intelligence. which should come strai 'hI into the latest 
infommtion. Instead of little boxes sllmmarl~ing the resolutions, 
lei' s have them in full, as an annexe, plus Ih: list of the 23 
brcaches OUI of27. 

" 
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IRAQI WMD PROGRAMMES 

NUCLEAR WEAPONS: 

Iraq h~ a Iluclear WtJp<lIlS pJOs;.unme, in hr"~(h of its 1 WT atld IAEA obli,a ' ;""" and of 
Ur-;SCR 687, bill ,,~tl find il difficult m produce tissile "j3I"ri~ ..... hi1" :;uncliollJ r<:main in pl.u. 

• Comprcbensi"c p«IGJ11ITlme priDl 10 ~ Gulf \\ v: 
• Recalled sc;cmist'llo work On a IHldcaJ wcopor s I'rngr.munc; 
• Co ... ,," "ITOIU to procure nuclear related mUleri: Is nrnl tI.~hl1ology. 

CHEl\ll CAL .>\.1 .... '0 BIOLOG ICAL WEA PONS: 

lnq has a ClIp"bilily 10 produce chemical 1m(! biQlogicul w,,~ IQns in brncb of UNseR 68', 

• ~ Dmount of chemical Dnd biological nm'''I'1r,I, including weap0n5 IIlId lIgenls. 
left unaccolmlcd for when the UNSeOM insp'" lions terminated "'Quid pro,-ide a 
si~jfic3l1t un'cnsi\'c capability: 

• rrodu<;:w and used proficiently II ,"";e,)' of d"mic31 wo:apons in 19805 'gainsl 
!run and ils uwn dli7.<:ns: 

• COlK"e;lLcd 1:11£" scale prodl.lClion of the ncr... ngent VX wnil discovered by 
UNSeOl'>!, 

• Produel!d and wcaponiscd lit IClIst three 13W a~'n lS bUi concealed this cap~bilily 
until for=llo dttlare it in 1995; 

• Failo:d to COn\'ince UNSeOM of the accumc), ori,~ dcc1~rnlions. 

I1ALLlSTIC MI SS ILES: 

17 
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RO:l"i ns mote lh;m a dozen p1ohibil.:d AI Hu~in nussi lcs (650bo) in bn~cb of UNSCIl 68?; 
W(>Tkin~ un desisnr (or IonJ!tr·=gc missiles in bruch of UNSCR 68?; 

• ll1frllSIrU~I~rc daJlla~cd in lhe Gulf Wnr and Op..:rntion Dl!SCn FOK 1\3$ nOw largely 
been n:C'On~l;lulc<1; 

• hlfr.ull'lJ("lure (0' longCH:tI1!;c missiles is under construction: 
• UNSCOM ull.1bk 10 account for nil imponcd lIli~silc,: ollIe", could hJVC been built 

Ilsing ltidclcn rCl~incd components • 

• • 
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IRAQI 
WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION 

PROGRAMMES 

In t roduction 

• Nuck",. "'''-'mit'll and binlogical "~-apons 0"' tolkcti,..,ly kno"ll:u Weapons 
of ,,",IOS$ D~ ... troc.inn (Wl\ID). Sc"~rnl coun.ries ba,'" WMD programmes IlDd 
missllc '>~.c'm c~pabJc of deli"cnnl: nud~lU', "h"mical 0' bioloGical 
w;l.I'heac\$, 11II:)":Ire "NkinJ: 10 dc,~lllp more ~CtW:lle WId longe"runllc 
missiles lhal."ill ~l1ow .h~nJ '0 weu,tn mOre than jus. ,h.i, immedia.e 
nei~bours. 

• MO~I COUntries ha,',- p((lmiscd no. 10 acqui,e Ihese weapons. They hay" signed 
,ele,"u" inlemalicmal agrcefTllOlIlS including the 1 re,u), on Ihc Non 
l'ro!irer~tiO!l ofNoclear Weaporu; (N'pn. the Chemical Weapons Convcmioll 
(CWC). W1d the Biological Dnd ToxiJ\li Weapons Conwminllll (BTWC). 

• A few '!)Imtne. h3,'e ~ithc, failed 10 .igo th= all,eements or ha"" decided In 
brenk thcm. Thc position of Imq is a particular l'OllCcm, Jraq is R signalory In 
the NPT, bul si""e the laic 19805 il has not abided by ils ohlil:ations. Since the 
Gulf War 11'311 has i:M.'Cn bound by five UN Security Couocil Resolutions 
(UNSCRs) rdalllltJ III US WMD prosrammes, It remai ns in h",ach of nil of 
them. In 1980lllld 1990 Sruld:un Hus$ain med his convcntional forccs to 
mount unprovukcd ulI:lcks against his IIcighbolln!, Imll :md Kuwai l 
rl:5p«I;,'Cly. H~ b:ts IISCd chemical W<!:IPOns both against iI2n and against his 
0'111 Kurdish peoplc. 

• TIle In'~m~lio!1II1 C(>l1ununity hru; rcpc:'lc,Jly SOUl/h. 10 disrupt Ir:lq's cITons 10 
ncqu",: WMD. On each """,,,,,ion SaddlUll '- ,""ugh. 10 ",build his 
cupubilitics. His dTons urc milking Plollfc5S, The Go"emmclIl mOil lion these 
drom '~I)' cloStly. Thi~ p:tpct sell out "ha. the Go'cmmc111 is able to s.ay 
abou' Ihem. 

-~ -
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Before the Gulf War, Saddam Hussain dem)nslralcd his readiness to 
deploy extensively W/I.·[D in Ihe f0l111 of chell it:! ] weapons both against 
his neighbours and his own population. Since 1 ~e Gulf War, he has failed 
1(1 comply with UN Secu r ity Council ilcsolulions, which his 
govcnunent accepted. 

While the successful enforcement of the sam;lions regimes and the UN 
arms embargo have impeded [roq's eITons \0 r"constitlne itS weapons of 
mass deslruclion, they have not hnlted them Much of Iraq's missile 
infrastructure has been rebuill; Ihe nuclear we~pons programme is being 
reconstituted; nod lruq conlinues \0 h:lVC It c capability \0 produce 
chemical and biological weapons, lIud may aIrel dy have done so. 

Since the withdrawal of inspectors in 1998, m01itoring or Iraqi attempts 
to restore a WMD capability has become more difficult. 

UN St<urity C".mdJ ltuohll ;O Il) (~SCIt) rda 'ing to WMO 

UN"~CK 1\.17, April 1991 ...... "" th< UN Sp«~ I COO>II'I;";ion {UNSCOM} IIQIl 
'OCi<li<ed Ir",! !O Kc<r<- Wlrondj,.,n:. II)", "tho: <k ,,,,,ori,,,,. m'IQ'<lLi Or ","dorin, 
hannlou, "" .... i."""'tiooal ... ~io<I' of iu d .",oc:al and I>lol<>eicol "'--' 
bI1l1i,.;. ",i •• i1es ,,,Ill • I'll'", "."" ilion Halo"" Md tIl.i, l$4.O<ia,.d 
p<\IJ:nImItla. 11«ks. ,,,,,,,......nu. ~ and fKJ :itio$. Thor lnoe""";".,.! "',ontic; 
Eo~' ... """,)' (lA~) " .... dw~d willi abo!; ion of 1""I'l nuc~ """1""" 
~'''~. u:-.~M ond lbe lAEA n ..... n:p'" IbaI lIoeir miIllGO bAs 1>«11 
..:bievcd ""fon: Iht Sc=il)' C""",dl =0 .nd 'all.,i ,11>. 'I1>cy have not y., done $0. 

UNseR 707. Au~." 1~91. ~ .. cd W' 1""1 Q''''' """ide full, M,I ""d <;<><1,,,1.1<: 
6i><"""'" orall it> WMD p<\IQ'IRdII""'" ,",ovido ..... onclitlonal ud IIDn'SIricIcd 
~ 10 UN iouprnon.. lr"'l m"" 31>0 ce ... ~1I IIU leor aOli.i,ics of Il'Y k,nd olhct 
.h>n civil"", on""OJ>es. 

11." SCR 715. O< 'OM' 1", approved pions proper >II by UNSCOM ODd IAEA for 
1M ,nmil0ri.0, ond •• "Ik",ioro 1lT;uI~""''''''' to imr! ml<n' UNSCR 637. 

UNSCR 105'. M .. <~ 199~ .... "d ,h., h"'l moo, d", Inn: ,n. shipmen' ufdu.f.tIH 
WMO;oado. 

I11'"SCII 1 ~8oI. D"«mMr 1m. esmbliobod I~MOVIC (U",,«I !'loti ..... 
M""iu.riQ;. Vnif~ioa and In'p<<Iioo Crnm", .. i",)" t .uC~¢S>o'!O UNSCOM 
""d ""n. OIl Iraq 10 &iY' UNMOVIC Uul""''''''' '"""",dial". IID"""diri<lnll lind 
wuntnctal '««1'0 ... ~' and all "",os, r.dlill ... ~~ I;prn<nt, .«oro. and m ..... of 

., 
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CONFlDEt-'TlA1. 

Sactdam's \VC:JllllnS 

N ucJc,Jr \ V":lpons 

Ber"", the Gulf Will, Iraqi pblS fm the dc,'clopmont of ~ nuclear weapon """rc w.:ll 
~d"ruK:ed. Iraq "'1lS pl:mnins and con,lrU('tinl1 fissile material production fac:ilitics and 
work on a wcapon ddi~ was underway_ l1Ieir d<-<:Iar~-d ~jm was to produce u 
we:lpon "jlh 3 ~o ka~h.>n yidd. "rueh WQuid ullim~tdy be dcii"cred in 0 b:rJllst'c 
mis.ik w""head. 

We nsses5cd in J 99J Ihal Jraq was Jess than three years awn)' from possessing 

J nuclear wC:lPon. 

Afl'" the Gllif \\ar, Imq'J nudear wc~pons i"ffllSlmclun. W3S dismantled by the 
!AEA. nUl w" judE" thai I"", is st;1! "'Orkin, 10 a..--hicw a nuclear weapons capability, 
i" b.-neb of ils "I'T ."d !At.:" ollHI:ntioo5 ~ n d UN S<'~uri IY COllnc il R~s"I"l io n 
(,117. Much of its for",er cXfI<'ni$<: ba., been rct~",ed. 

Within I .I, ""los or (lrIQnation, bL>51 d>na&" >.lid r.odll';"" ,,1>IIld ...... BmO ~,;e,., Il=<. 
~u>JW" or"btch " ..... Id II< ('lOt u ......... 1.6 and 1.1 ",il .. from y," deleno,;"". II .. ", wtlutd 
"ill II< I~ ' <"!WI"". to'. of ..... hich """td b< r",:t-i inj"" ... 

START HERE, and ~et rid o[ all these horribk boxcs and br~ak uuts. Let's have ~ 
de.'UI tC~L tetlin!> tile Story. This lay-out makcs me di7ZY. I don't proposc \0 rewri,,, 
'his until I tnkc del'''ery oftnc new vClSion 

• ••• 
In lhe Ins! yCOlf intdli~enrc has indie~tcd thlll specialists were recalled to wort on a 
"uck-af w~apclI5 progr:mml( In 111<: ~U'unm or 1998. We judtc lh:It the IllIqi 
pro~nm~ is b.lscd On (;'IS c~'11trifllilc utnn;um enrichment. wnkh "-.l.~ Ihe fOlllC Iraq 
"as followinJ:: fOl' produdng fis~ilc m~n,rilll b<:for( Inc Gulf W~r .. RUI Iraq needs 
ccnuin key cquil'=nt ~nd m~tcrials for Inc production of the fissile mmenlll 
neccSS31)' bc:fore J nuclear bomh could Ix: dc"eloped 

Iraq is co\cnl) ulI<'mplinl: to ilcqllin,: leehnology nod materials with nucleJr 
applications. Th;~ i"dudes spec;llli~ 'lluminiwn. whicn is subject to in lcn)uuoMl 
npon Cf)nlrols b<:causc: of il5 polcmial application in ",as centrifu!!cs used 10 cnrich 
ur.ll1ium_ AltllDuSh 'his maleria! h:t.S npp li cutions in a r.mge of oth(or "\-';Ipon systems. 
TIICr.: is abo compelhng c\idcnee tha, Imq has SOlll;bl the supply or sisnificUll1 
qu~nlities ofurnruum from Africa. 

I 
I 

I 
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So long as sanctions continue 10 hinder the imp 1M of such cmd:!l goods, Iraq 
would find it difficult to produce a nuclear weapon. After the lifting of 
sanctions we t1ssess thaI Iraq \~Oll ld nced at bl.5t tiv~ years to produce a 
wctlpon, 

Prugress " o ultl be much quicker i f Iruq "'liS ; Ih l ~ to huy ~ lI i t:lb l e fissile 
m:l l erial. 

C hem ical Alld Biological Wea pons 

Imq made frequenl ~ or a ':IIi;:ly or dlcmkal ...... ~l ODS dunll~ lhe lr:uJ-!raq \Va(. 
lroq used sib'l1ificanl quantities or !11uSllI.rd. lubull IIIId Innn ~su1linG in over 20.000 
Imn;,," c=hic5, In ~,88 Saddam also usN nlllSla(d and ner"e :l1:cms 31l"inst the 
Kurds in northcrn IDlq, EsliDlal~s \'Illy. bUl acconJinj,ll) lluman Rights Watch up to 
5,000 pwpl~ 'H'rc killed. Imq's milil:.ry maimains tIx cap;lbiJily !O usc lhese 
weapons. ,,;Ih ru~. control and lOGistical arnJIj,ler,cnI5 in place, 

[ruq ndmjn~~t 1991 10 the production of blister agent (mustard) and 
nerve :H!.cnts tabun, sarin. and cvel osarin), 

Err.cUi of d,~ "i" . 1 B~~nt~ 

't",'ord Is a l'quid OJ;<M ..... ~ ... b ....... _ bli$!< .. '" c~p(»<d 
.Iom , II ,"ocks ond dounoG<O ,he cy . .. ""'Co," IlK."mbt:mc$, "'''II, .k .... 
-.I blood,r"",,;~ ... ~, WbnI' uib>ltd, "'_ do.moa .. tb< 
rc""ir:m'I)' InoC1; ,,'hen ',[""cd. it <>01 ,., '"",,;,ong IU>d d;u,t, ...... , 
T.bun , »ron and VX Ole . 11 n""'. a~"'1> of ",hlcb VX Is tho ..-. 
I<W<. n..,). III d"",qI' 11, .... "'""" $ -;«"', prOOLl<ing m",,"ulnr ,,, ........ 
;wi p=l)'$b, 1\. linl. u 10 ".;u;p",," of VX on the sIaa COlD cause: 

"'" 
, , 

A ~h~m in l "" '311011 j , Ih ~~c 01 ,'ombinctl w ilh a ",ean. 
of (1i~ llcf1ling i I, 

Aner )'t!l/'$ of d.'ni:l! Ir~q admiucd 10 f'rooucinll ~bclul 4 J:>nS of VX nerve aCen!, but 
only MII'f lhe dc:f«tion of Saddrun's son·in·law, Ilu~i:lin Kamil in 1995, Irnq 
n",intDill~ that th.: chemical IIcal'Dn$ prll\:ramme was h,,1 cd in Janu:uy 1991 and aU 
aGenls under iu cMtrol "'1:", desITo}cd by the summer 0 1991, Howcver, there ~IC 
incon.i5lcl1cies in lruqi d<x:umcmation on destruction, 

Analysis of li!;ul"C5 pm,·itl.-d by UN "'''~l'DM inspectors h tl iC31e lhat they have been 
unable 10 accowll for; 

" 
- - -
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• up II) 360 [onm:s of bulk chi:mic~l warfhrc agent, including ].5 
lQrmes orY>: nerve agent; 

• up 10 ~OOO lonnes of precursor chemicals including 
approximall:ly 300 tannes which, ill the Iraqi CW progranunc, 
were ul'ique \0 the production of VX; 

• over 30.000 special munitions for delivery of chemical and 
biological agents. 

We ennnm be sure w"'.:ther thesc h\..: been desrmyed 01 lemain ~I the di~posa! of (he 
lr.>qi ~\"emmcm. But we jLidllc thaI l.-.q ",bins some production ~uipmcnt ~nd at 
IC';ISI small nnlOWll~ of ~hc",ic,.1 n~~l\t pr<.:e\Lrsors. 

FoJin"'tlg four y":us or pl'C'SSutC frorn \\'capoo~ inspectors and the infonnat;on 
pltl"ided by HUliS,,;n +.::unil. lruQ finlllly admined 10 thc ctist~"1l~ of It biol"Gkal 
',,',Iruns programme in 1995. 

Iraq admitted [0: 

• producing anthrax spores, bottll inum IOxin and aflatoxin and 10 
working on n number of other agents; 

• wC3ponising some agents, whieJl included the filling of warheads for 

its Al I !ussain b<l!listic missiles; 
• tesl ing spraying de\'ices for :Igenls. 

Iraq has dllJln~d that all its biol0l!ical ~);cnI5 nnd wenrons haYe b«n <knwyed, 
uJ111ou£.h nO convin~in~ proof of this has been offer~-d, UN inspl'Ctors could IIOt 
account for larile quamilies of ¥towth m.:::djOl. procured for biological aGcot production, 
enough 10 produce over three 1inles 111" umount of 3n1hnlX Iraq admits to baVlng 
manufactured. Repuns thm Irnq h",~ conducled rc~lIrt:h On smallpox lind • number of 
toxins can!tDI be corrohor.ued. Iraq is assessed In be ~If·sumcicnl in the tcchnology 
required to produce biological weapons. 

We nS5CSS Ihal Iraq h3.S a covert chemical and biological wcapons 

programme. in brc;Jch of UN Sec nrity C"uncil R<'solution 687. 

All the necessary cxp.-rli sc has been retained. Imq appear'S to I>e refurbishing sile, 
{{'nuall,. ;Wocialcd ,,;111 its chclllic~ 1 WId biolo.:icaJ w~apons programmes. This 
includes fa,ilillc.' n~ar J lubbaniyah. IlK,·iou!!,. usso":;:l!cd ""Ih {he production of CW 
precursor.;. O"e of the rnci!ilies, mt Castor Oil Production Plant, could ~ used in tho 
production oJ ricin BW '.soent. Otbu si tes of concern include the A! -Da'>/J'ah Foot and 

-
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Mouth IJise.'\Se Vaa:me rDdli(~, "hich "'liS ill'oh"Cd il nw A!;~I1( production bc(on: 
the Gulf War. I:r~q is ~sscd 10 haw some ch<:micnl ~ld biolo~ical agcms uYlliiablc, 
d liu;r from pre-Culf War SIOCU or mon: ",cenl product on. 

We iudge Iraq has the c:lp,lbil ity \0 produce the :hcm ical :lgl.'nls: 

• s u lphur mU5'~(,j. 1:o hun, snrio, c}' cl ~~;l ril1 , aod VX . 

We j udge Imq has the capability 10 produce the hiologicnl agents: 

• J.ln l hr:l .~ , botulinlllll tox in, nn:!t o;>. in:l III r kin . 
, 

Jruq n:llliru CO<l,-wlional .,kJi\"ay me;ll1S fOI i:her lkal moo biological weapons 
such IlS free full h!>mbs nnd missile warheads. Ii UI &;wn lrnq's admission of 
[<"Sting Spflly dc\"i~cs, we judl:,c thaI the llIoditi~ lI;on of the L-29 je1 Lr~iner 
could bJia,," i1 to be used for Ihe deli" cry of ellt l1ical Mod biological 3ijents. 
The L·29 was 5ubja:IIO UNSCOM ilUpe<:lil)l1 (ortOOs rClIson. 

Errrr l ~ of bioiogic;ll agents 

Anthru 

Amhr.lx is 8 diii<::ISC ciluso:d by Ihc ba:lcrium £bcillU$ arnlmu::is. 
Inhnlation !mthrax is Ihe rmUli fcSIOli",n orlhc,disca.~c likdy to be .::~pected 
in biolo~cal "",mill"<'. 111<: symptoms Ilkl)" \"a )'. If the dOS/; is large (1,000 
10 10,000 spores) dc~th is common. TIl<: inell ,u lion period for anthrax is 1 

107 d:!.ys. "ilh most cases OIXurriog within 2. ·'ay! of exposure. 

8nlulinum I<Il;n 

Botulinum lo~in is 1I ncufOloxin pro<luccd b: Ihe bnclcrium Clostridium 
botulinum and is one of th .. mOSI loxic .ub: \;U\Ces kll()WD to man. The 
hl"lil symploms ofOOlulinum <0)0.;0 A roj,,,,n; '{! "'ay ~PP<'''' as "",I)' II.~ I 
how- JlO$l exposure or 3.! lonl: (:IS 8 dart ~ficr expomrt. ,~i!h !he 
incubalion JlC'nod belween 12 aml:n houfS.,P~mlysis I""ds 10 deBlII by 
sulTa<;lItion. 

Anpioxins ILI"I: fung:ll lo~ins. which Ilfe J1'Old~1 can:inogen.s. Aflatoxin 
cnnw.miJlm~d food products can c" usc li\'<:r inf amm:uion lind cancel". 

Ridn 

26 
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Ri~;" is d~ri'cd from castur ho<illL< llnd c U1 ~nu5C Illuhiple org;l[] fuilun: 
within onc (IT tWo day, ofinhabliQn. 

A I!iofogi,ul w.:apon is the llsen! cum billC'o with II means of dispcrsi1lll it. 

17 
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S:HlcI:UIl'S Mis~ il {'s 

B:lll islic l\1iss j !~s 

!'rior 10 Ill.: Gulr War. lr"'l had 4 well-'«"clopc:d rnis,;ile industry. Iraq fired oVer S{l() 
SCUD-Iff'" missiles at 1= durillg Ille InUl-lraq War ;l(Irl 93 SCUD lYJX'-mis.';]", 
during 1..11.:: Gulf War. "Ilk.> l~ucl \\'er~ lalg~1 ed 01 Co.11ition forres sialioned in the Gulf 
,~~ion .Inti hrnd .i\nn~<l wilh ton • • mlionaj warheads they did Jimilcd damage. lmq 
had t h~nlic ... J nnd biolo~caJ ,,<;uhc:u;is available bUI did nu\ use them. 

---

",loSl ofu", mi.-sil'" fi,~d in the Gulf War Were an Iraqi produced Strelchcd version of 
lilt scun missile. Ihe AI ! lussnin. "i!b lln cXl~-nd~-d r.tngc Qf 650 kIn. Ir .. q w~s 
"".king un otl.crlongcr-IllilG<' Sln::1Chcd SCUD variants, such !l5lhe AI Abhru;. which 
had 3 r:ln~'C of 9OOkm. Ir~q WlI$ also :ocding 10 .<,vem: engineer the SCUD engine 
"ilb II ,-irw 10 prod"c",~ lie'" missiles; r~ccnl f;."id~nce indicates th<:y 1I1ay h.,'c 
sllcC"oo~d al Iha1 lim~. In ~iclllw Imq hod pl:m! for a new SClJD.dcri"cd missile 
with u rnnge of 12001;111. Iraq Il1so conducled a poartial flighl leSl of a multi-slll\!c 
s:nellil'" 10000ch ,chicle b;ucd on SCUD ICCIUlology, k!lll',m IlS the 1\1 I\bid. 

The """,·< ... t~ "",bi'" SCUll bollls<jc mi .. ,I. """" ~cvtlOf'C~ by II>< S~.i<1 
U"I.~ ;" rho, 19;10 •. """",,,. f,om (he «d\noJo&y of tho Gem, ... liquid, 
rror<"llanI \":! "hichlOw .,.,.,.ion&l .. ,.,.. 'cc "'''1U1liI 11M: ",Jd or We,ld W", 11 

\-"01 mOhY yo.,.. il " ... I"" ""'1UCl)" of S.,.,i<1.od w ..... w p~ ~ti .. l .IIui'" 
r"", ... ood " _ abo ... id<1)· ,~",",<d.. Rcdpirnu of S/I"icl·n"",ufaclu",d 
SCliD> includ«ll."'l. NMh ),;"' ... Iran. and I"by>.. .1IbClUPl n<)1 .ll ......... ..,1d 
d~Wty by "'" So>ic1 U.;au. 

AI.., durin!: this p"riod. Irnq was developing Ih,' BADR·2000, a 700-IOOOkm IlIl1ge 
Iwo·~m!:c $lljd prurellan( missile (bas<.-d on Ihe Iraqi pan of the 1980s CONDOR<! 
pfIIgmmnlC run In clHll'mmon "ilh Argentina nnd EgyPI). There wer~ plans for 
12O()..1500Lm ran~c solid prupclla)ll follow-on systems. 

" 
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Since !h~ GulF W.lJ, Ir.>q has b«n oprnJy dewlop;n" (WI shurHmlF nlis~ilc$ up 10 B 
rnnB" of DOkIn. which arc pcnnin~d under UN Sc"Cunly Council Resolution 687. The 
Al-Smnoud liquid ~rOJ>Cllanl mi~ilc hali I>crn ~~ I ... n5iwl ·lt~ICd. h~s app!:aml on 
publi~ !W:we in ll"llhd"d ~nd isj\ld~ed 10 Ix n",rin~ d~llo>'I11cnt. In Ihe: a~ncc of 
UN i"SflCCIO~, Il":l q has nl!1O "'\]fled OIl extendin,.;1S = ~ 10 al least 200km. Testing 
or lhe solid prtll'dlml Abah;1· J 00 is al!iO unrlcrw3~', "ilh plans \0 extend ilS r:>nGc to 
~t kast 200km. 

AL HUSSeIN 

Any extension of a missile's range 10 beyond 15m 1\1 would be in b reHch 
of UN Security Resolution (,87. 

Compared I" liquid propcl!nnt missiles. lh05e p(>wc,ed by ! olid propelllllli offer 
£.r~mcr casc of 5turag", hllOdJing:md mobility. 'Ilu:>' (In: als I quicker 10 take into IUId 
OUI ofnclion:md can SI:')' III 3 high SUite ofread i n~ss (Ot I", sCt periods. We judge Ihm 
1""1 h."L~ ",mined man: 111:m a dozen Al Hussain missiks. In h~each "r UN Suuril)' 
Council Ru olu l;on 687. 

These missiles w~rc either Ilidden from the UN as romple!! systems. or could have 
becn n::·assembled using iHcgall)' rCIllLncd ~ngin"s!U1d oth~· components. We judge 
Ih.,t Ihe cn~ncerinl: cXp"niS<' available would allow these r ,issiles 10 be elTcclivdy 
maint.'lincd. We asliC5S that some of lhc~<: mi~sllcs could be uvailable (or usc. 

AlthouiIJ run VCr)· Rccur:ne when used K{:lIinsl tlIhu roll/llrl ~S, Ihey a", still:m 
"freeli,"c ~"JI"m. which CQuld be tlSl.'tl ",ith a conventiun;!!. "hcmicnl or biolollical 
warhead. 

- -
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RC[lOrting h~:< rc~cl\\l} conlinned Ihul Ir:lq's pnonty is to deve lop lonstr-rangc 
missile sySlenl$, whidl \Ie judgc arc lihly 10 havc ranGes <lver 1000).,1<1. ~nnblinll it 10 
rhr~~lcn regional J>C:ifhbours. Isrllel :lnd lOme NATO rn...'IIIixrs. These pt"Ojp'llmnK'S 
emplQY hundrtds of pl!tlplc. I nmg~ry below has shown n new engine leSI .ulnd heinl! 
cun!lnJC"led (Al. which is ~<:r Ihan the l;U1Tenl one used for AI Samoud (11), WId Ihat 
form ... I) lI5<'d foc l~srinG SCUD cnlline. {q which was dism:>",lcd under lJ}\;SCOM 
supt:,..,ision. 

\ , 

.' ~ . .; . 
...... --, . . 

, , . 
We jud.ge th:ll Ihis new stand will be capable of lesting engines for 
111 i~si les "ith ranges O\ '('r I OUOkln, ... hidl a re not permitted under UN 

Security Coul1~illlcsolution 687 . 

Iraq is aJ$O working 10 obtain impro\ 'ed guidnr>Ce rechnology 10 increase millSil .. 
ItC"cut:l.cy. The ~Uccess or UN n:slrkrions means Ihe developmem or new klllIlCl-l11l1s:e 
missile- i~ likdy 10 be a slow process. 

30 
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These restrictions imp/l'"l patlicullltly on the: 

• availubil it)' of fo~jcn c~pcniSl:; 
• conduct uf ItS! flights 10 rlln~e~ above 150kn : 
• ucqui~lion of~uid:mcc and control lectuwloi '. 

Sao.ld:un rWloins commincd 10 developiOg longcr- rnn ~c missiles. We asses! Ibm.. if 
sallction!! ",main in place, the carlic~l Imq could athie, , 8 limited missile cupabi lity 
of over IOOOkm is 2007. bUI it is mOil: likely 10 be: 10"an!s the end of the decaUc 
(Figure 4 show!; the rnnge of ItII'!" ~·atious mi"ilcs). 

To be: confidcm Ibm i[ has su;:c~.sfully develope.! n lell !CN'MgC missiic Jr.Iq would 
Deed 10 conduct a flight-test. CUIl,-m UN Security Count il Resolutions 0:10 not permit 
l~\s of 0""" [50km. 

1m,! hiL'l nmna!;cd 10 rehuild much of lhe missile prnduc inn infrnSlfuctun: destroyed 
in the Gulf W .... IlIld in Opcrnlion Oesen Fax in 1998. Nt" missile-I"(:lal¢d 
infra5trUclurc is cum:ntly umkr conslnlclion. ",dudin: a rlanl for indigenously 
proouciu& ammonium p~~hlol1ll~. "'hkh is a kc) ingred,' hi ill the protluction o!sulid 
propellant roc;kCl mmors. This "'115 ob1.:lined Inroll&h an ndiun chemical cniinoe.:ring 
finn "ilh exlensiw !in~~ in Trott. 

Despite n UN embargo, Iraq h:J$ also made concened (nOnS \0 acquire ndditional 
plOduct ion u:chnology, including machine l""'ls and row nutcrials, in bruch " r UN 
S«urily Council Uesolulion lOS!. 

The "mbMgo b:u ~lIcc~cdcd in bloc~ing man}' ofl~ an:mpu, bill, despi le the dual 
use nh!llI'I' of some of the ileITIS. "'e b>ow sOme ilcms ~!ve found their WIly \0 the 
Inqi b:illistie missile progrummc and will inc"il~bly contil Ue 10 do '0. 

Concealment 

Slralcgic~ 10 coneen! nnd prole<:t kcy pans of It:lq's ',I'MI) and ballistic missill: 
p,ugnmUllcs from II mil ilM)' an"d; ur a UN InSi"'clion h IVC b..-..:n de"eluped. These 
i"elude the' I 

• USC oftrllt\.lponllblc 1~bo:1l1orie. in Iheir chcmj.,111 IIml biologiea.l """"'pol"" 
prognmllnes: 

• lIS<: of co,'c" facilitieS; 
• dispcr.;a] of equipment when II Ih.~"1 i, perceive 1. 

In parttculM we Io;no", dUll the Iraqi 1cadership h~ recently ord"rcd tile dispersal of ilS 
most seIlSili''C WMD cquipmcm and mutcriaL TIlis onkr is being cnnied out. 

-
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CONCLUSION 

• -

• Jraq rcwins some prohib ited missile syStems. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

.. 

• Iraq is developi ng longer-range bnllistic missiles capable of delivering 
weapons of mass destruction tllfoughout the Middle East and Gulr 
Region. 

• Iraq is seeking a nuclear weapons capabiliry. 

• Iraq has a chem ical weapons c<1pability. and has used it. It also has a 
biological weapons capability. 
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CONTENT:  Memo from Alastair Campbell to John Scarlett 
 
DATE:  September 9, 2002  
 
SOURCE:  Released by the British Hutton Inquiry 
 
CONTENT:  This document shows Downing Street’s request that the U.K. 
dossier should match US claims: “They intend to produce a series of dossiers, 
starting with one of Saddam's record of defiance of the U.N., to be published 
alongside President Bush's speech on Thursday. They will then roll out several 
reports in the coming weeks. I am confident we can make yours one that 
complements rather than conflicts with them.”  
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JOHN SCARLETT 

From: Alastair Campbell 
Date: 9 September 2002 

Ce: Jonathan Powell 
David Manning 
PMOS 
Jim Poston 
PS/F'oreign Secretary 
PSlDefence Secretary 
PSI"C" 
PSIDG of Security Senli, 

(GCH( 

Peter Ricketts 
Stephen 

(SIS) 
Hov~ard (MOD) 

David Omand (CO) 

At our discussion this morning, we agreed it would be helpful if I set out for 
colleagues the process by which the Iraq dossier will be produced. 

The first point is that this must be, and be seen to be, the work of you and 
your team, and that its credibility depends fundamentally upon that, 

The second is that you are working on a new dossier, according to the 
structure we agreed at the meeting last week, to meet the new 
circumstances which have developed over recent weeks and months, 
Therefore, the rush of comments on the old dossier are not necessary or 
totally relevant, People should wait for the new one, which will be more 
detailed and SUbstantial • 

The structure we agreed last week was roughly as follows: 

• why the issue arose in the first place 
• why the inspection process was necessary 
• the history of concealment and deception 
• the story of inspectors, leading to their deparhlre ~ ~. 1', , r 

• the story of weapons unaccounted for, and what they could do 
• a section on ballistic missile technology 
• CWIBW 
• nuclear 
• the sanctions regime, and how the policy of containment has worked 

only up to a point 
• illicit money 
• the repressive nature of the regime 
• why the history of the man and the regime (IraqlIran; 

chemical weapons on his own people; Kuwait; human 
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rights) makes us worried he cannot be allowed further to develop these 
weapons. 

Much of this is obviously historical, but the history is a vital part of the 
overall story. This is something the IISS Report deals with very well. 

The media/political judgement will inevitably focus on "what's new?" and I 
was pleased to hear from you and your SIS colleagues that, contrary to 
media reports today, the intelligence community are taking such a helpful 
approach to this in going through all the material they have. It goes 
without saying that there should be nothing published that you and they are 
not 100% happy with. 

It is of course inevitable that the media and political speculation 
surrounding the dossier will grow prior to pUblication. But it is important 
that nobody in government feeds it. Partial leaks, or running commentaries 
on an out of date document help nobody. 

Our public line is that the dossier will set out the facts which make HMG 
judge IraqIWMD to represent a real threat. It will be detailed and 
comprehensive. As to why we can't publish it now, it has to be cleared by 
all those who have helped to build the case. This involves important 
judgements, and we will take our time. 

In the meantime, we should encourage the fullest possible coverage of the 
I1SS Report, and other publicly available material. But we should not talk 
up the dossier. We should be making clear that even with the intelligence 
material, the picture can never be a complete one because the inspectors 
have been out for so long. We have to be disciplined in holding the line until 
publication. 

We agreed that by the end of today, you should have most of the draft 
material together, with the Agencies providing the sections relevant to the 
middle part of our structure, and the FCO providing the more historical 
material. 

You will want to go through this material before submitting a consolidated 
draft to No. 10 and others. You will also take this to the US on your visit at 
the end of the week. 

In the meantime, I will chair a team that will go through the document from 
a presentational point of view, and make recommendations to you. This 
team, I suggest, will include John Williams (FCO) Paul Hamill (CIC) and 
Phil Bassett and David Bradshaw from here. Writing by committee does 
not work but we will make recommendations and suggestions, and you can 
decide what you want to incorporate. Once they are incorporated, we need 
to take a judgement as to whether a single person should be appointed to 
write the final version. 
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It would be helpful to me and my colleagues if I could have something to 
look at by the time we get back from the TUC tomorrow. 

We also discussed the importance of translating the dossier into other 
languages. Perhaps the FCO could look at the feasibility and timescale 
questions involved on this, but the AI Qaida evidence document benefited 
greatly in its impact through the various translations and their use 
diplomatically and on websites, etc. 

We also need to consider whether to do a shorter version more aimed at the 
general public than the media. 

So our current thinking and planning points to sometime in the middle of 
next week as the earliest possible time to do this. Once we have an 
advanced draft, we can address the questions of exact timing, launch 
details, Prime Ministerial and other ministerial involvement. The Prime 
Minister has expressed an interest in seeing an advanced draft. 

I also briefed you on our discussions with US officials at Camp David, 
recorded separately. They intend to produce a series of dossiers, starting 
with one of Saddam's record of defiance of the UN, to be published 
alongside President Bush's speech on Thursday. They will then roll out 
several reports in the coming weeks. I am confident we can make yours one 
that complements rather than conflicts with them. 

Dictated by ALASTAIR CAMPBELL and signed in his absence. 
Director of Communications and Strategy 

CAB 16/ooolf-
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DOCUMENT:  Department of State, Memo, Beth Jones-Marc Grossman 
 
DATE:  September 8, 2002  
 
SOURCE:  State Department FOIA Release 
 
CONTENT:  This memorandum was sent to prepare Undersecretary of State 
Marc Grossman for his meeting with Scarlett set for 2:00 p.m. on September 12. 
It states: “John Scarlett is traveling to Washington to consult with the NSC and 
CIA about the U.K.’s dossier on Iraq, to be released in the coming weeks. The 
dossier apparently has been completely reworked since the USG last saw it and he 
should be sharing the new draft with his intelligence community contacts here.”  
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BRIEFING MEMORANDUM 
S/ES 

SECRET /NODIS DECAPTIONED 
DECL: 09/08/12 

TO: P - Under secretary Grossman 

FROM: BUR - Beth Jones 

RELEASED IN PART 
Bl,1.4(D) 

SUBJECT: Your meeting with John Scarlett, Chairman of the 
British Joint Intelligence Committee, Thursday, 
September 12, 2:00 p.m. (30 minutes) 

John Scarlett is traveling to Washington to consult 
with the NSC and CIA about the UK~s dossier on Iraq, to be 
released in the coming weeks. The dossier apparently has 
been completely reworked since the USG last saw it, and he 
should be sharing the new draft with his intelligence 
community contacts here. In addition to discussing the 
dossier, Scarlett may wish to discuss Al-Qaida activities 
in northern Iraq, I I. 

Your objectives: 

• Discuss the content of the Iraq dossier; and 

• Ask for a copy of the draft dossier. 

Attachments: 

Tal;> 1 
Tab 2 
Tab 3 

Checklist of Key Issues 
Background Paper on Key Issues 
Participants List 

SECRET/NODIS 
Classified by EUR A/S Beth Jones 

. UNTfEDSTATESDEPARTMEN¥~tEE~O. 12958 1.5 (B) and (D) 
REVIEW AUTHORITY: THEODORE SELLIN 
DATE/CASE ID: 19 SEP 2008 200800643 UNCLASSIFIED 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

BRIEFING MEMO - P/Scarlett, September 12, 2002 . 

U:\Office Shared\United Kingdom\Briefing Memos\BM P 
Scarlett 09-12-02.doc 

Drafted: EUR/UBI:Rebecca Dunham 

x7-6591 9/9/02 

Cleared: EUR:RBradtke 
EUR/UBI : PHe~andez/AKaragiannis . ok 
P:BBrink Qk 
D:HDPittman ok 
S/P:DVanCleve ok 
NEA/NGA:JCarpenter(Iraq) ok 
SA/RA:LRobinson (India/Pakistan) ok 
SA/INS:TAndrews (India/Pakistan) ok 

UNCLASSIFIED 



------------------------.......... . 
UNCLASSIFIED 

DECAPTIONED SECRET/NODIS U10· 
Background on Key Issues 

Iraq Dossier 

RELEASED IN PART 
BI, 1.4(D) 

The British have completely re-written their dossier on the 
Iraqi threat, starting from scratch and tossing out the 
first draft they shared with, the USG some time ago. John 
Scarlett heads the task of preparing the new paper. He is 
bringing a draft with him to discuss it with the CIA and 
NSC, and offered to discuss it with you as well. 

No precise release date has been set, but at his September 
3 press conference, PM Blair promised the public would see 
the dossier "in the next few weeks," and, at least at the 
working level, HMG hopes to release it no later than 
several days prior to the Labour Party Conference, which 
begins on September 29. I 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
REVJEW AUTHORITY: THEODORE SELLIN 
DATE/CASE ID: 19 SEP 2008 200800643 
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Under Secretary Grossman's Meeting with 
John Scarlett, Chairman of- the British Joint Intelligence 

Committee 
September 12, 2002, 2:00 p.m. 

Tentative Participants List 

u.S. 
u/s Grossman 
NEA DAS Ryan Crocker 
EUR/UBI notetaker 

UK 
John Scarlett 
Others TED 
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Document:  Email Downing Street press officer Daniel Pruce- FCO press officer 
Mark Matthews (CAB 11/0021) 
 
DATE:  September 10, 2002, 12:25 PM  
 
SOURCE:  Released by the British Hutton Inquiry 
 
CONTENT:  This email reveals the existence and significance of the draft 
dossier written by press officer John Williams.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Alison Blackshaw 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Mark, 

Daniel Pruce 
10 September 2002 12 25 
'Mark Matthews' 
Matthew Rycroft, 'Paul Hamill', Godnc Smith, Alasta!r Campbell 
DOSSIER 

I promised some qUick thoughts on John's draft of 9 September 

On content 

- In general I think we should personalise the dossier, plaCing the focus on Saddam as much as possible So I would 
proose that we replace most, If not all, of the references to Iraq with references to Saddam, 

- the personal witness statements are very powerful Are there more we can use to Illustrate Saddam's repression of 
his own people through murder, rape and torture?, 

- we make a number of statements about Saddam's Intentions/attitudes Can we Insert a few quotes from speeches 

.. 
has made WhiCh, even If they are not specific, demonstrate that he IS a bad man with a general hostility towards his 

Ighbours and the West?, 

- In the public's mind the key difference between thiS text and the IISS text Will be the access to Intelligence matenal 
like the Idea of the history of JIC assessments Might we also Include a general statement on the nature of the 
Intelligence services and their role ThiS could be drawn from matenal that IS already In the publiC domain. It's 
InclUSion might help underline the fact that the services have contributed to the report, often In ways which, for 
perfectly fair reasons, are 1m perceptible, 

On presentation: 

- the text now reads as a Single continuous narrative ThiS IS fine - but I think we should look at breaking It up Into the 
sections set out In Alastair's note of yesterday, 

- much of the eVidence we have IS largely circumstantial so we need to convey to our readers that the cumulation of 
these facts demonstrates an Intent on Saddam's part - the more they can be led to thiS conclUSion themselves rather 
than have to accept Judgements from us, the better, 

On mechaniCS 

- I'd be grateful If you could diSCUSS With the FCO Publications team produchon times and costs. I would envisage that 
.ost people would access thiS text over the web, but I would guess that 500 hard caples Will be needed We can look 

at deSign questions later - but I would envisage a fairly sober presentation With a very "offiCial" flavour 

- we also need to think, once we have John's further draft tomorrow, how we prepare the ground for the launch of the 
text to get expectations In the nght place 

Danny 



 
DOCUMENT:  Memo, John Scarlett-Alastair Campbell 
 
DATE:  September 10, 2002   
 
SOURCE:  Released by the British Hutton Inquiry 
 
CONTENT:  This memo covered the draft that John Scarlett circulated on 
September 10. It states that the document has been significantly recast, “with 
considerable help from John Williams and others in the Foreign Office.”  
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ALASTAIR CAMPBELL 

cc Jonathan Powell 
David Manning 
DavidOmand 
PSlForeign Secretary 
PS/Defence Secretary 
Desmond Bowen 
John Williams 

THE IRAQ DOSSIER 

CONFIDENTIAL 

1. As requested in your minute of 9 September, I attach a revised draft of the dossier 
on Iraq's weapons of mass destruction. 

2. This has been significantly recast, with considerable help from John Williams and 
others in the Foreign Office. It still needs further work and I cannot yet confirm that I am 
content with the overall tone of the paper and the balance between the main text and the 
annexes. This applies especially to the initial sections on the lustory of the regime which 
I will wish to amend substantially. But we have now reached the stage where it would be 
helpful to have your advice on presentation. I know that John Williams is also looking at 
the text, and may offer further views from New York. 

3 The attached draft draws on all the available intelligence identified so far. I am 
most grateful for the cooperation of the SIS, GCHQ and the DIS in constructing the key 
section on Iraq's current capabilities. They will need to look carefully at the text as it 
now stands. In the meantime, we continue to check for any further intelligence for 
inclusion III the text. 

4. Additionally, and as discussed with you and others, I am drafting a section on the 
history of JIC assessments ofthe Iraqi WMD threat since 1998. I am seeking the views 
of JIC colleagues and the advice of Cabinet Office Historical and Records Section. I will 
revert, hopefully with a draft text, as soon as possible. 

5. Finally, in view of the obvious sensitivity of the draft and the fact that it is not 
finalised, I would ask that, not only do we hold the text very tight, but we continue to 
refrain from public reference to its contents. 

JOHN SCARLETT 
10 September 2002 

CONFIDENTIAL 



 
DOCUMENT:  Cabinet Office, draft U.K. dossier 
 
DATE:  September 10, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  Released by the British Hutton Inquiry 
 
CONTENT:  This document includes the initial appearance of the claim that Iraq 
could launch weapons of mass destruction within 45 minutes. 
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COl\'PIDENTIAL UNTIL RELEASED 

FOREWORD 

• The threat posed to international peace and security by the spread of 

weapons of mass destruction cannot be ignored. Unless members of the 

international community face up to the challenge represented by this threat, 

they will place at risk the lives of their own citizens. 

• Saddam Hussein's Iraqi regime is a uniquely dangerous example of the 

general threat, both because of his record and his persistent flouting of 

international norms of behaviour . 

• Saddam Hussein is the only modern leader to have used chemical weapons, 

against Iran in the war which he initiated in the 1980s, causing 20,000 

casualties, and against Iraqi citizens at Halabja, resulting in several thousand 

deaths. 

• He has shown his capacity for aggression, by invading Kuwait, terrorising its 

people and ransacking the country. [Many thousand] Kuwaiti civilians have 

never been accounted for and must be presumed to have been killed by forces 

loyal to Saddam . 

• It was only because of firm action by the international community that 

Kuwait was freed. And it was only because of the international community's 

resolve, through the United Nations, that Saddam Hussein was forced to 

dismantle some of his weapons of mass destruction. -

• In the 1990s UN Weapons Inspectors worked to implement UN Security 

Council Resolutions passed following the end of the Gulf conflict, which 

called for the elimination of Iraqi nuclear, biological and chemical weapons. 

Saddam Hussein worked throughout this period to thwart the efforts of the 
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UN personnel. And even after the US and British Air Forces were deployed 

in 1998 in operations designed to degrade Iraq's capatlility to use chemical, 

biological and nuclear weapons, it was assessed that he retained sufficient 

materials and technical capacity to rebuild his arsenal. 

• Since then the UN has tried repeatedly to achieve compliance with UN 

Resolutions and accept the return of weapons inspectors able to go anywhere 

at any time to track down and destroy his nuclear, biological and chemical 

weapons and supporting infrastructure. 

• • At every turn Saddam has played games with the UN, flouting its authority. 

• 

He has consistently sought to divert attention from his failure to comply v.ith 

the will of the international community. The only reasonable explanation for 

his prevarication is that he has something to hide, something he is unwilling 

to give up. 

• Containment of Saddam's ambitions through sanctions was intended to 

ensure Iraqi disarmament, as demanded by the United Nations. This policy 

had significant success when UN inspectors were able to operate. And it 

continues to slow Saddam's efforts to build weapons of mass destruction. But 

without effective enforcement of UN resolutions, he will achieve his 

ambitions. 

• We cannot wait forever for the right answer from Saddam, when all the time 

he is engaged in work on weapons which could threaten the whole Gulf 

region and the Eastern Mediterranean. The UK's own vital interests and 

security could be directly threatened. If we were to do so, particularly after 

11 September, and our patience were to be rewarded with another 

devastating attack, we would rightly be castigated for our inaction. 
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• The time has come for Saddam to comply with intern~tional law as set out 

most recently in [UNSeR. ... ] and accept the deployment of UN Weapons 

Inspectors or face the consequences. 

• This dossier sets out in detail our best assessment of the facts about Saddam 

Hussein's nuclear, biological and chemical weapons capabilities, his ballistic 

missile programmes, the history of UN weapons inspections in Iraq and 

Saddam's record of human rights abuses and aggression towards his 

neighbours. Taken individually each chapter is damning enough. As a whole 

• they present a picture of a regime which is so opposed to international norms 

of behaviour that the threat it poses cannot be ignored . 

• 
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EXECUTIVESU~RY 

1. Under Saddam Hussein, Iraq has developed chemical and biological weapons, 

acquired missiles able to attack neighbouring countries with these weapons, and tried 

hard to develop a nuclear bomb. Iraq has admitted to all of these programmes to acquire 

weapons of mass destruction. And Saddam has used chemical weapons, both against 

Iran and against his own people. 

2. This paper sets out the British Government's knowledge of these weapons 

programmes. It traces their history from the fIrst use of chemical weapons against Iraq's 

own Kurdish population in 1987, through their further use against Iran and the details 

• uncovered by UN inspectors after the Gulf War. Drawing on very sensitive intelligence, 

the paper also sets out our assessment of Iraq's current capabilities, and shows how the 

picture is continuing to develop as new information becomes available. 

3. But the threat from Iraq does not depend solely on these capabilities. It arises also 

because ofthe violent and aggressive nature of Saddam's regime. His record of 

international repression and external aggression gives rise to unique concerns about the 

threat he poses. The paper briefly outlines his rise to power, the nature of his regime and 

his history of regional aggression. Vivid and horrifying accounts of Saddam' shuman 

• rights abuses are also catalogued. 

4. The importance of denying Saddam access to weapons of mass destruction was 

recognised by the United Nations III 1991. The paper sets out the key UN Security 

Council Resolutions, accepted by Iraq, which required the destruction ofthese weapons. 

It also summaries the history of the UN inspections regime. This includes both the 

extent of Saddam's capabilities uncovered by the inspectors and Iraq's history of 

dishonesty, deception, intimidation and concealment in its dealings with the UN 
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inspectors. It also describes the extent of Saddam's weapons programmes left 

unaccounted for at the end of the inspections process. 

5. At the heart ofthe paper is an account, confIrmed by secret intelligence as well as 

evidence from the UN inspections, ofIraq's current capabilities in the fIelds of chemical, 

biological and nuclear weapons and of the ballistic mIssiles to deliver them. Our 

judgement, based on all the available sources is that Iraq: 

• has stocks of chemical and biological agents and weapons available, both retained 

from before the Gulf War, and probably from more recent production; 

• is self-suffIcient in the technology and expertise required to produce chemical and 

biological weapons, specifIcally: sUlphur mustard, tabun, sarin, GF, VX; and 

anthrax, botulinum toxin, and aflatoxin; 

• is refurbishing sites formerly associated with its chemical, biological and nuclear 

weapons programmes; 

• retains a range of delivery means for chemical and biological weapons; 

• has modifIed the L-29 jet trainer to make it capable of delivering chemical and 

biological agents; 

• has assembled specialists to work on Its nuclear programme, which was aimed at 

• producing a 20-kiloton weapon, capable of causing 80 per cent casualties within 

1.6 miles of the detonation; 

• is covertly attempting to acquire technology and materials for use in nuclear 

weapons, including specialised aluminium controlled because of its potential use 

in enriching uranium; 

• has retained up to 20 Al Hussein missiles, capable of carrying chemical or 

biological warheads; 

• is deploying its Al-Samoud liquid propellant missile, and has used the absence of 

weapons inspectors to work on extending its range; 
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• 1S testing the solid-propellant missile Ababil-l 00, and is making efforts to extend 

1ts range; 

• has constructed a new engine test stand bigger than the one used for its current , 

missile systems, to test missiles with a range longer than permitted under Security 

Council resolution 687 and capable of threatening the UK Sovereign Bases in 

Cyprus, NATO members (e.g. Greece or Turkey), Israel and all Iraq's Gulf 

neighbours; 

• is working to obtain improved guidance technology to increase missile accuracy; 

6. Recent intelligence adds to this picture. It indicates that Iraq: 

• attaches great importance to the possession of weapons of mass destruction and 

that Saddam Hussein is committed to using them if necessary; 

• envisages the use of weapons of mass destruction in its current military planning, 

and could deploy such weapons withm 45 minutes of the order being given for 

therr use; 

• has begun dispersing its most sensitive weapons, equipment and material, because 

Saddam is determined not to lose the capab1lities developed in the last four years; 

• is preparing plans to conceal eV1dence of its weapons of mass destruction from 

• any renewed inspection, including by dispersing incriminating documents; 

• has acquired mobile laboratories for military use, corroborating earlier report 

about the mobile production of biological warfare agents; 

• has purchased large quantities of uranium ore, despite having no civil nuclear 

programme that could require it. 

7. The paper also briefly sets out how Iraq is able to [mance its weapons programme. 

Drawing on illicit earnings generated outside UN control, Iraq generated income of some 
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$3 billion in 200l. Further substantial earnings may have been generated though abuse 

of the UN oil for food programmes. 

[8. Finally, this paper includes an account of the recent history of intelligence 

assessment on Iraq's weapons of mass destruction. Reflecting the great importance of 

the risk posed by Saddam, we summarise key judgements reached by the Joint 

Intelligence Committee and briefed to the Prime Minister each year since the withdrawal 

of UN inspectors in 1998. Together WIth the even more recent intelligence referred to in 

this paper, these assessments demonstrate the continuing and growing grounds for 

concern about the Iraqi programmes and help explain the government's view that the 

time has now come to see decisive action taken to tackle them.] 
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SECTION 1 

SADDAM'S REGIME AND HIS RISE TO POWER 

Origins and early years 

I. Saddam Hussem was born in the dIstrict of Tikrit in 1937. In 1955 he moved to 

Baghdad, where he Jomed the Ba'ath Party. After a bungled attempt at a polItical 

assassination m 1959, Saddam escaped, first to Syna and then to Egypt. He was 

sentenced to 15 years impnsonment in absentIa. 

2. Saddam returned to Baghdad in 1963. When the Ba'ath Party fell from power, he 

went Into hidmg. Captured and Impnsoned, he eventually escaped in 1967 WIth the 

co-operation of his guards, and became a bodyguard responsIble for Ba'ath Party 

security. In thIS capacity, he set about establishing himself at the centre of power, 

rapIdly increaSIng his influence with the Party. [Brief details about his progress in the 

1970s] 

3. Following the Ba'ath Party's return to power, Saddam took over the Presidency of 

Iraq in July 1979. WIthIn days, five fellow members of Iraq's Revolutionary 

Command Council were arrested and accused of Involvement in a coup attempt. 

They and 17 others were summarily sentenced to death and executed . 

4. After the revolution that ousted the Shah in Iran, Saddam started a campaign 

against the Shla majority of Iraq, fearing that they might be encouraged by the new 

Islamic regIme. A campaIgn of mass arrests and executiOlis of Islamic activists led to 

the executIOn of the Ayatollah Baqir al-Sadr and his sister In April 1980. In 1983, 80 

members of another leading Shia family were arrested and six of them, all religious 

leaders, executed. A fuller account of Saddam's record on human rights is at Annex 

A. 
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5. Saddam attacked Iran in 1980, in an attempt to reverse earlier territorial 

concessIOns to the Shah. But the war went badly, and when the" IraqI army was driven 

back to the Iraqi frontier in 1982 he faced a serious crisis of confidence. The 

murmurers were purged, and Saddam's only potenl1al rival conveniently died. In 

1983 the army was cowed by the ehminatlOn of unsuccessful officers, and the Shla by 

the arrest of the family of theIr dead leader. 

6. After the end of the confl!ct Saddam resumed hIS previous purSUIt of primacy in 

the Gulf. When these efforts evoked mtemational cntlclsm, he challenged the 

presence of the US navy in the Gulf and threatened CW retaliation agamst the Israelis 

• should they dare to attack Iraq. But his pohcies were expensive, and in a period of 

low oil prices left Iraq in severe fmancial dlfficull1es. 

• 

7. By 1990, a number of factors, including his financial problems and resentment at 

Kuwait's oil production pohcies, prompted the invasion that led to the Gulf War (see 

section 2). 

[The above section needs amendment] 

Saddam's Iraq 

8. Saddam now depends on a narrow inner circle of his relatives to convey his 

requirements to others, even members of the government. He has created a larger 

circle of trusted cromes from his home region of Tikrit at the centre of his 

Government. 

9. Saddam keeps the various groupmgs m check by balancing the advantages he can 

offer and the fearful consequences of crossing him. HIS ruthlessness is demonstrated 

not only agamst those who have offended him, but also their families, frIends or 

colleagues. For example a large number of officers from the Jabbur tnbe were 

executed for the alleged dIsloyalty of a few of them. Saddam used the same system of 
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rewards, promises and punishment with the nations whose hostages he took during 

the war against Iran and the occupation of Kuwait. 

10. To control the flow of rewards, mducements and penalties Saddam has to be the 

exclusive and indIVidual source of all power in Iraq. To thiS end he has acted 

ruthlessly to ensure that there should be no other centres of power. The many security 

services report on the population and their coIleagues upwards to him. Parties and 

tribes which might try to assert themselves, eg the Kurds and the communists have 

been crushed. 

• 11 Army officers have been enmeshed m the government's web of informers. 

• 

Suspicion that they have ambitions other than the service of the President leads to 

Immediate execution. Even the war hero (and Saddam's erstwhile son in law) 

General Maher al Rashid was placed under house arrest, and his popular brother, 

General Taher al Rashid disposed of in a helicopter "accident". 

12 It is routine for Saddam to pre-ernpt those who might conspire against him. He 

has said he knows who wiII conspire before they know it themselves. He constantly 

devises tests of hiS inner circle's reliability; and ostentatious enthusiasm for him or 

for hiS cause of the moment arouse his suspicions. He IS perpetuaIly aware that if he 

fails to deliver the benefits his supporters expect; or looks indeCisive; or gives the 

impreSSIOn of flagging, some of his supporters could be emboldened to dispose of 

him. So his need to retain their confidence, or to pre-empt them if they begin to 

doubt, constantly drives him to new adventures. 

13. His experience has made Saddam a wily and sophisticated manipulator. He does 

not aIIow himself to be trammelled by fnendships or loyalties, and these are always 

subject to hiS suspicions. And he never forgives those he believes have betrayed or 

opposed him; several have been assassinated abroad long after they have lost any 

significance at home. 
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14. Saddam sees himself as the personification of the new' Iraq. His ubIquitous 

pIctures portray him in a variety of guIses - Saddam the peasant, Bedouin, townsman, 

Kurd, ShiIte, famIly man and embattled warrior. As his personality cult has 

developed, he has come to thinks that he IS creatmg an Iraq to dominate the Gulf. At 

the same time, he has become hypersensitIVe to cnticlsm, regardmg It not only as a 

personal slight, but also derogatory to hIS mIssion. 

IS.Behind everything is Saddam's own ambitious hunger for the power which he 

manipulates with such shll. Throughout his career he has sought power and control, 

• and now he WIll do everythmg to preserve the dorrunatlOn over Iraq which he has 

achIeved. 

[The above section needs further amendment] 

• 
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SECTION 2 

SADDAM'S WARS 

1. Saddam Hussein has fought two wars of aggressIOn; the Iran-Iraq war and the invasion of 

KUWaIt. He has also pursued a long-term programme of persecution against Iraqi Kurds. 

War on Iran 

2. The Iran-Iraq war broke out when Saddam decided to take advantage of the state of 

weakness, IsolatIOn and disorganisatIOn that he perceived in post-revoluhonary Iran. He wanted 

to assert Iraq's pOSItion as a leader of the Arab world and to recover frontier territory ceded to 

Iran a few years earlier In September 1980 he publicly abrogated the border treaty reached 

• with Iran in 1975 and launched attacks on IraniaIl targets a few days later. Saddam expected it 

to be a short, sharp campaign. But the Iramans fought back and the bloody conflict lasted for 

eIght years. 

• 

3. There were a millIOn casualties In the conflIct WIth Iran. Twenty thousand IramaIlS were 

kIlled by chemIcal weapons: mustard gas aIld the nerve agents tabun and sarin: all of which Iraq 

shll possesses. 

Persecution of the Kurds 

4. In the early years of the war against Iran, Saddam had encouraged rivalry between the KDP 

(Kurdish Democratic Party, who supported IraIl) aIld the PUK (Patriotic Union of KurdlstaIl) . 

But the PUK started to move towards the KDP and Iran in the mid 1980s aIld Saddam, under 

pressure elsewhere, felt the need to reassert control over the KurdIsh areas. Saddam appointed 

his cousin, AlI Hassan al'Majid, as hIS deputy in the north and a campaign of attacks on 

KurdISh villages - the notorious Anfal campaIgn - began. Chemical weapons were used from 

April 1987 and the countryside was progressively devastated by Saddam's forces The most 

homfic attack was on HalabJa in 1988, although It was far from umque. 

5. Amnesty International estimates that more thaIl 100,000 Kurds were kIlled or disappeared 

dunng Saddam's 1987-88 campaign to crush KurdIsh insurgency. Kurdish villages were 

systematically razed. This was a policy of genOCIde. 

CONFIDENTIAL UNTIL RELEASED bos r ''2_1 0 0 \":$ 
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Invasion of Kuwait 

6. The invasion of KuwaIt was the only case m recent tImes of one member of the United 

Nations taking over another. 

7. Iraq invaded Kuwait on 2 August 1990. Abuses committed by its forces included robbery, 

rape of Kuwaitis and expatrIates, and summary executIOns. Amnesty International documented 

many other abuses during the occupatIOn of KuwaIt. 

8. Iraq denied access to the Red Cross, whIch has a mandate to prOVIde protection and 

assistance to ciVIlians affected by international armed conflict. The death penalty was extended 

to lootmg and hoardmg of food . 

9. As Iraq tried to Implement a policy of IraqisatlOn of the occupied temtory, Kuwaiti cIvilIans 

were arrested for "cnmes" such as wearing beards. People were dragged from their homes and 

held in Improvised detentIon centres. In findings based on large number of intervIews, 

Amnesty listed 38 methods of torture used by the IraqI occupiers, including beatings, breaking 

of limbs, extractmg finger and toenails, inserting bottle necks into the rectum, and subj ecting 

detamees to mock executions. 

10. More than 600 KuwaitI POWs and missing are slIU unaccounted for. We believe some were 

still alive in 1998. Iraq refuses to comply with Its UN obligation to account for the rrussing. It 

has provided sufficIent informatIOn to close only three files . 

11. In an attempt to deter military action to expel it from Kuwait, the Iraqi regime took several 

hundred foreign nationals (inc1udmg children) in Iraq and KuwaIt hostage, and prevented 

thousands more from leaving. Worse still, hostages were held as human shields at a number of 

strategIc milItary and CIvilIan sites, many in inhumane conditIOns. These acts constituted a 

flagrant VIOlation of international law - the Fourth Geneva Convention, to which Iraq is a party 

;- as was confirmed in United NatIOns Security Council resolutions 670 and 674. 
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12. At the end of the Gulf War, the IraqI army fleemg KuwaIt set fire to over 1,160 KuwaIti 011 

wells, wIth senous environmental consequences. And mside Ira'q, an uprising by IraqI Kurds 

and Shi'a Muslims was brutally suppressed, with the loss of tens of thousands oflives. 

Continuing abuses 

13. Persecution of Iraq's Kurds continues, although the protectIOn provided by the northern No

Fly Zone has curbed the worst excesses. The Baghdad regime has contmued a policy of 

Arablsatlon in northern Iraq to remove KurdIsh claIms to the oll-nch area around the CIty of 

Kirkuk. Kurds and other non-Arabs are forcibly relocated to the three northern Iraqi 

governorates - Dohuk, Arbil and Sulalmaniyah - whIch are under de facto KurdIsh control. 

14. The United Nations Commission on Human RIghts (UNCHR) Special Rapporteur for Iraq 

• reports that 94,000 mdlvlduals have been expelled since 1991. Kurdish reports indIcate that 

four mIllIon square metres of agncultura1 land owned by Kurds has been confiscated and 

redlstnbuted to IraqI Arabs. Arabs from southern Iraq have been offered incentives to move 

mto the Kirkuk area and, in disputes WIth their KurdIsh neighbours, are always favoured by the 

authorities. 

• 

15. In the wake of Operation Desert Storm, nots broke out in Basra on 1 March 1991, which 

spread quickly to other cities in Shla - dommated southern Iraq. A similar uprising against 

Baghdad's rule occurred in the KurdIsh north. The Iraqi regime responded ruthlessly, killing or 

Imprisoning thousands and prompting a humamtarian crisis as over a million Kurds fled into the 

mountains and tned to escape Iraq . 
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SECTION 3 

IRAQ'S WMD PROGRAMMES - THE THREAT IN 1991 

I. By the begmning of the Gulf War in 1991 Iraq had developed a wide range of 

cherrucal and blOloglcal weapons and had equipped a significant number of missiles 

to dehver them. Iraq also had an ambItious prograrrune for the development of 

nuclear weapons. 

2. The threat from chemical weapons was already well known. Iraq had made 

frequent use of a vanety of chemical weapons during the Iran-Iraq War. (Many of the 

• casualties are stlll ahve in Iranian hospitals suffenng from the long-term effects of 

numerous types of cancer and lung dIseases) In 1988 Saddam also used mustard and 

• 

The Attack on Ha\agbja 
Shortly before SUilllse on Fnday, 17"' March 1988, the VIllage ofRalabJa was bombarded by 
IraqI warplanes. The raId was over m mmutes (?). In that short hme, Saddam Russem had 
commItted a cnme that no other dictator m recent hmes has carried out. A Kurd descnbed the 
effects of a chemical attack on another VIllage: 

"My brothers and my WIfe had blood and vomit runmng from their noses and their mouths. 
Their heads were lllted to one side. They were groaning I couldn't do much, just clean up 
the blood and vomit from theIr mouths and try m every way to make them breathe agam. I dld 
artlficJal resplral10n on them and then I gave them two inJectlOns each. I also rubbed creams 
on my Wlfe and two brothers." 

corpses at were 
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nerve agents agamst Iraqi Kurds at Halabja in northern Iraq (see photo). Estimates 

vary, but accordmg to Human Rights Watch up to 5,000 peopl~ were killed 

3. A month after the attack on Halabja, Iraqi troops used over 100 tons of sann nerve 

agent against Iranian troops on the Al Faa pemnsula. Over the next three months 

Iraqi troops used sann and other nerve agents on Iraman troops causing extensIve 

casualtIes. 

4. In 1988 Saddam HusseIn also ordered the use of nerve agents against Iraqi Kurds 

in northern Iraq. And in 1991 Iraq used the biological warfare agent aflatoxin against 

• the Shia population of Karbala [ casualtIes] 

• 

5. We now know that Iraq had the following range of agents aVaIlable at this time: 

• Mustard is a liquid agent that causes bums and blisters to exposed skin. When 

inhaled, mustard damages the respIratory tract; when Ingested, it causes vomiting 

and diarrhoea. It attacks and damages the eyes, mucous membranes, lungs, skin, 

and blood-forming organs. It can kIll in [] minutes. 

• Tabun, sarin and VX are all nerve agents of which VX is the most toxic. They 

all damage the nervous system, prodUCIng muscular spasms and paralysis. As lIttle 

as 10 milhgrammes of VX on the skIn can cause rapId death. 

• Anthrax is a disease caused by the bacterium Badllus anthracis. Inhalation 

anthrax is the manifestation of the dIsease likely to be expected in biological 

warfare. The symptoms may vary [which are?]. If the dose is large (8,000 to 

10,000 spores) death IS common. The incubation period for anthrax is 1 to 7 days, 

with most cases occurring WIthIn 2 days of exposure. 
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• Botulinum toxin is a neurotoxin produced by the bacterium ClostndlUm 
, 

botulinum and IS one of the most toxic substances known to man. The first 

symptoms of botulmum toxin A poisonmg may appear as early as 1 hour post 

exposure or as long as 8 days after exposure, with the incubatIOn period between 

12 and 22 hours. Paralysis leads to death by suffocatIon. 

• Aflatoxins are fungal toxins, whIch are potent carcinogens. Most symptoms take a 

long tIme to show. Food products contaminated by aflatoxin can cause liver 

inflammation and cancer. It can also affect pregnant women, leading to stillborn 

babIes and chIldren born WIth mutations . 

• Ricin is denved from the castor bean and can cause multiple organ faIlure leadmg 

to death within one or two days of inhalation. 

6. Iraq also had the abihty to deliver chenucal and bIOlogical agents through a wide 

variety of means from artillery shells to balhstic mIssiles. 

7. Iraqi plans for the development of a nuclear weapon were well advanced before 

the Gulf War. Iraq was plannmg and constructmg fiSSIle material productIOn facilrties 

and work on a weapon design was underway. Its declared aim was to produce a 

• weapon with a 20-kiloton yield. A detonation of a 20-kiloton nuclear warhead over a 

city might flatten an area of approximately 3 square mIles. Withm 1.6 miles of 

detonation, blast damage and radiation would cause 80% casualtIes, three-quarters of 

which would be fatal. Between 1.6 and 3.1 !TIlles from the detonation, there would 

still be 10% casualties, 10% of which would be fatal injuries 

8. Iraq's ultimate aim was to deliver nuclear devices m a ballistic missile warhead. 

Prior to the Gulf War, Iraq had a well-developed missile industry. Iraq fired over 500 

SCUD-type missiles at Iran dunng the Iran-Iraq War at both civilian and military 

targets, and 93 SCUD type-missiles during the Gulf War. The latter were targeted at 
CONFIDENTIAL UNTIL RELEASED 
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Israel and at CoalitIOn forces statIOned rn the Gulf regton. Armed with conventional 

warheads they did only limited damage. Iraq admItted to uNSCOM that it had 50 

chemical and 25 biological warheads available for these missiles, but did not use 

them. Annex B gIVes a bnefhistory of the IraqI WMD programmes prior to 1991 

Iraqi Declarations 

9. From subsequent UN investigations, evidence from defectors and Iraqi 

admIssions, we know that by the ttme of the Gulf War Iraq had produced: 

• 19,000 litres of botulinum toxin, 8,500 litres of anthrax and 2,200 litres of 

aflatoxin, and to working on a number of other agents; 

• 2,850 tonnes of mustard gas, 210 tonnes of tab un, 795 tonnes ofsann, 795 tonnes 

of cyclosann; 3.9 tonnes ofVX; 

• 260 missile warheads rncluding 75 "special" warheads for delivery of CBW; 

• over 16,000 free-fall bombs for delIvery ofCBW; 

• over 110,000 artIllery rockets and shells for delIvery of CBW; 

• or purchased 819 missiles. 

10. This was the substantIal arsenal which the International Community set itself to 

dismantle once the war was over. 
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SECTION 4 

THE RESPONSE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY 

1. At the end of the Gulf War Iraq's conventional forces had been substantially 

reduced and weakened. But the InternatIOnal Commumty was determined that 

Saddam should be demed the ability to threaten the region and wider world through 

his possession of weapons of mass destruction. 

2. The method chosen to achIeve this aim was the establishment of the UN Special 

CommissIOn (UNSCOM) to carry out intruSIve inspections WIthin Iraq, to ensure 

• compliance with the requirements of the UN Security Council. The Security CouncIl 

passed [unaminously?] a series of resolutions establishing the authonty ofUNSCOM 

to carry out its work m Iraq. [see box] 

• 

UN Security Couucil Resolutions (UNSCR) relating to WMD 
UNSCR 687, April 1991 created the UN SpeCial CommiSSIOn (UNSCOM) and requrred Iraq to accept, 
unconditIOnally, "the destruchon, removal or rendering hannless, under internatIOnal supervision" of Its 
chemIcal and bIOlogIcal weapons, ballistIc missiles WIth a range greater than [50lan, and theIr 
assocIated programmes, stocks, components, research and faCIlities. The International AtomIC Energy 
Agency (IAEA) was charged WIth abolitIOn of Iraq's nuclear weapons programme. UNSCOM and the 
IAEA must report that theIr mISSIOn has been achieved before the Secunty CouncIl can end sanctIOns. 
They have not yet done so. 

UNSCR 707, August 1991, stated that Iraq must prOVIde full, final and complete dIsclosure of all ItS 
WMD programmes and proVIde uncondItIonal and umestncted access to UN Inspectors. Iraq must also 
cease all nuclear actIVIties of any kInd other than CIVIl use of isotopes. 

UNSCR 715, October 1991 approved plans prepared by UNSCOM and IAEA for the ongOIng 
momtonng and verificatIon (OMY) arrangements to Implement UNseR 687.Iraq did not accede to this 
to November 1993. OMY was conducted from April [995 to 15 Dece~ber 1998, when the UN left Iraq. 

UNSCR 1051, March 1996 stated that Iraq must declare the shIpment of dual-use WMD goods. 
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3. Iraq accepted the UNSCRs and agreed to co-operate with UNSCOM. In reality, 

as subsequently became clear, Iraq immediately mounted a major effort to conceal 

weaponry, related equIpment and information from the inspectors and to deceIve the 

UN about the extent of theIr programmes for mass destructIOn weaponry . 

CONFIDENTIAL UNTIL RELEASED 
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SECTION 5 

THE HISTORY OF UN WEAPONS INSPECTORS 

1. The UN Special CommissIOn (UNSCOM) was estabhshed by United Nations 

Security CouncIl Resolution 687 (UNSCR 687) of 3 April. Its purpose was to 

oversee, in conjunction WIth the InternatIOnal AtOffilC Energy Agency (IAEA), the 

dismantling of Iraq's arsenal of weapons of mass destruction and to maintain a 

momtonng programme to ensure that it was never rebuilt. 

2. The subsequent history of the UN weapons inspectIOns was characterised by 

persIstent IraqI efforts to frustrate, deceIve and inttmldate mspectors. DespIte the 

conduct of the Iraqi authonties towards them, both UNSCOM and the IAEA ActIOn 

Team have valuable records of achIevement m dlscovenng and destroymg bIOlogical 

and cheffilcal weapons stocks, mIssIles and the infrastructure for Iraq's nuclear 

weapons programme. 

3. By the end of 1998 there nevertheless remamed SIgnificant uncertainties about the 

state of Iraq's prohibited programmes. A senes of confrontations and the systemattc 

refusal by Iraq to co-operate left UNSCOM unable to perfonn its dlsannament 

• mandate and the inspectors were consequently withdrawn on 13 December 1998. The 

US and the UK had made clear that anything short of full co-operation would make 

mtlltary actIOn unavoidable. Operation Desert Fox (16-19 December 1998) was 

designed to degrade Saddam's ablhty to regenerate and deploy biolOgical and 

chemical weapons and prevent him from threatemng his neighbours with these or 

other weapons. 

4. Since Operation Desert Fox in December 1998, Iraq has refused to comply with 

its UN disannament and momtonng obligations and allow access to weapons 

inspectors. We Judge that Iraq has used the mtervening period to rebuild significant 
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aspects of Its chemical, bIOlogIcal, nuclear and ballistic mIssIle programmes. These 

actIOns not only present a dIrect challenge to the authonty of the Umted NatIOns. 

They also breach Iraq's commItments under two key international arms control 

agreements: 

• the BiologIcal and Toxin Weapons ConventIOn - whIch bans the development, 

production, stockpiling, acquisition or retentIOn of biologIcal weapons; 

• and the Nuclear Non-ProliferatIOn Treaty (NPT) - which prohibIts Iraq from 

manufacturing or otherwIse acqUIring nuclear weapons 

The Establishment ofUNSCOM 

5. One of the greatest threats to AllIed forces during Operation Desert Storm in 1991 

was Iraq's stockpile of chemical and biological weapons and long-range ballIstic 

missiles. At the tIme, there were genuine concerns that Saddam Hussein would 

authorise the use of such weapons against Allied troops or Israeli civilIans. 

6. But the true scale of Iraq's programme to acquire WMD and their means of 

delIvery only became apparent with the establIshment of a UN weapons inspection 

regime in the aftermath of Desert Storm. UN Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 

687 obliged Iraq to provide declarations on all aspects of its WMD programmes 

within 15 days and accept the destruction, removal or rendering harmless under 

• international supervision of its chemical, biological and nuclear programmes, and all 

ballistic mIssiles with a range beyond 150 km. UNSCR 687 mandated two inspection 

teams to harIdle Iraqi disarmament and establish long term monitoring regimes: the 

UN Special CommISSIOn (UNSCOM) would tackle th~ chemical, biolOgIcal and 

mIssile programmes; and the Action Team WIthin the International Atomic Energy 

Agency (IAEA) would be responsIble for tracking down and dIsmantling Iraq's illicit 

nuclear weapons programme. UNSCOM and the IAEA were given the remit to 

deSIgnate any locations for inspection at any time, review any document arId 

intervIew arIy scientIst, techmciarI or other individual arId seize arIy prohIbited items 

for destructIOn. 
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Iraqi Non-Co-operation with UN Weapons Inspectors 

7. The UN passed a further Resolution in 1991 that set out in clear and specific terms 

the standard of co-operatIOn the mternatlOna1 commumty expected of Iraq. UNSCR 

707 (August 1991) demanded that Iraq should allow inspectIOn teams "immediate, 

unconditional and umestricted access to any and all areas". For over a decade Iraq 

has consistently failed to meet this standard. 

8. Prior to the first mspection, the Iraqi regime decided to do itS utmost to hide Its 

stocks ofWMD. The former Chairman ofUNSCOM, Richard Butler, reported to the 

UN Security Council that m 1991 a decislOn was taken by a high-level Government 

committee to provide inspectors With only a portion of its proscnbed weapons, 

components, produchon capabilities and stocks. UNSCOM concluded that Iraqi 

policy was based on the following actions: 

• to prOVide only a portlOn of extant weapons stocks, releasing for destructIOn only 

those that were least modern; 

• to retam the production capability and documentatlOn necessary to revive 

programmes when possible; 

• to conceal tI1e full extent of its chemical weapons programme, including the VX 

nerve agent project; 

• to conceal tI1e number and type of chenuca1 and bIOlogical warheads for 

proscnbed long -range missiles; 

• and to conceal the very existence of ItS massive biological weapons programme. 

9. At the same time, Iraq tried to mamtain Its nuclear weapons programme via a 

concerted campaign to deceive IAEA inspectors. In 1997 the Agency's Director 

General stated that the IAEA was "severely hampered by Iraq's persistence in a 

policy of concealment and understatement of the programme's scope." 
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10. Iraq's mIstake was to underestimate the persistence and te~hnical ability of the 

UN mspection teams and the WIll of the Secunty Council. Once inspectors had 

amved in-country, it quickly became apparent that Iraq would resort to any measures 

(mcludmg physIcal threats and psychologIcal intmudation of inspectors) to prevent 

UNSCOM and the IAEA from fulfillmg theIr mandate. Examples oflraql obstruction 

are too numerous to list in full. But some of the more mfamous examples mc1ude' 

• finng warning shots m the alf to prevent IAEA inspectors from intercepting 

nuclear related equipment (June 1991); 

• keepmg IAEA inspectors in a car park for 4 days and refusing to allow them to 

leave with mcrimmating documents on Iraq's nuclear weapons programme 

(September 1991). See Annex C for more details. 

11. In response to such mCldents, the President of the Security Council Issued 

frequent statements calling on Iraq to comply with its disarmament and monitoring 

obligatIOns 

12. In December 1997 Richard Butler reported to the UN Security Council that Iraq 

had created a new category of sItes - "PresidentIal" and "sovereign" - from which it 

claImed that UNSCOM inspectors would henceforth be barred. The terms of the 

ceasefire in 1991 foresaw no such linntation. However, Iraq consIstently refused to 

• allow UNSCOM inspectors access to any of these 8 PresIdential sites. Many of these 

so-called "palaces" are m fact massive compounds which are an integral part of Iraqi 

counter-measures expressly designed to hIde weapons material. 

13. Despite UNSCOM's efforts, following the effectIVe ejection of UN inspectors in 

December 1998, there remained a series of significant unresolved disarmament issues. 

In summansing the sItuatIOn in a report to the Secunty Council, the UNSCOM 

Chairman, Richard Butler, set out a damning account of Iraqi deceit. For example: 
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• contrary to the requirement that destruction be conductt;d under international 

supervision, "Iraq undertook extensive, unilateral and secret destructIOn of large 

quantities of proscnbed weapons and Items"; 

• and Iraq "also pursued a practice of concealment of proscnbed Items, includmg 

weapons, and a cover up of Its activities m contraventIOn of Council resolutIOns." 

Overall, Butler declared that obstructive IraqI achvity had had "a significant impact upon 

the Commission's disarmament work." 

Operation Desert Fox 

14. The US and the UK made clear, when suspendmg air strikes in November 1998, 

that anythmg short of full co-operatIOn would lead to immediate ll1llitary actIOn 

against Iraq. 

15. Richard Butler was requested to report to the UN Security Council in December 

1998 and made clear that, following a senes of direct confrontatIOns, coupled Wlth the 

systematic refusal by Iraq to co-operate, UNSCOM was no longer able to perform Its 

disarmament mandate. As a direct result, on December 13 the weapons mspectors 

were withdrawn and Operahon Desert Fox was launched by the US and the UK three 

days later. 

16. Dunng Operation Desert Fox (16-19 December 1998): 

• Almost 80 per cent of the 100 targets identified were damaged or destroyed; 

• There were attacks against mISSIle production and research facihttes and the 

destruction of infrastructure associated with the concealment of material and 

documents associated Wlth the biolOgical, chemical, nuclear and long-range 

miSSIle programmes; 

• The Iraqi Directorate of General Secunty, in partIcular, lost some of its most 

important bUlldmgs. We believe that these contained key eqUIpment and 

documents; 
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• Key facilities associated with Saddam's Balhstic Mis~ile programme were 

significantly degraded, settmg thIS back between one and two years; 

• Iraq's abIlity to deliver biological or chemical agents by ballistic IDlssile was 

seriously weakened. 

UNSCOM and IAEA Achievements 

UNSCOM surveyed 1015 sites In Iraq, carrying out 272 separate inspectIOns. Despite 

Iraqi obstructIOn and intImIdation, UN lllspectors uncovered detaIls of chemIcal, 

biologIcal, nuclear and balhstIc TInssile programmes (see maps) the scale of which stunned 

the world. One of the most sobenng discovenes was that at the time of the Gulf War, Iraq 

had been withm 1-2 years of acquiring a nuclear weapon. Other major UNSCOMJIAEA 

achIevements included: 

• the destruction of 40,000 munItIOns for chemIcal weapons, 2,610 tonnes of chemIcal 

precursors and 411 tonnes of chemIcal warfare agent; 

• the dismantlmg of Iraq's pnme chemIcal weapons development and producllon 

complex at AI-Muthanna, and a range of key productIOn eqUlpment; 

• the destrucllon of 48-SCUD type missiles, II mob!le launchers and 56 SItes, 30 

warheads filled with chemical or bIOlogIcal agents, and 20 conventIOnal warheads; 

• the destructIOn of the Al-Hakam blOlogical weapons facIhty and a range of production 

eqUlpment, seed stocks and growth media for blOlogical weapons; 

• the dIscovery in 1991 of 15 kg of highly ennched uramum, forcmg Iraq's 

acknowledgement of uranIUm enrichment programmes and attempts to preserve key 

components of its prohIbited nuclear weapons programme; -and 

the removal and destructlOn of the mfrastructure for the nuclear weapons programme, 
mcludmg the Al-Atlur weaponisatIon/testmg faclhty 

The Situation Since 1998 

17. There have been no UN-mandated weapons mspectlOns in Iraq since 1998. In an 

effort to enforce Iraqi compliance with its dIsarmament and monitoring obligations, 
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the Security CouncIl passed resolution 1284 in December 1999. This established the , 

Umted NatIOns Monitonng, VerificatIOn and InspectIOn CommISSIOn (lJ}.'MOVIC) as 

a successor orgamsation to UNSCOM and calls on Iraq to give UNMOVIC inspectors 

"immedIate, uncondItional and unrestricted access to any and all areas, facilitIes, 

equIpment, records and means of transport. ". It also set out the steps Iraq needed to 

take to in return for the eventual suspensIOn and lIftmg of sanctions. A key measure 

of Iraqi compliance will be full co-operatIOn with UN inspectors, including 

uncondItional, immedIate and unrestricted access to any and all sites. Given Iraq's 

track record of co-operation WIth UNSCOM and the IAEA between 1991-98, the 

prospects of Iraq meeting this standard are dim . 

18. For the past three years, Iraq has allowed the IAEA to carry out an annual 

mspection of a stockpile of low-enriched uramum. This has led some countries and 

western commentators to conclude - erroneously - that Iraq is meeting its nuclear 

disarmament and monitoring oblIgations. As the IAEA has pointed out m recent 

weeks, tills annual inspection does "not serve as a substitute for the verificatIOn 

actIvitIes reqUIred by the relevant resolutIOns of the UN Security CouncIl." 

19. Dr. Hans B1ix, the Executive ChaIrman ofUNMOVIC, and Dr. Mohammed E1-

Baradei, the DIrector General of the IAEA, have declared that in the absence of 

inspections it is impossible to verify Iraqi compliance with Its UN disarmament and 

• monitoring obligations. In April 1999, an independent UN panel of experts noted that 

"the longer inspectIOn and monitonng activities remain suspended, the more difficult 

the comprehensive implementatIOn of Security Council resolutions becomes, 

mcreasing the nsk that Iraq mIght reconstitute its proscribed weapons programmes." 

What Remains Unaccounted For? 

20. The so-called "Butler Report" remains the smgle most authontative document on 

the activities ofUNSCOM Inspectors in Iraq between 1991-98. 

21. Based on the Butler Report and earlIer UNSCOM reports, we assess that UN 

inspectors were unable to account for: 
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• up to 360 tonnes of bulk chemical warfare (CW) agent, includmg 1.5 tonnes of 

VX nerve agent; 

• up to 3,000 tonnes of precursor chemIcals, mc1udmg approximately 300 tonnes 

wluch, in the Iraqi CW programme, were umque to the production ofVX; 

• growth medIa procured for biological agent production (enough to produce over 

three times the 8,500 litres of anthrax spores Iraq admIts to having manufactured); 

• over 30,000 special munitions for delivery of chemIcal and bIOlogical agents; and 

• up to 20 650 km-range AI Hussem ballistic nnssiles . 
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SECTION 6 

IRAQI CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, NUCLEAR AND BALLISTIC MISSILE 
PROGRAMMES: THE CURRENT POSITION 

1. Intelligence plays a central role in mforrning government policy towards Iraq's weapons of 

mass destruction and ballistic Illlssile programmes. The reports are often very sensitive Much 

of the detail cannot be made pubhc since great care has to be taken to protect our sources. But, 

taken With Saddam's record of usmg chemical weapons and the evidence from UN weapons 

mspections, the mtelligence bUIlds a compelling picture of Saddam's capabihties. 

2. This section sets out what we now know of Saddam's chemical, biological, nuclear and 

• ballistic Illlssile programmes, drawing on all the available evidence. The main conclusions are 

that: 

• 

• Iraq has a useable chemical and biological weapons capability, in breach of UNSCR 687. 

And It IS able to add to thiS capability despite sanctions; 

• Iraq can deliver chemical and biological agents using an extensive range of artillery shells, 

free- fall bombs, sprayers and ballistic missiles; 

• Iraq continues to work on developing nuclear weapons, III breach of its obligations under 

the Non-Proliferation Treaty, and in breach of UNSCR 687. Uranium to be used in the 

prodUCTIon of SUItable fiSSile matenal has been purchased from Africa. But sanctions 

continue to hinder development of a nuclear weapon; 

• Iraq possesses extended-range versions of the SCUD ballistic miSSile, capable of reaching 

Israel and Gulf States m breach ofUNSCR 687. It is also developing longer range ballistic 

missiles to improve its capability to target neighbouring countrles; 

• Iraq's current military plannmg speCifically envisages the use of chemical and biological 

weapons; 
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• Iraq's military forces mamtain the capability to use chemIcal and bIOlogical weapons, with 

command, control and logIstical arrangements m place; 

• Iraq's WMD and ballistic mIssiles programmes are not short of funds, despIte the parlous 

state of the IraqI economy. 

\VHY ARE WE CONCERNED? 

3. While the successful enforcement of the sanctions regimes and the UN arms embargo have 

Impeded Iraq's efforts to reconstitute Its weapons of mass destruction, they have not halted 

them. Much of Iraq's miSSIle infrastructure has been rebuilt; the nuclear weapons programme IS 

bemg reconstituted; and Iraq continues to have the capability to produce chemical and 

bIOlogical weapons, and has probably already done so. Smce the withdrawal of inspectors in 

1998, monitoring of Iraqi attempts to restore a WMD capability has become more dIfficult. 

4. Intelligence from reliable and well-mformed sources has become available in the last few 

weeks. ThIS has confirmed that Iraq has chemical and biolOgIcal weapons and the IraqI 

leadership has been discussing a number of issues related to them These include: 

• The important role of chemical and biological weapons in Iraq's military thinking: 

Saddam attaches great importance to the possession of weapons of mass destructIOn which 

he regards as being the basis for Iraq's regional power. Respect for Iraq rests on its 

possessIOn of chemical and bIOlOgIcal weapons and the missiles capable of delivenng them. 

Saddam is determined to retam this capability and recognises that Iraq's political weight 

would be diminished if Iraq's military power rested solely on ItS weakened conventional 

military forces. 

• Iraqi attempts to retain its existing banned weapons systemS: Iraq is already taking steps 

to undermine the return of any UN weapons inspectors: We know from intelligence 

that Iraq has begun removing sensitive equipment aud papers relating to its chemical 

and biological programmes and dispersing them beyond the gaze of inspectors, for 

example by hiding sensitive documents in the homes of his trusted officials. Saddam is 

determined not to lose the capabilities that he has been able to develop in the four 

years since inspectors left. 
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• Saddam's willingness to use chemical and biological weapons: mtelligence mdicates that 

Saddam IS prepared to use chell1lcal and biological weapons. S~ddam would not hesItate to 

use chell1lcal and bIOlogIcal weapons agamst any internal uprismg by the Shia populatIOn. 

This mtellIgence confirms Saddam's readmess to use these weapons, even against his own 

people, and his disregard for the terrible consequences of using chemical and biological 

weapons. 

CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS 

Existing chemical warfare stocks 

• 5. We do not know precisely how many chemical agent~filled munitIOns from before the Gulf 

War have been destroyed, degraded or remain at the disposal of the Iraqi government. 

Declarations to UNSCOM delIberately obscure the picture. But, whatever the fate of these 

stocks, we judge that Iraq has retained production eqUipment and at least small amounts of 

chemIcal agent and precursors. There IS intelligence that Iraqi firms are currently trying to 

procure precursors for mustard, Tabun and VX. Unaccounted for at the time of UNSCOM 

withdrawal were: 

• up to 360 tonnes of bulk chemIcal warfare (CW) agent, includmg 1.5 tonnes of VX nerve 

agent; 

• up to 3,000 tonnes of precursor chemicals, including approximately 300 tonnes which, in 

• the Iraqi CW programme, were umque to the productIon ofVX. 

6. Iraq repeatedly claims that if It had retained any chenucal agents they would have 

deteriorated sufficiently to render them harmless. Iraq has admitted having the knowledge and 

capabIlity to add stabilisers to nerve agent, whIch would prevent such decomposition. In 1997 

UNSCOM examined some munitions which had been filled with mustard gas prior to 1991 and 

found that they remained very toxic and showed lIttle Sign of deterioration. 

Chemical agent production capabilities 

7. During the Gulf War a number of faCIlIties whICh intelligence reportmg indicated were 

directly or mdirectly associated with Iraq's CW effort were attacked and damaged. Following 
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the ceasefire UNSCOM destroyed or rendered harmless facilities and equipment used III Iraq's 

CW programme. Other equipment was released for civilian use eIther in industry or academic 

institutes, where It was tagged and regularly mspected and monitored, or else placed under 

camera monitoring, to ensure that it was not being mIsused. This monitoring ceased when 

UNSCOM withdrew from Iraq m 1998. However, capabilities remain and, although the mam 

chemical weapon production faCIlity at al-Muthanna was completely destroyed by UNSCOM 

and has not been rebUIlt, other plants formerly associated with the chermcal warfare programme 

have been rebuilt. ThIs includes the chlorine plant at Fallujah 2. 

8. Other dual use faCIlities, whIch could be used to support the production of CW agent and 

precursors, have been rebUIlt and re-eqUlpped. New chemical facihties have been bUIlt, some 

• with Illegal foreign assistance, and are probably fully operatIOnal or ready for production. 

• 

These include the al-Daura State Estabhshment for Heavy Equipment Engineering and the Ibn 

Sma Company at TarmJya (imagery requested). Parts of the al-Qa'Qaa chemical complex 

damaged in the Gulf War have also been repaired and are operational. Of partIcular concern, 

elements of the phosgene productIOn plant at Al Qa'Qaa whIch were severely damaged during 

the Gulf War, and dismantled under UNSCOM supervision, have smce been rebuilt. WhIle 

phosgene does have mdustrlal uses it can be used by itself as a chemical agent or as a precursor 

for nerve agents . 
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The Problem of Dual Use Facilities 
Almost all components and supphes used m chemIcal and bIOlogIcal agent productIOn are dual-use. Any 
major petrochemical or biotech mdustry, as well as public health organisatIOns, will have legItImate need 
for most matenals and eqUIpment required to manufacture chemical and biological weapons. WIthout UN 
weapons inspectors it is very difficult therefore to be sure about the true nature of many of Iraq's 
facilitIes. 

For example, Iraq has bUIlt a large new chemical complex, Project BaljI, m the desert in north west Iraq at 
Ash Sharqat ThIS site IS a former uramum enrichment faclhty, which was damaged dunng the Gulf War, 
and rendered harmless under SupervisIon of the IAEA. Part of the SIte has been rebuilt, wIth work 
starting in 1992, as a chemical productIOn complex. Intelhgence mdlcates the SIte will be a carbon copy 
of, and under the control of, al-Qa'Qaa State Company, Iraq's foremost chemIcal estabhshment.Desplte 
the site being far away from populated areas It IS surrounded by a hIgh walt wIth watch towers and 
guarded by armed guards. Intelhgence reports mdlcate that It will produce nitnc aCId, which can be used 
In explOSIves, mISSIle fuel, and m the purificatIOn ofuramum . 

9. Iraq also retained the expertIse for chemical research, agent production and weapomsatlOn. 

The bulk of the personnel previously involved In the programme remain In country. Indeed, 

intelligence indicates that Haidar Husain Taha, recently reported in the media as being the 

factory manager of the Fallujah 2 plant, is almost certainly the same mdividual who from 1984 

until the end of the Gulf war worked at Iraq's CW progranune at the Mutllanna State 

_9stabhshment researching mustard gas. While UNSCOM found a number of technical manuals 

(so called "cook books") for the productIOn of chemical agents and critical precursors, Iraq's 

claim to have unilaterally destroyed the bulk of the documentatIOn carmot be confirmed and is 

almost certainly untrue. Recent Intelligence indicates that Iraq is still discussing methods of 
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concealmg such documentatIOn in order to ensure that It IS not -discovered by any future UN 

lllspectlOns. 

Existing biological warfare stocks 

10. Iraq has claimed that all its biological agents and weapons have been destroyed, although 

no convincing proof of any kmd has been offered to support the claim. UN inspectors could not 

account for up to 20 tonnes of growth media (nutnents required for the specialised growth of 

agent) procured for biological agent productIOn, enough to produce over three hmes the amount 

of anthrax Iraq admits to having manufactured. Reports that Iraq has conducted research on 

smallpox and a number oftoxins cannot be corroborated. 

• Biological agent production capabilities 

• 

II. \Ve know that Iraq is self-sufficient in the technology required to produce biological 

weapons (BW). As With some CW equipment, UNSCOM only destroyed equipment that could 

be directly linked to BW productIOn. Iraq also has ItS own engineering capabilIty to deSign and 

construct BW associated fermenters and other equipment. Some dual-use equipment, including 

.... (DIS to provide) has also been purchased under the Oil for Food programme, but without 

momtoring of the eqUIpment by UN inspectors Iraq could have diverted it to their BW 

programme. ThiS newly purchased equipment and others prevIOusly subject to monitoring 

could be used in a resurgent BW programme. FaCIlItIes of concern include: the Castor Oil 

Production Plant at Fallujah, the residue from the castor bean pulp is used in the production of 

ficin biological agent; and the AI-Daura Foot and Mouth Disease Vaccine Plant, which was 

lllvolved in BW agent productIOn and research before the 1991 Gulf War. Evidence has 

emerged from defectors over the last two years that Iraq has sought to develop mobile facilities 

to produce biological agents. Other llltellIgence confIrms that the Iraqi military have acquired 

such facilIties, which Iraq hopes will conceal and protect biological agent production from 

military attack or UN inspection. 

-Chemical and biological agent delivery means 

12. Iraq has a variety of delivery means available for both chemical and biological agents, 

some of which are very baSIC. These include: 
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• free fall bombs - Iraq acknowledged to UNSCOM the deployment to four sites of free fall 

bombs filled with biological agent during 1990-91. These bombs were filled with anthrax, 

botulinum toxin and aflatoxm Iraq also acknowledged posseSsIOn of four types of aerial 

bomb With vanous fills including sulphur mustard, tabun, sarin, cyclosarin, and VX 

• artillery shells and rockets - Iraq made extensive use of artillery munitIOns filled With 

chemical agents during the Iran-Iraq War. Mortars can also be used for chemical agent 

dehvery. Iraq also claimed to have tested the use of shells and rockets filled With bIOlogical 

agents. Over 20,000 artillery mUllitions remain unaccounted for by UNSCOM; 

• helicopter and aircraft borne sprayers - Iraq carned out studies into aerosol dissemination of 

• bIOlogical agent usmg these platfonns prior to 1991. UNSCOM was unable to account for 

many of these devices and we judge that it is probable that Iraq retains a capability for 

aerosol dispersal of both chelllical and biological agent; 

• 

• Al Hussein ballistic lllissiles (range 650km) - Iraq told UNSCOM that it filled 25 warheads 

with anthrax, botulinum toxin and aflatoxm. Iraq also developed chemical agent warheads 

for Al Hussein. Iraq also admitted to producmg 50 CW warheads for AI Hussein which 

were intended for the delivery of a mixture of sann and cyclosarin. Intelligence mdlcates 

Iraq retains up to 20 AI Husseins; 

• Al SamoudiAbabil 100 ballistic missiles (range 150km plus) - It is unclear if chemical and 

biological warheads have been developed for these systems, but given their experience on 

other missile systems, Iraq probably has the technical expertise for doing so; 

• L-29 remotely piloted vehicle programme - we Judge that the modification of the L-29 jet 

trainer could allow it to be used as a pilot-less aircraft for the delivery of chemical and 

bIOlogical agents. The L-29 was subject to UNSCOM inspectIOn for this reason; 

Chemical and biological warfare: command and control 

13. Special Secunty Organisation (SSO) and Special Republican Guard (SRG) units would be 

involved in the movement of any chemical and biOlogical weapons to military units. The Iraqi 
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military holds artIllery and missIle systems at Corps level throughout the Armed Forces and 

conducts regular training with them. The DIrectorate of Rocket Forces has operatlOnal control 

of strategic mIssile systems and some Multiple Rocket Launcher Systems. Within the last 

month intelligence has suggested that the Iraqi 1llihtary would be able to use theIr chemical and 

bIOlogIcal weapons withm 45 1llinutes of an order to do so 

Conclusion 

14. Intelligence confirms that Iraq has covert chemical and biological weapons programmes, 

in breach of UN Security CounCIl Resolution 687. We also judge that: 

• Iraq has chemical and biological agents and weapons avaJiable, either from pre-Gulf War 

• stocks or more recent production; 

• Iraq has the capabihty to produce the chemical agents sulphur mustard, tabun, sarm, 

cyclosann, and VX wlthm weeks of an order to do so; 

• Iraq has a biologIcal agent production capability and can produce at least anthrax, 

botulmum toxin, aflatoxm and ricin witlun days of an order to do so. Iraq has also 

developed mobile facilities to produce blOlogical agents. 

• the order to produce to chemIcal and biological agents has been gIVen; 

• • Iraq has a variety of delivery means available; 

• Iraq's mlhtary forces maintain the capability to use these weapons, with command, control 

and logistical arrangements in place. 

NUCLEAR WEAPONS 

15. In 1991 we assessed that Iraq was less than three years away from possessing a nuclear 

weapon. After the Gulf War, Iraq's nuclear weapons infrastructure was dismantled by the 

IAEA. But we judge that Iraq IS still working to achieve a nuclear weapons capability, in 

breach of its NPT obligations and UN Security Council Resolution 687. Much of its former 
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expertIse m fissile materIal productIOn and weapons design has been retamed. In 1991 Iraqi 

nuclear weapons programme had gone some way to developmg a workable nuclear weapon 

desIgn and were researchmg some more advanced concepts. Intelligence has indicated that 

scientific specialists were recalled to work on a nuclear weapons programme in the 

autumn of 1998. 

16. Judging on the basis of the aVaIlable mtelligence It is almost certain that the present Iraqi 

programme is based on gas centrifuge uranium enrichment, which was one of the routes Iraq 

Gas Centrifnge Uranium Enrichment 
Uranium in the form of uranium hexafluonde IS 
separated into its dIfferent Isotopes In rapIdly 
spInning rotor tubes of special centnfuges. Many 
hundreds or thousands of centrifuges are connected 
In cascades to ennch uranium. If the hghter U235 
Isotope IS ennched to more than 90% It can be used 
in the core of a nuclear weapon 

before a nuclear bomb could be developed. 

was following for producing fissile material 

before the Gulf War. But Iraq needs certain 

key eqUIpment, such as gas centnfuge 

components, and materials for the 

production of the fissile material necessary 

17.Following the expulSIOn of weapons mspectors m 1998 there has been an accumulation of 

intelligence mdIcatmg that Iraq is makmg concerted covert efforts to acquire technology and 

materials with nuclear applIcations. Iraq's existing holdings of processed uranium are under 

IAEA superviSIOn. But there is compelling evidence that Iraq has sought the supply of 

significant quantities of uranium from Africa. IraqI has no known civil nuclear programme 

or nuclear power plants, therefore It has no legitimate reason to acquire uranium. It also has 

suffiCIent indIgenous uranium depOSIts for any small needs it has . 

18. Other suspicious procurement smce 1998 mcludes vacuum pumps, magnets, filament 

wmding machines, and balancing machines. All are needed to manufacture gas centrIfuges. 

Since 2001 Iraq has made a particularly detenruned effort .illicitly to acquire specialIsed 

aluminiUlll, whIch is subject to international export controls because of its potentIal applIcation 

in gas centrifuges used to ennch uranium. 

19. So long as sanctions continue to hinder the 

Import of crucial goods for the productIOn of 

fissile materIal..., Iraq would find it difficult to 

Improvised nuclear device 
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produce a nuclear weapon. After the liftmg of sanctions we assess that Iraq would need at least 

five years to produce a weapon. If Iraq acquired sufficIent fissIle material from abroad we 

judge it would take at least two years to make a workmg nuclear deVIce. However, Iraq could 

produce an improvIsed nuclear device within a few months but this would be unrelIable. 

BALLISTIC MISSILES 

20. Since the Gulf War, Iraq has been openly developing two short-range mlsslles up to a range 

of 150km, which are permitted under UN Sccunty CouncIl ResolutIOn 687. The AI-Samoud 

liquid propellant mIssile has been extensively tested and IS bemg deployed to mlhtary umts. 

Intelligence indicates that Iraq has also worked on extending its range to at least 200km in 

FIGURE I: ABABIL-IOO 

breach of UN Security Resolution 687. 

Testmg of the solid propellant Ababil-

100 (FIgure I) IS also underway, with 

plans to extend its range to at least 

200km. Compared to liqUId propellant 

missiles, those powered by solid 

propellant offer greater ease of storage, 

handling and mobilIty. They are also qUIcker to take mto and out of action and can stay at a 

high state of readmess for longer periods 

21. According to intelligence, Iraq has retained 

up to 20 Al Hussein missiles (Figure 2), in 

breach of UN Security Council Resolution 687. 

These missiles were either ludden from the UN as 

complete systems, or re-assembled using illegally 

retained engines and other components. 

Intelligence indicates that the engineering 

expertise avaIlable would allow these mIssiles to 
-
be maintained effectively. We assess that some of 

these miSSIles could be available for use. They 

could be used WIth a conventional, chemIcal or FIGURE 2: AL HUSSEIN 
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bIOlogIcal warheads and are capable of reaching a number of countries m the region mcludmg 

Israel, Iran, SaudI ArabIa, and Turkey. 

22. Intelhgence has confinned that Iraq's pnonty IS to extend the range of ItS mIssIle systems to 

over 1000km, enablmg It to threaten other regIOnal neIghbours. These programmes employ 

hundreds of people. Satelhte imagery (Figure 3) has shown a new engine test stand bemg 

constructed (A), whIch is larger than the current one used for AI Samoud (B), and that fonnerly 

used for testmg SCUD engines (C) which was dIsmantled under UNSCOM supervIsion. This 

new stand WIll be capable of testing engines for missiles with ranges over 1000km, which are 

not permitted under UN Security Council Resolution 687. Such a facIlity would not be 

needed for systems that fall withm the UN penrutted range of 150km. The Iraqis have recently 

taken measures to conceal actIvitIes at thIS SIte 

FIGURE 3, AL RAFAHJSHAHIYAT LIQUID PROPELLANT ENGINE STATIC TEST STAND 
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24. Iraq IS also working to obtain improved guIdance technology to increase missIle accuracy. 

The success of UN restrIctions means the development of new longer-range miSSIles is lIkely to 

be a slow process. These restnctlOns impact particularly on the: 

• availabIlIty of foreign expertIse; 

• conduct of test flights to ranges above 150km; 

• acqUIsition of guidance and control technology. 

Saddam remains committed to developing longer-range missiles. We assess that, if sanctions 

• remain effective, Iraq might achieve a missile capabilIty of over IOOOkm within 5 years (FIgure 

4 shows the range of Iraq's various missiles). 

• 

25. Iraq has managed to rebuild much of the missile productIOn infrastructure destroyed in the 

Gulf War and in Operation Desert Fox III 1998. New mIssile-related Illfrastructure is also under 

constructIOn. Some aspects of this, including rocket propellant mixing and casting facilities 

at the AI Mamoun Plant, appear to replicate those linked to the prohibited BADR-2000 

programme (with a planned range of 700-1000km) that were destroyed in the Gulf War 

or by UNSCOM. A new plant for indigenously producing ammonium perchlorate, which 

is a key ingredient in the production of solid propellant rocket motors, has been 

constructed. This has been prOVIded Illicitly by NEC Engmeers Private LlTrnted, an Indian 

cherrncal engineering firm WIth extensive links in Iraq, includmg to other suspect facllihes such 

as the Fallujah 2 chlonne plant. After an extensive investIgation, the Indian authorities have 

recently arrested NEC's General Manager for export control violations and suspended its export 

licence, although affilIated individuals and companies in the Middle East are shU illicitly 

procunng for Iraq. 

'2.6. Despite a UN embargo, Iraq has also made concerted efforts to acquire additional 

productIOn technology, including machine tools and raw matenals, in breach of UN Security 

Council Resolution 105l. The embargo has succeeded in blocking many of these attempts, 

such as requests to buy magnesIUm powder and ammonium chloride. But, despite the dual use 
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nature of some of the Items, we know from intelligence that some items have found their 

way to the Iraqi ballistic missile programme. More w!ll mevitably contmue to do so. 

Intelligence makes clear that Iraqi procurement agents and front compames m thIrd countrIes 

are undertaking a global dnve !lhcitly to acquire propellant chemicals for Iraq's ballistic 

miSSIles. This includes productIOn level quantities of near complete sets of solid propellant 

motor mgredients such as alumimum powder and ammonium perchlorate. There have also been 

attempts to acquire large quantities of liqUId propellant chemicals such as unsymmetrical 

dlmethylhydrazine (UDMH) and hydrogen peroxide. We judge this is mtended to supp0l1 

production and deployment of the Al Samoud and Ababll-IOO and development oflonger range 

systems . 

Planned/PatGntlal 
Al ABBAS _ 
PLANNE 0 MRBM 

150km 
15()km 
65()'m 

900km" 
lZ00km" 

FIGURE 4: CURRENT AND PLANNEDfPOTENTIAL BALLISTIC MISSILES 

FUNDING FOR THE WMD PROGRAMME 

27. The UN has sought to restnct to generate funds for its rmhtary and WMD programmes. For 

example, Iraq earns money legally under the UN Oil For Food Programme (OFF) established 
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by UNSCR 986, whereby the proceeds of oil sold through the uN is used to buy humanitarian 

supplies for Iraq. This money remains under UN control, and cannot be used for mllitaryfWMD 

procurement. 

28. However, the Iraqi regime continues to generate income outsIde UN control, either in the 

form of hard currency, or barter goods (whIch m tum means existing Iraqi funds are freed up to 

be spent on other things) Iraq's Illicit earnings amounted to around USD 3 billion during 2001. 

Of thIs, !1legal oil exports may have been worth around USD 2 bIllion. A further USD 1 billion 

may have been generated through abuses of OFF, including placing a surcharge on every barrel 

of oil sold, and charging commISSIOns for contracts eIther to lift Iraqi oil or supply Iraq with 

humanItarian goods. Iraq also generates further income through the export of non-oil goods. 

We assess that Iraq will generate up to a further USD 3 bilhon during 2002 . 

29. These illicit earnings go to the Iraqi regime. They are used for building new palaces, as well 

as purchasing luxury goods and other civilian goods outside OFF. Some of these funds are also 

used by Saddam to maintain hIS armed forces, and to develop or acquire military equipment, 

includmg for cheIDlcal, bIOlogical and nuclear programmes. There is no indication as to what 

proportion of these funds may be used III this fashIOn but we have seen no eVIdence that Iraqi 

attempts to develop its weapons of mass destruction and its ballistic missile programme, e.g. 

through covert procurement of eqUIpment from abroad has been inlubited in any way by lack of 

funds . 
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ANNEXA 

HUMAN RIGHT ABUSES IN IRAQ 

. 
1. In a centrahsed tyranny, human rights abuse IS something for whIch the leadership must take 

responsibIlity. Saddam's younger son, Qusai, is head of the internal security agencies. He has 

encouraged a policy of systematic torture and rape, and the threat of rape to coerce. 

2. You do not have to be a criminal, or even a political opponent of the regime, to be held in an 

Iraqi jaIl. You can go to Jail for bemg related to members of the opposition. Sometimes 

relatives are held as 'substitute prisoners' until the person wanted for arrest if found. 

3. ThIs happened to the father and two brothers of AI-Shaik Yahya Muhsm Ja'far al-Zeini, a 

theology student from Saddam City. When he was finally arrested, this is what happened 

(source: testimony to Amnesty InternatIOnal)' 

4. " .. .I saw a friend of mine, aI-Shaikh Nasser Taresh al-Sa'ldl, naked. He was handcuffed 

and a piece of wood was placed between hIS elbows and his knees. Two ends of the wood were 

placed on two high chairs and aI-Shaikh Nasser was being suspended hke a chicken. ThIS 

method of torture is know as al-Khaygania (a reference to a former security director known as 

al-Khaygam). An electnc wire was attached to aI-Shaikh Nasser's penis and another one 

attached to one of hIS toes. He was asked if he could Identify me and he saId "this is aI-Shaikh 

Yahya". They took me to another room and then after about 1 0 rrunutes they stripped me of my 

clothes and a security officer saId "the person you saw has confessed against you". He said to 

me "You followers of [Ayatollah] al-Sadr have carried out acts harmful to the security of the 

country and have been dIstributing anti-government statements coming from abroad". He 

asked If I have any contact with an Iraqis religious scholar based in Iran who has been signing 

these statements. I saId "I do not have any contacts Wlth hIm" ... I was then left suspended in 

the same manner as aI-Shaikh al-Sa'idi. My face was looking upward. They attached an 
-
electnc wire on my pe3ms and the other end of the wire IS attached to an electric motor. One 

security man was hitting my feet with a cable. Electric shocks were applied every few mmutes 

and were increased. I must have been suspended for more than an hour. I lost conscIOusness. 
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They took me to another room and made me walk even though my feet were swollen from 

beating ... They repeated this method a few times." 

5. Here is another personal testimony of Iraql]ail conditIOns: 

6. Abdallah, a member of the Ba'ath Party whose loyalty became suspect has still-vivid 

personal memones from his four years of Imprisonment at Abu Ghraib in the 1980s, where he 

was held naked the entire time and frequently tortJrred. 

7. On the second day of his impnsonment, the men were forced to walk between two rows of 

five guards each, to receive their containers of food. While walking to get the food, they were 

beaten by the guards with plastic telephone cables. They had to return to their cells the same 

way, so that a walk to get breakfast resulted in twenty lashes. "It wasn't that bad going to get 

the food", Abdallah said, "but coming back the food was spilled when we were beaten." The 

same procedure was used when the men went to the bathroom. 

8. On the third day, the torture began. "We were removed from our cells and beaten with 

plastiC pipes. This surpnsed us, because we were asked no question. Possibly It was being 

done to bream our morale", Abdallah speculated. The tortJrre escalated to sixteen sessIOns 

daily. The treatment was organised and systematic. Abdallah was held alone in a 3x2-meter 

room that opened onto a corridor. 

9. "We were allowed to go to the toilet three times a day, then they reduced the toilet to once a 

day for only one mmute. I went for four years without a shower or a wash", Abdallah said. He 

also learned to cope with the depnvatlOn and the hunger that accompamed his detentIOn: 

10. "I taught myself to drink a minimum amount of water because there was no placed to 

urinate. They used wooden sticks to beat us and sometimes the sticks would break. I found a 

piece of a stick, covered with blood, and managed to bring it back to my room. I ate It for three 

days. A person who is hungry can eat anything. Pieces of our bodies started falling off from 

the beatmgs and our skin was so dry that It began to fall off. I ate pieces of my own body. 
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11. ''No one, not Pushkln, not Mahfouz, can descnbe what happened to us. It is impossible to 

describe what hving this day to day was like. I was totally naked the entire time. Half of the 

onginal groups [of about thirty men 1 dIed. It was a slow type of continuous physical and 

psychological torture. Sometimes, it seemed that orders came to kill one of us, and he would be 

beaten to death". 

12 In December 1996, B (name withheld), a KurdIsh bUSinessman from Baghdad, mamed wIth 

children, was arrested outside his house by plainclothes security men. InitJally hIS family dId 

not know his whereabouts and went from one police station to another inquiring about hIm. 

Then through friends they found out that he was being held In the headquarters of the General 

Security Directorate In Baghdad. The family was not allowed to visit him . 

13. Eleven months later in November 1997 the family was told by the authoritJes that he had 

been executed and that they should go and collect his body. His body bore eVIdent signs of 

torture. HIS eyes were gouged out and the empty eye sockets were filled with paper. His right 

wrist and left leg were broken. The family was not given any reason for hIS arrest and 

subsequent executIOn. However, they suspected that he was executed because of his friendshIp 

with a retIred army general who had links wIth the IraqI opposition outside the country and who 

was arrested Just before B's arrest and also executed. 

14. ExecutIOns are carried out with no judICIal process. We know that in February 2000, 64 

male prisoners were executed at Abu Ghraib, followed in March by a further 58. In October 

200 I, 23 polItical pnsoners were executed there. The worst known case is the execution of 

4,000 pnsoners at Abu Ghraib in 1984. Prisoners at the Mahjar jail have been executed by 

machine gun. MahJar has an execution area called 'Hadiqa' (garden) where 3,000 pnsoners 

were executed between 1993 and 1998. 

15. Between 1997 and 1999, an estimated 2,500 pnsoners were executed in what was called a 

'prison cleansing' campaign: they were kIlled in order to reduce prison overcrowding(?). 
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16. No Judicial process was evident when dozens of women accused of prostitution were 

beheaded m October 200, along with men accused ofplmpmg Some, at least, were accused for 

political reasons. 

17. At the Mahjar prison m central Baghdad, which IS part of the Police Traming College(?), 

women pnsoners are routinely raped by their guards. All pnsoners are beaten twice a day. 

They receive no medical treatment. The normal occupancy is between 600 and 7800 pnsoners 

m 30 cells underground and a further 30 cells which used to be dog kennels. 

18. At the Sijn AI-Tarbut jail, three floors underground (?) at the Drrectorate of General 

Security building in Baghdad, pnsoners are kept in rows of rectangular steel boxes, similar to 

the boxes in which bodies are stored m mortuaries. There are between 100 and 150 boxes . 

They are opened for half an hour a day, to allow the pnsoner light and air. Prisoners have no 

food, only liquids. They remain in their boxes until they confess or die. 

19. The Qurtiyya prison in the Talblyyah area of the Saddam City distnct, Baghdad, consists of 

50 to 60 metal boxes the size of tea chests m which pnsoners are kept on the same confess-or

die basis. Each box has floor made of mesh to allow detamees to defecate. 

20. Saddam favours such barbaric punishments He has Issued a series of decrees authonsmg 

amputatIOn, brandmg, cutting off prisoners' ears. Methods of torture used in Iraqi jails include 

using electric dnlls to mutilate hands, pullmg out fmgemails, knife cuts, sexual attacks and 

'official rape' . 

21. He believes in the pumshment fitting the cnme. The penalty for slandering the President IS 

to have your tongue cut out. Iraqi television has broadcast thls'form of political punishment as 

a warning. 

22. Saddam and the head of hiS pnvate office, General 'Abd Hamud, have both signed death 

warrants. The archives holding these warrants are held in the cafetena on the eighth floor of the 

mam Ministry of the Interior bUilding in Baghdad. 
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23. Saddam's sons take after their father. Udayy once maintained a private torture chamber 

known as the Red Room in a buIlding on the banks of the Tigris disguised as an electncity 

mstallatiOn. It was Udayy who ordered the Iraq football team to be caned on the soles of the 

feet for losing a World Cup match. 

24. He created a militia in 1994 which has used swords to execute victims outside their own 

homes. He has personaIIy executed dissidents, for instance in the uprising at Basra which 

foIIowed the Gulf War 

25. But members of Saddam's family are far from bemg safe from persecutiOn. A cousin of 

Saddam called Ala Abd AI-Qadir AI-Majid fled to Jordan ... [teII the story on page 49] . 

26. In trud 2001, 'Ala 'Abd AI-Qadir AI-Majid fled to Jordan from Iraq, citing disagreements 

with the regime over business matters. 'Ala was a cousin of Saddam Hussein, a former 

mtelligence officer and, latterly, a busmessman. He returned to Iraq after the Iraqi Ambassador 

m Jordan declared publicly that his life was not in danger. He was met at the border by Tahir 

Habbush, Head of the Iraqi Intelligence Service (the Mukhabarat), and taken to a farm owned 

by 'Ali Hasan AI-Majid. At the farm 'Ala was tied to a tree and executed by members of his 

immediate family who, foIIowmg orders from Saddam, took it in turns to shoot him. 

27. Saddam has a history of deahng with disloyalty by arranging for traitors, as Saddam see 

them, to be kiIIed by their family or tribal associates. This helps to prevent blood feuds 

between different family/tribal groups and to distance Ins involvement. 

28. 'Ala is just the latest of some 40 of Saddam's relatives, inciudmg women and children, that 

he has had killed. In February 1996, his sons-in-law Hussein Kamal and Saddam Kamal were 

executed. They had defected in 1995 and returned to Iraq from Jordan after the government had 

announced amnesties for them. 
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ANNEXB 

A SHORT mSTORY OF IRAQI WMD PROGRAMMES PRIOR TO 
1991 

1. Iraq has been mvolved in Chemical and Biological Warfare (CBW) research for 

over 30 years. Its Chemical Warfare (CW) research commenced in 1971 at a small, 

well guarded slte at Rashad to the Northeast of Baghdad. Here research was 

conducted on a number of CW agents includmg Mustard Gas, CS and Tabun. Later, 

in 1974 a dedIcated organisatIOn called AI-Hassan Ibn AI-Haitham was established. 

At the same tIme plans were made to build a large research and commerc1al-scale 

• production facility in the desert some 70km Northwest of Baghdad under the Project 

cover of No 922. ThIS was to become Muthanna State Estabhshment, also known as 

al-Muthanna, and operated under the front name of Iraq's State Establishment for 

Pesticide ProductIon. It became partially operational in 1982-83. It had five research 

and development sections each tasked to pursue d1fferent programmes. In addition, 

the al-Muthanna sIte was the main CW agent productIOn facility, and it also took the 

lead in weapomsmg CBW agents including all aspects of weapon development and 

testing, in aSSOCIation with the mihtary. Accordmg to infonnation supplied by the 

Iraq1s, the total production capacity in 1991 was 4,000 tonnes of agent per armum, but 

we assess it could have been higher. AI-Mutharma was supported by three separate 

• storage and precursor productIOn facihties known as FalluJah 1, 2 and 3 near 

Habbaniyah, some of whIch were not completed before they were heavily bombed m 

the 1991 Gulf War. 

2. Iraq started Biological Warfare (BW) research in the mid-1970s. The work 

started as small-scale research but Iraq believed in its utIlity, and authorised a 

purpose-built research and development facility at ai-Salman, also known as Salman 

Pale, which is surrounded on 3 sides by the Tigris nver and situated some 35km South 

of Baghdad. Intelligence suggests that although some progress was made m BW 

research, some staff were accused of mismanagement and fraud; also 1t appears that 
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Iraq decided to concentrate on developing CW agents and theIr delivery systems at al

Muthanna. However, the BW programme was revived with the outbreak of the 

Iraq/Iraq war in the early 80s. But it was Dr Rlhab Taha's appointment III 1985, to 

head a small BW research team at al-Muthanna, which revIved and developed the 

programme. At about the same time plans were made to develop the Salman Pak site 

into a secure BW research facility. Dr Taha continued to work WIth her team at 

Muthanna until 1987 when It moved to Salman Pak which were under the control of 

the Directorate of General Intelligence. Significant resources were poured into the 

programme, including the construction of a dedicated production facility, (Project 

324) at al-Hakam. Agent production began in 1988 and weaponisation testing and 

• later filling of munitions was conducted in association WIth the staff at Muthanna 

State Establishment Even after the Gulf War, Iraq denied it had an offensive BW 

programme and the al-Hakam production faCIlity was passed off as a facility for 

producing alllmal feed and bio-pesticldes research. From mid-1990, other civilian 

facilities were taken over and some adapted for use in the productIOn and research and 

development ofBW agents These lllcluded: 

• 
• Daura Foot and Mouth VacclllatlOn Plant where it produced botuhnum toxin and 

conducted virus research. But there is some mtelligence which suggests that work 

was also conducted on anthrax 

• al-Fudallyah Agriculture and Water Research centre where Iraq admitted It 

undertook Aflatoxin production and genetic engineenng: 

• Amariyah Sera and Vaccine institute was used for the storage ofBW seed stocks, 

and involved in genetic engineering 

3. Iraq's nuclear programme was established under the Iraqi Atomic Energy 

COIllilllssion III the 1950s. Under a nuclear co-operation agreement signed with the 

SovlCt Union in 1959, a nuclear research centre, eqUIpped WIth a research reactor, was 
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built at Tuwaitha, the main Iraqi nuclear research centre. The surge m Iraqi oil 

revenues m the early 1970s supported an expansion of the res~arch programme. This 

was bolstered by the signing of co-operation agreements with France and Italy m the 

mid-1970s. France agreed to supply two research reactors powered by hIghly enriched 

uranium fuel, and Italy supphed equipment for fuel fabncation and handlmg. By the 

end of 1984 Iraq was self-sufficIent in uranium ore. One of the reactors was destroyed 

in an IsraelI air attack m June 1981 shortly before It was to become operational the 

other was never completed. 

4. By the mid-1980s Iraq's deteriorating situation in the Iran-Iraq War prompted 

• renewed interest in the military use of nuclear technology, and additional resources 

were put in developmg technologies to enrich uranium for use in nuclear weapons. 

EnrIched uranIUm was preferred because it could be produced more covertly than 

plutonium. Iraq followed parallel programmes to produce hIghly enriched uranium -

electromagnetIc isotope separatIOn (EMIS) and gas centrifuge enrichment. By 1991 

one EMIS enrIchment facility was nearing completion and another was under 

construction. Centnfuge facIlities were also under construction, but the centrifuge 

deSIgn was still being developed. In August 1990 Iraq instigated a crash programme 

to develop a single nuclear weapon within a year, and considered the rapid 

development of a small 50 machine gas centrifuge cascade to produce the highly 

• enriched uranium required. By the time of the Gulf War, the programme had made 

little progress. But it appears Iraq had probably decided to concentrate on gas 

centrifuges as a means for producing the necessary fissile material. 

5. Prior to the Gulf War, Iraq had a well-developed ballistic missile industry. Iraq 

fired over 500 SCUD-type missiles at Iran during the Iran-Iraq War. 93 SCUD type

miSSIles were fired during the Gulf War. The latter were targeted at Israel and 

Coahtion forces stationed in the Gulfregion. Anned with conventional warheads they 

did limited damage. Iraq admitted to UNSCOM that it had 50 chemical and 25 

biological warheads available but did not use them. Most of the missiles fired m the 
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Gulf War were an Iraqi produced versIOn of the SCUD missile, the Al Hussein, with 

an extended range of 650 km. Iraq was working on other stretched SCUD vanants, 

such as the Al Abbas, which had a range of 900km. Iraq was also seeking to reverse 

engineer the SCUD engJne with a view to producing new missiles; recent evidence 

indicates that they may have succeeded at that time. In particular Iraq had plans for a 

new SCUD-derived mIssile with a range of 1200km. Iraq also conducted a partial 

flight test of a multi-stage satelhte launch vehIcle based on SCUD technology, known 

as the Al Abld. Also during thIS period, Iraq was developing the BADR-2000, a 700-

1000km range two-stage solid propellant miSSIle (based on the Iraqi part of the 1980s 

CONDOR-2 programme run in co-operation with Argentma and Egypt). There were 

plans for 1200-l500km range solid propellant follow-on systems. 

SCUD missiles 
The short-range mobIle SCUD ballIshc mIssIle was developed by the Soviet Umon m the 
1950s, drawmg on the technology of the Gennan lIquid-propellant V-2. 

For many years It was the mainstay of SovIet and Warsaw Pact tachcal missIle forces, and it 
was also WIdely exported. RecipIents of Soviet-manufactured SCUDs mcluded Iraq, North 
Korea, Iran, and Libya, although not all were sold dIrectly by the SovIet Union . 
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ANNEXC 

WEAPONS INSPECTIONS: OBSTRUCTION AND CONCEALMENT 

Obstruction 

1. In additIOn to the examples given in the body of the paper, Iraqi steps to obstruct 

the UN weapons inspectors included: 

• announcing that UN monitoring and verification plans were "unlawful" (October 

1991 ); 

• • refusing UNSCOM inspectors access to the Mimstry of Agriculture. Threats were 

made to lllspectors who remained on watch outside the building. The inspection 

team had reliable evidence that the site contained archives related to proscnbed 

activities; 

• refusing to allow UNSCOM the use of Its own aircraft to fly into Iraq (January 

1993). In 1991-2 Iraq objected to UNSCOM USlllg its own helicopters and 

choosing its own flight plans; 

• refuslllg to allow UNSCOM to lllstall remote-controlled monitonng cameras at 

two key missile sites (June-July 1993), 

• • repeatedly denying access to inspection teams (1991- December 1998); 

• interfering with UNSCOM's helicopter operations, threatening the safety of the 

aircraft and their crews (June 1997); 

• demanding end of U2 overflights and the withdraw"a1 of US UNSCOM staff 

(October 1997); 

• destroying documentary evidence ofWMD programmes (September 1997); and 

• refusing access to inspection teams on the grounds that certain areas and even 

roads were deemed "Presidential Sites" (1997-98) 
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Concealment 

2. Iraq has admitted havmg a large, effective, system for hiding proscribed material 

includmg documentation, components, production eqUIpment and, possibly, 

biological and chemical agents and weapons from the UN. Shortly after the adoption 

of UNSCR 687 m April 1991, an Administrative Security Committee (ASC) was 

formed with responsibihty for advismg Saddam on the mformation which could be 

released to UNSCOM and the IAEA. The Committee consisted of senior Mihtary 

Industnal Commission (MIC) scientists from all of Iraq's WMD programmes. The 

Higher Secunty Committee (HSC) of the PreSidential Office was in overall command 

• of deceptIOn operations. The system was directed fro~he very highest political 

levels w1thin the Presidential Office and involved, if not Saddam himself, his 

youngest son, Qusai. The system for hiding proscnbed material relies on high 

mobihty and good command and control. It uses lorries to move items at short notice 

and most hide sites appear to be located close to good road links and 

telecommunications. The Baghdad area was particularly favoured. In addition to 

active measures to hide material from the UN, Iraq has attempted to monitor, delay 

and collect intelligence on UN operations to aid its overall deception plan. 

• 
3. Nowhere was Iraqi obstruction of UN mspectors more blatant than in the field of 

biologlcal weapons. Iraq denied that It had pursued a biological weapons programme 

until July 1995. Between 1991 and 1995, Iraq refused to disclose any details of its 

past programme. 

4. In the course of the first biological weapons inspection in August 1991, Iraq 

claimed that 1t had merely conducted a military biologica1 research programme. At 

the site Visited, AI-Salman, Iraq had removed equipment, documents and even entire 

buildmgs. Later in the year, during a visit to the Al-Hakam site, Iraq declared to 

UNSCOM inspectors that the faclhty was used as a factory to produce proteins 

derived from yeast to feed animals. Inspectors subsequently discovered that the plant 

was a central site for the production of anthrax spores and botulinum toxm for 

weapons. The factory had also been sanitlsed by Iraqi officials to deceive inspectors. 
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5. Another key site, the Foot and Mouth Disease Vaccine Institute at Daura which 

produced botulinum toxin and probably anthrax, was not divulged as part of the 

programme. Five years later, after intense pressure, Iraq acknowledged that tens of 

tonnes of bacteriological warfare agent had been produced there and at Al-Hakam. 

Amazingly, Iraq continued to develop the Al-Hakam site mto the 1990s, mlsleadmg 

UNSCOM about its true purpose. 

6. Iraq consistently tried to obstruct UNSCOM's efforts to investigate the scale of its 

biologIcal weapons programme. It created forged documents to account for bacterial 

growth media, imported in the late 1980s, specIfically for the production of anthrax, 

botulinum toxin and probably plague. The documents were created to indicate that 

the material had been imported by the State Company for Drugs and Medical 

ApplIances Marketing for use in hospitals and distributIOn to local authorities. Iraq 

also censored documents and scientific papers provided to the first UN mspection 

team, removing all references to key individuals, weapons and industrial production 

of agents. 

7. Iraq has yet to provide any documents concerning production of agent and 

subsequent weaponisation. Iraq destroyed, umlaterally and illegally, bIOlogical 

weapons m 1991 and 1992 makmg accounting for these weapons impossible. In 

addition Iraq cleansed a key site at Al-Muthanna - Its main research and 

development, production and weaponisatlOn facilIty for chemical warfare agents - of 

all evidence of a biolOgIcal programme in the toxicology department, the animal

house and weapons filling station. 

8. The first biological mspection team tasked With establIshmg monitoring of 

compliance was denied access in March 1993. In July 1995, Iraq acknowledged 

reluctantly that biological agents had been produced on an industrial scale at Al

Hakarn. Following the defection in August 1995 of Hussein Kamel, Iraq released 

over 2 million documents relating to Its WMD programmes and acknowledged that it 

had pursued a biolOgical programme that led to the deployment of actual weapons. 
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Iraq admitted producing in excess of 200 biologJcal weapons ~ith a reserve of agent 

to fill considerably more. 

9. As documents recovered in August 1995 were assessed, it became apparent that 

the full disclosure reqUired by the UN was far from complete. Successive inspectIOn 

teams went to Iraq to try to gain greater understandmg of the programme and to 

obtain credible supporting evidence. In July 1996 Iraq refused to dISCUSS its past 

programme and doctrine forcing the team to withdraw in protest. Monitoring teams 

were at the same time fmdmg undisclosed equipment and materials associated with 

the past programme. In response, Iraq grudgingly prOVIded successIVe disclosures of 

• their programme which were judged by UNSCOM, and specially convened 

international panels, to be technIcally madequate. 

10. Iraq refused to elaborate further on the programme during inspections in 1997 and 

1998, confining discussIOn to previous topics. In July 1998, Tanq Aziz personally 

intervened m the inspectIOn process stating that the biological programme was more 

secret and more closed than other WMD programmes. He also played down the 

significance of the programme. This is consIstent with Iraq's policy of trivial ising the 

biological weapons programme as the personal adventure of a few misguIded 

scientIsts. 

11. In late 1995, Iraq acknowledged weapons testing the biological agent nein, but did 

• not provide producTIon infonnation. Two years later - in early 1997 - UNSCOM 

discovered evidence that Iraq had produced ncin. 

12. Iraq has used the biological agent, aflatoxm, agamst the Shia population in 

Karbala m 1991 and there is substantial eVIdence thai biological weapons were 

deployed ready for use during the Gulf War. Defectors' reports also indicate that Iraq 

also carried out biological expenments on human bemgs. 
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DOCUMHIT 3 

• 

rm not sure that th~ diflereoces wi ll be that great. Remember US '" UK 
.;gned up to maintain ing .. nction. US "an hardly do that and thM turn round 
and say U1at they are hailing no effect 

• 

Agr"" - no .;gn of anything being publisbed yet Of> any US site · once ~ 
appears, """ will need to look at the Sl'ecifi<: wording and I/O forward . Suspect 
however the ro will be a .ignif",ant diffe rM"";" the UKiUS "iews on 
eflec1i'ieness of sanctions. 

• 

[redacted [ maku a ""'Y good point about how comparisons 01 the UK and 
US positions on nuclear estimates could ha.e fallout(l) in terms of loliol'o' on 
question ing about the effe<:tilleness of sanctions. (Dependinl/ on the actual 
te'" of the US NI E.MIh~e poper) 

It unrolls thu s 

UK UJ'S Iraq oould build a boo1b in 5 years il sanctions have gone away. 

US ... ys Iraq could build a boo1b in 5 years 

The implication 01 the US statement is U1at thIS can be .ch .. ve<J wneth.,.r 
.. notions are in pia"" or not 

The potenlial line oll<>l\ow on question ing is therefore - are we in 
dis;Jgreement with the US about wnether sanctions ate achieving anything? 

I know that there i. a~eady a lii ... t drart 01 a OM paclo; to support the 
publicatio n of the dO""r, and thot the Cabinet Office may circulate it soon 
lor comment. Th .. is one area that mig!>t nHd some attention 

Rgds . 



 
DOCUMENT:  Cabinet Office Minute, Deputy Head of Cabinet Office Overseas 
and Defence Secretariat Desmond Bowen-John Scarlett 
 
DATE:  September 11, 2002  
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CONTENT:  This document responds to John Scarlett’s explicit request on 
September 10 for comments on his draft.  
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• 

Thank you fOf ~ sight of the re_ised dra ft of the Doss"r, I thought you might 
find it helpful to ha,e a few comments 00 the draft as ~ stands now, 
accepting that you ha_e more work to do 00 it 

I ta ke it 8. read that Ihe foreword is a polrtica l piece, .igned by the Prime 
Min ist~r or anothe r Ministe r, In that I~xt it would be useful to ma k~ the point 
that what follows is Ihe work of offocials . drawing 00 sensrt ... e intell igence 
material. The /o",word can be as loaded as we like in terms of the pQlitieo l 
m~ssage (proooed ~ is consislent with Ihe don"r itself), whereas Ihe text 
itse lf should be the jU<lgement of the Hperts 

As regards the wickedness 01 Saddam and his r"ll ime. I wooder if there are 
document. or statements which we can cite that clearfy indicate his 
ambitions regionali}' and his intentions intematy The bit of the jigsaw that 
doesn't qu ite hang together is what Saddam, intends to do with the WMO he 
h .. been so intent 00 acqu~ing , It is o ne thing to osk the rhetorical questlOO : 
what could they be used for except mal<illg misch .. 1 regiona li}'; it is another 
to be able to point to stated objecti"'" erther from intelligence Or public 
documents , It is, of courw. the case that you pQint to the facts of Saddam'. 
aggression and repress ion and use of WMO: perhaps we can make more 01 
this a nd hio unpred ictabi lity. 

In looking .11he WMO ... ctions, you clearly want to be as firm and 
autlloritative n you can be, You wi ll need to judg<> the extenl to which you 
need 1o hedg.e your judgements with , for example . • ~ is almost certa in' and 
oim,ar ca""ats, I appreciate that this can increa ... the autOenticity of the 
document in lerm~ 01 ~ being. proper .s .... sment. but that needs to be 
weighed aga inst the use that will be made by the opponentr; of action who 
wil add up the number of judgements 00 which we do not ha_e ~b&oIut" 

clarity. 

In the current stage oflhe draft there a re two Key o..ction. 00 p.age. 30 and 
:l6 which wilt need to be given prope' prom inence , probabi}' at the end of that 
... ction, The sub-section. ~re entitled: Why Arc We Con""m~ ~nd 

Conclusions. I thin" it would be helplul to draw together the slate 01 
adva n""ment of both chemical and biolog ica l capab' ity. with military th inking 
and t he de livery mean • . It would be he lpfut ~ the re was more ai>oulwh .. re 
baDistic missiles are likel)' to be targeted rathe, than what countries are On 
ra"ll" , The map on page 41 give. a good idea of the potentia l co_erage Thio 
also l inks bacl<: to the point at paragraph 3 above on intentions 

There m.y be an additional point about Human Rig hts, probabl)' for the FCC 
to elaborate, which is less about abuses and mC>l'e about the year 00 year 
degradation of t r~qi econ,,",ic conditions such that mOre and more of lhoe 
popul.tion have been lallifl\l below the poverty line becau ... of Sadd.m 's 
poficiu. 

Finally, the question which we have to have in \tle back 01 our mind is "YI'hy 
Now?'. I think we have moved away from p,omoting the odea that we are in 



imminent danger of aHac/< and therelore intend to act in pre"""Ptive ..,If 
dele""", The approach is rather that Saddam h •• fa iled to abide by 
UNSCRS and his lIou!;"g of on!ernationo l low and continUing acquisition of 
WMD cannot be tolerated any Ionll"" This difference is important becay"," 
the locus $hifts to s"ddam's continuing efforts to ~uip himse lf with 'NMD. 
which is what the evidence $hows. 



 
DOCUMENT:  Email Prime Minister’s Official Spokesman Godric Smith-
Alastair Campbell 
 
DATE:  September 12, 2002, 2:08 p.m. 
 
SOURCE:  Released by the British Hutton Inquiry - United Kingdom FOIA 
 
CONTENT:  This email was submitted to and published by the 2003 Hutton 
Inquiry in expurgated form but an unredacted version obtained under the U.K. 
Freedom of Information Act furnishes additional evidence of coordination with 
the Bush administration.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



14/11/2005 11:50 

IHOV-(5 12: 12 

aw 

From: 
Sem: 
To: 
SubjCGt: 

NO.10 QUESTIONS ~ QUESTIONS RF 

Godric Smitl'l 
12 September2002 14:06 
Alastair Campb~1I 
Dossier 

'01~ mo 3420 

ND.598 

T-51, P :OI/Oll F-68i 

t\ oC \ 
Juian Miller rang me and said that he would like to come and show someone the latest thinking 01\ the dO$sier 
tomorow withQut getting into circulating copies just so as they are on the ri(lht track. CleartyJohn wi! be speaking to 
US. I said I thought it was best in the eircs W he spoke to you if you were around tomooow and were up for it. It is more 
presentationslthan content driven. Can Alison let him know if you are on for thai or if not probably best if he sees Tom. 
I am not in 

Gl01 



 
DOCUMENT:  Information Note, U.K. Information Commissioner’s Office 
 
SOURCE:  British Cabinet Office 
 
DATE:  September 13, 2002 
 
CONTENT:  This item comprises a list of documents that the U.K. information 
commissioner had ruled should or should not be released. Among those 
documents, as described by the commissioner, is “an email covering a copy of a 
Bush speech to compare with U.K. dossier claims; an attachment, ‘What’s Iraq 
Up to—Past and Present Intelligence.’  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Information COn"!l<n:iss;oner-'s Offie:;: 

Schedute. of Information to be disclosed 

Information to be disclosed 

Defence Intelligence Staff information 

1) 11 September 2002, an email with amendments to the draft dossier. 

2) 13 September 2002,2 emails, one raising potential contradictions 
between UK/US position on Iraqi nuclear capabiHties, the other replying 
with a reference to US estimates of Iraqi nuclear capabilities being 
published in future. 

3) 13 September 2002, an email response to 2}. 

4) 16 September 2002, an email with suggested dossier amendments, 
replying to a previous email of 13 September 2002 which enclosed a 
US (published?) document on the Iraqi nucleai programme. 

5) 16 September 2002, 3 emails: comments on the US document in g); a 
request for comments on Chapter 3 and beyond in the dossier; and 
comments on Chapter 3 with suggestions of dossier amendments. 

Non-Defence Intelligence Staff information 

6) 11 September 2002, email memo from the Private Office of the Foreign 
Secretary to another member of Foreign and Commonwealth Office 
staff. 

7) Memo dated 11 September 2002 from Deputy Head of the Overseas 
Defence Secretariat in the Cabinet Office to John Scarlett, Head of the 
Joint Intelligence Committee, cc Alistair Campbell! Jonathan Powell! 
Manning. 



Information Commissioner's effie 

Information to be disclosed in part 

Defence Intelligence Staff information 

·8) 11 September 2002, an email with an assessment of Iraqi intentions, 
including a reference to the CIA - disclosure with points (a) and (b) 
redacted. 

Non-Defence Intelligence Staff information 

9) Memo dated 12 September 2002 from the UK Mission to the UN to the 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office. 

Information to be withheld 

Defence Intelligence Staff information 

10)11 September 2002,7 emaits, comments on the draft dossier, covering 
attachments: a Joint Intelligence Committee assessment of WMD, 
referring to previous historical assessments; and a list of Export 
Licence Applications assessing whether they were WMD-related. 

11) 13 September ~002. an email covering a copy of a Bushspeech,to 
compare with UK dossier claims; an attachment, 'What's Iraq Up to
Past and Present Intelligence', dated 13 September 2002. 

12)16 September 2002, an email querying a previous email of 26 June 
2002; and that email, which responds to questions about an Iraqi 
aircraft type implicated in WMD. 

13)The names, anonymised designations and contact details of individuals 
contained within all information arising from the Defence Intelligence 
Staff should be redacted from those documents which are disclosed. 

( 



DOCUMENT:  Cabinet Office Freedom of Information Disclosure, October 20, 
2009  
 
DATE:  September 13 2002 - referenced in October 20, 2009 memo 
 
SOURCE:  Cabinet Office FOIA 
 
CONTENT:  This disclosure confirms that the speech circulated by email on 
September 13 was that given by Bush to the U.N. General Assembly on 
September 12, 2002. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



~" CabinetOffice 
Freedom of Information Team 70 Wh~ehaJl Telephone 020 7276 2473 

Looooo 
SW1A2AS 

Chris Ames 
member@amesc.wanadoo.co.uk 
(by email only) 

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 2000 

Fax 020 7276 2495 

Email yasmlne.edwardsOcabinet-offlce.x.gsi.gov.uk 

Web www.cabinetoftice.gov.uk 

:2 () October 2009 

I am writing in response to your email of 22 September 2009, in which you 
made the following request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000: 

On 13 September 2002 an email containing comments on the 
September 2002 Iraq dossier was sent to or from the Defence 
Intelligence Staff "covering a copy of a Bush speech". 
The email is described at point 11 of the Information Commissioner's 
appendix to an earlier FOI case, see 
http://iragdossier.com/foi/caboffl/scanOOOl . pdf. 
I would like to know which speech this refers to - i.e. the description of 
the speech set out in the email. 

I can confirm that this email refers to the speech made by President Bush to 
the United Nations on 12 September 2002. The text of the speech is now 
available on the George W Bush White House Archives website. 

If you are unhappy with the decisions made in relation to your request from 
the Cabinet Office you may ask for an internal review. If you wish to do so 
you should contact: 

Sue Gray, 
Director, Propriety & Ethics 
70 Whitehall 
London 
SWIA 2AS 

You should note that the Cabinet Office will not normally accept an 
application for internal review if it is received more than two months after a 
response was issued. 

() 
~ Our ref: F01268779 

l'iV',~ roR I~ 1 :OPLI 



If you are not content with the outcome of the internal review, you have the 
right to apply directly to the Information Commissioner for a decision. 
Generally, the Commissioner cannot make a decision unless you have 
exhausted the complaints procedure provided by Cabinet Office. The 
Information Commissioner can be contacted at: 

Information Commissioner's Office 
Wycliffe House 
Water Lane 
Wilmslow 
Cheshire 
SK95AF 

If you have any queries about this letter, please contact me. Please 
remember to quote the reference number above in any future 
communications. 

YASMINE EDWARDS 

() 
~ 

Our ref: F01268779 



 
DOCUMENT:  Email exchange between Cabinet Office and Ministry of Defence 
officials 
 
DATE:  September 13 – 16, 2002  
 
SOURCE:  Cabinet Office FOIA 
 
CONTENT:  In the first of these emails, timed at 7:54 p.m. on September 13, one 
official, presumably with the JIC assessments staff within the Cabinet Office, sent 
a scan of “the latest US Doc. Summary + nuclear section” to a colleague in the 
Defence Intelligence Staff of the Ministry of Defence.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



DOCUMENT. 

• 

li!Ue to comment on, 

Page 5 last sentence of para at top of page I understood that only the s ingle 
. to .... of .tockpi~ uranium o. ide (at T uwaitha)wa. ins.pecte<J Pemap$ 
[redacted] oould advise, 
Page 5. Bo. , BW testing 

Tut 1 I have the ag<! nt as being Clostridium Botu~num (Ie BOlUbnum 
toxin) 
Test 6 (a~Muhammadlyal - No" 69 (BoWinum tom)) . I ha.e the <tate as 
Aug 90 
Test 9 (al-Muhammadiyat - Nov 89 (Atlato. in) I have the date 3$ A ug 9{1 

Test 10 (Jurf al,Sa'r FC>ling Range) I ha.e the date as Aug or No. 9{1 

Page 10, Note that in the 00' , they have re ..... rted to their previously 
publish"" CIIsuo ltiu at Halabjah of "hundreds" (AI"" P,,"ViOU51)o they added a 
note that some casualties may have .... sulted from I",man use of chemica ls .) 

page 21 La.t pa ... (u nder Unmanned Aerial Vehide Prog ram & Other 
AifcraH.) l ine 2 add ' a ircraft" .Her MiG-21 

• An email between offi<:ials dated 13 Seplerur 2002 ..," \ ,t 1954 !t!e<j 
'US Document on tralli 's Nuclear Weaoons Proor"mme ' 

Please h>d attaclled. scanned copy of \he latest US Doc, SUrm1ary ' 
nuclear seClion 
Please note on the very last page of the hard oopy document the re is a 
refe rence to neutron Il"nerato"" This was m the ",artier ve",ion 00 we h . ..... 
the intetligen"" on th is? 

Many lI1a n~s and good-n ight 

• 

Please find attached a sca nned copy of ltte latest US Doc, SUrm1.ry. 
nuclea r section, 
PIe. se note on tile very la.t page of the hard oopy document there is a 
reference to neutron generato"" This was in the eartier ""rsion 00 we ha ..... 
th e in tell igon"" on tI1 i. ? 

Many thanks and good.night 



DOCUMENT:  Cabinet Office, draft U.K. white paper 
 
DATE:  September 16, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  Released by the British Hutton Inquiry 
 
CONTENT:  A draft of IRAQ'S PROGRAMME FOR WEAPONS OF MASS 
DESTRUCTION 
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1. Under Saddam Hussem, Iraq has developed chenncal and biological weapons, 

acquired mIssIles allowing It to attack neighbouring countries with these weapons, 

and tried hard to develop a nuclear bomb. Iraq has admitted to all these 

prograrrunes to acqUIre weapons of mass destructIOn. And Saddam has used 

chemIcal weapons, both agaInst Iran and against his own people. 

2. Infonnation about Iraq's weapons of mass destruction IS already in the publIc 

domam from UN reports and from IraqI defectors. A valuable assessment was 

• provided by the InternatIOnal InstItute for Strategic Studies (IJSS) on 9 September. 

• 

The publicly aVaIlable eVIdence points clearly to Iraq's continued posseSSIOn of 

chemIcal and bIOlogical agents and weapons from before the Gulf War. It shows 

that Iraq has refurbIshed sites fonnerly assocIated WIth the production of chemical 

and biologIcal agents. And It IndIcates a continumg IraqI abIlity to manufacture 

these agents, and to use bombs, shells, artillery rockets and ballIstIc missIles to 

deliver them. The IISS report also judges that Iraq could assemble nuclear 

weapons WIthIn months of obtainIng fissIle material from foreIgn sources. 

3. We endorse much of thIS analysis, whIch IS largely based on infonnatIOn 

avaIlable prior to the de facto expulSIOn of UN inspectors In 1998. But significant 

addItional mfonnation IS available to the government from secret Intelligence 

sources, described in more detail m this paper. This intelligence CaIlDot tell us 

about everything. But It provides a fuller picture of Iraqi plans and capabIlItIes. It 

shows that Saddam HusseIn attaches great Importance to possessmg weapons of 

mass destructIOn whIch he regards as the baSIS for Iraq's regIOnal power. It shows 

that he IS does not regard them only as weapons of last resort. He IS ready to use 

them, mcluding against hIS own populatIOn, and is detemuned to retain them. 

IntellIgence also shows that Iraq is prepanng plans to conceal eVIdence of these 

weapons from any renewed InSpectIOn, including by dispersmg mcnmmating 

documents. And It allows us to Judge that Iraq 

CONFIDENTIAL UNTIL RELEASED 
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• has continued to produce chemIcal and biological agents; 

• has military plans for the use of chemical and bIOlogical weapons, some of 

which could be ready wIthin 45 minutes of an order to use them. Saddam 

and hIs son Qusay have the polItIcal authonty to authorise the use of these 

weapons; 

• has developed mobIle laboratones for milItary use, corroborating earlIer 

reports about the mobile productIOn of bIOlogIcal warfare agents; 

• has assembled specIalIsts to work on Its nuclear programme; 

• has pursued illegal programmes to procure controlled matenals of potentIal 

use III the productIOn of chemIcal and bIOlogical weapons programmes; 

• has sought sIgnIficant quantItIes of uranium from Africa, despite havmg no 

cIvIl nuclear programme that could reqUIre It; 

• IS covertly trymg to acquire technology and materials which could be used 

III the production of nuclear weapons, Illcludmg specIalIsed aluminium 

controlled because of its potential use III ennching uramum; 

• has retained up to 20 Al Husselll mISSIles, capable of carrying chemical or 

biological warheads; 

• IS deploying its Al-Samoud liquid propellant miSSIle, and has used the 

absence of weapons Illspectors to work on extendmg its range beyond the 

lImit of 150km Imposed by the Umted Nations; 

• 

• 

IS producing the solid-propellant mIssile Ababil-lOO, and is making efforts 

to extend its range; 

has constructed a new engllle test stand for mISSIles capable of threatenmg 

Israel and all Iraq's Gulfneighbours as well as the UK Sovereign Bases III 

Cyprus and NATO members (Greece and Turkey); 

• has pursued illegal programmes to procure materials for use III its Illegal 

devevlopment oflong range missiles; 

• has begun dIspersing its most sensitIve weapons, eqUIpment and material. 

4. These Judgements have been endorsed by the Joint Intelligence Committee 

(JIe). More details on the Judgements, and on the development of the TICs 

assessments since 1998, are set out later m thIS paper. 

CONFIDENTIAL UNTIL RELEASED 
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5. The importance of denymg Saddam access to weapons of mass destruction was 

recognised by the United NatIOns in a series of ResolutIOn between 1991 and 

1998. The paper sets out the key UN Security Council ResolutIons, accepted by 

Iraq, which required the destructIOn of these weapons. It also summarises the 

history of the UN inspectIOns regIme. This mcludes both the extent of Saddam's 

capablltties uncovered by the inspectors and Iraq's history of dIshonesty, 

deceptIOn, intimIdatIOn and concealment In Its dealmgs WIth the UN Inspectors. 

6. But the threat from Iraq does not depend solely on the capabilitIes we have 

described. It anses also because of the violent and aggressive nature of Saddam's 

• regime. His record of internal repressIOn and external aggression gives rise to 

umque concerns about the threat he poses The paper briefly outlmes hIS rise to 

power, the nature of hIS regIme and hIS hIStOry of regional aggression. VIVId and 

horrifying accounts of Sad dam's human rights abuses are also catalogued. 

• 

7. The paper briefly sets out how Iraq is able to finance its weapons programme. 

Drawing on IllicIt earnings generated outside UN control, Iraq generated mcome 

of some $3 bIllIon III 2001. 

8. The paper concludes With a summary table settIng out key POints on Iraq's 

capabilIties . 

CONFIDENTIAL UNTIL RELEASED 
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PARTl 

IRAQ'S CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, NUCLEAR AND 
BALLISTIC MISSILE PROGRAMMES 

CHAPTER 1: THE ROLE OF INTELLIGENCE 

I. Smce UN Inspectors were, in effect, expelled by Iraq m 1998, there has been httle 

overt mformation on Iraq's chemical, bIOlogical, nuclear and ballistic missile 

programmes. Much of the publicly available informatIOn about Iraqi capabilities and 

intentIOns IS necessanly dated. But we also have available a range of secret 

intelligence about these programmes and Saddam's intentIOns. This comes principally 

from the United Kingdom's mtelligence and analysis agencies - the Secret 

Intelligence Service (SIS), the Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) 

and the Defence Intelligence Staff (DIS). We also have access to intelhgence from 

close allies. 

2. Intelligence rarely offers a complete account of activities which are designed to 

remain concealed. And the nature of Saddam's regime makes Iraq a difficult target for 

the intelligence services. Nonetheless, we have been able to develop a range of well 

positioned sources. The need to protect and preserve these sources inevitably limits 

the detail that can be made aVailable. But intelligence has prOVided important insights 

• mto Iraqi programmes, and into Iraqi military thinkIng. Taken together with what is 

already known from other sources, thiS builds our understanding ofIraq' s capabilities, 

and adds significantly to the analysis already m the public domam. 

3. Iraq's capabilities have been regularly reviewed by the Joint Intelligence 

Committee (TIC), which has prOVided adVice to the Pnme Mmister on the developing 

assessment on the basis of all available sources. Part 1 of this paper includes some of 

the most significant views reached by the JIC between 1999 and 2002. 

CONFIDENTIAL UNTIL RELEASED 
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Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC) 
The JIC IS a Cabmet CommIttee WIth a hIstory datmg back to 1936.It bnngs together the Heads of the 
three Intelligence and Secunty AgencIes (Secret Intelhgence ServIce, Government CommumcatlOns 
Headquarters and the Secunty ServIce), the Chief of Defence Intelhgence and semor pohcy makers 
from the ForeIgn Office, the Mmlstry of Defence, the Home Office, the Treasury and the Department of 
Trade and Industry. It proVIdes regular mtelhgence assessments to the Pnme MInIster, other Mimsters 
and senior officials on a wide range of foreIgn polley and mternatlOnal secunty Issues. The JIC meets 
each week in the Cabmet Office. Its current chamnan is John Scarlett 

CONFIDENTIAL UNTIL RELEASED 
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CHAPTER 2: IRAQ'S PROGRAMMES: 1971-1998 

1. Iraq has been involved m chemical and biological warfare research for over 30 

years. Its chemical warfare research commenced m 1971 at a small, well guarded 

site at Rashad to the Northeast of Baghdad. Research was conducted here on a 

number of chemical agents including Mustard Gas, CS and Tabun. Later, in 1974 a 

dedicated organisation called AI-Hassan Ibn AI-Haitham was establIshed. At the 

Effects of Chemical Weapons 

Mustard IS a lIquid agent, whIch gives also gIves off a hazardous vapour, causmg bums and blisters to exposed 
slan. When Inhaled, mustard damages the respITatory tract; when mgested, It causes vomitmg and dIarrhoea It 
attacks and damages the eyes, mucous membranes, lungs, slan, and blood-formmg organs . 

Tabun, sarin and VX are all nerve agents of which VX is the most tOXlC They all damage the nervous system, 
producmg muscular spasms and paralySIS. As httle as 10 lll1lhgrammes of VX on the slan can cause rapid death 
. grammes kIlls .. people 

same time plans were made to bUIld a large research and commercIal-scale production 

facilIty in the desert some 70km Northwest of Baghdad under the Project cover of No 

922. ThIS was to become Muthanna State EstablIshment, also known as al-Muthanna, 

and operated under the front name of Iraq's State EstablIshment for Peshclde 

Production. It became partIally operational III 1982-83. It had five research and 

development sectIOns each tasked to pursue different programmes. In addition, the al

Muthanna site was the main chemical agent production faclhty, and It also took the 

lead in weaponising chemical and bIOlogIcal agents including all aspects of weapon 

• development and testing, in association with the mihtary. Accordmg to information, 

subsequently supplied by the Iraqis, the total productIOn capacIty III 1991 was 4,000 

tonnes of agent per annum, but we assess it could have been higher. AI-Muthanna 

was supported by three separate storage and precursor production facilities known as 

Fallujah 1,2 and 3 near Habbanlyah, north-west of Baghdad, parts of which were not 

completed before they were heaVIly bombed in the 1991 Gulf War. 

2. Iraq started biological warfare research in the mid-1970s. After small-scale 

research, a purpose-bUIlt research and development facility was authonsed at al-
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Salman, also known as Salman Pak. This is surrounded on three sIdes by the Tigris 

river and sItuated some 35km South of Baghdad. Although some progress was made 

in biologIcal weapons research at this early stage, Iraq deCIded to concentrate on 

The effects of biological agents 

Anthrax IS a dlSease caused by the bactenum Bacillus anlhracls. Inhalatton anthrax IS the manifestatIOn of the 
disease lIkely to be expected m blOlogical warfare. The symptoms may vary, but can mclude fever and mtern.l 
bleedmg. The incubation penod for anthrax is I to 7 days, Wlth most cases occurring Within 2 days of exposure 

Botulinum toxin IS one of the most tOXIC substances knO\Vll to man The fIrst symptoms of poisonmg may appear as 
early as 1 hour post exposure or as long as 8 days after exposure, with the mcubatton penod between 12 and 22 
hours. ParalyslS leads to death by suffocation 

Aflatoxins are fungal toxins, wluch are potent carcinogens. Most symptoms take a long time to show. Food 
products contaminated by aflatoxin can cause lIver mflammatlOn and cancer. It can also affect pregnant women, 
leadmg to stIllborn babIes and chIldren born WIth mutatIOns . 

Ricin IS denved from the castor bean and can cause multIple organ failure leadmg to death witlun one or two days 
of mbalation. 

developing chemIcal agents and theIr dehvery systems at al-Muthanna. With the 

outbreak of the Iran-Iraq War, in the early 1980s, the biological weapons programme 

was reVIved. The appointment of Dr Rlhab Taha III 1985, to head a small biolOgical 

weapons research team at al-Muthanna, helped to develop the programme. At about 

the same time plans were made to develop the Salman Pak sIte Illto a secure 

biologIcal warfare research facihty. Dr Taha continued to work with her team at 

Muthanna until 1987 when it moved to Salman Pak, which was under the control of 

the DIrectorate of General Intelligence. Slgmficant resources were provided for the 

programme, including the construction of a dedicated production facihty, (project 

324) at al-Hakam. Agent productIOn began ill 1988 and weaponisatlOn testing and 

later filling of munitions was conducted in assocIation WIth the staff at Muthanna 

State Establishment. From mid-1990, other civilian faCIlities were taken over and 

some adapted for use III the production and research and development of biological 

agents. These included: 

CONFIDENTIAL UNTIL RELEASED 
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• Daura Foot and Mouth Vaccmation Plant which produced botullllum toxin and 

conducted VIruS research. There IS some intellIgence to suggest that work was also 

conducted on anthrax, 

• al-Fudaliyah AgrIculture and Water Research centre where Iraq adITI!tted it 

undertook Aflatoxin productIon and genetIc engllleenng: 

• Amariyah Sera and Vaccine IllstItute which was used for the storage of biological 

agent seed stocks, and was involved in genetic engmeering 

• 3. By the time of the Gulf War Iraq was producing very large quantitIes of chemical 

and bIOlogical agents. From a senes of Iraqi declaratIOns to the UN during the 1990s 

we know that by 1991 they had produced at least: 

• 

• 19,000 IItres of botulmum toxin, 8,500 litres of anthrax, 2,200 litres of aflatoxin, 

and were workmg on a number of other agents; 

• 2,850 tonnes of mustard gas, 210 tonnes of tabun, 795 tonnes of sann and 

cyclosann, and 3.9 tonnes ofVX. 

4. Iraq's nuclear programme was establIshed under the IraqI AtomIC Energy 

CommIssion in the 1950s. Under a nuclear co-operation agreement signed with the 

Soviet Union III 1959, a nuclear research centre, equipped with a research reactor, was 

built at Tuwaitha, the main IraqI nuclear research centre. The surge III Iraqi oil 

revenues in the early 1970s supported an expansIOn of the research programme. This 

was bolstered by the SIgning of co-operation agreements with France and Italy III the 

mid-1970s. France agreed to supply two research reactors powered by highly enriched 

uranium fuel, and Italy supplied equipment for fuel fabncation and handling. By the 

end of 1984 Iraq was self-sufficient In uranium ore. One of the reactors was destroyed 

in an IsraelI aIr attack in June 1981 shortly before it was to become operatIOnal, the 

other was never completed. 
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5. By the mid-1980s the deterioratIOn of Iraq's position 1ll the war with Iran 

prompted renewed interest in the military use of nuclear technology, and additional 

resources were put mto developmg technologies to enrich uranium as fissIle material 

for use in nuclear weapons. Enriched uranium was preferred because It could be 

produced more covertly than the altemalJve, plutonium. Iraq followed parallel 

programmes to produce hIghly emiched Effect of a 20-kiloton nuclear detonation 

uramum: 

separation 

ennchment. 

enrichment 

completIOn 

electromagnetic Isotope 

(EMIS) and gas centrifuge 

By 1991 one EMIS 

facIlity was neanng 

and another was under 

A detonahon of a 20-kiloton nuclear warhead over a city 
nught flatten an area of approximately 3 square nules Withm 
I 6 nules of detonatIon, blast damage and radlatlOo would 
cause 80% casualtIes, three-quarters of whIch would be fatal 
Between 1.6 and 3.1 nules from the detonation, there would 
stIll be 10% casualtIes. Centred on St Paul's three square 
miles cover. "_, centred on Edmburg Castle .. 

construction. Centnfuge facilIties were also under construction, but the centrifuge 

deSIgn was stdl being developed. In August 1990 Iraq mstigated a crash programme 

to develop a single nuclear weapon wlthm a year, and envisaged the rapid 

development of a small 50 machine gas centnfuge cascade to produce the highly 

emlched uramum reqUIred. By the time of the Gulf War, the programme had made 

little progress. But, by that stage, Iraq decided to concentrate on gas centrifuges as 

the means for producing the necessary fissile matenal. 

6. Iraq's declared aIm was to produce a weapon WIth a 20-kiloton yield and weapons 

deSIgns were produced for both a SImple gun-type deVIce and for more complex 

implosion weapons. The latter were similar to the device used at Hiroshima III 1945. 

Iraq was also working on more advanced concepts. By 1991 the Iraqi programme 

was supported by large body of IraqI nuclear expertise, programme documentation 

and databases and manufacturing infrastructure. On the·basis of reports from UN 

-- --inspections -after--the Gulf War--It-was eventually concluded that in 1991-Iraq was

..... away from producing a nuclear weapon. 

7. Pnor to the Gulf War, Iraq had a well-developed ballistic missile industry. Most 

of the miSSIles fired in the Gulf War were an IraqI produced versIOn of the SCUD 
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SCUD missiles 
The short-range mobIle SCUD ballIstic lllissrle was developed 
by the SOVIet Union m the 1950s, drawmg on the technology of 
the German V-2 developed ill World War II. 

missile, the Al Hussem, 

with 'an extended range of 

650 km. Numbers before 

war. ... Iraq was working on 

other stretched SCUD 

For many years It was the mamstay of SovIet and Warsaw Pact 
tacllcallllissrle forces, and It was also widely exported 
ReCIpIents of Soviet-manufactured SCUDs included Iraq, North 
Korea, Iran, and Libya, although not all were sold directly by the 
Soviet Umon. 

variants, such as the Al 

Abbas, which had a range 

of 900km. Iraq was also seekmg to reverse engineer the SCUD engme with a view to 

producing new missiles; recent evidence mdlcates that they may have succeeded at 

that time. In particular Iraq had plans for a new SCUD-derived missile with a range of 

• l200km. Iraq also conducted a partial flight test of a multi-stage satellite launch 

vehicle based on SCUD technology, known as the Al Abld. Also during this penod, 

Iraq was developmg the BADR-2000, a 700-l000km range two-stage solid propellant 

missile (based on the Iraqi part of the 1980s CONDOR-2 programme run in co

operation with Argentma and Egypt). There were plans for l200-1500km range sohd 

propellant follow-on systems. 

• 

The use of chemical and biological weapons 

8. Iraq had made frequent use of a variety of chemical weapons during the Iran-Iraq 

War. (Many of the casualties are still alive III Iranian hospitals suffenng from the 

long-term effects of numerous types of cancer and lung diseases.) In 1988 Saddam 

also used mustard and nerve agents against Iraqi Kurds at HalabJa in northern Iraq 

(see photograph). Estimates vary, but according to Human Rights Watch up to 5,000 

people were killed. 

--.- ----9;-·A-monthafter the attack-on Halabja;-Iraqi troops used' over 100 tons' of-sarin 

nerve agent against Iraman troops on the Al Fao peninsula. Over the next three 

months Iraqi troops used sarin and other nerve agents on Iranian troops causing 

extensive casualties. 
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The Attack on Halabja 
Shortly before sunnse on Fnday, 17th March 1988, the v!llage ofRalabJa was bombarded by 
IraqI warplanes The raId was over m minutes Saddam Russem used chemical weapons 
agamst hIs own people. A Kurd described the effects of a chemIcal attack on another village· 

"My brothers and my wife had blood and vomit runnmg from theIr noses and theIr mouths 
TheIr heads were tllted to one sIde They were groanmg I couldn't do much, Just clean up the 
blood and vomit from their mouths and I!y m every way to make them breathe agam. I did 
artifiCIal respiratIOn on them and then I gave them two mJections each. I also rubbed creams 
on my wIfe and two brothers." 

Among the corpses at Ha1aloja, chi'ldl·en 
outside their homes. In places, streets were piled with corpses. 

10. Intelligence indicates that in 1991 Iraq used the biological warfare agent aflatoxin 

against the Shia population of Karbala . 

11. From Iraqi declarations to the UN after the Gulf War we know that by 1991 Iraq 

had produced a vanety of delIvery mean for chemIcal and bIOlogIcal agents includmg 

75 ballIstic mISSIle warheads, over 16,000 free fall bombs and over 110,000 artillery 

-- -- --- - --- rockets and shells 

The use of ballistic missiles 

12. Iraq fired over 500 SCUD-type missiles at Iran during the Iran-Iraq War at both 

civlhan and milttary targets, and 93 SCUD-type missiles dunng the Gulf War. The 
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latter were targeted at Israel and at CoalitIOn forces statIOned in the Gulf region. 

Armed with conventIOnal warheads they dId only limited damage Iraq subsequently 

admitted to UNSCOM that It had 50 chemIcal and 25 biological warheads available 

for these nussiles. It IS not clear if the warheads were ever mated to the missiles. In 

any event they were not used. 

13. At the end of the Gulf War the internatIOnal community was determined that 

Iraq's arsenal of chemical and biological and ballistic missiles should be dismantled. 

The method chosen to achieve this aim was the establishment of the UN Special 

CommIssIon (UNSCOM) to carry out intruSIve inspectJons within Iraq and to 

• elinunate its chemIcal and bIOlogical weapons and ballistic missiles with a range 

over l50km. The InternatIOnal Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) was charged with the 

abolition of Iraq's nuclear weapons programme. Between 1991 and 1998 UNSCOM 

and the IAEA succeeded in identJfymg and destroying very large quantIties of 

chemical and bIOlOgical weapons and balhstlc missiles as well as associated 

production facihties. They also destroyed the infrastructure for Iraq's nuclear 

weapons programme. This was achieved despIte a continuous and sophisticated 

programme of harassment, obstruction and deception and denial (see Part 2). By 

1998 UNSCOM concluded that they were unable to fulfil theIr mandate. The 

inspectors were withdrawn in December 1998 . 

• 14. Based on the UNSCOM report to the UN Security Council in January 1999 and 

earlier UNSCOM reports, we assess that when the UN inspectors left Iraq they were 

unable to account for: 

-- -.------.---up.-to--360-tonnes.{)f'-bulk-~hemiGal-warfare -agent, -including 1-. .5 tonnes-of- VX -- - - - -

nerve agent; 

• up to 3,000 tonnes of precursor chemicals, mcluding approximately 300 tonnes 

which, in the Iraqi CW programme, were unique to the production ofVX; 
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• growth media procured for bIOlogical agent production (enough to produce over 

three tImes the 8,500 htres of anthrax spores Iraq admits to'having manufacmred); 

• over 30,000 special mumtions for delivery of chenncal and bIOlogical agents. 

15. The departure of the Inspectors meant that the International Commumty was 

unable to establish the truth behind these large discrepancies. It also greatly 

dlnnnished our ability to momtor and assess Iraq's contmuing attempts to reconstitute 

its programmes. 

16. WhIle the enforcement of the sanctIOns regimes and the UN arms embargo and 

USfUK air operations in 1998 have Impeded Iraq's efforts to reconstitute its weapons 

• of mass destruction, they have not halted them. Much of Iraq's missile mfrastructure 

has been rebuilt; the nuclear weapons programme is being reconstituted, albeit with 

difficulty; and Iraq continues to produce chenncal and bIOlogical agents . 

• 
-----------
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CHAPTER 3: THE CURRENT POSITION: 1998-2002 

1. This chapter sets out what we now know of Saddam's chemical, biological, nuclear and 

ballistic mIssile programmes, drawmg on all the aVailable eVIdence. While It takes account of 

the results from UN inspectIOns and other publtcly available information, It also draws heav!ly 

on intelltgence about Iraqi efforts to develop their programmes and capabllines since 1998. The 

main conclusions are that· 

• Iraq has a useable chemIcal and bIOlogIcal weapons capablhty, m breach of UNSCR 687, 

which has included recent productIOn of chemIcal and bIOlogical agents; 

• Saddam contmues to attach great importance to the possession of weapons of mass 

• destruction and balltstic missIles, whIch he regards as being the baSIS for Iraq's regional 

power. He is not prepared to lose capablhnes he has developed over the last four years; 

• 

• Iraq can deliver chemical and biological agents using an extensive range of artIllery shells, 

free-fall bombs, sprayers and balhsnc mISSIles; 

• Iraq contmues to work on developmg nuclear weapons, in breach of its obltgatlOns under 

the Non-ProliferatIOn Treaty, and in breach ofUNSCR 687. Uranium has been sought from 

Africa that has no known civil nuclear applicatIOn in Iraq; 

• Iraq possesses extended-range versions of the SCUD ballistic rrusslle, capable of reaching 

Tehran, Eastern Turkey and Cyprus in breach ofUNSCR 687. It IS also developing longer 

range balhsnc miSSIles; 

• Iraq's current mihtary plannmg specifically envIsages the-use of cherrucal and biological 

-----weapons;--- ----

--. Iraq's military forces maintam the capability to use cherrucal and bIOlogIcal weapons, WIth 

command, control and 10gJsncal arrangements in place. The Iraqi military may be able to 

deploy these weapons within forty five minutes of a deciSIOn to do so; 
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• Iraq is already taking steps to undermme the return of any UN weapons inspectors through 

concealment and dispersal of sensitive eqUipment and documentation; 

• Iraq's chemIcal, biologIcal, nuclear and balhstlc miss!les programmes are not short of funds, 

despIte the parlous state of the IraqI economy. 

CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS 

JIC Assessment: 1999-2002 

2. Since the WIthdrawal of the inspectors the 10mt Intelligence Committee (lIC) has momtored 

eVIdence, mcluding from secret intelligence, of contmuing work on Iraqi offensive chemical 

and biological warfare capabilities. In the first half of 2000 the lIC noted intelhgence on IraqI 

• attempts to procure dual-use chemicals and the reconstructlOn of clVil chenncal production at 

sItes formerly associated with the chemical warfare programme. Iraq had also been trymg to 

procure dual-use matenals and eqUipment which could be used for a biological warfare 

programme. Personnel knOWll to have been connected to the bIOlogical warfare programme up 

to the Gulf War had been conductmg research into pathogens. There was intelligence that Iraq 

was starting to produce biological warfare agents in mobile production centres. Plannmg for 

the project had begun m 1995 ooder Dr RIhab Taha, knOWll to have been a central player in the 

pre-1995 programme. The lIC concluded that Iraq had suffiCIent experttse, equipment and 

material to produce biological weapons agents WIthin weeks usmg its legitimate bIOtechnology 

facilities . 

• 3. A lIC assessment m mid-200l concluded that intellIgence on Iraqi former chemIcal and 

biologIcal warfare facilities, theIr hmited reconstruCTIon and civil productlOn pointed to a 

continumg research and development programme. Smce 1998 Iraqi development of mass 

destruction weaponry had been helped by the absence of inspectors and the increase in illegal 

4. In early 2002 the lIC assessed that Iraq retained production equipment, stocks of chemical 

agents and at least small amounts of precursors from before the Gulf WaT. Iraq could produce 

quantities of mustard gas withm weeks and of Sarin and VX withm months. In the case of VX 

it might already have done so. Iraq held stocks of bIOlogIcal agents from either before the Gulf 
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War or from more recent productIOn. The lIC Judged Iraq- to be self-sufficient in the 

producuon of biological weapons. It also judged that Iraq had the means to dehver chemical 

and bIOlogIcal weapons 

Recent Intelligence 

5. Subsequently, intelligence has become available from rehable sources which complements 

and adds to previous intelligence and confirms the lIC assessment that Iraq has chemIcal and 

biologIcal weapons. The intelligence also shows that the Iraqi leadership has been dIscussing a 

number of Issues related to these weapons. This llltelligence covers: 

• Confirmation that chemical and biological weapons play an important role in Iraqi 

• military thinking. Intelligence shows that Saddam attaches great importance to the 

possession of weapons of mass destruction which he regards as being the basIs for Iraqi 

regIOnal powers. He believes that respect for Iraq rests on its possession of chemical and 

bIOlogical weapons and the missiles capable of delivering them. Intelligence indicates that 

Saddam is determllled to retain this capability and recogll1ses that Iraqi pohtJcal weight 

would be dIminished if Iraq's mihtary power rested solely on its weakened conventional 

military forces. 

• 
• Iraqi attempts to retain its existing banned weapons systems: Iraq is already taking steps 

to undermme the possible return of any UN weapons inspectors: Iraq has begun removing 

sensitive equIpment and papers relatlllg to its chemical and biological programmes and 

dIspersing them beyond the gaze of inspectors, for example by hldlllg sensitive documents 

in the homes of his trusted officials. Saddam is deternuned not to lose the capabiliues that 

he has been able to develop in the four years since inspectors left. 

• Saddam's willingness to use chemical and biological weapons: intelhgence indIcates that 

Saddam IS prepared to use chemical and biological weapons if he believes his regime is 

--~ ---under threat-We alSo- kllow-frorrllntelIigencethatas part of Iraq's-rrlihtary- planuirlg,---- ---

Saddam is WIlling to use chemical and biological weapons against any internal uprising by 

the Shia population. The Iraqi military may be able to deploy chemical or biological 

weapons within forty five minutes of an order to do so. 

Chemical and biological agents: surviving stocks 
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6. When confronted with questlOns about the unaccounted stocks, Iraq has clalmed, 

repeatedly, that If It had retained any chemlcal agents from before the Gulf War they would 

have deteriorated sufficiently to render them harmless. But Iraq has admitted to having the 

knowledge and capabihty to add stablhser to nerve agent which would prevent such 

decomposition. 

7. Iraq has clmmed that all ltS blOlogical agents and weapons have been destroyed. No 

convmcing proof of any kind has been produced to support this claim. In particular, Iraq could 

not explain large dlscrepancies between the amount of growth media (nutrients required for the 

speciahsed growth of agent) it procured before 1991 and the amounts of agent it admits to 

havmg manufactured. The discrepancy lS enough to produce more than three times the amount 

• of anthrax allegedly manufactured. 

Chemical agent: production capabilities 

8. Intelligence confirms that Iraq has contmued to produce chemical agent. During the Gulf 

War a number of facilitles which mtelhgence reporting mdlcated were dlrectly or mduectly 

associated Wlth Iraq's chemlcal weapons effort were attacked and damaged. Following the 

ceasefire UNSCOM destroyed or rendered harmless faclhties and equipment used m Iraq's 

chemical weapons programme. Other equipment was released for clvlhan use either m industry 

or academic inshtutes, where It was tagged and regularly inspected and monitored, or else 

placed under camera momtoring, to ensure that it was not being mlsused. This momtoring 

• ceased when UNSCOM withdrew from Iraq in 1998. However, capabilities remam and, 

although the main chemical weapon productlOn facility at al-Muthanna was completely 

destroyed by UNSCOM and has not been rebuilt, other plants formerly assoclated wlth the 

cheD11cal warfare programme have been rebuilt. This mcludes the chlorine and phenol plant at 

Fallujah 2 near Habbaniyah. In addltlon to thelr civilian uses, chlorine and phenol are used for 

__ ---cprecursor-chemicals_wl11ch..contribute-10-1he_productlon-Of-chemica1_agents.---------- -----------

.9. The expanslOn of chlorine production facllities at FalluJah 2 gives Iraq a capaclty well 

beyond that required for Iraq's clvilian needs. 
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10. Other dual use facilities, which could be used to support the-production of chemical agent 

and precursors, have been rebuilt and re-eqUipped. New chemical facilities have been bUilt, 

some with Illegal foreign assistance, and are probably fully operatidnal or ready for production. 

These mclude the Ibn Sma Company at Tanruya (see figure 1), winch is a chemical research 

centre. It undertakes research, development and production of chemicals prevIOusly Imported 

but not now available and which are needed for Iraq's civil industry. But It IS known to be 

supportmg the missile programme and could also be mvolved in the che1TI1cal weapons 

programme. The Director General ... of what is Hickmat Na'im al-Jalu who, prior to the Gulf 

War worked in Iraq's nuclear weapons programme and after the war was responsible for 

preserving Iraq's che1TI1cal expertise . 

FIGURE 1, THE IBN SINA COMPANY ATTA&,lfYA 

Parts of the al-Qa'Qaa chemical complex damaged m the Gulf War have also been repaired and 

are operational. Of particular concern are elements of the phosgene production plant at Al 

Qa'Qaa. These were severely damaged dunng the Gulf War, apd dismantled under UNSCOM 

___ ~lI!,e_f\'isioll, but have since been rebuilt. While phosgene does have industrial uses it can also 

be used by Itself as a chemical agent or as a precursor for nerve agents. 

11. Iraq has retamed the expertise for chemical warfare research, agent production and 

weapomsation. Most of the personnel previously involved in the programme remain in 

country. Indeed, intelligence indicates that Haidar Husain Taha, recently reported in the media 

as being the factory manager of the FalluJah 2 plant, IS almost certainly the same indiVidual 
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who from 1984 until the end of the Gulf war worked at Iraq's CW programme at the Muthanna 

State Estabhshment researchmg mustard gas. While UNSCOM found a number of techmcal 

manuals (so called "cook books") for the production of chemical agents and critlcal precursors, 

Iraq's claim to have umlaterally destroyed the bulk of the documentation cannot be confirmed 

and is almost certamly untrue. Recent mtelhgence indicates that Iraq is still discussing methods 

of concealmg such documentation m order to ensure that It IS not discovered by any future UN 

inspectIOns 

The Problem of Dual Use Facilities 
Almost all components and supplies used m weapons of mass destructIOn and ballistIC missile 
programmes are dual-use. For example, any major petrochemIcal or biotech mdustry, as well as public 
health organisatIOns, will have legitimate need for most matenals and eqUIpment reqUIred to manufacture 
chemical and blOlogrcal weapons. Without UN weapons mspectors It IS very difficult therefore to be sure 
about the true nature of many of Iraq's facllilIes. 

For example, Iraq has bUIlt a large new chemIcal complex, Project BaljI, m the desert m north west Iraq at 
Ash Sharqat (see figure 2). ThIS site is a former uramum ennchment facility, wluch was damaged dunng 
the Gulf War, and rendered harmless under supervISIOn of the IAEA. Part of the site has been rebUIlt, 
with work startmg in 1992, as a chemICal productIOn complex. Despite the site bemg far away from 
populated areas It IS surrounded by a high wall with watch towers and guarded by armed guards. 
Intelhgence reports indICate that It Will produce nitnc aCId, wluch can be used m explOSives, mIssile fuel, 
and in the purificalIon of uranium . 
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Biological agent: production capabilities 

12. We know from mtelhgence that Iraq has continued to produce'biologlcal warfare agents. 

As wIth some chemIcal equipment, UNSCOM only destroyed equipment that could be directly 

lmked to biologIcal weapons production. Iraq also has its own engmeering capability to design 

and construct biological agent associated fermenters, centrifuges, sprayer dryers and other 

equipment and is judged to be self-sufficient in the technology reqUIred to produce biologIcal 

weapons. The experienced personnel who were active in the programme have largely remained 

in the country, They include ......... Some dual-use equipment, includmg growth media, has also 

been purchased under tlJe Oil for Food prograrnnIe, but without monitoring of the equipment by 

UN inspectors Iraq could have diverted it to their bIOlogical weapons programme. This newly 

• purchased eqUIpment and others preVIOusly subject to monitoring could be used in a resurgent 

BW programme. Facilities of concern mclude: 

• the Castor Oil Production Plant at Fallujah' thiS was damaged m UK?US air attacks in 1998 

(OperatIOns Desert Fox) but has rebUIlt. The reSIdue from tlJe castor bean pulp can be used 

in the production of ricm biolOgical agent; 

• the Al-Daura Foot and Mouth DIsease Vaccine Plant, which was involved in biological 

agent production and research before tlJe Gulf War. This has probably been renovated; 

• The Amariyah Sera and Vaccine plant at .... UNSCOM established tlJat thiS was used to 

produce biological agents prior to the Gulf War. It has now expanded its storage capacity. 

• 13. UNSCOM established that Iraq was planning to conceal from the inspectors the capability 

to produce biological warfare agents by developmg mobile facilihes. In the past two years 

evidence from defectors has indIcated the existence of such facilIties. Recent intelligence 

confirms that the Iraqi military have developed mobile faCIlities. These would help Iraq conceal 

and protect biological agent production from military attack or UN inspection. 

Chemical and biological agents: delivery means 

-1.4. Iraq has a vanety of delivery means available for both chemical and biolOgical agents. 

These include: 
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• free fall bombs - Iraq acknowledged to UNSCOM the deployment to four sites of free fall 

bombs filled with biological agent during 1990-91. These bombs were filled with anthrax, 

botulmum toxin and aflatoxin. Iraq also acknowledged possession of four types of aenal 

bomb with vanous chemical agent fills including sulphur mustard, tabun, sarin, cyclosann, 

andVX; 

• artillery shells and rockets - Iraq made extensive use of artillery munitions filled with 

chemical agents during the Iran-Iraq War. Mortars can also be used for chetrucal agent 

delivery. Iraq also claimed to have tested the use of shells and rockets filled With biological 

agents. Over 20,000 artillery munitions remain unaccounted for by UNSCOM; 

• helicopter and aircraft borne sprayers - Iraq carned out studies mto aerosol dissemination of 

bIOlogical agent using these platforms prior to 1991. UNSCOM was unable to account for 

many of these devices. It is probable that Iraq retains a capability for aerosol dispersal of 

both chemical and biological agent; Any more on range and vulnerability 

• Al Hussein ballistic missiles (range 650km) - Iraq told UNSCOM that it filled 25 warheads 

with anthrax, botulinum toxin and aflatoxm. Iraq also developed chemical agent warheads 

for Al Hussein. Iraq admitted to producing 50 chemical warheads for Al Hussein which 

were intended for the delivery of a mixture of sarin and cyclosarin. However, technical 

analYSIS of warhead remnants has shown traces of VX degradation product which indicate 

• that some additional warheads were made and filled with VX; 

• Al SamoudiAbabil 100 ballistic missiles (range 150km plus) - It is unclear if chemical and 

biological warheads have been developed for these systems, but given their expenence on 

other missile systems, we judge that Iraq has the technical expertise for doing so; 

• L-29 remotely piloted vehicle programme (see figure 3) - we know from intelligence that 

Iraq has attempted to modify the L-29 jet trainer to allow it to be used as a pilot-less aircraft 

(unmarmed aerial vehicle - UA V) for the delivery of chemical and biological agents over a 

large area. This modification programme has had problems and Iraq is now focusing on 

developing smaller UA V s. 
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Chemical and biological warfare: command and control 

15. The authonty to use chemical and bIOlogIcal weapons ultimately resIdes wIth Saddam, but 

intelligence indicates that he may have also delegated this authority to his son Qusai. Special 

Security Organisation (SSO) and Special Repubhcan Guard (SRG) units would be involved in 

the movement of any chemical and biological weapons to military units. The Iraqi military 

holds artillery and nnssile systems at Corps level throughout the Armed Forces and conducts 

regular trammg with them. The Directorate of Rocket Forces has operational control of 

strategic missile systems and some Multiple Rocket Launcher Systems. 

Chemical and biological weapons: summary 

16. Intelligence confmns that Iraq has covert chemical and biological weapons programmes, in 

breach of UN Security Council ResolutIOn 687 and has continued to produce chenncal and 

biological agents. Iraq has: 

• chemical and bIOlogical agents and weapons available, both from pre-Gulf War stocks and 

more recent production; 

• the capabihty to produce the chemical agents sulphur mustard, tabun, sann, cyclosarin, and 

VX capable of producmg mass casualtles; 

• • a biological agent production capability and can produce at least anthrax, botulinum toxin, 

aflatoxin and ricin. Iraq has also developed mobile faCilities to produce biological agents. 

• a vanety of delivery means available; 

• military forces, wh1Cll: mamtam me capablhty to use tliese weapons, wltli conunand, control~-~~

and logistical arrangements in place. 

NUCLEAR WEAPONS 

JIC Assessments: 1999-2002 
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17. Since 1998 the HC has monitored Iraq's attempts to reconstItute its nuclear weapons 

programme. In mid-2001 the HC assessed that Iraq had contmued its nuclear research after 

1991. The HC drew attentlOn to Intelligence that Iraq had recalled its nuclear sCIentIsts to the 

programme in 1998. SInce 1998 Iraq had been trying to procure items that could be for use in 

the construction of centrifuges for the emlchment of uramum. 

18. In early 2002, the HC assessed that 

sanctlOns were hIndering the Import of 

crucial goods for the production of fiSSIle 

material. If sanctions contInued, Iraq would 

not be able to indIgenously to produce a 

nuclear weapon. If they were removed or 

became meffective, It would take Iraq at least 

five years to produce a weapon. This tIme

scale would shorten If Iraq succeeded m 

obtaining fissile matenal from abroad. 

Iraqi Nuclear Weapons Expertise 

Nuclear weapons - why are tbey difficult to make? 
A nuclear warhead requITes sophIsticated SCIence and 
engmeermg, complex calculatIons and metIculous 
expenmentatIon to convert the simphstIc concepts seen 
m text books into a reliable bomb or miss!le warhead. 
Many of the hundreds of fmely-engmeered, specIahsed 
components are uruque and have to be ind.lV1dually 
developed, made and tested ngorously The warhead 
needs to be designed and tested to Wlthstand 
acceleratIOns, temperatures, VIbratlons and weather, and 
fmally fIred, usmg mer! materials m place of the nuclear 
core, to prove that It works All tlus mvolves many 
dangerous nuclear and explOSIVe matenals which need 
speciahsed facilItIes and techniques to ensure safe 
handlmg and production 

19. Although the IABA dIsmantled the phYSIcal infrastructure (such as .... ) of Iraqi nuclear 

weapons programme. Iraq retained, and retams, Its experienced nuclear SCIentists and 

technicians, specialised in the production of fissile matenal and weapons design. They include • . ............................................................ . It also retains the accompanyIng 

programme documentation and data, which was withheld from the inspectors. 

20. Intelligence shows that the present IraqI 
Gas Centrifnge Uranium Enrichment 
Uranium m the form of uramum hexafluonde is programme is almost certainly based on gas 
separated mto Its different Isotopes m rapidly 

----j--5]>inmng--l'<>tGF-!t!ees-ef speclal_{;-entr#Hge&-MlIfit-:y-/---Cenllrit""i.lge-uraniurn-enricbment,-one-oLthe~---
hundreds or thousands of centrifuges are connected routes Iraq was following for producing 
m cascades to ennch uranIUm. If the hghter U235 
isotope IS ennched to more than 90% It can be used fissile matenal before the Gulf War. But 
m the core of a nuclear weapon. 

Iraq needs certaIn key eqUIpment, such as 

gas centnfuge components, and materials for the production of the fissile matenal necessary 

before a nuclear bomb could be developed. 
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21. Following the expulsion of weapons mspectors m 1998 there has been an accumulation of 

intelligence indicatmg that Iraq is making concerted covert efforts to acquire dual-use 

technology and matenals WIth nuclear applicatIOns. Iraq's eXlstmg holdings of processed 

uranium are under IAEA supervIsion. But there IS compelling eVIdence that Iraq has sought the 

supply of SIgnificant quantities of uranium from Afnca. Iraqi has no known civil nuclear 

programme or nuclear power plants, therefore it has no legitimate reason to acquire uranium. 

22. Other important procurement since 1998 includes attempts to purchase vacuum pumps, 

which could be used ..... an enure magnet production line of the correct specificatIOn for use m 

gas centrifuges, one large filament winding machine, which ..... and a large balancing machine 

which could be used in mitial centrifuge balancing work. Of particular concern are the repeated 

attempts by Iraq covertly to acquire a very large quantity (60,000 pIeces) of specialIsed 

alummmm rubes. The speCIalIsed aluminium in question is subject to international export 

controls because of ItS potentIal applicatIOn in the constructIOn of gas centrifuges used to enrich 

uranium In the case of alummium and magnets It appears from intelligence that Iraq is 

attemptmg to acquire a capabilIty to produce these components on its own rather than rely on 

foreign procurement. 

Nuclear weapons: timelines 
23. The projected timeline contained m the TIC assessment of early 2002 (see paragraph ... ) for 

Iraq to acqUIre a nuclear weapon through mdigenous productIon of fissile material depend on a 

• number of variables includmg the effectiveness of sanctions and other export controls and IraqI 

success (or otherwise) to date in procunng Items such as those listed above. 

24. The continuing existence of the specialist teams and back-up data mearts that, were Iraq to 

obtain fiSSIle material from abroad, the timeline would be much shorter. In those clfcumstances, 

-----;;an"'·a-aependmg on me effectIveness of Iraqi weapons designs, we judgellrrrtiratrcoutd-produc~e--

a nuclear weapon in between one and two years. 

Radiological dispersal device 
A Radlologlcal Dispersal Device (RDD) lS designed to cause mjury, or to deny, access to an area through the 
dISseminatIOn of radioactive matenal. An RDD can be made usmg matenal from medIcal or mdustrial facIhties, 
but makes an meffective weapon. Very large amounts of hIghly radIOactIve matenal are required before an 
RDD wIll cause many fatalIties or slgmficant injuries. 
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Iraq experimented wIth radIOlogical dispersal devIces (RDDs) during 1987, usmg Zirconium-95 

as a dIspersal material for area demal. This programme never progressed beyond the research 

stage, and was dropped. 

BALLISTIC MISSILES 

JIC Assessment: 1999-2002 

25. In rmd-200l the JIC drew attentIOn to what it descnbed as a "step-change" in progress on 

Iraqi miss!le programme over the previous two years. It was clear from intelhgence that the 

range of Iraqi mIssIles which was perrmtted by the UN and supposedly limited to 150 

• kilometres was bemg extended and that work was under way on larger engmes for longer-range 

missiles. 

• 

26. In early 2002 the JIC concluded that Iraq had begun to develop missiles with a range of 

over 1,000 kilometres. If sanctions remamed in place the Iraqis would not be able to produce 

such a mISSIle before 2007 Sanctions and the earlier work of the inspectors had caused 

significant problems for Iraqi mIssile development. In the previous six months IraqI foreign 

procurement efforts for the missile programme had been bolder. The JIC also assessed that 

Iraq retained up to 20 Al Hussein rmsslles from before the Gulf War. 

The Iraqi ballistic missile programme since 1998 
27. Since the Gulf War, Iraq has been openly developing two short-range missiles up to a range 

of 150km, which are permitted under UN SecurIty Council Resolution 687. The AI-Samoud 

FIGURE 4, ABABIL-IOO 

liqUId propellant missile has been extensively tested 

and is being deployed to military umts. Intelligence 

indicates that at least fifty have been produced. 

has worked on 

extending its range to at least 200km m breach of UN 

Secunty Resolution 687. Production of the sohd 

propellant Ababil-IOO (Figure 4) is also underway, 

probably as an ungUIded rocket at this stage. There 

are also plans to extend Its range to at least 200km. 
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Compared to liqUId propellant missiles, those powered by sohd propellant offer greater ease of 

storage, handling and mobIlity. They are also quicker to take into and out of actIOn and can stay 

at a high state ofreadiness for longer penods. 

28. According to intelligence, Iraq has retamed up to 20 Al Hussem missiles (FIgure 5), m 

breach of UN Security CouncIl Resolution 687. These missIles were either hIdden from the 

UN as complete systems; '~r'~e'~~ssembled using 

illegally retained engines and other components, We 

judge that the engineenng expertise available would 

allow these mIssiles to be maintained effectively, 

although the fact that at least some reqUIre re-assembly 

makes it dIfficult to Judge exactly how many could be 

available for use. They could be used with 

conventional, chemIcal or biolOgIcal warheads and, 

with a range of up to 650km, are capable of reaching a 

~ .. : - " 

FIGURE 5: AL HUSSEIN 

number of countries in the region including Cyprus, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Iran and IsraeL 

29. Intelligence has confirmed that Iraq wants to extend the range of its missile systems to 

over 1000km, enabling it to threaten other regional neighbours, This work began in 1998, 

although efforts to regenerate the long range baIIisTIc missile programme probably began in 

1995. Iraq's missile progranunes employ hundreds of people. Satellite imagery (FIgure 6) has 

• shown a new engine test stand being constructed (A), which is larger than the current one used 

for AI Samoud (B), and that formerly used for tesTIng SCUD engines (C) which was dIsmantled 

under UNSCOM supervIsion, This new stand will be capable of testing engInes for missiles 

with ranges over 1000km, whIch are not permitted under UN Security Council Resolution 687. 

Such a facility would not be needed for systems that fall within the UN perrrutted range of 

150km. The Iraqis have recently taken measures to conceal activities at this sIte. 
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• 

FIGURE 6: AL RAFAHlSHAHIYAT LIQUID PROPELLANT ENGINE STATIC TEST STAND 

Iraq is also working to obtain improved guidance technology to increase missile accuracy. 

30. The success of UN restnctlOns means the development of new longer-range missiles is 

• likely to be a slow process. These restrictions impact partIcularly on the: 

• availabihty of foreIgn expertise, 

• conduct of test flIghts to ranges above 150km; 
-----------------

• acquisition of guidance and control technology. 
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-
Saddam remains comrrutted to developmg longer-range mIssiles. Even if sanctions remain 

effective, Iraq mIght achIeve a missile capabilIty of over 1000lan within 5 years (FIgure 4 

shows the range ofIraq's vanous missiles) 

31. Iraq has managed to rebuild much of the IDlsslle productIOn infrastructure destroyed m the 

Gulf War and in Operation Desert Fox in 1998 (see Part 2). New missIle-related infrastructure 

is also under construction. Some aspects of this, including rocket propellant mixing and casting 

facilitIes at the Al Mamoun Plant, appear to replIcate those linked to the prohibited BADR-

2000 programme (with a planned range of700-1000km) whIch were destroyed in the Gulf War 

or dIsmantled by UNSCOM. A new plant at al-Mamoun for indigenously producing 

ammonium perchlorate, wluch is a key mgredient in the production of solid propellant rocket 

• motors, has also been constructed. ThIs has been prOVIded illiCItly by NEC Engineers Private 

Limited, an Indian chemical engineering finn with extensive links in Iraq, includmg to other 

suspect facilIties such as the Fallujah 2 chlorine plant. After an extensive investigation, the 

IndIan authontIes have recently suspended its export licence, although affiliated mdividuals and 

companIes in the MIddle East are stIll illIcitly procuring for Iraq. 

• 

32. Despite a UN embargo, Iraq has also made concerted efforts to acqUIre additional 

productIOn technology, including machme tools and raw materials, in breach of UN Secunty 

Council ResolutIOn 1051. The embargo has succeeded in blocking many of these attempts, such 

as requests to buy magnesium powder and ammonium chloride. But, despite the dual use nature 

of some of the Items, we know from intelligence that some items have found their way to the 

Iraqi ballIstic ffilssile programme. More will mevitably contmue to do so. Intelligence makes it 

clear that Iraqi procurement agents and front companIes m thud countries are seeking illiCItly 

to acquire propellant chemicals for Iraq's ballistic missiles. This includes production level 

quantItIes of near complete sets of solid propellant motor ingredients such as alurmmum 

---p()wtier,-amIIWrtttlm-perchlorate-and-hydroxyl-tenninated-polybutadiene;-'fherehave-aiso-ueen---

attempts to acquire large quantities of liquid propellant chemicals such as unsymmetrical 

liimethylhydrazine (UDMH) and diethylenetriamene. We judge this is intended to support 

productIOn and deployment of the Al Samoud and Ababil-l 00 and development of longer range 

systems. 
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FIGURE 7, CURRENT ~ 'iD PLANNEDIPOTENTIAL BALLISTIC MISSILES 

FUNDING FOR THE WMD PROGRAMME 

33. The UN has sought to restTIct Iraq's ability to generate funds for its chemIcal, biological and 

other military programmes. For example, Iraq earns money legally under the UN Oil For Food 

Programme (OFF) establIshed by UNSCR 986, whereby the proceeds of oil sold through the 

UN is used to buy humanitarIan supplIes for Iraq. ThIs money remains under UN control, and 

cannot be used for military procurement. However, the Iraqi regime continues to generate 

income outside UN control, either in the form of hard currency, or barter goods (which III turn 

~ __ --,m",-=earun",s .exi sting Ira qLiuncls-are..freed -llp_lo-he..spent OD-OtheL1:hings).-lraq's i 11 i ciLeamings. 

amounted to around USD 3 billion dUrIng 2001. Compared to $ ... .in 2002 and $ ..... Ill 1998 we 

.assess that Iraq will generate up to a further USD 3 bIllion during 2002. 

34. These illicit earnings go to the Iraqi regIme. They are used for building new palaces, as well 

as purchasing luxury goods and other civilian goods outSide OFF. Some of these funds are also 
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used by Saddam to maintain his anned forces, and to develop or acquire military equipment, 

including for chemical, bIOlogical and nuclear programmes. There is no indication as to what 

proportIOn of these funds may be used in thIS fashion. But we have' seen no evidence that Iraqi 

attempts to develop its weapons of mass destruction and its ballistic missile programme, for 

example through covert procurement of equipment from abroad has been inhibited III any way 

by lack of funds. The steady increase over the last.. ... years in the aVaIlabIlity of funds will 

enable Saddam to progress the programmes at a faster rate . 
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PART 2 

HISTORY OF UN WEAPONS INSPECTIONS 

1. During the 1990s, begmning m April 1991 nnmediately after the end of the Gulf 

War, the UN Security Council passed a senes of resolutions [see box] establtshing 

the authonty ofUNSCOM and the IAEA to carry out the work of dismantling Iraq's 

arsenal of chemical, biological and nuclear weapons programmes and long range 

ballistic missiles . 

UN Security Council Resolutions (UNSCR) relating to WMD 
UNSCR 687, April 1991 created the UN Special Commission (UNSCOM) and required Iraq to 
accept, unconditIOnally, "the destruCTIon, removal or rendenng hannless, under International 
supervisIOn" of ItS chemical and biological weapons, ballIstic misstles WIth a range greater than 
150km, and their assocIated programmes, stocks, components, research and facilIties. The 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) was charged WIth abohtIOn of Iraq's nuclear 
weapons programme. UNSCOM and the IAEA must report that their mISSIOn has been 
achIeved before the Secunty Council can end sanctIOns. They have not yet done so. 

UNSCR 707, August 1991, stated that Iraq must prOVIde full, final and complete dIsclosure of 
all ItS WMD programmes and provide unconditIOnal and unrestncted access to UN Inspectors. 
For over a decade Iraq has been In breach of this resolution. Iraq must also cease all nuclear 
actIVItIes of any kind other than CIvil use of IsotOpeS. 

UNSCR 715, October 1991 approved plans prepared by UNSCOM and IAEA for the ongoing 
momtoring and venficatlOn (OMV) arrangements to Implement UNSCR 687. Iraq dId not 
accede to thIS to November 1993. OMY was conducted from Apnl 1995 to 15 December 1998, 
when the UN left Iraq . 

UNSCR 1051, March 1996 stated that Iraq must declare the shipment of dual-use WMD 
goods. 

These resolutions were passed under Chapter VII of the UN Charter which authorises 

the use of milttary force to enforce them. 

2. As outlined m UNSCR 687, Iraq's chemical, biological and nuclear weapons 

programmes were also a breach ofIraq's commitments under: 
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• The Geneva Convention of 1925 - which bans the use of chemical weapons; 

• the Biological and Toxm Weapons Convention - whIch bans the development, 

production, stockpllmg, acquisitIOn or retentIOn of biologIcal weapons; 

• and the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) - which prohibits Iraq from 

manufacturing or otherwise acquiring nuclear weapons 

3. UNSCR 687 obliged Iraq to provide declaratIOns on all aspects of Its WMD 

UNSCOM and the lAEA were gIven the remit to deSIgnate any locations for inspectIOn at 
any tIme, review any document and intervIew any sCIentIst, techniCIan or other indIvIdual and 
seIze any prohIbIted items for destructIOn . 

programmes withm 15 days and accept the destructIOn, removal or rendenng harmless 

under mternatlOnal supervision of Its chemical, biological and nuclear programmes, 

and all ballistic missiles with a range beyond 150 km. Iraq did not make a 

satisfactory declaration within the speCIfied tlmeframe. 

Iraq accepted the UNSCRs and agreed to co-operate with UNSCOM. The history of 

the UN weapons inspections was characterised by persIstent Iraqi obstruction. 

Iraqi Non-Co-operation with the Inspectors 

4. The former Chairman of UNSCOM, Richard Butler, reported to the UN Security 

COlmcil in January 1999, that m 1991 a deCIsion was taken by a high-level 

Government conunittee to prOVIde inspectors with only a portion of Its proscnbed 

weapons, components, production capabilities and stocks .. UNSCOM concluded that 

-IraEfi-poliGY-was-basOO-e1Hhe.follGwing-aetien·"'s:~------------------

• to provide only a portion of extant weapons stocks, releasmg for destructIOn only 

those that were least modem; 
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• to retam the productIOn capability and documentatIOn necessary to reVIve 

programmes when possible, 

• to conceal the full extent of its cherrucal weapons programme, including the VX 

nerve agent proJect; to conceal the number and type of chemical and biological 

warheads for proscribed long -range missiles; 

• and to conceal the eXistence of its massive bIOlogical weapons programme. 

5. In December 1997 Richard Butler reported to the UN Security Council that Iraq 

had created a new category of SItes - "PresIdential" and "sovereign" - from which It 

claimed that UNSCOM inspectors would henceforth be barred. The terms of the 

ceasefire m 1991 foresaw no such limitation. However, Iraq consistently refused to 

Iraq's policy of deception 

Iraq has admitted haVIng a large, effecllve, system for hldmg proscnbed matenal mel udmg 
documentation, components, productIOn equipment and, possibly, bIOlogical and chemical 
agents and weapons from the UN. Shortly after the adoption ofUNSCR 687 in Apnl 1991, 
an AdmimstratIve Secunty Committee CASC) was formed with responsibilIty for adVIsing 
Saddam on the InformatIOn which could be released to UNSCOM and the IAEA. The 
Committee conSisted of senior MIlItary Industnal Commission (MIC) scientIsts from all of 
Iraq's WMD programmes. The Higher Secunty Committee (HSC) of the Presidential Office 
was In overall command of deceptIOn operatIOns. The system was directed from the very 
highest polItical levels WithIn the PresidentIal Office and Involved, IfnotSaddam himself, his 
youngest son, Qusai. The system for hidIng proscnbed material relIes on high mobilIty and 
good command and control. It uses lames to move Items at short notIce and most lude sites 
appear to be located close to good road lInks and telecommumcations. The Baghdad area 
was partIcularly favoured. In additIon to active measures to hide material from the UN, Iraq 
has attempted to momtor, delay and collect intellIgence on UN operatIons to aid Its overall 
deception plan. 

allow UNSCOM mspectors access to any of these eight P.resIdential sites. Many of 

these so-called "palaces" are m fact large compounds wluch are an integral part of 

---rtaql counter-measures deSigned to hide weapons matenal (see photograph). 
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Intimidation 

6. Once mspectors had arrived in Iraq, it quickly became apparent that the Iraqi's 

would resort to a range of measures (meluding physical threats and psychological 

intimidatIOn of mspectors) to prevent UNSCOM and the IAEA from fulfillmg their 

mandate. 

7. In response to such incidents, the President of the Security Council Issued 

frequent statements calling on Iraq to comply with Its disarmament and momtoring 

obhgations 

Iraqi obstrnction of UN weapons inspection teams . 

• finng warmng shots in the air to prevent IAEA mspectors from mterceptmg nuclear 
related eqUlpment (June 1991), 

• keepmg IAEA inspectors in a car park for 4 days and refusing to allow them to leave 
with mcnminating documents on Iraq's nuclear weapons programme (September 
1991). 

• announcmg that UN monitonng and venfication plans were "unlawful" (October 1991); 

• refusmg UNSCOM mspectors access to the Ministry of Agnculture. 1breats were 
made to inspectors who remamed on watch outslde the bUlldmg. The mspection team 
had rehable evidence that the slte contamed archives related to proscnbed actlVltles; 

• refusing to allow UNSCOM the use of its own aircraft to fly mto Iraq (January 1993). 
In 1991-2 Iraq objected to UNSCOM usmg lts own hebcopters and choosing its own 
fl,ght plans, 

• refusing to allow UNSCOM to mstall remote-controlled momtoring cameras at two key 
mlsslle sites (June-July 1993); 

• repeatedly denying access to mspectlon teams (1991- December 1998); 

• interfenng with UNSCOM's hehcopter operatlons, threatemng the safety of the arrcraft 
and thelr crews (June 1997); 

• demandmg end of U2 overfllghts and the WIthdrawal of US UNSCOM staff (October 
1997), 

• destroymg documentary eVIdence ofWMD programmes (September 1997). 

Obstruction 

8. Iraq denied that it had pursued a biological weapons programme until July 1995. 
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In July 1995, Iraq acknowledged that blOloglcal agents had been produced on an 

industrial scale at Al-Hakam. Following the defectlOn in August 1995 of Hussein 

Kamel, Saddam's son-in-law and former Director of the MilItary Industrialisation 

Commission, Iraq released over 2 millIon documents relating to its WMD 

programmes and acknowledged that it had pursued a biologIcal programme that led to 

the deployment of actual weapons. Iraq admitted producmg in excess of 200 

biological weapons with a reserve of agent to fill considerably more. 

9. Iraq tried to obstruct UNSCOM's efforts to investIgate the scale of Its biological 

Inspection ofIraq's biological weapons programme 

In the course of the first bIOlOgIcal weapons Inspeclton in August 1991, Iraq claimed that It had 
merely conducted a mlhtary bIOlogical research programme At the site VIsited, AI-Salman, Iraq had 
removed equipment, documents and even enttre buildIngs. Later m the year, dunng a visit to the AI
Hakam slle, Iraq declared to UNSCOM inspectors that the faclhty was used as a factory to produce 
proteins denved from yeast to feed ammals. Inspectors subsequently discovered that the plant was a 
central site for the production of antlrrax spores and botuhnum toxm for weapons The factory had 
also been samtised by iraqi offiCials to deceive inspectors. 

Another key Site, the Foot and Mouth Disease Vaccme Institute atDaura which produced botulmum 
toxm and probably anthrax, was not divulged as part of the prograrmne. Five years later, after intense 
pressure, Iraq acknowledged that tens of tonnes of bacteriological warfare agent had been produced 
there and at Al-Hakam AmaZIngly, Iraq contznued to develop the Al-Hakam site mto the 1990s, 
misleadmg UNSCOM about ItS true purpose. 

As documents recovered m August 1995 were assessed, It became apparent that the full disclosure 
reqUIred by the UN was far from complete. Successive inspectIOn teams went to Iraq to try to gain 
greater understandmg of the programme and to obtaIn credible supporting eVIdence. In July 1996 
Iraq refused to diSCUSS ItS past programme and doctrine forCIng the team to WIthdraw in protest. 
Monitonng tearns were at the same time finding undisclosed eqUIpment and matenals associated WIth 
the past programme. In response, Iraq grudgIngly provided successive disclosures of their 
programme which were judged by UNSCOM, and speCially convened mternational panels, to be 
technically madequate. 

In late 1995, Iraq acknowledged weapons testmg the biolOgIcal agent ncm, but did not prOVIde 
productIOn infonnatlon. Two years later - in early 1997 - UNSCOM discovered evidence that Iraq 
had produced riCIn. 

weapons programme. It created forged documents to account for bactenal growth 

media, Imported in the late 1980s, speCIfically for the production of anthrax, 

botulinum toxin and probably plague. The documents were created to mdicate that 

the material had been imported by the State Company for Drugs and Medical 
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ApplIances Marketing for use in hospitals and distribution to local authonties. Iraq 

also censored documents and scientific papers provided to the first UN mspection 

team, removing all references to key individuals, weapons and industnal productIOn 

of agents. 

10. Iraq has yet to prOVide any documents concermng production of agent and 

subsequent weapomsation. Iraq destroyed, umlaterally and illegally, some biolOgical 

weapons in 1991 and 1992 making accounting for these weapons impossible. In 

addition Iraq cleansed a key site at AI-Muthanna - its mam research and 

development, production and weaponisation facility for chemical warfare agents - of 

all eVidence of a biological progranune in the toxicology department, the animal

house and weapons fillmg statIOn. 

11. Iraq refused to elaborate further on the progranune during inspectIOns in 1997 and 

1998, confming diSCUSSIOn to previous tOPICS. In July 1998, Tanq AzIZ personally 

intervened in the mspection process stating that the biological programme was more 

secret and more closed than other WMD programmes. He also played down the 

significance of the programme. Iraq has presented the biological weapons programme 

as the personal undertakmg of a few misguided scientists. 

12. At the same time, Iraq tried to mamtam its nuclear weapons programme via a 

concerted campaign to deceive IAEA mspectors. In 1997 the Agency's Director 

• General stated that the !AEA was "severely hampered by Iraq's persistence in a 

policy of concealment and understatement of the programme's scope." 

Achievements 

13. Despite the conduct of the iraqi authorities towards them, both UNSCOM and the 
------

IAEA Action Team have valuable records of achievement m discovering and 

exposing Iraq's biological weapons programme and destroying very large quantities 

of chemical weapons stocks, missiles as well as the mfrastructure for Iraq's nuclear 

weapons progranune. 
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UNSCOM and IAEA Achievements 

UNSCOM surveyed 1015 sItes in Iraq, carrymg out 272 separate inspectIOns. DespIte 
IraqI obstruction and Intimidation, UN inspectors uncovered detaIls of chemIcal, 
bIOlOgical, nuclear and balhshc mIssIle programmes One of the main dlscovenes was that 
at the time of the Gulf War, [Iraq had been WIthin 3 years - NPD checking UNSCOM 
language] of acqumng a nuclear weapon. Other major UNSCOMIIAEA achIevements 
Included: 

• the destructIOn of 40,000 mUnitIOns for chemIcal weapons, 2,610 tonnes of chemIcal 
precursors and 411 tonnes of chemIcal warfare agent; 

• the dIsmantling of Iraq's pnme chemICal weapons development and produchon 
complex at AI-Muthanna, and a range of key productIOn equipment, 

• the destruction of 48-SCUD type mlssJ!es, 11 mobIle launchers and 56 sites, 30 
warheads filled WIth chemIcal agents, and 20 conventional warheads; 

• the destruction of the AI-Hakam biologIcal weapons facJ!ity and a range of production 
eqUIpment, seed stocks and gro,,1h medIa for bIOlogical weapons; 

• the dIscovery In 1991 of 15 kg of hIghly ennched uranium, forcing Iraq's 
acknowledgement of uranium ennchment programmes and attempts to preserve key 
components of ItS prohIbIted nuclear weapons programme; and 

• the removal and destruction of the Infrastruchrre for the nuclear weapons programme, 
including the AI-Athir weaponlsatlOnitestlng faClhty. 

14. DespIte UNSCOM's efforts, following the effecltve ejection of UN inspectors in 

December 1998, there remained a series of significant unresolved dIsarmament issues . 

In summarising the SItuation in a report to the Secunty Council, the UNSCOM 

Chairman, Richard Butler mdlcated that: 

• contrary to the requirement that destruction be conducted under international 

supervision, "Iraq undertook extensIve, unilateral and secret destruction of large 

quantlltes of proscribed weapons and items"; 

• and Iraq "also pursued a practice of concealment of proscribed items, including 

weapons, and a cover up of its activities in contravention of Council resolutions." 
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Overall, Butler declared that obstructive Iraqi activity had had "a significant impact 

upon the Commission's disarmament work." 

Withdrawal of the Inspectors 

15. By the end of 1998 UNSCOM was m direct confrontation WIth the Iraqi 

Government wmch was refusmg to co-operate. The US and the UK had made clear 

that anything short of full co-operation would make nulitary action unavoidable 

Richard Butler was requested to report to the UN Secunty Council in December 1998 

and stated that, following a series of direct confrontations, coupled with the 

systematic refusal by Iraq to co-operate, UNSCOM was no longer able to perform its 

• disarmament mandate. As a direct result, on December 16 the weapons inspectors 

were withdrawn and OperatIOn Desert Fox was launched by the US and the UK a few 

hours afterwards. 

Operation Desert Fox (16-19 December 1998): 

Operation Desert Fox targeted Industnal faclhtles related to Iraq's balllstlc missIle programme 
and a suspect bIOlogIcal warfare faCIlity as well as mIlItary aIrfields and SItes used by Iraq's 
security organisatlons which are Involved In its weapons of mass destruction programmes. Key 
facIlities associated WIth Saddam's Balhstlc MIssile programme were SIgnIficantly degraded. 

The Situation Since 1998 

16. There have been no UN-mandated weapons inspections in Iraq since 1998. In an 

• effort to enforce Iraqi compliance with its disarmament and monitoring obligations, 

the Security Council passed resolution 1284 in December 1999. This established the 

Umted Nations Momtonng, Verification and Inspection Commission (UNMOVIC) as 

a successor organisatIOn to UNSCOM and called on _ Iraq to give UNMOVIC 

inspectors "immediate, unconditional and unrestricted access to any and all areas, 

facilities, equipment, records and means of transport". It also set out the steps Iraq 

needed to take to in return for the eventual suspensIOn and lIfting of sanctIOns. A key 

measure of Iraqi compliance would be full co-operation with UN inspectors, 

including unconditional, immediate and unrestricted access to any and all sites. 
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GIVen Iraq's track record of co-operation wIth UNSCOM and the IAEA between 

1991-98, It is difficult to conclude other than that the prospects of Iraq meeting this 

standard are dim. 

17. For the past three years, Iraq has allowed the IAEA to carry out an annual 

inspection of a stockpile of low-ennched uranium. This has led some countries and 

western commentators to conclude - erroneously - that Iraq is meeting its nuclear 

dlsannament and monitonng obhgatlOns. As the IAEA has pointed out in recent 

weeks, thIS annual inspection does "not serve as a substitute for the venfication 

activities required by the relevant resolutions of the UN Security Council." 

• 18. Dr. Hans Blix, the Executive Chainnan of UNMOVIC, and Dr. Mohammed El

BaradeI, the Director General of the IAEA, have declared that in the absence of 

inspections It is impossible to verify Iraqi complIance with ItS UN disarmament and 

monitoring obhgatlOns. In April 1999, an mdependent UN panel of experts noted that 

"the longer mspection and monitoring actiVities remain suspended, the more dIfficult 

the comprehensive implementation of Security Councll resolutions becomes, 

mcreasmg the risk that Iraq might reconstitute its proscribed weapons programmes." 

• 
19. The departure of the Inspectors greatly diminished our ability to monitor and 

assess Iraq's continuing attempts to reconstitute ItS chemical, biological, nuclear and 

ballIstiC miSSIle programmes . 
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PART 3 

IRAQ UNDER SADDAM 

Introduction 
I. The Repubhc of Iraq IS bounded by Turkey, Iran, KuwaIt, Saudia Arabia, Jordan, 

Syna and the Persian Gulf. Its population of around 23 million is ethnIcally and 

religiously diverse. Approximately 77% are Arabs Sunni Mushms form around 17% 

of the Arab population and 

dominate the government. About 

60% of Iraqis are Shias and 20% 

are Kurds. The remaining 3% of 

the populatIOn consists of 

Turkomans, Armenians, 

Assyrians, ChristIans and Jews. 

2. Public life in Iraq is nominally 

dominated by the Ba'ath Party 

(see box on next page). But all 

real authority rests with Saddam 

Hussein and his immediate circle . 

Saddam's rise to power 

Saddam Hussem was born In 1937 in the Tlknt 

dlstnct, north of Baghdad . In 1957 he Jomed the 

Ba 'ath Party. After taking part in a faIled attempt to 

assassinate the Iraqi President, Abdul Kanm Qasim, 

Saddam escaped, fIrst to Syria and then to Egypt. In 

his absence he was sentenced to 15 years 

impnsonment. 

Saddam returned to Baghdad In 1963 when the 

Ba'ath Party came to power. He went into hidIng 

after the Ba'ath fell from power later that year. He 

was captured and Imprisoned, but in 1967 escaped 

and took over responslbihty for Ba' ath secunty. 

Saddam set about ImpOSIng hIS wIll on the Party and 

establIshmg himself at the centre of power. 

Saddam's family, tribe and a small The Ba'ath Party returned to power In 1968. In 1969 

number of associates remain hIS 

most loyal supporters. He uses 

them to convey his orders, 

including to members of the 

government. 

Saddam became Vice ChaIrman of the Revolutionary 

Command CounCIl, Deputy to the President, and 

Deputy Secretary-General of the Regional Command 

of the Ba'ath In 1970 he joined the Party's NatIOnal 

Command and in 1977 was elected Assistant 

Secretary General. In July 1979, he took over the 

PreSIdency of Iraq. Wlthm days, fIve fellow members 

of the Revolutionary Command CounCIl were 

3. Saddam Hussem uses accused of Involvement in a coup attempt. They and 

patronage and violence to 17 others were summanly executed. 
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motivate his supporters and to control or eliminate oPPosItion. Potential rewards 

include social status, money and 

better access to goods. Saddam' s 

extensive secunty apparatus and 

Ba'ath Party network provides 

oversIght of IraqI society, with 

The Iraqi Ba'ath Party 

The Ba'ath Party IS the only legal polttical party m 

Iraq It pervades all aspects ofIraql Itfe. 

Membership, around 700,000, is necessary for self 

advancement and confers benefits from the regIme. 

mfonnants m social, government and military organisatIOns. Saddam practises torture, 

execution and other fonns of coerCIOn agamst hIs enemies, real or suspected. His 

targets are not only those who have offended him, but also their families, friends or 

colleagues . 

4. Saddam acts to ensure that no 

other centres of power in Iraq. He 

has crushed parties and tribes which 

might try to assert themselves, such 

as the communists and the Kurds. 

Members of the opposition abroad 

have been the targets of 

Saddam's security apparatus 

Saddam reltes on a long Itst of secunty 

orgamsatlOns with overlappmg responsIblhbes. The 

mam ones are. 

• The Special Security Organisation oversees 

Saddam's secunty and momtors the loyalty of 

other secunty services Its recrUIts are 

predommantly from Tllmt 

• The Special Republican Guard IS eqUIpped 

WIth the best aVaIlable mlhtary eqUIpment. Its 
assassinatIOn attempts conducted by members are selected on the baSIS ofloyalty to 

IraqI security servIces. the regime. 

Internal Repression - the Kurds 
and the Shias 
5. Saddam has pursued a long-

tenn programme of persecuTIon of 

the Iraqi Kurds, including the use of 

chemical weapons. During the 

IranlIraq war, Saddam appomted 

his cousin, Ali Hassan aI-Majid, as 

his deputy in the north. In 1987-88, 

• The Directorate of General Security IS 

pnmanly responsIble for countering threats 

from the cIvIlian populatIOn. 

• The Directorate of General Intelligence 

mom tors and suppresses dIssident actIvities at 

home and abroad .. 

• The Directorate of Military Intellig,~e_n_c_e'_s __ +-____ _ 
role includes the mvesbgation of milttary 
personnel. 

• The Saddam Fidayeen, under tlte control of 

Udayy Hussein, has been used to deal WIth civil 

dIsturbances. 

aI-Majid led the "Anfal" campaign of attacks on Kurdish villages. Amnesty 
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International estimates that more than 100,000 Kurds were killed or disappeared 

during this period. 

6. After the Gulf War m 1991 Kurds in the north ofIraq rose up against Baghdad's 

rule. In response the Iraqi regime killed or imprisoned thousands, prompting a 

humanitarian crisis. Over a million Kurds fled into the mountains and tried to escape 

Iraq. 

7. PersecutIOn of Iraq's Kurds contmues, although the protection provided by the 

northern No-Fly Zone has helped to curb the worst excesses. But outside thIS zone, 

• the Baghdad regime has contmued a polIcy of persecutIOn and intimidatIOn. 

• 

8. The regime has used chemIcal weapons against the Kurds, most notably in an 

attack on the city of Halabja in 1988. 

The implIcit threat of the use of CW 

against the Kurds and others is an 

Important part of Saddam's attempt to 

Repression and control: some examples 
• A campaIgn of mass arrests and killing of 

Shia actIvIsts led to the executIOn of the 
Ayatollah Baqir al-Sadr and hIS SIster In 

April 1980. 

keep the civilian population under • In 1983, 80 members of another Ieadmg 

control 
Shla famIly were arrested. SIX ofthem, all 
relIgious leaders, were executed. 

• A massIve chemIcal weapons attack on 
9. The regIme has tried to displace Kurds In Halabja town in 1988, kIlling 5000 

the traditIonal Kurdish and Turkoman and mJunng 10000 more. 

popUlations of the areas under Its 

control, primarily in order to weaken 

KurdIsh claims to the oil-rIch area 

• A large number of officers from the Jabbur 
!nbe were executed m the early 1990s for 
the alleged dIsloyalty ofa few of them. 

around the northern CIty of KirkUk. Kurds and other non-Arabs are forCIbly ejected to 

the three northern Iraqi governorates - Dohuk, Arbil and Sulaimaniyah - which are 

under de facto Kurdish control. According to the United Nations Commission on 

Human Rights (UNCHR) SpecIal Rapporteur for Iraq, 94,000 mdivlduals have been 

expelled since 1991. Agricultural land owned by Kurds has been confiscated and 
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redistributed to Iraqi Arabs. Arabs from southern Iraq have been offered incentives to 

move into the Kirkuk area. 

10. After the 1979 revolution that ousted the Shah in Iran, Saddam lDtensified a 

campaign against the Shia Muslim Human rights abuses _ further examples 

majority of Iraq, fearing that they might • About 2500 pnsoners were executed 

be encouraged by the new Shla regIme. 

II. In the wake of the Gulf War, flots 

broke out in the southern city of Basra 

on I March 1991, spreading quickly to 

other clhes III Shia-dominated southern 

Iraq. The regime responded by killmg 

thousands. Many Shia tned to escape to 

Iran and SaudI Arabla. 

12. Some of the Shia hostile to the 

regime sought refuge m the marsh land 

of southern Iraq. In order to subjugate 

between 1997 and 1999 m a "pnson 

cleansmg" campaign. 

• 3000 prisoners were executed at the 

MahJar Pnson between 1993 and 1998. 

• 4000 pnsoners were executed at Abu 

Ghralb Prison In 1984 . 

• Prisoners are executed by machme gun. 

• In October 2000, dozens of women 

accused of prostitutlOn were beheaded 

Wlthout any JudicIal process. Some were 

accused for pohtlCal reasons. 

• Women pnsoners at Mahjar are routinely 

raped by their guards. 

• Prisoners at the Qurtiyya Prison In 

Baghdad and elsewhere are kept in metal 

boxes the size of tea chests. If they do not 

confess they are left to dIe. 

the area, Saddam embarked on a large-scale programme to drain the marshes to allow 

• Iraqi ground forces to eliminate all opposition there. The rural population of the area 

fled or were forced to move to southern cIties. 
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Internal Repression - human rights 
13. Human nghts abuses contmue. People continue to be arrested and detained on 

suspicion of political or religious activIties, or often because they are related to 

members of the opposition. Executions are carrIed out without due process of law. 

RelatIves are often prevented from burying the victims m accordance WIth Islamic 

practice. Thousands of prisoners have been executed 

Human Rights - mistreatment in Abu Ghraib Prison 

Abdallah, a member of the Ba' ath Party whose loyalty became suspect was impnsoned for four 

years at Abu Ghralb in the 1980s. On the second day of hIS Impnsonment, the men were forced 

to walk between two rows of five guards each to receIve theIr contamers of food. WhIle 

walkmg to get the food, they were beaten by the guards with ph;StlC telephone cables. They had 

to return to theIr cells the same way, so that a walk to get breakfast resulted m twenty lashes. 

Accordmg to Abdallah, "It wasn't that bad going to get the food, but commg back the food was 

spIlled when we were beaten." The same procedure was used when the men went to the 

bathroom. On the third day, the torture conTInued. "We were removed from our cells and beaten 

WIth plaSTIC pIpes. ThIs surprised us, because we were asked no queSTIon. Possibly It was bemg 

done to break our morale", Abdallah speculated. The torture escalated to sixteen sessIOns dally. 

The treatment was orgamsed and systematic. Abdallah was held alone in a 3x2-meter room that 

opened onto a corndor. "We were allowed to go to the tOIlet three tImes a day, then they 

reduced the tOIlet to once a day for only one mmute. I went for four years without a shower or a 

wash", Abdallah saId. He also learned to cope WIth the depnvatlOn and the hunger that 

accompamed hIS detention: "I taught myself to dnnk a mimmum amount of water because there 

was no placed to unnate. They used wooden stIcks to beat us and sometImes the slIcks would 

break. I found a piece of a SlIck, covered with blood, and managed to bring it back to my room. 

I ate It for three days. A person who is hungry can eat anything. PIeces of our bodies started 

fallmg off from the beatmgs and our skm was so dry that it began to fall off I ate pieces of my 

own body "No one, not Pushkm, not Mahfouz, can descnbe what happened to us. It IS 

ImpOSSIble to descnbe what IIvmg thIS day to day was lIke. I was totally naked the entire time. 

Half of the ongmal groups [of about thIrty men] dIed. It was a slow type of contmuous phYSIcal 

and psychologIcal torture. SometImes, it seemed that orders cilme to kIll one of us, and he 

would be beaten to death". 
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14. Saddam has issued a series of decrees estabhshing severe penalties for criminal 

offences. These include amputation, branding, cuttmg off ears, and other forms of 

Human Rights - individual testimony 

" .I saw a friend of mme, aI-Shaikh Nasser Taresh al-Sa'ldi, naked. He was handcuffed and a 

piece of wood was placed between his elbows and his knees. Two ends of the wood were placed 

on two high cham and aI-Shaikh Nasser was bemg suspended like a chicken. TIns method of 

torture IS know as al-Khaygama (a reference to a fonner security director known as al

Khaygani) An electriC Wire was attached to aI-Shaikh Nasser's pems and another one attached 

to one of his toes. He was asked If he could IdentIfY me and he said "this IS aI-Shaikh Yahya". 

They took me to another room and then after about 1 0 mmutes they stnpped me of my clothes 

and a secunty officer said "the person you saw has confessed agamst you". He said to me "You 

followers of [Ayatollah] al-Sadr have camed out acts harmful to the security of the country and 

have been dlstnbutmg antI-government statements coming from abroad". He asked ifI have any 

contact With an Iraqi religious scholar based m Iran who has been signing these statements. I 

said "I do not have any contacts with him" ... I was then left suspended m the same manner as 

aI-Shaikh al-Sa'idi. My face was looking upward They attached an electric wire on my pems 

and the other end of the wire is attached to an electnc motor. One security man was hittIng my 

feet with a cable. Electnc shocks were applied every few mmutes and were mcreased. I must 

have been suspended for more than an hour. I lost consciousness. They took me to another room 

and made me walk even though my feet were swollen from beatmg... They repeated this 

method a few bmes." (tesbmony to Amnesty International from an Iraqi theology student from 

Saddam City) 

mutilauon. Anyone found gUIlty of slandering the PreSident has their tongue removed. 

Saddam's family 
15. Saddam's son Udayy maintained a private torture chamber known as the Red 

Room in a building on the banks of the Tigris disguised as an electricity installatIOn. 

He ordered the Iraq football team to be caned on the soles of the feet for losmg a 

World Cup match. He created a militia in 1994 whIch has used swords to execute 

_____ -'v-'-ic"'u"'·m=s outSIde their own homes. He has personally executed dissidents. for in.->'st"'an""'ce"---____ _ 

in the Shia uprising at Basra which followed the Gulf War. 
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16. Members of Sad dam's family are also subject to persecution. A cousm of Saddam 

called Ala Abd AI-Qadir AI-Majid fled to Jordan from Iraq, cltmg disagreements with 

the regime over busmess matters. Human Rights _ individual testimony 

He returned to Iraq after the Iraqi In December 1996, a KurdIsh busmessman from 

Ambassador In Jordan declared 

publicly that his hfe was not in 

danger. He was met at the border 

by Tahir Habbush, Head of the Iraqi 

Baghdad was arrested outSide his house by 

plamclothes security men. Imtially hiS family did not 

know hiS whereabouts and went from one police 

statIOn to another inquinng about him. Then they 

found out that he was bemg held III the headquarters 
Intelligence Service (the of the General Secunty Directorate in Baghdad. The 

Mukhabarat), and taken to a farm famIly was not allowed to VISit lum Eleven months 

owned by 'Ali Hasan AI-Majid. At later the family was told by the authoritles that he 

the farm 'Ala was tied to a tree and had been executed and that they should go and 

executed by members of his 

immedIate family who, following 

orders from Saddam, took it in turns 

to shoot mm. 

collect hIS body. HIS bcdy bore eVident signs of 

torture. HIS eyes were gouged out and the empty eye 

sockets filled With paper. HIS right wnst and left leg 

were broken. The family was not gIVen any reason 

for lus arrest and subsequent execution. However, 

they suspected that he was executed because of his 

17. Some 40 of Saddam's relatives, fnendship With a retlred army general who had hnks 

includIng women and children, with the Iraqi oppositIOn outSide the country and who 

have been kIlled. In February 1996, was arrested Just before hiS anest and also executed 

• his sons-In-law Hussem Kamel and Saddam Kamel were executed. They had 

defected in 1995 and returned to Iraq from Jordan after the government had 

armounced amnestIes for them. 
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Saddam's 'Wars 
18. As well as ensuring his absolute control inside Iraq, Saddam has tried to make 

Iraq the donunant power of the regIOn. In pursuit of these objectIves he has led Iraq 

into two wars of aggressIOn against neighbours, the Iran-Iraq war and the invasion of 

Kuwait. 

19. WIth the fall of the Shah m Iran m 1979, relations between Iran and Iraq 

deteriorated sharply. In September 1980 Saddam renounced a border treaty he had 

agreed with Iran in 1975 ceding half of the Shalt ai-Arab waterway to Iran. Shortly 

• thereafter, Saddam launched a large-scale invaSIOn of Iran. He believed that he could 

take advantage of the state of weakness, isolation and disorganisation he perceived in 

post-revolutIOnary Iran. He aimed to seize temtory, mcIudmg that ceded to Iran a few 

years earlier, and to assert Iraq's pOSItion as a leader of the Arab world. Saddam 

expected it to be a short, sharp campaIgn. But the conflict lasted for eight years. 

• 

20. It is estimated that the 

Iran/Iraq war cost the two SIdes 

a million casualties. Iraq used 

chemical weapons. Some 

twenty thousand Iranians were 

killed by mustard gas, and the 

Opposition to Sad dam during the IranlIraq war 

Dunng the war Saddam's secunty apparatus ensured any 

mternal dissent or oPPosItion was quickly elIminated. In 

1982 he qUIckly purged a group withm Iraq's ruling 

chque which suggested that the war mIght be brought to 

an end more qUIckly If Saddam stood down . 

nerve agents tabun and sarin, all of which Iraq stilI possesses. Iraq also fired over 500 

ballistIC missiles at Iranian targets, incIudmg major citIes. 

~~~~--"-.2LJbe cost oLthe war ran into h!Jndreds of billions of dollars for both sides.-1[lralLql-----~ 

gained nothing. After the war ended, Saddam resumed hIS previous pursUIt of primacy 

in the Gulf. HIS policies involved spending huge sums of money on new military 

equipment. But Iraq was burdened by debt incurred during the war and the price of 

oil, Iraq's only major export, was low. 
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22. By 1990 Iraq's fmancial problems were severe. Saddam looked at ways to press 

the oil-producing states of the Gulf to force up the price of crude oIl by lImiting 

productIOn and waive the $40 billion that they had loaned Iraq during Its war WIth 

Iran. Kuwait had made some concessIOns over production ceilings. But Saddam 

blamed KuwaIt for over production. When his threats and blandIshments failed, Iraq 

invaded KUWaIt on 2 August 1990. He belIeved that occupying Kuwait could prove 

profitable. 

23. Saddam also sought to justifY the conquest of Kuwait on other grounds. LIke other 

• IraqI leaders before hIm, he claimed that, as Kuwait's rulers had come under the 

junsdiction of the governors of Basra in the tIme of the Ottoman Empire, Kuwait 

should belong to Iraq. 

• 

24. During Its occupatIOn of Kuwait, Abuses by Iraqi forces in Kuwait 

Iraq denied access to the Red Cross, 

whIch has a mandate to prOVIde 

protection and assistance to civilians 

affected by international armed conflict. 

The death penalty was extended to 

"crimes" such as looting and hoarding 

food. 

• Robbery and rape of KuwaItis and 

expatnates. 

• Summary executions. 

• People dragged from theIr homes and held 

In ImproVIsed detentIOn centres. 

• Amnesty InternatIOnal has hsted 38 methods 

of torture used by the IraqI occupiers. The&e 

Included beatings, breakIng of lImbs, 

extracting finger and toenails, Insertmg 
bottle necks mto the rectum, and subjecting 

detainees to mock executIons. 

25. In an attempt to deter nuhtary • KuwaitI clVllians arrested for "crimes" such 

action to expel it from Kuwait, the IraqI as wearIng beards. 

regIme tOOk-nostage several fiunifred foreIgn natIOnals (including chilCfren) III fraq and 

Kuwait, and prevented thousands more from leaVing. Hostages were held as human 

shIelds at a number of strategIc nulitary and civilian sites. 
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26. At the end of the Gulf War, the Iraqi anny fleeing KuwaIt set fire to over 1,160 

KUWaIti oil wells, Wlth serious environmental consequences. 

27. More than 600 Kuwaiti pnsoners of war and nussmg persons are still 

unaccounted for. Iraq refuses to comply with Its UN obligation to account for the 

missing. It has provided sufficient infonnatlOn to close only three case-files . 
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DOCUMENT:  10 Downing Street, memo from Alastair Campbell to John 
Scarlett 
 
DATE:  September 17, 2002 
 
SOURCE:  Released by the British Hutton Inquiry 
 
CONTENT:  This memo confirms the existence of an intervening draft OF THE 
Iraq dossier, which Alastair Campbell saw on September 13. Campbell worried 
that the text included a JIC assessment which projected that even after sanctions 
ended, it would take Iraq at least five years to develop a nuclear weapon. He 
wrote, referring to Scarlett’s deputy: “The nuclear timelines issue is difficult. I felt 
it worked better in the last draft Julian showed me: namely ‘radiological devices’ 
in months: nuclear bomb 1-2 years with help; 5 years with no sanctions.”  
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From: 
Date: 

JOHN SCARLETT cc: 

Alastair Campbell 
17 September 2002 

Julian Miller 
Daniel Pruce 
Jonathan Powell 
David Manning 

Please find below a number of drafting pomts. As I was writing this. the 
Prime Minister had a read of the draft you gave me this morning, and he too 
made a number of pomts. He has also read my draft foreword, which I enclose 
(he will want another look at it before finally signmg it off but I'd appreCIate 
your views at this stage). 

He said he thought you'd done a very good job and it was convmcing 
(though I pointed out that he is not exactly a "don't know" on the issue). 

He feels that Chapter 3 should be re-ordered, to bUild towards the 
conclusions through detail ie. start with paragraph 8 (chemical agent) through to 
paragraph 16, then do paragraphs 2-7, then paragraph 1. If you agree, it would 
need a little re-writing. 

He, like me, was worried about the way you have expressed the nuclear 
issue particularly in paragraph 18. Can we not go back, on timings, to 
"radiological device" in months; nuclear bomb m 1-2 years with help; 5 years 
with no sanctions. 

He wondered if there were any more pictures that could be used. 

He thought we should make more of the "no civil nuclear" point, and list 
dual use products. 

He felt we don't do enough on human rights, and Saddam's disregard for 
human life is an important point. He felt there should be more made of the 
points in the box on pa&e 45 

My detailed comments on the draft, which is much stronger. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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1. In light of the last 24 hours, I think we should make more of the point about 
current concealment plans. Also in the executive summary, it would be 
stronger if we said that despite sanctions and the policy of containment, he has 
made real progress, even if this echoes the Prime Minister. 

2. In the summary you are clear that Saddam's sons have authority to authorise 
CW/BW use. In the text (Page 23) it is weaker "may have". 

3. Can we say he has secured uranium from Africa. 

4. Could we use the 60,000 figure in the executive summary, re aluminium . 

5. Also in executive summary, can we be clear about the distances by which he 
is seeking to extend missile range. 

6. "Vivid and horrifying", re human rights, doesn't fit with the dry text around 
it. 

7. Re Illicit earnings, how much of the 3 billion is illegally gained. 

8. On page 15 can we list quantities of ego Shells, sprays etc. 

9. On page 16, bottom line, "might" reads very weakly. 

10.On page 17, 2 lines from the bottom, "may" is weaker than III the summary . 

11. On page 19, top line, again "could" is weak" capable of being used" is better. 

12.Re FMD vaccine plant. It doesn't need the last sentence re " probable" 
renovation. 

13.0n page 24, 3rd line, you say 1991 when I thInk you mean 1998. 

14. The nuclear timelines issue is difficult. I felt it worked better III the last draft. 
Julian showed me: namely "radiological devices" in months: nuclear bomb 1 
- 2 years with help; 5 years with no sanctions. 

15.It would be stronge!; if you could be more exphcit about when a JIC 
assessment has gone to the PM, and the basls upon which it has been 
published. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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• 

CONFIDENTIAL 

- 3 -

16 I've seen Ed Owen's comments, and don't agree that there are too many 
bullet points in the executive summary. 

ALASTAIR CAMPBELL 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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FOREWORD BY THE PRIME MINISTER, THE
RIGHT HONOURABLE TONY BLAIR MP

The document published today is based, in large part, on the work of the Joint
Intelligence Committee (JIC). The JIC is at the heart of the British intelligence
machinery. It is chaired by the Cabinet Office and made up of the heads of the UK’s three
Intelligence and Security Agencies, the Chief of Defence Intelligence, and senior
officials from key government departments. For over 60 years the JIC has provided
regular assessments to successive Prime Ministers and senior colleagues on a wide range
of foreign policy and international security issues.

Its work, like the material it analyses, is largely secret. It is unprecedented for the
Government to publish this kind of document. But in light of the debate about Iraq and
Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD), I wanted to share with the British public the
reasons why I believe this issue to be a current and serious threat to the UK national
interest.

In recent months, I have been increasingly alarmed by the evidence from inside Iraq that
despite sanctions, despite the damage done to his capability in the past, despite the UN
Security Council Resolutions expressly outlawing it, and despite his denials, Saddam
Hussein is continuing to develop WMD, and with them the ability to inflict real damage
upon the region, and the stability of the world.

Gathering intelligence inside Iraq is not easy. Saddam’s is one of the most secretive and
dictatorial regimes in the world. So I believe people will understand why the Agencies
cannot be specific about the sources, which have formed the judgements in this
document, and why we cannot publish everything we know. We cannot, of course,
publish the detailed raw intelligence. I and other Ministers have been briefed in detail on
the intelligence and are satisfied as to its authority. I also want to pay tribute to our
Intelligence and Security Services for the often extraordinary work that they do.

What I believe the assessed intelligence has established beyond doubt is that Saddam has
continued to produce chemical and biological weapons, that he continues in his efforts
to develop nuclear weapons, and that he has been able to extend the range of his ballistic
missile programme. I also believe that, as stated in the document, Saddam will now do
his utmost to try to conceal his weapons from UN inspectors.

The picture presented to me by the JIC in recent months has become more not less
worrying. It is clear that, despite sanctions, the policy of containment has not worked
sufficiently well to prevent Saddam from developing these weapons.

I am in no doubt that the threat is serious and current, that he has made progress on
WMD, and that he has to be stopped.

Saddam has used chemical weapons, not only against an enemy state, but against his own
people. Intelligence reports make clear that he sees the building up of his WMD
capability, and the belief overseas that he would use these weapons, as vital to his
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strategic interests, and in particular his goal of regional domination. And the document
discloses that his military planning allows for some of the WMD to be ready within
45 minutes of an order to use them. 

I am quite clear that Saddam will go to extreme lengths, indeed has already done so, to
hide these weapons and avoid giving them up.

In today’s inter-dependent world, a major regional conflict does not stay confined to the
region in question. Faced with someone who has shown himself capable of using WMD,
I believe the international community has to stand up for itself and ensure its authority
is upheld.

The threat posed to international peace and security, when WMD are in the hands of a
brutal and aggressive regime like Saddam’s, is real. Unless we face up to the threat, not
only do we risk undermining the authority of the UN, whose resolutions he defies, but
more importantly and in the longer term, we place at risk the lives and prosperity of our
own people.

The case I make is that the UN Resolutions demanding he stops his WMD programme
are being flouted; that since the inspectors left four years ago he has continued with this
programme; that the inspectors must be allowed back in to do their job properly; and that
if he refuses, or if he makes it impossible for them to do their job, as he has done in the
past, the international community will have to act.

I believe that faced with the information available to me, the UK Government has been
right to support the demands that this issue be confronted and dealt with. We must ensure
that he does not get to use the weapons he has, or get hold of the weapons he wants.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. Under Saddam Hussein Iraq developed chemical and biological weapons,
acquired missiles allowing it to attack neighbouring countries with these
weapons and persistently tried to develop a nuclear bomb. Saddam has used
chemical weapons, both against Iran and against his own people. Following the
Gulf War, Iraq had to admit to all this. And in the ceasefire of 1991 Saddam
agreed unconditionally to give up his weapons of mass destruction.

2. Much information about Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction is already in the
public domain from UN reports and from Iraqi defectors. This points clearly to
Iraq’s continuing possession, after 1991, of chemical and biological agents and
weapons produced before the Gulf War. It shows that Iraq has refurbished sites
formerly associated with the production of chemical and biological agents. And
it indicates that Iraq remains able to manufacture these agents, and to use bombs,
shells, artillery rockets and ballistic missiles to deliver them. 

3. An independent and well-researched overview of this public evidence was
provided by the International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) on
9 September. The IISS report also suggested that Iraq could assemble nuclear
weapons within months of obtaining fissile material from foreign sources. 

4. As well as the public evidence, however, significant additional information is
available to the Government from secret intelligence sources, described in more
detail in this paper. This intelligence cannot tell us about everything. However,
it provides a fuller picture of Iraqi plans and capabilities. It shows that Saddam
Hussein attaches great importance to possessing weapons of mass destruction
which he regards as the basis for Iraq’s regional power. It shows that he does not
regard them only as weapons of last resort. He is ready to use them, including
against his own population, and is determined to retain them, in breach of United
Nations Security Council Resolutions (UNSCR). 

5. Intelligence also shows that Iraq is preparing plans to conceal evidence of these
weapons, including incriminating documents, from renewed inspections. And it
confirms that despite sanctions and the policy of containment, Saddam has
continued to make progress with his illicit weapons programmes.

6. As a result of the intelligence we judge that Iraq has:

● continued to produce chemical and biological agents;

● military plans for the use of chemical and biological weapons, including
against its own Shia population. Some of these weapons are deployable
within 45 minutes of an order to use them; 

● command and control arrangements in place to use chemical and biological
weapons. Authority ultimately resides with Saddam Hussein. (There is
intelligence that he may have delegated this authority to his son Qusai); 
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● developed mobile laboratories for military use, corroborating earlier reports
about the mobile production of biological warfare agents; 

● pursued illegal programmes to procure controlled materials of potential use
in the production of chemical and biological weapons programmes;

● tried covertly to acquire technology and materials which could be used in the
production of nuclear weapons; 

● sought significant quantities of uranium from Africa, despite having no
active civil nuclear power programme that could require it; 

● recalled specialists to work on its nuclear programme;

● illegally retained up to 20 al-Hussein missiles, with a range of 650km,
capable of carrying chemical or biological warheads;

● started deploying its al-Samoud liquid propellant missile, and has used the
absence of weapons inspectors to work on extending its range to at least
200km, which is beyond the limit of 150km imposed by the United Nations;

● started producing the solid-propellant Ababil-100, and is making efforts to
extend its range to at least 200km, which is beyond the limit of 150km
imposed by the United Nations; 

● constructed a new engine test stand for the development of missiles capable
of reaching the UK Sovereign Base Areas in Cyprus and NATO members
(Greece and Turkey), as well as all Iraq’s Gulf neighbours and Israel; 

● pursued illegal programmes to procure materials for use in its illegal
development of long range missiles;

● learnt lessons from previous UN weapons inspections and has already begun
to conceal sensitive equipment and documentation in advance of the return
of inspectors.

7. These judgements reflect the views of the Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC).
More details on the judgements and on the development of the JIC’s assessments
since 1998 are set out in Part 1 of this paper.

8. Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction are in breach of international law. Under a
series of UN Security Council Resolutions Iraq is obliged to destroy its holdings
of these weapons under the supervision of UN inspectors. Part 2 of the paper sets
out the key UN Security Council Resolutions. It also summarises the history of
the UN inspection regime and Iraq’s history of deception, intimidation and
concealment in its dealings with the UN inspectors.
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9. But the threat from Iraq does not depend solely on the capabilities we have
described. It arises also because of the violent and aggressive nature of Saddam
Hussein’s regime. His record of internal repression and external aggression gives
rise to unique concerns about the threat he poses. The paper briefly outlines in
Part 3 Saddam’s rise to power, the nature of his regime and his history of regional
aggression. Saddam’s human rights abuses are also catalogued, including his
record of torture, mass arrests and summary executions.

10. The paper briefly sets out how Iraq is able to finance its weapons programme.
Drawing on illicit earnings generated outside UN control, Iraq generated illegal
income of some $3 billion in 2001. 
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PART 1

IRAQ’S CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL,
NUCLEAR AND BALLISTIC MISSILE
PROGRAMMES

CHAPTER 1: THE ROLE OF INTELLIGENCE

1. Since UN inspectors were withdrawn from Iraq in 1998, there has been little
overt information on Iraq’s chemical, biological, nuclear and ballistic missile
programmes. Much of the publicly available information about Iraqi capabilities
and intentions is dated. But we also have available a range of secret intelligence
about these programmes and Saddam Hussein’s intentions. This comes
principally from the United Kingdom’s intelligence and analysis agencies – the
Secret Intelligence Service (SIS), the Government Communications
Headquarters (GCHQ), the Security Service, and the Defence Intelligence Staff
(DIS). We also have access to intelligence from close allies.

2. Intelligence rarely offers a complete account of activities which are designed to
remain concealed. The nature of Saddam’s regime makes Iraq a difficult target
for the intelligence services. Intelligence, however, has provided important
insights into Iraqi programmes and Iraqi military thinking. Taken together with
what is already known from other sources, this intelligence builds our
understanding of Iraq’s capabilities and adds significantly to the analysis already
in the public domain. But intelligence sources need to be protected, and this
limits the detail that can be made available.

3. Iraq’s capabilities have been regularly reviewed by the Joint Intelligence
Committee (JIC), which has provided advice to the Prime Minister and his
senior colleagues on the developing assessment, drawing on all available
sources. Part 1 of this paper includes some of the most significant views reached
by the JIC between 1999 and 2002.

Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC)

The JIC is a Cabinet Committee with a history dating back to 1936. The JIC
brings together the Heads of the three Intelligence and Security Agencies
(Secret Intelligence Service, Government Communications Headquarters
and the Security Service), the Chief of Defence Intelligence, senior policy
makers from the Foreign Office, the Ministry of Defence, the Home Office,
the Treasury and the Department of Trade and Industry and representatives
from other Government Departments and Agencies as appropriate. The JIC
provides regular intelligence assessments to the Prime Minister, other
Ministers and senior officials on a wide range of foreign policy and
international security issues. It meets each week in the Cabinet Office.
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CHAPTER 2

IRAQ’S PROGRAMMES: 1971–1998
1. Iraq has been involved in chemical and biological warfare research for over 30

years. Its chemical warfare research started in 1971 at a small, well guarded site
at Rashad to the north east of Baghdad. Research was conducted there on a
number of chemical agents including mustard gas, CS and tabun. Later, in 1974
a dedicated organisation called al-Hasan Ibn al-Haitham was established. In the
late 1970s plans were made to build a large research and commercial-scale

production facility in the desert some 70km north west of Baghdad under the
cover of Project 922. This was to become Muthanna State Establishment, also
known as al-Muthanna, and operated under the front name of Iraq’s State
Establishment for Pesticide Production. It became operational in 1982-83. It had
five research and development sections, each tasked to pursue different
programmes. In addition, the al-Muthanna site was the main chemical agent
production facility, and it also took the lead in weaponising chemical and
biological agents including all aspects of weapon development and testing, in
association with the military. According to information, subsequently supplied
by the Iraqis, the total production capacity in 1991 was 4,000 tonnes of agent per
annum, but we assess it could have been higher. Al-Muthanna was supported by
three separate storage and precursor production facilities known as Fallujah 1, 2
and 3 near Habbaniyah, north west of Baghdad, parts of which were not
completed before they were heavily bombed in the 1991 Gulf War.

2. Iraq started biological warfare research in the mid-1970s. After small-scale
research, a purpose-built research and development facility was authorised at
al-Salman, also known as Salman Pak. This is surrounded on three sides by the
Tigris river and situated some 35km south of Baghdad. Although some progress
was made in biological weapons research at this early stage, Iraq decided to
concentrate on developing chemical agents and their delivery systems at
al-Muthanna. With the outbreak of the Iran-Iraq War, in the early 1980s, the
biological weapons programme was revived. The appointment of Dr Rihab Taha
in 1985, to head a small biological weapons research team at al-Muthanna,

Effects of Chemical Weapons

Mustard is a liquid agent, which gives off a hazardous vapour, causing burns
and blisters to exposed skin. When inhaled, mustard damages the respiratory
tract; when ingested, it causes vomiting and diarrhoea. It attacks and
damages the eyes, mucous membranes, lungs, skin, and blood-forming
organs.

Tabun, sarin and VX are all nerve agents of which VX is the most toxic.
They all damage the nervous system, producing muscular spasms and
paralysis. As little as 10 milligrammes of VX on the skin can cause rapid
death.
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helped to develop the programme. At about the same time plans were made to
develop the Salman Pak site into a secure biological warfare research facility. Dr
Taha continued to work with her team at al-Muthanna until 1987 when it moved
to Salman Pak, which was under the control of the Directorate of General
Intelligence. Significant resources were provided for the programme, including
the construction of a dedicated production facility (Project 324) at al-Hakam.
Agent production began in 1988 and weaponisation testing and later filling of
munitions was conducted in association with the staff at Muthanna State
Establishment. From mid-1990, other civilian facilities were taken over and
some adapted for use in the production and research and development of
biological agents. These included: 

● al-Dawrah Foot and Mouth Vaccine Institute which produced botulinum
toxin and conducted virus research. There is some intelligence to suggest
that work was also conducted on anthrax;

● al-Fudaliyah Agriculture and Water Research Centre where Iraq admitted it
undertook aflatoxin production and genetic engineering;

● Amariyah Sera and Vaccine Institute which was used for the storage of
biological agent seed stocks and was involved in genetic engineering.

3. By the time of the Gulf War Iraq was producing very large quantities of
chemical and biological agents. From a series of Iraqi declarations to the UN
during the 1990s we know that by 1991 they had produced at least:

● 19,000 litres of botulinum toxin, 8,500 litres of anthrax, 2,200 litres of
aflatoxin and were working on a number of other agents;

The effects of biological agents

Anthrax is a disease caused by the bacterium Bacillus Anthracis.  Inhalation
anthrax is the manifestation of the disease likely to be expected in biological
warfare. The symptoms may vary, but can include fever and internal
bleeding. The incubation period for anthrax is 1 to 7 days, with most cases
occurring within 2 days of exposure. 

Botulinum toxin is one of the most toxic substances known to man. The first
symptoms of poisoning may appear as early as 1 hour post exposure or as late
as 8 days after exposure, with the incubation period between 12 and 22 hours.
Paralysis leads to death by suffocation.

Aflatoxins are fungal toxins, which are potent carcinogens. Most symptoms
take a long time to show. Food products contaminated by aflatoxins can cause
liver inflammation and cancer. They can also affect pregnant women, leading
to stillborn babies and children born with mutations.  

Ricin is derived from the castor bean and can cause multiple organ failure
leading to death within one or two days of inhalation.
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● 2,850 tonnes of mustard gas, 210 tonnes of tabun, 795 tonnes of sarin and
cyclosarin, and 3.9 tonnes of VX.

4. Iraq’s nuclear programme was established under the Iraqi Atomic Energy
Commission in the 1950s. Under a nuclear co-operation agreement signed with
the Soviet Union in 1959, a nuclear research centre, equipped with a research
reactor, was built at Tuwaitha, the main Iraqi nuclear research centre. The
research reactor worked up to 1991. The surge in Iraqi oil revenues in the early
1970s supported an expansion of the research programme. This was bolstered in
the mid-1970s by the acquisition of two research reactors powered by highly
enriched uranium fuel and equipment for fuel fabrication and handling. By the
end of 1984 Iraq was self-sufficient in uranium ore. One of the reactors was
destroyed in an Israeli air attack in June 1981 shortly before it was to become
operational; the other was never completed.

5. By the mid-1980s the deterioration of Iraq’s position in the war with Iran
prompted renewed interest in the military use of nuclear technology. Additional
resources were put into developing technologies to enrich uranium as fissile
material (material that makes up the core of a nuclear weapon) for use in nuclear
weapons. Enriched uranium was preferred because it could be more easily
produced covertly than the alternative, plutonium. Iraq followed parallel
programmes to produce highly enriched uranium (HEU), electromagnetic
isotope separation (EMIS) and gas centrifuge enrichment. By 1991 one EMIS
enrichment facility was nearing completion and another was under construction.
However, Iraq never succeeded in its EMIS technology and the programme had
been dropped by 1991. Iraq decided to concentrate on gas centrifuges as the
means for producing the necessary fissile material. Centrifuge facilities were
also under construction, but the centrifuge design was still being developed. In
August 1990 Iraq instigated a crash programme to develop a single nuclear
weapon within a year. This programme envisaged the rapid development of a
small 50 machine gas centrifuge cascade to produce weapons-grade HEU using
fuel from the Soviet research reactor, which was already substantially enriched,
and unused fuel from the reactor bombed by the Israelis. By the time of the Gulf
War, the crash programme had made little progress. 

6. Iraq’s declared aim was to produce a missile warhead with a 20-kiloton yield and
weapons designs were produced for the simplest implosion weapons. These were
similar to the device used at Nagasaki in 1945. Iraq was also working on more

Effect of a 20-kiloton nuclear detonation

A detonation of a 20-kiloton nuclear warhead over a city might flatten an area
of approximately 3 square miles. Within 1.6 miles of detonation, blast
damage and radiation would cause 80% casualties, three-quarters of which
would be fatal.  Between 1.6 and 3.1 miles from the detonation, there would
still be 10% casualties.
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advanced concepts. By 1991 the programme was supported by a large body of
Iraqi nuclear expertise, programme documentation and databases and
manufacturing infrastructure. The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
reported that Iraq had:

● experimented with high explosives to produce implosive shock waves;

● invested significant effort to understand the various options for neutron
initiators;

● made significant progress in developing capabilities for the production,
casting and machining of uranium metal.

7. Prior to the Gulf War, Iraq had a well-developed ballistic missile industry.
Many of the missiles fired in the Gulf War were an Iraqi modified version
of the SCUD missile, the al-Hussein, with an extended range of 650km. Iraq had
about 250 imported SCUD-type missiles prior to the Gulf War plus an
unknown number of indigenously produced engines and components. Iraq was
working on other stretched SCUD variants, such as the al-Abbas, which had a
range of 900km. Iraq was also seeking to reverse-engineer the SCUD engine with
a view to producing new missiles. Recent intelligence indicates that they may have
succeeded at that time. In particular, Iraq had plans for a new SCUD-derived
missile with a range of 1200km. Iraq also conducted a partial flight test of a multi-
stage satellite launch vehicle based on SCUD technology, known as the al-Abid.
Also during this period, Iraq was developing the Badr-2000, a 700-1000km range
two-stage solid propellant missile (based on the Iraqi part of the 1980s CONDOR-
2 programme run in co-operation with Argentina and Egypt). There were plans for
1200–1500km range solid propellant follow-on systems.

The use of chemical and biological weapons 

8. Iraq had made frequent use of a variety of chemical weapons during the Iran-
Iraq War. Many of the casualties are still in Iranian hospitals suffering from the
long-term effects of numerous types of cancer and lung diseases. In 1988
Saddam also used mustard and nerve agents against Iraqi Kurds at Halabja in
northern Iraq (see box on p15). Estimates vary, but according to Human Rights
Watch up to 5,000 people were killed.

SCUD missiles

The short-range mobile SCUD ballistic missile was developed by the Soviet
Union in the 1950s, drawing on the technology of the German V-2 developed
in World War II.

For many years it was the mainstay of Soviet and Warsaw Pact tactical missile
forces and it was also widely exported.  Recipients of Soviet-manufactured
SCUDs included Iraq, North Korea, Iran, and Libya, although not all were
sold directly by the Soviet Union.
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9. Iraq used significant quantities of mustard, tabun and sarin during the war with
Iran resulting in over 20,000 Iranian casualties. A month after the attack on
Halabja, Iraqi troops used over 100 tonnes of sarin against Iranian troops on the
al-Fao peninsula. Over the next three months Iraqi troops used sarin and other
nerve agents on Iranian troops causing extensive casualties. 

10. From Iraqi declarations to the UN after the Gulf War we know that by 1991
Iraq had produced a variety of delivery means for chemical and biological agents
including over 16,000 free-fall bombs and over 110,000 artillery rockets and
shells. Iraq also admitted to the UN Special Commission (UNSCOM) that it had
50 chemical and 25 biological warheads available for its ballistic missiles.

The Attack on Halabja

On Friday 17th March 1988 the village of Halabja was bombarded by Iraqi
warplanes.  The raid was over in minutes. Saddam Hussein used chemical
weapons against his own people. A Kurd described the effects of a chemical
attack on another village:

“My brothers and my wife had blood and vomit running from their noses and
their mouths. Their heads were tilted to one side. They were groaning.  I
couldn’t do much, just clean up the blood and vomit from their mouths and
try in every way to make them breathe again. I did artificial respiration on
them and then I gave them two injections each. I also rubbed creams on my
wife and two brothers.”

(From “Crimes Against Humanity” Iraqi National Congress.)

Among the corpses at Halabja, children were found dead where they had
been playing outside their homes. In places, streets were piled with corpses.  
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The use of ballistic missiles

11. Iraq fired over 500 SCUD-type missiles at Iran during the Iran-Iraq War at both
civilian and military targets, and 93 SCUD-type missiles during the Gulf War.
The latter were targeted at Israel and Coalition forces stationed in the Gulf
region. 

12. At the end of the Gulf War the international community was determined that
Iraq’s arsenal of chemical and biological weapons and ballistic missiles should
be dismantled. The method chosen to achieve this was the establishment of
UNSCOM to carry out intrusive inspections within Iraq and to eliminate its
chemical and biological weapons and ballistic missiles with a range of over
150km. The IAEA was charged with the abolition of Iraq’s nuclear weapons
programme. Between 1991 and 1998 UNSCOM succeeded in identifying and
destroying very large quantities of chemical weapons and ballistic missiles as
well as associated production facilities. The IAEA also destroyed the
infrastructure for Iraq’s nuclear weapons programme and removed key nuclear
materials. This was achieved despite a continuous and sophisticated programme
of harassment, obstruction, deception and denial (see Part 2). Because of this
UNSCOM concluded by 1998 that it was unable to fulfil its mandate. The
inspectors were withdrawn in December 1998. 

13. Based on the UNSCOM report to the UN Security Council in January 1999 and
earlier UNSCOM reports, we assess that when the UN inspectors left Iraq they
were unable to account for:

● up to 360 tonnes of bulk chemical warfare agent, including 1.5 tonnes of VX
nerve agent;

● up to 3,000 tonnes of precursor chemicals, including approximately 300
tonnes which, in the Iraqi chemical warfare programme, were unique to the
production of VX;

● growth media procured for biological agent production (enough to produce
over three times the 8,500 litres of anthrax spores Iraq admits to having
manufactured);

● over 30,000 special munitions for delivery of chemical and biological agents.

14. The departure of UNSCOM meant that the international community was unable
to establish the truth behind these large discrepancies and greatly diminished its
ability to monitor and assess Iraq’s continuing attempts to reconstitute its
programmes.
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CHAPTER 3

THE CURRENT POSITION: 1998–2002
1. This chapter sets out what we know of Saddam Hussein’s chemical, biological,

nuclear and ballistic missile programmes, drawing on all the available evidence.
While it takes account of the results from UN inspections and other publicly
available information, it also draws heavily on the latest intelligence about Iraqi
efforts to develop their programmes and capabilities since 1998. The main
conclusions are that:

● Iraq has a useable chemical and biological weapons capability, in breach of
UNSCR 687, which has included recent production of chemical and
biological agents;

● Saddam continues to attach great importance to the possession of weapons
of mass destruction and ballistic missiles which he regards as being the basis
for Iraq’s regional power. He is determined to retain these capabilities;

● Iraq can deliver chemical and biological agents using an extensive range of
artillery shells, free-fall bombs, sprayers and ballistic missiles;

● Iraq continues to work on developing nuclear weapons, in breach of its
obligations under the Non-Proliferation Treaty and in breach of UNSCR
687. Uranium has been sought from Africa that has no civil nuclear
application in Iraq;

● Iraq possesses extended-range versions of the SCUD ballistic missile in
breach of UNSCR 687 which are capable of reaching Cyprus, Eastern
Turkey, Tehran and Israel. It is also developing longer-range ballistic
missiles;

● Iraq’s current military planning specifically envisages the use of chemical
and biological weapons;

● Iraq’s military forces are able to use chemical and biological weapons, with
command, control and logistical arrangements in place. The Iraqi military are
able to deploy these weapons within 45 minutes of a decision to do so;

● Iraq has learnt lessons from previous UN weapons inspections and is already
taking steps to conceal and disperse sensitive equipment and documentation
in advance of the return of inspectors;

● Iraq’s chemical, biological, nuclear and ballistic missiles programmes are
well-funded.

CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS
Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC) Assessment: 1999–2002

2. Since the withdrawal of the inspectors the JIC has monitored evidence, including
from secret intelligence, of continuing work on Iraqi offensive chemical and
biological warfare capabilities. In the first half of 2000 the JIC noted
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intelligence on Iraqi attempts to procure dual-use chemicals and on the
reconstruction of civil chemical production at sites formerly associated with the
chemical warfare programme. Iraq had also been trying to procure dual-use
materials and equipment which could be used for a biological warfare
programme. Personnel known to have been connected to the biological warfare
programme up to the Gulf War had been conducting research into
pathogens. There was intelligence that Iraq was starting to produce biological
warfare agents in mobile production facilities. Planning for the project had
begun in 1995 under Dr Rihab Taha, known to have been a central player in the
pre-Gulf War programme. The JIC concluded that Iraq had sufficient
expertise, equipment and material to produce biological warfare agents within
weeks using its legitimate bio-technology facilities.

3. In mid-2001 the JIC assessed that Iraq retained some chemical warfare agents,
precursors, production equipment and weapons from before the Gulf War.
These stocks would enable Iraq to produce significant quantities of mustard gas
within weeks and of nerve agent within months. The JIC concluded that
intelligence on Iraqi former chemical and biological warfare facilities, their
limited reconstruction and civil production pointed to a continuing research and
development programme. These chemical and biological capabilities
represented the most immediate threat from Iraqi weapons of mass destruction.
Since 1998 Iraqi development of mass destruction weaponry had been helped by
the absence of inspectors and the increase in illegal border trade, which was
providing hard currency.

4. In the last six months the JIC has confirmed its earlier judgements on Iraqi
chemical and biological warfare capabilities and assessed that Iraq has the
means to deliver chemical and biological weapons. 

Recent intelligence

5. Subsequently, intelligence has become available from reliable sources which
complements and adds to previous intelligence and confirms the JIC assessment
that Iraq has chemical and biological weapons. The intelligence also shows that
the Iraqi leadership has been discussing a number of issues related to these
weapons. This intelligence covers:

● Confirmation that chemical and biological weapons play an important
role in Iraqi military thinking: intelligence shows that Saddam attaches
great importance to the possession of chemical and biological weapons which
he regards as being the basis for Iraqi regional power. He believes that respect
for Iraq rests on its possession of these weapons and the missiles capable of
delivering them. Intelligence indicates that Saddam is determined to retain
this capability and recognises that Iraqi political weight would be diminished
if Iraq’s military power rested solely on its conventional military forces. 

● Iraqi attempts to retain its existing banned weapons systems: Iraq is
already taking steps to prevent UN weapons inspectors finding evidence of
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its chemical and biological weapons programme. Intelligence indicates that
Saddam has learnt lessons from previous weapons inspections, has
identified possible weak points in the inspections process and knows how to
exploit them. Sensitive equipment and papers can easily be concealed and in
some cases this is already happening. The possession of mobile biological
agent production facilities will also aid concealment efforts. Saddam is
determined not to lose the capabilities that he has been able to develop
further in the four years since inspectors left.

● Saddam’s willingness to use chemical and biological weapons:
intelligence indicates that as part of Iraq’s military planning Saddam is
willing to use chemical and biological weapons, including against his own
Shia population. Intelligence indicates that the Iraqi military are able to
deploy chemical or biological weapons within 45 minutes of an order to do
so.

Chemical and biological agents: surviving stocks

6. When confronted with questions about the unaccounted stocks, Iraq has claimed
repeatedly that if it had retained any chemical agents from before the Gulf War
they would have deteriorated sufficiently to render them harmless. But Iraq has
admitted to UNSCOM to having the knowledge and capability to add stabiliser
to nerve agent and other chemical warfare agents which would prevent such
decomposition. In 1997 UNSCOM also examined some munitions which had
been filled with mustard gas prior to 1991 and found that they remained very
toxic and showed little sign of deterioration.

7. Iraq has claimed that all its biological agents and weapons have been destroyed.
No convincing proof of any kind has been produced to support this claim. In
particular, Iraq could not explain large discrepancies between the amount of
growth media (nutrients required for the specialised growth of agent) it procured
before 1991 and the amounts of agent it admits to having manufactured. The
discrepancy is enough to produce more than three times the amount of anthrax
allegedly manufactured.

Chemical agent: production capabilities

8. Intelligence shows that Iraq has continued to produce chemical agent. During
the Gulf War a number of facilities which intelligence reporting indicated were
directly or indirectly associated with Iraq’s chemical weapons effort were
attacked and damaged. Following the ceasefire UNSCOM destroyed or rendered
harmless facilities and equipment used in Iraq’s chemical weapons programme.
Other equipment was released for civilian use either in industry or academic
institutes, where it was tagged and regularly inspected and monitored, or else
placed under camera monitoring, to ensure that it was not being misused. This
monitoring ceased when UNSCOM withdrew from Iraq in 1998. However,
capabilities remain and, although the main chemical weapon production facility
at al-Muthanna was completely destroyed by UNSCOM and has not been
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rebuilt, other plants formerly associated with the chemical warfare programme
have been rebuilt. These include the chlorine and phenol plant at Fallujah 2 near
Habbaniyah. In addition to their civilian uses, chlorine and phenol are used for
precursor chemicals which contribute to the production of chemical agents. 

9. Other dual-use facilities, which are capable of being used to support the
production of chemical agent and precursors, have been rebuilt and re-equipped.
New chemical facilities have been built, some with illegal foreign assistance,
and are probably fully operational or ready for production. These include the Ibn
Sina Company at Tarmiyah (see figure 1), which is a chemical research centre.
It undertakes research, development and production of chemicals previously
imported but not now available and which are needed for Iraq’s civil industry.
The Director General of the research centre is Hikmat Na’im al-Jalu who prior
to the Gulf War worked in Iraq’s nuclear weapons programme and after the war
was responsible for preserving Iraq’s chemical expertise.

FIGURE 1: THE IBN SINA COMPANY AT TARMIYAH

10. Parts of the al-Qa’qa’ chemical complex damaged in the Gulf War have also
been repaired and are operational. Of particular concern are elements of the
phosgene production plant at al-Qa’qa’. These were severely damaged during
the Gulf War, and dismantled under UNSCOM supervision, but have since been
rebuilt. While phosgene does have industrial uses it can also be used by itself as
a chemical agent or as a precursor for nerve agent. 

11. Iraq has retained the expertise for chemical warfare research, agent production
and weaponisation. Most of the personnel previously involved in the programme
remain in country. While UNSCOM found a number of technical manuals (so
called “cook books”) for the production of chemical agents and critical
precursors, Iraq’s claim to have unilaterally destroyed the bulk of the
documentation cannot be confirmed and is almost certainly untrue. Recent
intelligence indicates that Iraq is still discussing methods of concealing such
documentation in order to ensure that it is not discovered by any future UN
inspections.
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Biological agent: production capabilities

12. We know from intelligence that Iraq has continued to produce biological warfare
agents. As with some chemical equipment, UNSCOM only destroyed equipment
that could be directly linked to biological weapons production. Iraq also has its
own engineering capability to design and construct biological agent associated
fermenters, centrifuges, sprayer dryers and other equipment and is judged to be
self-sufficient in the technology required to produce biological weapons. The
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The Problem of Dual-Use Facilities

Almost all components and supplies used in weapons of mass destruction
and ballistic missile programmes are dual-use. For example, any major
petrochemical or biotech industry, as well as public health organisations, will
have legitimate need for most materials and equipment required to
manufacture chemical and biological weapons. Without UN weapons
inspectors it is very difficult therefore to be sure about the true nature of
many of Iraq’s facilities.

For example, Iraq has built a large new chemical complex, Project Baiji, in
the desert in north west Iraq at al-Sharqat (see figure 2). This site is a former
uranium enrichment facility which was damaged during the Gulf War
and rendered harmless under supervision of the IAEA.  Part of the site has
been rebuilt, with work starting in 1992, as a chemical production complex.
Despite the site being far away from populated areas it is surrounded by a
high wall with watch towers and guarded by armed guards. Intelligence
reports indicate that it will produce nitric acid which can be used in
explosives, missile fuel and in the purification of uranium. 

FIGURE 2: AL-SHARQAT CHEMICAL PRODUCTION FACILITY



experienced personnel who were active in the programme have largely remained
in the country. Some dual-use equipment has also been purchased, but without
monitoring by UN inspectors Iraq could have diverted it to their biological
weapons programme. This newly purchased equipment and other equipment
previously subject to monitoring could be used in a resurgent biological warfare
programme. Facilities of concern include: 

● the Castor Oil Production Plant at Fallujah: this was damaged in UK/US air
attacks in 1998 (Operation Desert Fox) but has been rebuilt. The residue
from the castor bean pulp can be used in the production of the biological
agent ricin; 

● the al-Dawrah Foot and Mouth Disease Vaccine Institute: which was
involved in biological agent production and research before the Gulf War;

● the Amariyah Sera and Vaccine Plant at Abu Ghraib: UNSCOM established
that this facility was used to store biological agents, seed stocks and conduct
biological warfare associated genetic research prior to the Gulf War. It has
now expanded its storage capacity.

13. UNSCOM established that Iraq considered the use of mobile biological agent
production facilities. In the past two years evidence from defectors has indicated
the existence of such facilities. Recent intelligence confirms that the Iraqi
military have developed mobile facilities. These would help Iraq conceal and
protect biological agent production from military attack or UN inspection. 

Chemical and biological agents: delivery means

14. Iraq has a variety of delivery means available for both chemical and biological
agents. These include:

● free-fall bombs: Iraq acknowledged to UNSCOM the deployment to two
sites of free-fall bombs filled with biological agent during 1990–91. These
bombs were filled with anthrax, botulinum toxin and aflatoxin. Iraq also
acknowledged possession of four types of aerial bomb with various chemical
agent fills including sulphur mustard, tabun, sarin and cyclosarin; 

● artillery shells and rockets: Iraq made extensive use of artillery munitions
filled with chemical agents during the Iran-Iraq War. Mortars can also be
used for chemical agent delivery. Iraq is known to have tested the use of
shells and rockets filled with biological agents. Over 20,000 artillery
munitions remain unaccounted for by UNSCOM;

● helicopter and aircraft borne sprayers: Iraq carried out studies into aerosol
dissemination of biological agent using these platforms prior to 1991.
UNSCOM was unable to account for many of these devices. It is probable
that Iraq retains a capability for aerosol dispersal of both chemical and
biological agent over a large area;

● al-Hussein ballistic missiles (range 650km): Iraq told UNSCOM that it filled
25 warheads with anthrax, botulinum toxin and aflatoxin. Iraq also
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developed chemical agent warheads for al-Hussein. Iraq admitted to
producing 50 chemical warheads for al-Hussein which were intended for the
delivery of a mixture of sarin and cyclosarin. However, technical analysis of
warhead remnants has shown traces of VX degradation product which
indicate that some additional warheads were made and filled with VX;

● al-Samoud/Ababil-100 ballistic missiles (range 150km plus): it is unclear if
chemical and biological warheads have been developed for these systems,
but given the Iraqi experience on other missile systems, we judge that Iraq
has the technical expertise for doing so;

● L-29 remotely piloted
vehicle programme (see
figure 3): we know from
intelligence that Iraq has
attempted to modify the L-
29 jet trainer to allow it to be
used as an Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV) which is
potentially capable of
delivering chemical and
biological agents over a
large area. 

Chemical and biological warfare: command and control

15. The authority to use chemical and biological weapons ultimately resides with
Saddam but intelligence indicates that he may have also delegated this authority
to his son Qusai. Special Security Organisation (SSO) and Special Republican
Guard (SRG) units would be involved in the movement of any chemical and
biological weapons to military units. The Iraqi military holds artillery and
missile systems at Corps level throughout the Armed Forces and conducts
regular training with them. The Directorate of Rocket Forces has operational
control of strategic missile systems and some Multiple Launcher Rocket
Systems.

Chemical and biological weapons: summary

16. Intelligence shows that Iraq has covert chemical and biological weapons
programmes, in breach of UN Security Council Resolution 687 and has
continued to produce chemical and biological agents. Iraq has:

● chemical and biological agents and weapons available, both from pre-Gulf
War stocks and more recent production; 

● the capability to produce the chemical agents mustard gas, tabun, sarin,
cyclosarin, and VX capable of producing mass casualties;
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FIGURE 3: THE L-29 JET TRAINER



● a biological agent production capability and can produce at least anthrax,
botulinum toxin, aflatoxin and ricin. Iraq has also developed mobile
facilities to produce biological agents;

● a variety of delivery means available;

● military forces, which maintain the capability to use these weapons with
command, control and logistical arrangements in place.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS

Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC) Assessments: 1999–2001

17. Since 1999 the JIC has monitored Iraq’s attempts to reconstitute its nuclear
weapons programme. In mid-2001 the JIC assessed that Iraq had continued its
nuclear research after 1998. The JIC drew attention to intelligence that Iraq had
recalled its nuclear scientists to the programme in 1998. Since 1998 Iraq had
been trying to procure items that could be for use in the construction of
centrifuges for the enrichment of uranium.

Iraqi nuclear weapons expertise

18. Paragraphs 5 and 6 of Chapter 2 describe the Iraqi nuclear weapons programme
prior to the Gulf War. It is clear from IAEA inspections and Iraq’s own
declarations that by 1991 considerable progress had been made in both
developing methods to produce fissile material and in weapons design. The
IAEA dismantled the physical infrastructure of the Iraqi nuclear weapons

Elements of a nuclear weapons programme: nuclear fission weapon

A typical nuclear fission weapon consists of:

● fissile material for the core which gives out huge amounts of explosive
energy from nuclear reactions when made “super critical” through
extreme compression. Fissile material is usually either highly enriched
uranium (HEU) or weapons-grade plutonium:

— HEU can be made in gas centrifuges (see separate box on p25);

— plutonium is made by reprocessing fuel from a nuclear reactor;

● explosives which are needed to compress the nuclear core. These
explosives also require a complex arrangement of detonators, explosive
charges to produce an even and rapid compression of the core;

● sophisticated electronics to fire the explosives;

● a neutron initiator to provide initial burst of neutrons to start the nuclear
reactions.
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programme, including the dedicated facilities and equipment for uranium
separation and enrichment, and for weapon development and production, and
removed the remaining highly enriched uranium. But Iraq retained, and retains,
many of its experienced nuclear scientists and technicians who are specialised in
the production of fissile material and weapons design. Intelligence indicates that
Iraq also retains the accompanying programme documentation and data.

19. Intelligence shows that the present Iraqi programme is almost certainly seeking
an indigenous ability to enrich uranium to the level needed for a nuclear weapon.
It indicates that the approach is based on gas centrifuge uranium enrichment, one
of the routes Iraq was following for producing fissile material before the Gulf
War. But Iraq needs certain key equipment, including gas centrifuge components
and components for the production of fissile material before a nuclear bomb
could be developed. 

20. Following the departure of weapons inspectors in 1998 there has been an
accumulation of intelligence indicating that Iraq is making concerted covert
efforts to acquire dual-use technology and materials with nuclear applications.
Iraq’s known holdings of processed uranium are under IAEA supervision. But
there is intelligence that Iraq has sought the supply of significant quantities of
uranium from Africa. Iraq has no active civil nuclear power programme or
nuclear power plants and therefore has no legitimate reason to acquire uranium. 

Gas centrifuge uranium enrichment

Uranium in the form of uranium hexafluoride is separated into its different
isotopes in rapidly spinning rotor tubes of special centrifuges. Many
hundreds or thousands of centrifuges are connected in cascades to enrich
uranium. If the lighter U235 isotope is enriched to more than 90% it can be
used in the core of a nuclear weapon.

Weaponisation

Weaponisation is the conversion of these concepts into a reliable weapon. It
includes:

● developing a weapon design through sophisticated science and complex
calculations;

● engineering design to integrate with the delivery system;

● specialised equipment to cast and machine safely the nuclear core;

● dedicated facilities to assemble the warheads;

● facilities to rigorously test all individual components and designs;

The complexity is much greater for a weapon that can fit into a missile
warhead than for a larger Nagasaki-type bomb.
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21. Intelligence shows that other important procurement activity since 1998 has
included attempts to purchase:

● vacuum pumps which could be used to create and maintain pressures in a gas
centrifuge cascade needed to enrich uranium; 

● an entire magnet production line of the correct specification for use in the
motors and top bearings of gas centrifuges. It appears that Iraq is attempting
to acquire a capability to produce them on its own rather than rely on foreign
procurement;

● Anhydrous Hydrogen Fluoride (AHF) and fluorine gas. AHF is commonly
used in the petrochemical industry and Iraq frequently imports significant
amounts, but it is also used in the process of converting uranium into
uranium hexafluoride for use in gas centrifuge cascades; 

● one large filament winding machine which could be used to manufacture
carbon fibre gas centrifuge rotors;

● a large balancing machine which could be used in initial centrifuge
balancing work. 

22. Iraq has also made repeated attempts covertly to acquire a very large quantity
(60,000 or more) of specialised aluminium tubes. The specialised aluminium in
question is subject to international export controls because of its potential
application in the construction of gas centrifuges used to enrich uranium,
although there is no definitive intelligence that it is destined for a nuclear
programme. 

Nuclear weapons: timelines

23. In early 2002, the JIC assessed that UN sanctions on Iraq were hindering the
import of crucial goods for the production of fissile material. The JIC judged

Iraq’s civil nuclear programme

● Iraq’s long-standing civil nuclear power programme is limited to small
scale research. Activities that could be used for military purposes are
prohibited by UNSCR 687 and 715.

● Iraq has no nuclear power plants and therefore no requirement for
uranium as fuel.

● Iraq has a number of nuclear research programmes in the fields of
agriculture, biology, chemistry, materials and pharmaceuticals. None of
these activities requires more than tiny amounts of uranium which Iraq
could supply from its own resources.

● Iraq’s research reactors are non-operational; two were bombed and one
was never completed.
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that while sanctions remain effective Iraq would not be able to produce a nuclear
weapon. If they were removed or prove ineffective, it would take Iraq at least five
years to produce sufficient fissile material for a weapon indigenously. However,
we know that Iraq retains expertise and design data relating to nuclear weapons.
We therefore judge that if Iraq obtained fissile material and other essential
components from foreign sources the timeline for production of a nuclear
weapon would be shortened and Iraq could produce a nuclear weapon in
between one and two years.

BALLISTIC MISSILES

Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC) Assessment: 1999–2002

24. In mid-2001 the JIC drew attention to what it described as a “step-change” in
progress on the Iraqi missile programme over the previous two years. It was clear
from intelligence that the range of Iraqi missiles which was permitted by the UN
and supposedly limited to 150kms was being extended and that work was under
way on larger engines for longer-range missiles.

25. In early 2002 the JIC concluded that Iraq had begun to develop missiles with a
range of over 1,000kms. The JIC assessed that if sanctions remained effective
the Iraqis would not be able to produce such a missile before 2007. Sanctions
and the earlier work of the inspectors had caused significant problems for Iraqi
missile development. In the previous six months Iraqi foreign procurement
efforts for the missile programme had been bolder. The JIC also assessed that
Iraq retained up to 20 al-Hussein missiles from before the Gulf War.

The Iraqi ballistic missile programme since 1998

26. Since the Gulf War, Iraq has
been openly developing two
short-range missiles up to a
range of 150km, which are
permitted under UN Security
Council Resolution 687. The
al-Samoud liquid propellant
missile has been extensively
tested and is being deployed to
military units. Intelligence
indicates that at least 50 have
been produced. Intelligence also indicates that Iraq has worked on extending its
range to at least 200km in breach of UN Security Resolution 687. Production of
the solid propellant Ababil-100 (Figure 4) is also underway, probably as an
unguided rocket at this stage. There are also plans to extend its range to at least
200km. Compared to liquid propellant missiles, those powered by solid
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propellant offer greater ease of storage, handling and mobility. They are also
quicker to take into and out of action and can stay at a high state of readiness for
longer periods. 

27. According to intelligence, Iraq has retained up to 20 al-Hussein missiles (Figure
5), in breach of UN Security Council Resolution 687. These missiles were either
hidden from the UN as complete systems, or re-assembled using illegally
retained engines and other components. We judge that the engineering expertise
available would allow these missiles to be maintained effectively, although the
fact that at least some require re-assembly makes it difficult to judge exactly how
many could be available for use. They could be used with conventional, chemical
or biological warheads and, with a range of up to 650km, are capable of reaching
a number of countries in the region including Cyprus, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Iran
and Israel.
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FIGURE 5: AL-HUSSEIN



28. Intelligence has confirmed that Iraq wants to extend the range of its missile
systems to over 1000km, enabling it to threaten other regional neighbours. This
work began in 1998, although efforts to regenerate the long-range ballistic
missile programme probably began in 1995. Iraq’s missile programmes employ
hundreds of people. Satellite imagery (Figure 6) has shown a new engine test
stand being constructed (A), which is larger than the current one used for al-
Samoud (B), and that formerly used for testing SCUD engines (C) which was
dismantled under UNSCOM supervision. This new stand will be capable of
testing engines for medium range ballistic missiles (MRBMs) with ranges over
1000km, which are not permitted under UN Security Council Resolution 687.
Such a facility would not be needed for systems that fall within the UN
permitted range of 150km. The Iraqis have recently taken measures to conceal
activities at this site. Iraq is also working to obtain improved guidance
technology to increase missile accuracy. 
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FIGURE 6: AL-RAFAH/SHAHIYAT LIQUID PROPELLANT ENGINE STATIC TEST STAND



29. The success of UN restrictions means the development of new longer-range
missiles is likely to be a slow process. These restrictions impact particularly on the:

● availability of foreign expertise;

● conduct of test flights to ranges above 150km;

● acquisition of guidance and control technology.

30. Saddam remains committed to developing longer-range missiles. Even if
sanctions remain effective, Iraq might achieve a missile capability of over
1000km within 5 years (Figure 7 shows the range of Iraq’s various missiles). 

31. Iraq has managed to rebuild much of the missile production infrastructure
destroyed in the Gulf War and in Operation Desert Fox in 1998 (see Part 2). New
missile-related infrastructure is also under construction. Some aspects of this,
including rocket propellant mixing and casting facilities at the al-Mamoun Plant,
appear to replicate those linked to the prohibited Badr-2000 programme (with a
planned range of 700–1000km) which were destroyed in the Gulf War or
dismantled by UNSCOM. A new plant at al-Mamoun for indigenously
producing ammonium perchlorate, which is a key ingredient in the production
of solid propellant rocket motors, has also been constructed. This has been
provided illicitly by NEC Engineers Private Limited, an Indian chemical
engineering firm with extensive links in Iraq, including to other suspect facilities
such as the Fallujah 2 chlorine plant. After an extensive investigation, the Indian
authorities have recently suspended its export licence, although other individuals
and companies are still illicitly procuring for Iraq.

32. Despite a UN embargo, Iraq has also made concerted efforts to acquire
additional production technology, including machine tools and raw materials, in
breach of UN Security Council Resolution 1051. The embargo has succeeded in
blocking many of these attempts, such as requests to buy magnesium powder
and ammonium chloride. But we know from intelligence that some items have
found their way to the Iraqi ballistic missile programme. More will inevitably
continue to do so. Intelligence makes it clear that Iraqi procurement agents and
front companies in third countries are seeking illicitly to acquire propellant
chemicals for Iraq’s ballistic missiles. This includes production level quantities
of near complete sets of solid propellant rocket motor ingredients such as
aluminium powder, ammonium perchlorate and hydroxyl terminated
polybutadiene. There have also been attempts to acquire large quantities of
liquid propellant chemicals such as Unsymmetrical Dimethylhydrazine
(UDMH) and diethylenetriamene. We judge these are intended to support
production and deployment of the al-Samoud and development of longer-range
systems.
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FIGURE 7: CURRENT AND PLANNED/POTENTIAL BALLISTIC MISSILES



FUNDING FOR THE WMD PROGRAMME
33. The UN has sought to restrict Iraq’s ability to generate funds for its chemical,

biological and other military programmes. For example, Iraq earns money
legally under the UN Oil For Food Programme (OFF) established by UNSCR
986, whereby the proceeds of oil sold through the UN are used to buy
humanitarian supplies for Iraq. This money remains under UN control and
cannot be used for military procurement. However, the Iraqi regime continues to
generate income outside UN control either in the form of hard currency or barter
goods (which in turn means existing Iraqi funds are freed up to be spent on other
things).

34. These illicit earnings go to the Iraqi regime. They are used for building new
palaces, as well as purchasing luxury goods and other civilian goods outside the
OFF programme. Some of these funds are also used by Saddam Hussein to
maintain his armed forces, and to develop or acquire military equipment,
including for chemical, biological, nuclear and ballistic missile programmes. We
do not know what proportion of these funds is used in this way. But we have seen
no evidence that Iraqi attempts to develop its weapons of mass destruction and
its ballistic missile programme, for example through covert procurement of
equipment from abroad, has been inhibited in any way by lack of funds. The
steady increase over the last three years in the availability of funds will enable
Saddam to progress the programmes faster.

Iraq’s illicit earnings

Year Amount in $billions
1999 0.8 to 1
2000 1.5 to 2
2001 3
2002 3 (estimate)

UN Sanctions

UN sanctions on Iraq prohibit all imports to and exports from Iraq. The UN
must clear any goods entering or leaving. The UN also administers the Oil for
Food (OFF) programme. Any imports entering Iraq under the OFF
programme are checked against the Goods Review List for potential military
or weapons of mass destruction utility.
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PART 2

HISTORY OF UN WEAPONS INSPECTIONS

1. During the 1990s, beginning in April 1991 immediately after the end of the Gulf
War, the UN Security Council passed a series of resolutions [see box]
establishing the authority of UNSCOM and the IAEA to carry out the work of
dismantling Iraq’s arsenal of chemical, biological and nuclear weapons
programmes and long-range ballistic missiles. 

These resolutions were passed under Chapter VII of the UN Charter which is the
instrument that allows the UN Security Council to authorise the use of military
force to enforce its resolutions.

2. As outlined in UNSCR 687, Iraq’s chemical, biological and nuclear weapons
programmes were also a breach of Iraq’s commitments under: 

● The 1925 Geneva Protocol which bans the use of chemical and biological
weapons;

UN Security Council Resolutions relating to Weapons of Mass
Destruction

UNSCR 687, April 1991 created the UN Special Commission (UNSCOM)
and required Iraq to accept, unconditionally, “the destruction, removal or
rendering harmless, under international supervision” of its chemical and
biological weapons, ballistic missiles with a range greater than 150km, and
their associated programmes, stocks, components, research and facilities.
The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) was charged with abolition
of Iraq’s nuclear weapons programme. UNSCOM and the IAEA must report
that their mission has been achieved before the Security Council can end
sanctions. They have not yet done so.

UNSCR 707, August 1991, stated that Iraq must provide full, final and
complete disclosure of all its programmes for weapons of mass destruction
and provide unconditional and unrestricted access to UN inspectors. For over
a decade Iraq has been in breach of this resolution.  Iraq must also cease all
nuclear activities of any kind other than civil use of isotopes.

UNSCR 715, October 1991 approved plans prepared by UNSCOM and
IAEA for the ongoing monitoring and verification (OMV) arrangements to
implement UNSCR 687. Iraq did not accede to this until November 1993.
OMV was conducted from April 1995 to 15 December 1998, when the UN
left Iraq.

UNSCR 1051, March 1996 stated that Iraq must declare the shipment of
dual-use goods which could be used for mass destruction weaponry
programmes.
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● the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention which bans the development,
production, stockpiling, acquisition or retention of biological weapons; 

● the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty which prohibits Iraq from
manufacturing or otherwise acquiring nuclear weapons.

3. UNSCR 687 obliged Iraq to provide declarations on all aspects of its weapons
of mass destruction programmes within 15 days and accept the destruction,
removal or rendering harmless under international supervision of its chemical,
biological and nuclear programmes, and all ballistic missiles with a range
beyond 150km. Iraq did not make a satisfactory declaration within the specified
time-frame.

Iraq accepted the UNSCRs and agreed to co-operate with UNSCOM. The
history of the UN weapons inspections was characterised by persistent Iraqi
obstruction. 

Iraqi Non-Co-operation with the Inspectors

4. The former Chairman of UNSCOM, Richard Butler, reported to the UN
Security Council in January 1999 that in 1991 a decision was taken by a high-
level Iraqi Government committee to provide inspectors with only a portion of
its proscribed weapons, components, production capabilities and stocks.
UNSCOM concluded that Iraqi policy was based on the following actions: 

● to provide only a portion of extant weapons stocks, releasing for destruction
only those that were least modern; 

● to retain the production capability and documentation necessary to revive
programmes when possible; 

● to conceal the full extent of its chemical weapons programme, including the
VX nerve agent project; to conceal the number and type of chemical and
biological warheads for proscribed long-range missiles; 

● and to conceal the existence of its biological weapons programme.

5. In December 1997 Richard Butler reported to the UN Security Council that Iraq
had created a new category of sites, “Presidential” and “sovereign”, from which
it claimed that UNSCOM inspectors would henceforth be barred. The terms of
the ceasefire in 1991 foresaw no such limitation. However, Iraq consistently
refused to allow UNSCOM inspectors access to any of these eight Presidential
sites. Many of these so-called “palaces” are in fact large compounds which are
an integral part of Iraqi counter-measures designed to hide weapons material
(see photograph on p35).

UNSCOM and the IAEA were given the remit to designate any locations for
inspection at any time, review any document and interview any scientist,
technician or other individual and seize any prohibited items for destruction.
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A photograph of a “presidential site” or what have been called “palaces”.

The total area taken by
Buckingham Palace and
its grounds has been
superimposed to
demonstrate their
comparative size

Boundary of
presidential
site
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Iraq’s policy of deception

Iraq has admitted to UNSCOM to having a large, effective, system for hiding
proscribed material including documentation, components, production
equipment and possibly biological and chemical agents and weapons from
the UN.  Shortly after the adoption of UNSCR 687 in April 1991, an
Administrative Security Committee (ASC) was formed with responsibility
for advising Saddam on the information which could be released to
UNSCOM and the IAEA.  The Committee consisted of senior Military
Industrial Commission (MIC) scientists from all of Iraq’s weapons of mass
destruction programmes.  The Higher Security Committee (HSC) of the
Presidential Office was in overall command of deception operations.  The
system was directed from the very highest political levels within the
Presidential Office and involved, if not Saddam himself, his youngest son,
Qusai.  The system for hiding proscribed material relies on high mobility and
good command and control.  It uses lorries to move items at short notice and
most hide sites appear to be located close to good road links and
telecommunications.  The Baghdad area was particularly favoured.  In
addition to active measures to hide material from the UN, Iraq has attempted
to monitor, delay and collect intelligence on UN operations to aid its overall
deception plan.



Intimidation

6. Once inspectors had arrived in Iraq, it quickly became apparent that the Iraqis
would resort to a range of measures (including physical threats and
psychological intimidation of inspectors) to prevent UNSCOM and the IAEA
from fulfilling their mandate. 

7. In response to such incidents, the President of the Security Council issued
frequent statements calling on Iraq to comply with its disarmament and
monitoring obligations.

Obstruction

8. Iraq denied that it had pursued a biological weapons programme until July 1995.
In July 1995, Iraq acknowledged that biological agents had been produced on an
industrial scale at al-Hakam. Following the defection in August 1995 of Hussein
Kamil, Saddam’s son-in-law and former Director of the Military
Industrialisation Commission, Iraq released over 2 million documents relating to
its mass destruction weaponry programmes and acknowledged that it had

Iraqi obstruction of UN weapons inspection teams 

● firing warning shots in the air to prevent IAEA inspectors from
intercepting nuclear related equipment (June 1991); 

● keeping IAEA inspectors in a car park for 4 days and refusing to allow
them to leave with incriminating documents on Iraq’s nuclear weapons
programme (September 1991);

● announcing that UN monitoring and verification plans were “unlawful”
(October 1991); 

● refusing UNSCOM inspectors access to the Iraqi Ministry of Agriculture.
Threats were made to inspectors who remained on watch outside the
building.  The inspection team had reliable evidence that the site
contained archives related to proscribed activities; 

● in 1991–2 Iraq objected to UNSCOM using its own helicopters and
choosing its own flight plans. In January 1993 it refused to allow
UNSCOM the use of its own aircraft to fly into Iraq; 

● refusing to allow UNSCOM to install remote-controlled monitoring
cameras at two key missile sites (June-July 1993); 

● repeatedly denying access to inspection teams (1991- December 1998);

● interfering with UNSCOM’s helicopter operations, threatening the safety
of the aircraft and their crews (June 1997); 

● demanding the end of U2 overflights and the withdrawal of US
UNSCOM staff (October 1997); 

● destroying documentary evidence of programmes for weapons of mass
destruction (September 1997).
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pursued a biological programme that led to the deployment of actual weapons.
Iraq admitted producing 183 biological weapons with a reserve of agent to fill
considerably more.

9. Iraq tried to obstruct UNSCOM’s efforts to investigate the scale of its biological
weapons programme. It created forged documents to account for bacterial
growth media, imported in the late 1980s, specifically for the production of
anthrax, botulinum toxin and probably plague. The documents were created to
indicate that the material had been imported by the State Company for Drugs
and Medical Appliances Marketing for use in hospitals and distribution to local
authorities. Iraq also censored documents and scientific papers provided to the
first UN inspection team, removing all references to key individuals, weapons
and industrial production of agents. 

Inspection of Iraq’s biological weapons programme

In the course of the first biological weapons inspection in August 1991, Iraq
claimed that it had merely conducted a military biological research
programme. At the site visited, al-Salman, Iraq had removed equipment,
documents and even entire buildings. Later in the year, during a visit to the
al-Hakam site, Iraq declared to UNSCOM inspectors that the facility was
used as a factory to produce proteins derived from yeast to feed animals.
Inspectors subsequently discovered that the plant was a central site for the
production of anthrax spores and botulinum toxin for weapons. The factory
had also been sanitised by Iraqi officials to deceive inspectors. Iraq continued
to develop the al-Hakam site into the 1990s, misleading UNSCOM about its
true purpose.

Another key site, the Foot and Mouth Disease Vaccine Institute at al-Dawrah
which produced botulinum toxin and probably anthrax was not divulged as
part of the programme. Five years later, after intense pressure, Iraq
acknowledged that tens of tonnes of bacteriological warfare agent had been
produced there and at al-Hakam. 

As documents recovered in August 1995 were assessed, it became apparent
that the full disclosure required by the UN was far from complete.
Successive inspection teams went to Iraq to try to gain greater understanding
of the programme and to obtain credible supporting evidence. In July 1996
Iraq refused to discuss its past programme and doctrine forcing the team to
withdraw in protest. Monitoring teams were at the same time finding
undisclosed equipment and materials associated with the past programme.  In
response, Iraq grudgingly provided successive disclosures of its programme
which were judged by UNSCOM and specially convened international panels
to be technically inadequate.

In late 1995 Iraq acknowledged weapons testing the biological agent ricin,
but did not provide production information. Two years later, in early 1997,
UNSCOM discovered evidence that Iraq had produced ricin.
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10. Iraq has yet to provide any documents concerning production of agent and
subsequent weaponisation. Iraq destroyed, unilaterally and illegally, some
biological weapons in 1991 and 1992 making accounting for these weapons
impossible. In addition, Iraq cleansed a key site at al-Muthanna, its main
research and development, production and weaponisation facility for chemical
warfare agents, of all evidence of a biological programme in the toxicology
department, the animal-house and weapons filling station.

11. Iraq refused to elaborate further on the programme during inspections in 1997 and
1998, confining discussion to previous topics. In July 1998 Tariq Aziz personally
intervened in the inspection process stating that the biological programme was
more secret and more closed than other mass destruction weaponry programmes.
He also played down the significance of the programme. Iraq has presented the
biological weapons programme as the personal undertaking of a few misguided
scientists.

12. At the same time, Iraq tried to maintain its nuclear weapons programme via a
concerted campaign to deceive IAEA inspectors. In 1997 the IAEA Director
General stated that the IAEA was “severely hampered by Iraq’s persistence in a
policy of concealment and understatement of the programme’s scope”. 

Inspection achievements

13. Despite the conduct of the Iraqi authorities towards them, both UNSCOM and
the IAEA Action Team have valuable records of achievement in discovering and
exposing Iraq’s biological weapons programme and destroying very large
quantities of chemical weapons stocks and missiles as well as the infrastructure
for Iraq’s nuclear weapons programme.

14. Despite UNSCOM’s efforts, following the effective ejection of UN inspectors in
December 1998 there remained a series of significant unresolved disarmament
issues. In summarising the situation in a report to the UN Security Council, the
UNSCOM Chairman, Richard Butler, indicated that: 

● contrary to the requirement that destruction be conducted under
international supervision “Iraq undertook extensive, unilateral and secret
destruction of large quantities of proscribed weapons and items”; 

● and Iraq “also pursued a practice of concealment of proscribed items,
including weapons, and a cover up of its activities in contravention of
Council resolutions”. 

Overall, Richard Butler declared that obstructive Iraqi activity had had “a
significant impact upon the Commission’s disarmament work”.
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Withdrawal of the inspectors

15. By the end of 1998 UNSCOM was in direct confrontation with the Iraqi
Government which was refusing to co-operate. The US and the UK had made
clear that anything short of full co-operation would make military action
unavoidable. Richard Butler was requested to report to the UN Security Council
in December 1998 and stated that, following a series of direct confrontations,
coupled with the systematic refusal by Iraq to co-operate, UNSCOM was no
longer able to perform its disarmament mandate. As a direct result on
16 December the weapons inspectors were withdrawn. Operation Desert Fox
was launched by the US and the UK a few hours afterwards.

Operation Desert Fox (16–19 December 1998)

Operation Desert Fox targeted industrial facilities related to Iraq’s ballistic
missile programme and a suspect biological warfare facility as well as
military airfields and sites used by Iraq’s security organisations which are
involved in its weapons of mass destruction programmes. Key facilities
associated with Saddam Hussein’s ballistic missile programme were
significantly degraded. 

UNSCOM and IAEA achievements

UNSCOM surveyed 1015 sites in Iraq, carrying out 272 separate inspections.
Despite Iraqi obstruction and intimidation, UN inspectors uncovered details
of chemical, biological, nuclear and ballistic missile programmes. Major
UNSCOM/IAEA achievements included:

● the destruction of 40,000 munitions for chemical weapons, 2,610 tonnes
of chemical precursors and 411 tonnes of chemical warfare agent; 

● the dismantling of Iraq’s prime chemical weapons development and
production complex at al-Muthanna and a range of key production
equipment;

● the destruction of 48 SCUD-type missiles, 11 mobile launchers and 56
sites, 30 warheads filled with chemical agents, and 20 conventional
warheads;

● the destruction of the al-Hakam biological weapons facility and a range
of production equipment, seed stocks and growth media for biological
weapons;

● the discovery in 1991 of samples of indigenously-produced highly
enriched uranium, forcing Iraq’s acknowledgement of uranium
enrichment programmes and attempts to preserve key components of its
prohibited nuclear weapons programme;

● the removal and destruction of the infrastructure for the nuclear weapons
programme, including the al-Athir weaponisation/testing facility.
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The situation since 1998

16. There have been no UN-mandated weapons inspections in Iraq since 1998. In an
effort to enforce Iraqi compliance with its disarmament and monitoring
obligations, the UN Security Council passed Resolution 1284 in December
1999. This established the United Nations Monitoring, Verification and
Inspection Commission (UNMOVIC) as a successor organisation to UNSCOM
and called on Iraq to give UNMOVIC inspectors “immediate, unconditional and
unrestricted access to any and all areas, facilities, equipment, records and means
of transport”. It also set out the steps Iraq needed to take in return for the
eventual suspension and lifting of sanctions. A key measure of Iraqi compliance
would be full co-operation with UN inspectors, including unconditional,
immediate and unrestricted access to any and all sites, personnel and documents. 

17. For the past three years, Iraq has allowed the IAEA to carry out an annual
inspection of a stockpile of nuclear material (depleted natural and low-enriched
uranium). This has led some countries and western commentators to conclude
erroneously that Iraq is meeting its nuclear disarmament and monitoring
obligations. As the IAEA has pointed out in recent weeks, this annual inspection
does “not serve as a substitute for the verification activities required by the
relevant resolutions of the UN Security Council”.

18. Dr Hans Blix, the Executive Chairman of UNMOVIC, and Dr Mohammed El-
Baradei, the Director General of the IAEA, have declared that in the absence of
inspections it is impossible to verify Iraqi compliance with its UN disarmament
and monitoring obligations. In April 1999 an independent UN panel of experts
noted that “the longer inspection and monitoring activities remain suspended,
the more difficult the comprehensive implementation of Security Council
resolutions becomes, increasing the risk that Iraq might reconstitute its
proscribed weapons programmes”.

19. The departure of the inspectors greatly diminished the ability of the international
community to monitor and assess Iraq’s continuing attempts to reconstitute its
chemical, biological, nuclear and ballistic missile programmes. 
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PART 3

IRAQ UNDER SADDAM HUSSEIN

Introduction

1. The Republic of Iraq is bounded by Turkey, Iran, Kuwait, Saudia Arabia, Jordan,
Syria and the Persian Gulf. Its population of around 23 million is ethnically and
religiously diverse. Approximately 77% are Arabs. Sunni Muslims form around
17% of the Arab population and dominate the government. About 60% of Iraqis
are Shias and 20% are Kurds. The remaining 3% of the population consists of
Assyrians, Turkomans, Armenians, Christians and Yazidis. 

2. Public life in Iraq is nominally dominated by the Ba’ath Party (see box on p44).
But all real authority rests with Saddam and his immediate circle. Saddam’s
family, tribe and a small number of associates remain his most loyal supporters.
He uses them to convey his orders, including to members of the government.

3. Saddam uses patronage and violence to motivate his supporters and to control or
eliminate opposition. Potential rewards include social status, money and better
access to goods. Saddam’s extensive security apparatus and Ba’ath Party
network provides oversight of Iraqi society, with informants in social,
government and military organisations. Saddam practises torture, execution and

Saddam Hussein’s rise to power

Saddam Hussein was born in 1937 in the Tikrit district, north of Baghdad. In
1957 he joined the Ba’ath Party. After taking part in a failed attempt to
assassinate the Iraqi President, Abdul Karim Qasim, Saddam escaped, first to
Syria and then to Egypt. In his absence he was sentenced to 15 years
imprisonment.

Saddam returned to Baghdad in 1963 when the Ba’ath Party came to power.
He went into hiding after the Ba’ath fell from power later that year. He was
captured and imprisoned, but in 1967 escaped and took over responsibility
for Ba’ath security. Saddam set about imposing his will on the Party and
establishing himself at the centre of power. 

The Ba’ath Party returned to power in 1968. In 1969 Saddam became Vice-
Chairman of the Revolutionary Command Council, Deputy to the President,
and Deputy Secretary General of the Regional Command of the Ba’ath. In
1970 he joined the Party’s National Command and in 1977 was elected
Assistant Secretary General. In July 1979, he took over the Presidency of
Iraq. Within days, five fellow members of the Revolutionary Command
Council were accused of involvement in a coup attempt. They and 17 others
were summarily executed.
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other forms of coercion against his enemies, real or suspected. His targets are
not only those who have offended him, but also their families, friends or
colleagues.

4. Saddam acts to ensure that there are no other centres of power in Iraq. He has
crushed parties and ethnic groups, such as the communists and the Kurds, which
might try to assert themselves. Members of the opposition abroad have been the
targets of assassination attempts conducted by Iraqi security services. 

5. Army officers are an important part of the Iraqi government’s network of
informers. Suspicion that officers have ambitions other than the service of the
President leads to immediate execution. It is routine for Saddam to take pre-
emptive action against those who he believes might conspire against him. 

Internal Repression – the Kurds and the Shias

6. Saddam has pursued a long-term programme of persecution of the Iraqi Kurds,
including through the use of chemical weapons. During the Iran-Iraq war,
Saddam appointed his cousin, Ali Hasan al-Majid, as his deputy in the north. In

Saddam Hussein’s security apparatus

Saddam relies on a long list of security organisations with overlapping
responsibilities. The main ones are:

● The Special Security Organisation oversees Saddam’s security and
monitors the loyalty of other security services. Its recruits are
predominantly from Tikrit.

● The Special Republican Guard is equipped with the best available
military equipment. Its members are selected on the basis of loyalty to
the regime.

● The Directorate of General Security is primarily responsible for
countering threats from the civilian population.

● The Directorate of General Intelligence monitors and suppresses
dissident activities at home and abroad.

● The Directorate of Military Intelligence’s role includes the
investigation of military personnel.

● The Saddam Fidayeen, under the control of Saddam’s son Udayy, has
been used to deal with civil disturbances.

The Iraqi Ba’ath Party

The Ba’ath Party is the only legal political party in Iraq. It pervades all
aspects of Iraqi life. Membership, around 700,000, is necessary for self-
advancement and confers benefits from the regime.
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1987-88, al-Majid led the “Anfal” campaign of attacks on Kurdish villages.
Amnesty International estimates that more than 100,000 Kurds were killed or
disappeared during this period. 

7. After the Gulf War in 1991 Kurds in the north of Iraq rose up against Baghdad’s
rule. In response the Iraqi regime killed or imprisoned thousands, prompting a
humanitarian crisis. Over a million Kurds fled into the mountains and tried to
escape Iraq.

8. Persecution of Iraq’s Kurds continues, although the protection provided by the
northern No-Fly Zone has helped to curb the worst excesses. But outside this
zone the Baghdad regime has continued a policy of persecution and
intimidation.

9. The regime has used chemical weapons against the Kurds, most notably in an
attack on the town of Halabja in 1988 (see Part 1 Chapter 2 paragraph 9). The
implicit threat of the use of chemical weapons against the Kurds and others is an
important part of Saddam’s attempt to keep the civilian population under control. 

10. The regime has tried to displace the traditional Kurdish and Turkoman
populations of the areas under its control, primarily in order to weaken Kurdish
claims to the oil-rich area around the northern city of Kirkuk. Kurds and other
non-Arabs are forcibly ejected to the three northern Iraqi governorates, Dohuk,
Arbil and Sulaimaniyah, which are under de facto Kurdish control. According to
the United Nations Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR) Special
Rapporteur for Iraq, 94,000 individuals have been expelled since 1991.
Agricultural land owned by Kurds has been confiscated and redistributed to
Iraqi Arabs. Arabs from southern Iraq have been offered incentives to move into
the Kirkuk area. 

11. After the 1979 revolution that ousted the Shah in Iran, Saddam intensified a
campaign against the Shia Muslim majority of Iraq, fearing that they might be
encouraged by the new Shia regime in Iran.

12. On 1 March 1991, in the wake of the Gulf War, riots broke out in the southern
city of Basra, spreading quickly to other cities in Shia-dominated southern Iraq.

Repression and control: some examples

● A campaign of mass arrests and killing of Shia activists led to the
execution of the Ayatollah Baqir al-Sadr and his sister in April 1980.  

● In 1983 80 members of another leading Shia family were arrested. Six of
them, all religious leaders, were executed.

● A massive chemical weapons attack on Kurds in Halabja town in March
1988 killing 5000 and injuring 10,000 more. 

● A large number of officers from the Jabbur tribe were executed in the
early 1990s for the alleged disloyalty of a few of them.
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The regime responded by killing thousands. Many Shia tried to escape to Iran
and Saudi Arabia.

13. Some of the Shia hostile to the regime sought refuge in the marshland of
southern Iraq. In order to subjugate the area, Saddam embarked on a large-scale
programme to drain the marshes to allow Iraqi ground forces to eliminate all
opposition there. The rural population of the area fled or were forced to move to
southern cities or across the border into Iran.

Saddam Hussein’s Wars

14. As well as ensuring his absolute control inside Iraq, Saddam has tried to make
Iraq the dominant power of the region. In pursuit of these objectives he has led
Iraq into two wars of aggression against neighbours, the Iran-Iraq war and the
invasion of Kuwait. 

15. With the fall of the Shah in Iran in 1979, relations between Iran and Iraq
deteriorated sharply. In September 1980 Saddam renounced a border treaty he
had agreed with Iran in 1975 ceding half of the Shatt al-Arab waterway to Iran.
Shortly thereafter, Saddam launched a large-scale invasion of Iran. He believed
that he could take advantage of the state of weakness, isolation and
disorganisation he perceived in post-revolutionary Iran. He aimed to seize
territory, including that ceded to Iran a few years earlier, and to assert Iraq’s
position as a leader of the Arab world. Saddam expected it to be a short, sharp
campaign. But the conflict lasted for eight years. Iraq fired over 500 ballistic
missiles at Iranian targets, including major cities.

16. It is estimated that the Iran-Iraq war cost the two sides a million casualties. Iraq
used chemical weapons extensively from 1984. Some twenty thousand Iranians
were killed by mustard gas and the nerve agents tabun and sarin, all of which
Iraq still possesses. The UN Security Council considered the report prepared by
a team of three specialists appointed by the UN Secretary General in March
1986, following which the President made a statement condemning Iraqi use of
chemical weapons. This marked the first time a country had been named for
violating the 1925 Geneva Convention banning the use of chemical weapons. 

17. The cost of the war ran into hundreds of billions of dollars for both sides. Iraq
gained nothing. After the war ended, Saddam resumed his previous pursuit of
primacy in the Gulf. His policies involved spending huge sums of money on new

Opposition to Saddam during the Iran-Iraq war

During the war Saddam’s security apparatus ensured that any internal dissent
or opposition was quickly eliminated. In 1982 he quickly purged a group
within Iraq’s ruling clique which had suggested that the war might be brought
to an end more quickly if Saddam stood down. 
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military equipment. But Iraq was burdened by debt incurred during the war and
the price of oil, Iraq’s only major export, was low.

18. By 1990 Iraq’s financial problems were severe. Saddam looked at ways to press
the oil-producing states of the Gulf to force up the price of crude oil by limiting
production and waive the $40 billion that they had loaned Iraq during its war
with Iran. Kuwait had made some concessions over production ceilings. But
Saddam blamed Kuwait for over-production. When his threats and
blandishments failed, Iraq invaded Kuwait on 2 August 1990. He believed that
occupying Kuwait could prove profitable. 

19. Saddam also sought to justify the conquest of Kuwait on other grounds. Like
other Iraqi leaders before him, he claimed that, as Kuwait’s rulers had come
under the jurisdiction of the governors of Basra in the time of the Ottoman
Empire, Kuwait should belong to Iraq. 

20. During its occupation of Kuwait, Iraq denied access to the Red Cross, which has
a mandate to provide protection and assistance to civilians affected by
international armed conflict. The death penalty was imposed for relatively minor
“crimes” such as looting and hoarding food.

21. In an attempt to deter military action to expel it from Kuwait, the Iraqi regime
took hostage several hundred foreign nationals (including children) in Iraq and
Kuwait and prevented thousands more from leaving, in direct contravention of
international humanitarian law. Hostages were held as human shields at a
number of strategic military and civilian sites.

22. At the end of the Gulf War, the Iraqi army fleeing Kuwait set fire to over 1,160
Kuwaiti oil wells with serious environmental consequences. 

23. More than 600 Kuwaiti and other prisoners of war and missing persons are still
unaccounted for. Iraq refuses to comply with its UN obligation to account for the
missing. It has provided sufficient information to close only three case-files.

Abuses by Iraqi forces in Kuwait

● Robbery and rape of Kuwaitis and expatriates.

● Summary executions. 

● People dragged from their homes and held in improvised detention
centres.

● Amnesty International has listed 38 methods of torture used by the Iraqi
occupiers. These included beatings, breaking of limbs, extracting finger
and toenails, inserting bottle necks into the rectum, and subjecting
detainees to mock executions.

● Kuwaiti civilians arrested for “crimes” such as wearing beards.
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Abuse of human rights 

24. This section draws on reports of human rights abuses from authoritative
international organisations, including Amnesty International and Human Rights
Watch.

25. Human rights abuses continue within Iraq. People continue to be arrested and
detained on suspicion of political or religious activities or often because they are
related to members of the opposition. Executions are carried out without due
process of law. Relatives are often prevented from burying the victims in
accordance with Islamic practice. Thousands of prisoners have been executed. 

26. Saddam has issued a series of decrees establishing severe penalties for criminal
offences. These include amputation, branding, cutting off ears, and other forms
of mutilation. Anyone found guilty of slandering the President has their tongue
removed. 

Human rights: abuses under Saddam Hussein

● 4000 prisoners were executed at Abu Ghraib Prison in 1984.

● 3000 prisoners were executed at the Mahjar Prison between 1993 and
1998.

● About 2500 prisoners were executed between 1997 and 1999 in a “prison
cleansing” campaign. 

● 122 male prisoners were executed at Abu Ghraib prison in February/
March 2000. A further 23 political prisoners were executed there in
October 2001.

● In October 2000 dozens of women accused of prostitution were beheaded
without any judicial process. Some were accused for political reasons.

● Women prisoners at Mahjar are routinely raped by their guards. 

● Methods of torture used in Iraqi jails include using electric drills to
mutilate hands, pulling out fingernails, knife cuts, sexual attacks and
‘official rape’.

● Prisoners at the Qurtiyya Prison in Baghdad and elsewhere are kept in
metal boxes the size of tea chests. If they do not confess they are left to
die.
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Saddam Hussein’s family

27. Saddam’s son Udayy maintained a private torture chamber known as the Red
Room in a building on the banks of the Tigris disguised as an electricity
installation. He created a militia in 1994 which has used swords to execute
victims outside their own homes. He has personally executed dissidents, for
instance in the Shia uprising at Basra which followed the Gulf War.

28. Members of Saddam’s family are also subject to persecution. A cousin of
Saddam, Ala Abd al-Qadir al-Majid, fled to Jordan from Iraq citing
disagreements with the regime over business matters. He returned to Iraq after
the Iraqi Ambassador in Jordan declared publicly that his life was not in danger.
He was met at the border by Tahir Habbush, Head of the Directorate of General
Intelligence (the Mukhabarat), and taken to a farm owned by Ali Hasan al-Majid.
At the farm Ala was tied to a tree and executed by members of his immediate
family who, following orders from Saddam, took it in turns to shoot him

Human Rights – mistreatment in Abu Ghraib Prison

Abdallah, a member of the Ba’ath Party whose loyalty became suspect was
imprisoned for four years at Abu Ghraib in the 1980s. On the second day of his
imprisonment, the men were forced to walk between two rows of five guards
each to receive their containers of food. While walking to get the food, they
were beaten by the guards with plastic telephone cables. They had to return to
their cells the same way, so that a walk to get breakfast resulted in twenty
lashes. According to Abdallah, “It wasn’t that bad going to get the food, but
coming back the food was spilled when we were beaten.” The same procedure
was used when the men went to the bathroom. On the third day, the torture
continued. “We were removed from our cells and beaten with plastic pipes.
This surprised us, because we were asked no question. Possibly it was being
done to break our morale”, Abdallah speculated. The torture escalated to
sixteen sessions daily. The treatment was organised and systematic. Abdallah
was held alone in a 3x2-meter room that opened onto a corridor. “We were
allowed to go to the toilet three times a day, then they reduced the toilet to once
a day for only one minute. I went for four years without a shower or a wash”,
Abdallah said. He also learned to cope with the deprivation and the hunger that
accompanied his detention: “I taught myself to drink a minimum amount of
water because there was no placed to urinate. They used wooden sticks to beat
us and sometimes the sticks would break. I found a piece of a stick, covered
with blood, and managed to bring it back to my room. I ate it for three days. A
person who is hungry can eat anything. Pieces of our bodies started falling off
from the beatings and our skin was so dry that it began to fall off. I ate pieces
of my own body. “No one, not Pushkin, not Mahfouz, can describe what
happened to us. It is impossible to describe what living this day to day was like.
I was totally naked the entire time. Half of the original groups [of about thirty
men] died. It was a slow type of continuous physical and psychological torture.
Sometimes, it seemed that orders came to kill one of us, and he would be
beaten to death”. (Source: Human Rights Watch)
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29. Some 40 of Saddam’s relatives, including women and children, have been killed.
His sons-in-law Hussein and Saddam Kamil had defected in 1995 and returned
to Iraq from Jordan after the Iraqi government had announced amnesties for
them. They were executed in February 1996.

Human Rights – individual testimony

“…I saw a friend of mine, al-Shaikh Nasser Taresh al-Sa’idi, naked. He was
handcuffed and a piece of wood was placed between his elbows and his
knees. Two ends of the wood were placed on two high chairs and al-Shaikh
Nasser was being suspended like a chicken. This method of torture is known
as al-Khaygania (a reference to a former security director known as al-
Khaygani). An electric wire was attached to al-Shaikh Nasser’s penis and
another one attached to one of his toes.  He was asked if he could identify me
and he said “this is al-Shaikh Yahya”. They took me to another room and then
after about 10 minutes they stripped me of my clothes and a security officer
said “the person you saw has confessed against you”. He said to me “You
followers of [Ayatollah] al-Sadr have carried out acts harmful to the security
of the country and have been distributing anti-government statements coming
from abroad”. He asked if I have any contact with an Iraqi religious scholar
based in Iran who has been signing these statements. I said “I do not have any
contacts with him”… I was then left suspended in the same manner as al-
Shaikh al-Sa’idi. My face was looking upward. They attached an electric
wire on my penis and the other end of the wire is attached to an electric
motor. One security man was hitting my feet with a cable. Electric shocks
were applied every few minutes and were increased. I must have been
suspended for more than an hour. I lost consciousness. They took me to
another room and made me walk even though my feet were swollen from
beating… They repeated this method a few times.” (Source: Amnesty
International, testimony from an Iraqi theology student from Saddam City)

Human Rights –individual testimony

In December 1996, a Kurdish businessman from Baghdad was arrested
outside his house by plainclothes security men. Initially his family did not
know his whereabouts and went from one police station to another inquiring
about him. Then they found out that he was being held in the headquarters of
the General Security Directorate in Baghdad. The family was not allowed to
visit him. Eleven months later the family was told by the authorities that he
had been executed and that they should go and collect his body. His body
bore evident signs of torture. His eyes were gouged out and the empty eye
sockets filled with paper. His right wrist and left leg were broken. The family
was not given any reason for his arrest and subsequent execution. However,
they suspected that he was executed because of his friendship with a retired
army general who had links with the Iraqi opposition outside the country and
who was arrested just before his arrest and also executed. (Source: Amnesty
International)
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Further copies are available on the Internet from:
No10 (www.pm.gov.uk)
FCO (www.fco.gov.uk)
MOD (www.mod.uk)
The Stationery Office (www.official-documents.co.uk)
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Key Judgments 
 

Iraq’s Weapons of Mass Destruction Programs 
 
Iraq has continued its weapons of mass destruction (WMD) programs in defiance of 
UN resolutions and restrictions.  Baghdad has chemical and biological weapons as 
well as missiles with ranges in excess of UN restrictions; if left unchecked, it 
probably will have a nuclear weapon during this decade.     
 
Baghdad hides large portions of Iraq’s WMD efforts.  Revelations after the Gulf war 
starkly demonstrate the extensive efforts undertaken by Iraq to deny information.   
 
Since inspections ended in 1998, Iraq has maintained its chemical weapons effort, 
energized its missile program, and invested more heavily in biological weapons; 
most analysts assess Iraq is reconstituting its nuclear weapons program. 
 
• Iraq’s growing ability to sell oil illicitly increases Baghdad’s capabilities to finance 

WMD programs; annual earnings in cash and goods have more than quadrupled.  
 
• Iraq largely has rebuilt missile and biological weapons facilities damaged during 

Operation Desert Fox and has expanded its chemical and biological infrastructure 
under the cover of civilian production.  

 
• Baghdad has exceeded UN range limits of 150 km with its ballistic missiles and is 

working with unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), which allo w for a more lethal means 
to deliver biological and, less likely, chemical warfare agents.  

 
• Although Saddam probably does not yet have nuclear weapons or sufficient material 

to make any, he remains intent on acquiring them.   
 
How quickly Iraq will obtain its first nuclear weapon depends on when it acquires 
sufficient weapons-grade fissile material. 
 
• If Baghdad acquires sufficient weapons -grade fissile material from abroad, it could 

make a nuclear weapon within a year.   
 
• Without such material from abroad,  Iraq probably would not be able to make a 

weapon until the last half of the decade.  
 

—  Iraq’s aggressive attempts to obtain proscribed high-strength aluminum tubes are 
of significant concern.  All intelligence experts agree that Iraq is seeking nuclear 
weapons and that these tubes could be used in a centrifuge enrichment program.  
Most intelligence specialists assess this to be the intended use, but some believe 
that these tubes are probably intended for conventional weapons programs.  
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—  Based on tubes of the size Iraq is trying to acquire, a few tens of thousands of 
centrifuges would be capable of producing enough highly enriched uranium for a 
couple of weapons per year.  

 
Baghdad has begun renewed production of chemical warfare agents, probably 
including mustard, sarin, cyclosarin, and VX.  Its capability was reduced during the 
UNSCOM inspections and is probably more limited now than it was at the time of the 
Gulf war, although VX production and agent storage life probably have been improved.  
 
• Saddam probably has stocked a few hundred metric tons of CW agents.  
 
• The Iraqis have experience in manufacturing CW bombs, artillery rockets, and 

projectiles, and probably possess CW bulk fills for SRBM warheads, including for a 
limited number of covertly stored, extended-range Scuds.  

 
All key aspects—R&D, production, and weaponization—of Iraq’s offensive BW 
program are active and most elements are larger and more advanced than they 
were before the Gulf wa r. 
 
• Iraq has some lethal and incapacitating BW agents and i s capable of quickly 

producing and weaponizing a variety of such agents, including anthrax, for delivery 
by bombs, missiles, aerial sprayers, and covert operatives, including potentially 
against the US Homeland.  

 
• Baghdad has established a large -scale, redundant, and concealed BW agent 

production capability, which includes mobile facilities; these facilities can evade 
detection, are highly survivable, and can exceed the production rates Iraq had prior to 
the Gulf war.  

 
Iraq maintains a small missile force and several development programs, including 
for a UAV that most analysts believe probably is intended to deliver biological 
warfare agents. 
 
• Gaps in Iraqi accounting to UNSCOM suggest that Saddam retains a covert force of 

up to a few dozen Scud -variant SRBMs with ranges of 650 to 900 km.  
 
• Iraq is deploying its new al-Samoud and Ababil-100 SRBMs, which are capable of 

flying beyond the UN -authorized 150-km range limit.  
 
• Baghdad’s UAVs—especially if used for delivery of chemical and biological warfare 

(CBW) agents—could threaten Iraq’s neighbors, US forces in the Persian Gulf, and 
the United States if brought close to, or into, the US Homeland.  

 
• Iraq is developing medium-range ballistic missile capabilities, largely through foreign 

assistance in building specialized facilities.  
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Discussion 
 

Iraq’s Weapons of Mass Destruction Programs 
 
In April 1991, the UN Security Council enacted Resolution 687 requiring Iraq to declare, 
destroy, or render harmless its weapons of mass destruction (WMD) arsenal and 
production infrastructure under UN or International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
supervision.  UN Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 687 also demanded that Iraq 
forgo the future development or acquisition of WMD.   
 
Baghdad’s determination to hold onto a sizeable remnant of its WMD arsenal, agents, 
equipment, and expertise has led to years of dissembling and obstruction of UN 
inspections.  Elite Iraqi security services orchestrated an extensive concealment and 
deception campaign to hide incriminating documents and material that precluded 
resolution of key issues pertaining to its WMD programs.  
 
• Iraqi obstructions prompted the Security Council to pass several subsequent 

resolutions demanding that Baghdad comply with its obligations to cooperate with the 
inspection process and to provide United Nations Special Commission (UNSCOM) 
and IAEA officials immediate and unrestricted access to any site they wished to 
inspect.  

 
• Although outwardly maintaining the facade of cooperation, Iraqi officials frequently 

denied or substantially delayed access to facilities, personnel, and documents in an 
effort to conceal critical information about Iraq’s WMD programs.    

 
Successive Iraqi declarations on Baghdad’s pre-Gulf war WMD programs gradually 
became more accurate between 1991 and  1998, but only because of sustained pressure 
from UN sanctions, Coalition military force, and vigorous and robust inspections 
facilitated by information from cooperative countries.  Nevertheless, Iraq never has 
fully accounted for major gaps and inconsistencies in its declarations and has 
provided no credible proof that it has completely destroyed its weapons stockpiles 
and production infrastructure .  
 
• UNSCOM inspection activities and Coalition military strikes destroyed most of its 

prohibited ballistic missiles and some Gulf war -era chemical and biological 
munitions, but Iraq still has a small force of extended -range Scud-variant missiles, 
chemical precursors, biological seed stock, and thousands of munitions suitable for 
chemical and biological agents.   

 
• Iraq has preserved and in some cases enhanced the infrastructure and expertise 

necessary for WMD production and has used that capability to maintain a stockpile of 
WMD and to increase its size and sophistication in some areas.  
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UN Security Council Resolutions and Provisions for Inspections  
and Monitoring:  Theory and Practice 
Resolution Requirement Reality 
Res. 687 (3 April 1991)  Requires Iraq to declare, 
destroy, remove, or render harmless under UN or IAEA 
supervision and not to use, develop, construct, or 
acquire all chemical and biological weapons, all ballistic 
missiles with ranges greater than 150 km, and all 
nuclear weapons-usable material, including related 
material, equipment, and facilities.  The resolution also 
formed the Special Commission and authorized the 
IAEA to carry out immediate on-site inspections of 
WMD-related facilities based on Iraq’s declarations and 
UNSCOM’s designation of any additional locations. 

Baghdad refused to declare all parts of each WMD 
program, submitted several declarations as part of its 
aggressive efforts to deny and deceive inspectors, and 
ensured that certain elements of the program would 
remain concealed.  The prohibition against developing 
delivery platforms with ranges greater than 150 km 
allowed Baghdad to research and develop shorter-range 
systems with applications for longer-range systems and 
did not affect Iraqi efforts to convert full-size aircraft into 
unmanned aerial vehicles as potential WMD delivery 
systems with ranges far beyond 150 km. 

Res. 707 (15 August 1991)  Requires Iraq to allow UN 
and IAEA inspectors immediate and unrestricted access 
to any site they wish to inspect.  Demands Iraq provide 
full, final, and complete disclosure of all aspects of its 
WMD programs; cease immediately any attempt to 
conceal, move, or destroy WMD-related material or 
equipment; allow UNSCOM and IAEA teams to use 
fixed-wing and helicopter flights throughout Iraq; and 
respond fully, completely, and promptly to any Special 
Commission questions or requests. 

Baghdad in 1996 negotiated with UNSCOM Executive 
Chairman Ekeus modalities that it used to delay 
inspections, to restrict to four the number of inspectors 
allowed into any site Baghdad declared as “sensitive,” 
and to prohibit them altogether from sites regarded as 
sovereign.  These modalities gave Iraq leverage over 
individual inspections.  Iraq eventually allowed larger 
numbers of inspectors into such sites but only after 
lengthy negotiations at each site. 

Res. 715 (11 October 1991)  Requires Iraq to submit to 
UNSCOM and IAEA long-term monitoring of Iraqi WMD 
programs; approved detailed plans called for in 
UNSCRs 687 and 707 for long-term monitoring. 

Iraq generally accommodated UN monitors at declared 
sites but occasionally obstructed access and 
manipulated monitoring cameras.  UNSCOM and IAEA 
monitoring of Iraq’s WMD programs does not have a 
specified end date under current UN resolutions. 

Res. 1051 (27 March 1996)  Established the Iraqi 
export/import monitoring system, requiring UN members 
to provide IAEA and UNSCOM with information on 
materials exported to Iraq that may be applicable to 
WMD production, and requiring Iraq to report imports of 
all dual-use items. 

Iraq is negotiating contracts for procuring—outside of 
UN controls—dual-use items with WMD applications.  
The UN lacks the staff needed to conduct thorough 
inspections of goods at Iraq’s borders and to monitor 
imports inside Iraq. 

Res. 1060 (12 June 1996) and Resolutions 1115, 1134, 
1137, 1154, 1194, and 1205.  Demands that Iraq 
cooperate with UNSCOM and allow inspection teams 
immediate, unconditional, and unrestricted access to 
facilities for inspection and access to Iraqi officials for 
interviews.  UNSCR 1137 condemns Baghdad’s refusal 
to allow entry to Iraq to UNSCOM officials on the 
grounds of their nationality and its threats to the safety 
of UN reconnaissance aircraft. 

Baghdad consistently sought to impede and limit 
UNSCOM’s mission in Iraq by blocking access to 
numerous facilities throughout the inspection process, 
often sanitizing sites before the arrival of inspectors and 
routinely attempting to deny inspectors access to 
requested sites and individuals.  At times, Baghdad 
would promise compliance to avoid consequences, only 
to renege later. 

Res. 1154 (2 March 1998)  Demands that Iraq comply 
with UNSCOM and IAEA inspections and endorses the 
Secretary General’s memorandum of understanding with 
Iraq, providing for “severest consequences” if Iraq fails 
to comply. 
Res. 1194 (9 September 1998)  Condemns Iraq’s 
decision to suspend cooperation with UNSCOM and the 
IAEA. 
Res. 1205 (5 November 1998)  Condemns Iraq’s 
decision to cease cooperation with UNSCOM. 

UNSCOM could not exercise its mandate without Iraqi 
compliance.  Baghdad refused to work with UNSCOM 
and instead negotiated with the Secretary General, 
whom it believed would be more sympathetic to Iraq’s 
needs. 

Res. 1284 (17 December 1999)  Established the United 
Nations Monitoring, Verification, and Inspection 
Commission (UNMOVIC), replacing UNSCOM; and 
demanded that Iraq allow UNMOVIC teams immediate, 
unconditional, and unrestricted access to any and all 
aspects of Iraq’s WMD program. 

Iraq repeatedly has rejected the return of UN arms 
inspectors and claims that it has satisfied all UN 
resolutions relevant to disarmament.  Compared with 
UNSCOM, 1284 gives the UNMOVIC chairman less 
authority, gives the Security Council a greater role in 
defining key disarmament tasks, and requires that 
inspectors be full-time UN employees. 
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Since December 1998, Baghdad has refused to allow UN inspectors into Iraq as required 
by the Security Council resolutions.  Technical monitoring systems installed by the UN at 
known and suspected WMD and missile facilities in Iraq no longer operate.  Baghdad 
prohibits Security Council-mandated monitoring overflights of Iraqi facilities by UN 
aircraft and helicopters.  Similarly, Iraq has curtailed most IAEA inspections since 1998, 
allowing the IAEA to visit annually only a very small number of sites to safeguard Iraq's 
stockpile of uranium oxide. 
 
In the absence of inspectors, Baghdad’s already considerable ability to work on 
prohibited programs without risk of discovery has increased, and there is 
substantial evidence that Iraq is reconstituting prohibited programs.  Baghdad’s 
vigorous concealment efforts have meant that specific information on many aspects 
of Iraq’s WMD programs is yet to be uncovered.  Revelations after the Gulf war 
starkly demonstrate the extensive efforts undertaken by Iraq to deny information.   
 
• Limited insight into activities since 1998 clearly show that Baghdad has used th e 

absence of UN inspectors to repair and expand dual-use and dedicated missile-
development facilities and to increase its ability to produce WMD.  

 
Nuclear Weapons Program 
 
More than ten years of sanctions and the loss of much of Iraq’s physical nuclear 
infrastructure under IAEA oversight have not diminished Saddam’s interest in acquiring 
or developing nuclear weapons.  
  
• Iraq’s efforts to procure tens of thousands of proscribed high -strength aluminum 

tubes are of significant concern.  All intelligence expe rts agree that Iraq is seeking 
nuclear weapons and that these tubes could be used in a centrifuge enrichment 
program.  Most intelligence specialists assess this to be the intended use, but some 
believe that these tubes are probably intended for conventiona l weapons programs. 

 
Iraq had an advanced nuclear weapons development program before the Gulf war that 
focused on building an implosion-type weapon using highly enriched uranium.  Baghdad 
was attempting a variety of uranium enrichment techniques, the most successful of which 
were the electromagnetic isotope separation (EMIS) and gas centrifuge programs.  After 
its invasion of Kuwait, Iraq initiated a crash program to divert IAEA-safeguarded, highly 
enriched uranium from its Soviet and French-supplied reactors, but the onset of hostilities 
ended this effort.  Iraqi declarations and the UNSCOM/IAEA inspection process revealed 
much of Iraq’s nuclear weapons efforts, but Baghdad still has not provided complete 
information on all aspects of its nuclear weapons program. 
 
• Iraq has withheld important details relevant to its nuclear program, including 

procurement logs, technical documents, experimental data, accounting of materials, 
and foreign assistance.  
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• Baghdad also continues to withhold other data about enrichme nt techniques, foreign 
procurement, weapons design, and the role of Iraqi security services in concealing its 
nuclear facilities and activities.   

 
• In recent years, Baghdad has diverted goods contracted under the Oil - for-Food 

Program for military purposes  and has increased solicitations and dual-use 
procurements—outside the Oil- for-Food process—some of which almost certainly are 
going to prohibited WMD and other weapons programs.  Baghdad probably uses 
some of the money it gains through its illicit oil sal es to support its WMD efforts. 

 
Before its departure from Iraq, the IAEA made significant strides toward dismantling 
Iraq’s nuclear weapons program and unearthing the nature and scope of Iraq’s past 
nuclear activities.  In the absence of inspections, howev er, most analysts assess that Iraq 
is reconstituting its nuclear program—unraveling the IAEA’s hard -earned 
accomplishments.  
 
Iraq retains its cadre of nuclear scientists and technicians, its program documentation, and 
sufficient dual-use manufacturing capabilities to support a reconstituted nuclear weapons 
program.  Iraqi media have reported numerous meetings between Saddam and nuclear 
scientists over the past two years, signaling Baghdad’s continued interest in reviving a 
nuclear program. 
 
Iraq’s expanding international trade provides growing access to nuclear -related 
technology and materials and potential access to foreign nuclear expertise.   An increase 
in dual-use procurement activity in recent years may be supporting a reconstituted 
nuclear weapons pro gram.    
 
• The acquisition of sufficient fissile material is Iraq’s principal hurdle in developing a 

nuclear weapon.  
 
• Iraq is unlikely to produce indigenously enough weapons -grade material for a 

deliverable nuclear weapon until the last half of this decade .  Baghdad could 
produce a nuclear weapon within a year if it were able to procure weapons-
grade fissile material abroad.  

 
Baghdad may have acquired uranium enrichment capabilities that could shorten 
substantially the amount of time necessary to make a nuclear weapon. 
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Chemical Warfare Program 
 
Iraq has the ability to produce chemical warfare (CW) agents within its chemical 
industry, although it probably depends on external sources for some precursors.  
Baghdad is expanding its infrastructure, under cover of civilian industries, that it 
could use to advance its CW agent production capability.  During the 1980s Saddam 
had a formidable CW capability that he used against Iranians and against Iraq’s Kurdish 
population.  Iraqi forces killed or injured more t han 20,000 people in multiple attacks, 
delivering chemical agents (including mustard agent 1 and the nerve agents sarin and 
tabun2) in aerial bombs, 122mm rockets, and artillery shells against both tactical military 
targets and segments of Iraq’s Kurdish population.  Before the 1991 Gulf war, Baghdad 
had a large stockpile of chemical munitions and a robust indigenous production capacity.  
 
 
 

 
Documented Iraqi Use of Chemical Weapons 

 
Date  Area Used Type of Agent Approximate 

Casualties 
Target 
Population 

 
Aug 1983 

 
Hajj Umran 

 
Mustard 

 
fewer than 100  

 
Iranians/Kurds 

Oct-Nov 1983 Panjwin Mustard 3,000 Iranian/Kurds 
 

Feb-Mar 1984 Majnoon Island Mustard 2,500 Iranians 
Mar 1984 al-Basrah Tabun 50 to 100 Iranians 
Mar 1985 Hawizah Marsh Mustard/Tabun 3,000 Iranians 
Feb 1986 al-Faw Mustard/Tabun 8,000 to 10,000 Iranians 
Dec 1986 Umm ar Rasas  Mustard thousands Iranians 
Apr 1987 al-Basrah Mustard/Tabun 5,000 Iranians 
Oct 1987 Sumar/Mehran Mustard/nerve agents 3,000 Iranians 
Mar 1988 Halabjah Mustard/nerve agents hundreds Iranians/Kurds 

 
 

                                                 
1 Mustard is a blister agent that causes medical casualties by blistering or burning exposed skin, eyes, 
lungs, and mucus membranes within hours of exposure.  It is a persistent agent that can remain a hazard for 
days. 
2 Sarin, cyclosarin, and tabun are G-series nerve agents that can act within seconds of absorption through 
the skin or inhalation.  These agents overstimulate muscles or glands with messages transmitted from 
nerves, causing convulsions and loss of consciousness.  Tabun is persistent and can remain a hazard for 
days.  Sarin and cyclosarin are not persistent and pose more of an inhalation hazard than a skin hazard.  
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Although precise information is lacking, human rights organizations have received 
plausible accounts from Kurdish villagers of even more Iraqi chemical attacks against 
civilians in the 1987 to 1988 time frame —with some attacks as late as October 1988—in 
areas close to the Iranian and Turkish borders.  
 
• UNSCOM supervised the destruction of more than 40,000 chemical munitions, nearly 

500,000 liters of chemical agents, 1.8 million liters of chemical precursors, and seven 
different types of delivery systems, including ballistic missile warheads.  

 
More than 10 years after the Gulf war, gaps in Iraqi accounting and current production 
capabilities strongly suggest that Iraq maintains a stockpile of chemical agents, probably 
VX,3 sarin, cyclosarin, 4 and mustard.   
 
• Iraq probably has concealed precursors, production equipment, documentation, 

and other items necessary for continuing its CW effort.  Baghdad never supplied 
adequate evidence to support its claims that it destroyed all of  its CW agents and 
munitions.  Thousands of tons of chemical precursors and tens of thousands of 
unfilled munitions, including Scud -variant missile warheads, remain unaccounted for.  

 
• UNSCOM discovered a document at Iraqi Air Force headquarters in July 1998  

showing that Iraq overstated by at least 6,000 the number of chemical bombs it told 
the UN it had used during the Iran -Iraq War—bombs that remain are unaccounted for.  

 
• Iraq has not accounted for 15,000 artillery rockets that in the past were its preferre d 

means for delivering nerve agents, nor has it accounted for about 550 artillery shells 
filled with mustard agent.  

 
• Iraq probably has stocked at least 100 metric tons (MT) and possibly as much as 500 

MT of CW agents. 
 
Baghdad continues to rebuild and expand dual-use infrastructure that it could 
divert quickly to CW production.  The best examples are the chlorine and phenol plants 
at the Fallujah II facility.  Both chemicals have legitimate civilian uses but also are raw 
materials for the synthesis of prec ursor chemicals used to produce blister and nerve 
agents.  Iraq has three other chlorine plants that have much higher capacity for civilian 
production; these plants and Iraqi imports are more than sufficient to meet Iraq’s civilian  
 

                                                 
3 VX is a V-series nerve agent that is similar to but more advanced than G-series nerve agents in that it 
causes the same medical effects but is more toxic and much more persistent.  Thus, it poses a far greater 
skin hazard than G-series agents.  VX could be used for long-term contamination of territory. 
4 See footnote 5. 
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needs for water treat ment.  Of the 15 million kg of chlorine imported under the UN Oil -
for-Food Program since 1997, Baghdad used only 10 million kg and has 5 million kg in 
stock, suggesting that some domestically produced chlorine has been diverted to such 
proscribed activities as CW agent production.   
 
• Fallujah II was one of Iraq’s principal CW precursor production facilities before the 

Gulf war.  In the last two years the Iraqis have upgraded the facility and brought in 
new chemical reactor vessels and shipping containers wi th a large amount of 
production equipment.  They have expanded chlorine output far beyond pre-Gulf war 
production levels—capabilities that can be diverted quickly to CW production.  Iraq 
is seeking to purchase CW agent precursors and applicable production equipment and 
is trying to hide the activities of the Fallujah plant.   
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Biological Warfare Program  
 
Iraq has the capability to convert quickly legitimate vaccine and biopesticide plants 
to biological warfare (BW) production and already may have done so.  This 
capability is particularly troublesome because Iraq has a record of concealing its BW 
activities and lying about the existence of its offensive BW program.  
 
After four years of claiming that they had conducted only “small-scale, defensive” 
research, Iraqi officials finally admitted to inspectors in 1995 to production and 
weaponization of biological agents.  The Iraqis admitted this only after being faced with 
evidence of their procurement of a large volume of growth media and the defection of 
Husayn Kamil, former director of Iraq’s military industries.  
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Iraqi-Acknowledged Open-Air Testing of Biological Weapons 
 
Location-Date 
 

Agent Munition 

Al Muhammadiyat – Mar 1988 Bacillus subtilis5 250-gauge bomb (cap. 65 
liters) 

Al Muhammadiyat – Mar 1988 Botulinum toxin  250-gauge bomb (cap. 65 
liters) 

Al Muhammadiyat – Nov 1989 Bacillus subtilis 122mm rocket (cap. 8 liters)  
Al Muhammadiyat – Nov 1989 Botulinum toxin   122mm rocket (cap. 8 liters)  
Al Muhammadiyat – Nov 1989 Aflatoxin 122mm rocket (cap. 8 liters)  
Khan Bani Saad – Aug 1988 Bacillus subtilis aerosol generator – Mi-2 

helicopter with modified 
agricultural spray equipment 

Al Muhammadiyat – Dec 1989 Bacillus subtilis R-400 bomb (cap. 85 liters)  
Al Muhammadiyat – Nov 1989 Botulinum toxin  R-400 bomb (cap. 85 liters)  
Al Muhammadiyat – Nov 1989 Aflatoxin R-400 bomb (cap. 85 liters)  
Jurf al-Sakr Firing Range – Sep 
1989 

Ricin 155mm artillery shell (cap. 3 
liters) 

Abu Obeydi Airfield – Dec 1990 Water Modified Mirage F1 drop-tank 
(cap. 2,200 liters) 

Abu Obeydi Airfield – Dec 1990 Water/potassium 
permanganate 

Modified Mirage F1 drop-tank 
(cap. 2,200 liters) 

Abu Obeydi Airfield – Jan 1991 Water/glycerine Modified Mirage F1 drop-tank 
(cap. 2,200 liters) 

Abu Obeydi Airfield – Jan 1991 Bacillus subtilis/Glycerine Modified Mirage F1 drop-tank 
(cap. 2,200 liters) 

 
• Iraq admitted producing thousands of liters of the BW agents anthrax, 6 botulinum 

toxin, (which paralyzes respiratory muscles and can be fatal within 24 to 36 hours), 
and aflatoxin, (a potent carcinogen that can attack the liver, killing years after 
ingestion), and preparing BW -filled Scud-variant missile warheads, aerial bombs, and 
aircraft spray tanks before the Gulf war.   

 
Baghdad did not provide persuasive evidence to suppo rt its claims that it unilaterally 
destroyed its BW agents and munitions.  Experts from UNSCOM assessed that 
Baghdad’s declarations vastly understated the production of biological agents and 
estimated that Iraq actually produced two-to-four times the amount of agent that it 
acknowledged producing, including Bacillus anthracis—the causative agent of 
anthrax—and botulinum toxin.   
 
The improvement or expansion of a number of nominally “civilian” facilities that were 
directly associated with biological weapons  indicates that key aspects of Iraq’s offensive 
BW program are active and most elements more advanced and larger than before the 
1990-1991 Gulf war.   
                                                 
5 Bacillus subtilis is commonly used as a simulant for B. anthracis. 
6 An infectious dose of anthrax is about 8,000 spores, or less than one-millionth of a gram in a non 
immuno-compromised person.  Inhalation anthrax historically has been 100 percent fatal within five to 
seven days, although in recent cases aggressive medical treatment has reduced the fatality rate.  
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• The al-Dawrah Foot-and-Mouth Disease (FMD) Vaccine Facility is one of two 
known Biocontainment Level-3—facilities in Iraq with an extensive air handling and 
filtering system.  Iraq admitted that before the Gulf war Al-Dawrah had been a BW 
agent production facility.  UNSCOM attempted to render it useless for BW agent pro -
duction in 1996 but left some productio n equipment in place because UNSCOM 
could not prove it was connected to previous BW work.  In 2001, Iraq announced it 
would begin renovating the plant without UN approval, ostensibly to produce a 
vaccine to combat an FMD outbreak.  In fact, Iraq easily can import all the foot -and-
mouth vaccine it needs through the UN.   

 
• The Amiriyah Serum and Vaccine Institute is an ideal cover location for BW re -

search, testing, production, and storage.  UN inspectors discovered documents related 
to BW research at this fa cility, some showing that BW cultures, agents, and 
equipment were stored there during the Gulf war .  Of particular concern is the plant’s 
new storage capacity, which greatly exceeds Iraq’s needs for legitimate medical 
storage.   

 
• The Fallujah III Castor Oil Production Plant is situated on a large complex with an 

historical connection to Iraq’s CW program.  Of immediate BW concern is the  
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potential production of ricin toxin.7  Castor bean pulp, left over from castor oil 
production, can be used to extract  ricin toxin.  Iraq admitted to UNSCOM that it 
manufactured ricin and field-tested it in artillery shells before the Gulf war.  Iraq 
operated this plant for legitimate purposes under UNSCOM scrutiny before 1998 
when UN inspectors left the country.  Since 1 999, Iraq has rebuilt major structures 
destroyed during Operation Desert Fox.  Iraqi officials claim they are making castor 
oil for brake fluid, but verifying such claims without UN inspections is impossible.  

 
In addition to questions about activity at known facilities, there are compelling reasons 
to be concerned about BW activity at other sites and in mobile production units and 
laboratories.  Baghdad has pursued a mobile BW research and production capability to 
better conceal its program.  
 
• UNSCOM uncovered a document on Iraqi Military Industrial Commission letterhead 

indicating that Iraq was interested in developing mobile fermentation units, and an 
Iraqi scientist admitted to UN inspectors that Iraq was trying to move in the direction 
of mobile BW produc tion.  

 
• Iraq has now established large -scale, redundant, and concealed BW agent production 

capabilities based on mobile BW facilities.   
 
Ballistic Missile Program 
 
Iraq has developed a ballistic missile capability that exceeds the 150km range 
limitation established under UNSCR 687.  During the 1980s, Iraq purchased 819  
Scud B missiles from the USSR.  Hundreds of these 300km range missiles were used to 
attack Iranian cities during the Iran-Iraq War.  Beginning in 1987, Iraq converted many of 
these Soviet Scuds into extended-range variants, some of which were fired at Tehran; 
some were launched during the Gulf war, and others remained in Iraq’s inventory at 
war’s end.  Iraq admitted filling at least 75 of its Scud warheads with chemical or 
biological agents and deployed these weapons for use against Coalition forces and 
regional opponents, including Israel in 1991.  
 
Most of the approximately 90 Scud -type missiles Saddam fired at Israel, Saudi Arabia, 
and Bahrain during the Gulf war were al -Husayn variants tha t the Iraqis modified by 
lengthening the airframe and increasing fuel capacity, extending the range to 650 km.   
 
Baghdad was developing other longer-range missiles based on Scud technology, 
including the 900km al-Abbas.  Iraq was designing follow-on multi-stage and clustered 
medium-range ballistic missile (MRBM) concepts with intended ranges up to 3,000 km.  
Iraq also had a program to develop a two -stage missile, called the Badr-2000, using solid-
propellants with an estimated range of 750 to 1,000 km. 
 
 

                                                 
7 Ricin can cause multiple organ failure within one or two days after inhalation.   
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• Iraq never fully accounted for its existing missile programs.  Discrepancies in 

Baghdad’s declarations suggest that Iraq retains a small force of extended -range 
Scud-type missiles and an undetermined number of launchers and warheads.  Further, 
Iraq never explained the disposition of advanced missile components, such as 
guidance and control systems, that it could not produce on its own and that would be 
critical to developmental programs.  
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Iraq continues to work on UN -authorized short-range ballistic missiles (SRBMs)—those 
with a range no greater than 150 km —that help develop the expertise and infrastructure 
needed to produce longer -range missile systems.  The al-Samoud liquid propellant SRBM 
and the Ababil-100 solid propellant SRBM, however, are capable of flying beyond the 
allowed 150km range.  Both missiles have been tested aggressively and are in early 
deployment.  Other evidence strongly suggests Iraq is modifying missile testing and 
production facilities to produce even longer -range missiles. 
 
• The Al-Rafah-North Liquid Propellant Engine Research, Development, Testing, and 

Evaluation (RDT&E) Facility is Iraq’s principal site for the static testing of liquid 
propellant missile engines.  Baghdad has been building a new test stand there that is 
larger than the test stand associated with al-Samoud engine testing and the defunct 
Scud engine test stand.  The only plausible explanation for this test facility is that Iraq 
intends to test engines for longer -range missiles prohibited under UNSCR 687.  
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• The Al-Mutasim Solid Rocket Motor and Test Facility, previously associated with 

Iraq’s Badr-2000 solid-propellant missile program, has been rebuilt and expanded in 
recent years.  The al-Mutasim site supports solid-propellant motor assembly, rework , 
and testing for the UN -authorized Ababil-100, but the size of certain facilities there, 
particularly those newly constructed between the assembly rework and static test 
areas, suggests that Baghdad is preparing to develop systems that are prohibited by 
the UN.  

 
• At the Al-Mamoun Solid Rocket Motor Production Plant and RDT&E Facility, the 

Iraqis, since the December 1998 departure of inspectors, have rebuilt structures 
damaged during the Gulf war and dismantled by UNSCOM that originally were built 
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to manufa cture solid propellant motors for the Badr -2000 program.  They also have 
built a new building and are reconstructing other buildings originally designed to fill 
large Badr-2000 motor casings with solid propellant.   

 
• Also at al-Mamoun, the Iraqis have rebuilt two structures used to “mix” solid 

propellant for the Badr -2000 missile.  The new buildings—about as large as the 
original ones—are ideally suited to house large, UN -prohibited mixers.  In fact, the 
only logical explanation for the size and configuration of these mixing buildings is 
that Iraq intends to develop longer -range, prohibited missiles.  

 
Iraq has managed to rebuild and expand its missile development infrastructure 
under sanctions.  Iraqi intermediaries have sought production technology, machin e 
tools, and raw materials in violation of the arms embargo.   
 
• The Iraqis have completed a new ammonium perchlorate production plant at Mamoun 

that supports Iraq’s solid propellant missile program.  Ammonium perchlorate is a 
common oxidizer used in solid propellant missile motors .  Baghdad would not have 
been able to complete this facility without help from abroad .  

 
• In August 1995, Iraq was caught trying to acquire sensitive ballistic missile guidance 

components, including gyroscopes originally used in Ru ssian strategic nuclear 
SLBMs, demonstrating that Baghdad has been pursuing proscribed, advanced, long -
range missile technology for some time.  Iraqi officials admitted that, despite 
international prohibitions, they had received a similar shipment earlier that year.   

 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Program and Other Aircraft 
 
Iraq is continuing to develop other platforms which most analysts believe probably 
are intended for delivering biological warfare agents.  Immediately before the Gulf 
war, Baghdad attempted to convert a MiG -21 into an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to 
carry spray tanks capable of dispensing chemical or biological agents.  UNSCOM 
assessed that the program to develop the spray system was successful, but the conversion 
of the MiG-21 was not.  Mor e recently, Baghdad has attempted to convert some of its  
L-29 jet trainer aircraft into UAVs that can be fitted with chemical and biological warfare 
(CBW) spray tanks, most likely a continuation of previous efforts with the MiG -21.  
Although much less sop histicated than ballistic missiles as a delivery platform, an 
aircraft—manned or unmanned—is the most efficient way to disseminate chemical and 
biological weapons over a large, distant area.   
 
• Iraq already has produced modified drop -tanks that can disperse biological or 

chemical agents effectively.  Before the Gulf war, the Iraqis successfully 
experimented with aircraft-mounted spray tanks capable of releasing up to 2,000 liters 
of an anthrax simulant over a target area.  Iraq also has modified commercial crop 
sprayers successfully and tested them with an anthrax simulant delivered by 
helicopters.  
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• Baghdad has a history of experimenting with a variety of unmanned platforms.  Iraq’s 

use of newer, more capable airframes would increase range and payload, while 
smaller platforms might be harder to detect and therefore more survivable.  This 
capability represents a serious threat to Iraq’s neighbors and to international military 
forces in the region.   

 
• Iraq used tactical fighter aircraft and helicopters to deliver chemical agents, loaded in 

bombs and rockets, during the Iran-Iraq War.  Baghdad probably is considering again 
using manned aircraft as delivery platforms depending on the operational scenario.  

 
Procurement in Support of WMD Programs 
 
Iraq has bee n able to import dual-use, WMD-relevant equipment and material through 
procurements both within and outside the UN sanctions regime.  Baghdad diverts some 
of the $10 billion worth of goods now entering Iraq every year for humanitarian 
needs to support the military and WMD programs instead.  Iraq’s growing ability to 
sell oil illicitly increases Baghdad’s capabilities to finance its WMD programs.  Over the 
last four years Baghdad’s earnings from illicit oil sales have more than quadrupled to 
about $3 billion this year.  
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• UN monitors at Iraq's borders do not inspect the cargo —worth hundreds of millions 
of dollars—that enters Iraq every year outside of the Oil- for-Food Program; some of 
these goods clearly support Iraq's military and WMD programs.  For example, 
Baghdad imports fiber -optic communication systems outside of UN auspices to 
support the Iraqi military.  

 
• Iraq imports goods using planes, trains, trucks, and ships without any type of 

international inspections—in violation of UN Security Council resolutions.  
 
Even within the UN -authorized Oil- for-Food Program, Iraq does not hide that it wants to 
purchase military and WMD-related goods.  For example, Baghdad diverted UN-
approved trucks for military purposes and construction equipment to rehabilitate 
WMD-affiliated facilities, even though these items were approved only to help the 
civilian population. 
 
• Iraq has been able to repair modern industrial machine tools that previously supported 

production of WMD or missile components and has imported additional tools that it 
may use to reconstitute Baghdad’s unconventional weapons arsenal.   

 
• On several occasions, Iraq has asked to purchase goods —such as neutron generators 

and servo valves—that the UN Monitoring, Verification, and Inspection Commission 
(UNMOVIC) views as linchpins for prohibited Iraqi programs; alternative, non -dual-
use items would serve the civilian purpose purportedly intended for this equipment.  

 
UNMOVIC began screening contracts pursuant to UNSCR 1284 in December 1999 and 
since has identified more than 100 contracts containing dual-use items as defined in 
UNSCR 1051 that can be diverted into WMD programs.  UNMOVIC also has requested 
that suppliers provide technical information on hundreds of other goods because of 
concerns about potential misuse of dual-use equipment.  In many cases, Iraq has 
requested technology that clearly exceeds requirements for the stated commercial end -use 
when it easily could substitute items that could not be used for WMD.  
 
• On some UN contracts, Baghdad claimed that the requested goods are designed to 

rehabilitate facilities—such as the Al Qa'im phosphate plant and Fallujah—that in the 
past were used to support both industrial and WMD programs.   



 

 

 



 
DOCUMENT:  U.S. Embassy Hungary Cable to U.S. Department of State, et al., 
“Free Iraqi Forces in Positive Images”  
 
DATE:  April 3, 2003 
 
SOURCE:  State Department FOIA 
 
CONTENT:  The U.S. embassy in Budapest asks for positive images and video it 
can use to publicize the “successes” of the “Free Iraqi Forces” (paramilitary 
volunteers from Iraqi opposition groups). 
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FOR ACTING U/S HARRISON, IPP JBULLOCK AND IRAQI TASK 
FORCE/PDPA 
INFO FOR PAOS 

B.a. 12958: N/A 
TAGS: KPAO PREL OIIP OPRC IZ 

SUBJECT: FREE IRAQI FORCES IN POSITIVE IMAGES 

REF STATE 85201 

. 1. EMBASSY BuDAPBST WOULD GREATLY APPRECIATE 
NOTIFICATION SHOULD ANY OF THE REQUESTED POSITIVE IMAGB 
AND VIDEO PLACEMENT INCLUDE MEMBERS OF THE FlmB IRAQI 
FORCES (FIF). THOSE FIF SOLDIERS RECEIVED CIVIL AFFAIRS 
TRAINING AT HUNGARY'S TASZAR AIR BASE AND .ARE CURRENTLY 
SERVING WITH DIFFERENT COALITION UNITS IN IRAQ. 

2. CONSIDERABLE HUNGARIAN PUBLIC CONTROVERSY AND 
UNEASE SURROUNDED THE INTRODUCTION OF THE TASZAR 
TRAINING· PROGRAM FOR EXPATRIATE IRAQI VOLUNTEERs 
SEVERAL MONTHS AGO. OUR PUBLIC DIPLOMACY EFFORTS TO 
DISPELL THAT CONTROVERSY AND QUELL THE UNEASB RESULTED 
IN GROWING ACCEPTANCE OF THE FIF TRAINING AS A HIGHLY 
POSITIVE HUNGARIAN CONTRIBUTION TO THE INTERNATIONAL 
WAR ON TERRORISM. 

3. SO FAR, WE HAVE RECEIVED ONLY SCATTERED AND 

UNITED STATES DEP ARTMENf OF STATE 
REVIEW AUTHORITY: JOHN S BLODGETT 
DATE/CASE ID: 20 AUG 2007 200700867 UNCLASSIFIED 
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~ UNCLASSIFIED 
ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE ATTESTING TO THE BFFECTIVENESS Oli' 
THE FIF VOLUNTEERS IN THE IRAQ CONFLICT. WE UNDERSTAND 
THAT SEVERAL OF THOSE INDIVIDUALS HAVE BEEN SINGLED OUT 
BY THE MBDIA FOR THE INVALUABLE ROLES THEY HAVE PLAYED. 
(WE UNDERSTAND, FOR EXAMPLB, THAT TWO SELi'-PRO~IMED 
IRAQI SOICIDE BOMBERS POINTEDLY SOUGHT OUT AND 
SURRENDBD TO A FlY VOLUNTEER IN FRONT OF CNN'S 
CHRISTLANE AMANPOUR.) 

4 • POST WILL USE ANY PlJTURE MEDIA COVERAGE OF THE FIF 
TO REMIND THE HUNGARIAN PUBLIC-AND THE WORLD-ABOUT THE 
SUCCESS OF "THE i'IF VOLUNTEERS AND THE SINGULAR 

CONTRIBUTION THEY .ARX MAlaNG IN THIS CONFLICT. 
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DOCUMENT:  U.S. Department of the Army, Headquarters United States Army 
Training and Doctrine Command Memo from Raymond D. Barrett, Jr. to 
Commander, Forces Command, “After Action Review, Training and Equipping 
of Free Iraqi Forces (FIF)”  
 
DATE:  May 21, 2003 
 
SOURCE:  Department of Defense 
 
CONTENT:  Summarizing its experience providing military training to recruits 
from Iraqi opposition groups (the “Free Iraqi Forces”) to support the U.S. 
invasion of Iraq, the Army reports that “Funds necessary for mission preparation, 
forming and deploying....and sustaining the training task force were not provided 
at the start of operations,” so it “had to reallocate funding from critical training 
needs to support the mission.” In addition, it faced a “Lack of guidance initially as 
to what tasks the FIF required training on....When the number of FIF volunteers 
did not materialize as originally forecasted, and no further volunteers were 
forthcoming,” the source of authority to stop training and re-assign the training 
force was not clear. The command recommends that future missions to train 
foreign personnel include “more initial notice, support, and guidance,” and 
upfront funding: “Any reallocation or unforecasted expenditures severely impact 
the training base.” 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

HEADQUARTERS UNIlED STATES ARMY TRAINING AND DOCTRJNI! COMMAND 
102 MCNAIR DRIVE 

FORT MONRoe VIRGINIA 23881·1047 

ATTG-ET (350) 

MEMORANDUM FOR Commander, Forces Command (G3), 1777 Hardee 
Avenue SW, Fort McPherson, GA 30330-1062 

SUBJECT: AIter Action Review, Training and Equipping of Free 
Iraqi Forces (FIF) 

1. Reference FORSCOM Memorandum, After Action Review, Training 
and Equipping of Free Iraqi Forces (FIF), received 14 May 03. 

2. Enclosed are HQ TRAOOC's AAR comments for the FIF 
operations. 

3. TRADOC personnel from Fort Jackson were attached to Task 
Force Warrior Headquarters at Fort Polk. Fort Jackson's AAR 
comments have been compiled and sent to Task Force Warrior 
personnel for inclusion in their AAR. 

4. Point of contact for this action is LTC Kuster, DCSOPS&T, 
Director lET, DSN 680-5602 or commercial (757) 788-5602. 

FOR THE COMMANDER: 

Encl RAYMOND. D. BARRETT, JR. 
Major General, GS 
Depu~y Chief of Staff 

for Operations and Training 



21 May 2003 

A. Executive Summary. 

TRADOC was tasked to provide the cadre to train Free Iraqi Force (PIP) soldiers on 
Basic Combat Training (BCT) tasks, Primary Leader.lhip Development Course (PLOC) 
tub, and Officer Candidate Schoo) (OCS) tasks. The planning phase began in October 
2002 with deployment in January 2003 to Taszar, Hungary. TRADOC provided 110 
training cadre: 10 PLDC, 88 Ber. 10 OCS, and 2 engineer cadre. The military police 
training requirement was rescinded prior to departure to Hungary. One aCI' battalion 
from , Fort Jackson provided the 88 aCT cadre which resulted in TR.ADOC delaying the 
implementation of 71 L OSUT. 'The 10 PLDC cadre were provided by Fort Knox, and 
backfilled by a reserve unit from Fort McCoy, WI. Fort Benning provided the OCS cadre 
resulting in an increase of student to instructor ratio beyond the normally accepted level. 

ISSUE: FORSCOM 0-3, Deployment Branch, was instrumental in assisting TRADOC 
elements in deploying from CONUS to Taszar, Hungary. 

DISCUSSION: M. TDA organization, TRADOC does not have the personnel or 
expertise to deploY units. TRADOC relied upon FORSCOM 0-3, Deployment Bran~ 
to assist TRADOC elementl, in the development of deployment equipment 1ist3 (DEL), 
and the sclloduling and coordination of strategic transportation assets. Without 
FORSCOMts invaluable expertise, TRADOC would havo been challenged to meet 
deployment timelines;: , 

RECOMMENDATION: TRADOC continue to rely upon FORSCOM deployment 
expertise in future opcntional missions. 

C. Challenges Overcome/Areal of Improvement. 

ISSUE: There was confusion u to which headquartcts had the authority to terminate the 
FIF training mission once all FIF recruits finished training at Taszar, Hungary. 

DlSCUSSION: When the number ofFIF voltmtecn did not materialize as originally 
~ and no ftJrthar volUDteaw wcro forthcoming. the decision-making IIUtbority to 
stop the training and redeploy the TI'F W8I not clear. It took sewral days to reach a 
decision to diBcontinuc training and begin redeployment of the training task force. 

RECOMMENDATION: Clearly delineate command responstbilitics for both the 
supporting and the supported MACOMS. 

ISSUE: Lack of initial contingency funding forced TRADOC to pull scarce funds 
internally to meet emerging contingency requirements. 



DISCUSSION: Funds necessary for mission preparation, forming and deploying the 
TfF, and sustaining the TTF were not provided at the start of operations. TRADOC had 
to reallocate funding from critical training needs to support the mission. A better 
transition from a training posture to deployment operations can be made if the funds 
required are readily available at the onset of the mission. 

RECOMMENDATION: Provide contingency funding at mission execution vice having 
MACOMs internally re-allocate scarce funds to meet contingency requirements. 

ISSUE: Removal of cadre from training base. 

DISCUSSION: The TRADOC training base is comprised of specifically identified and 
trained MOS personnel. These training personnel are only one deep in most situations. 
Removal of these personnel from the training can result in training delays. If the funds 
are not available initially to hire temporary contractors to backfill cadre, then the training 
may stop all together for unspecified periods of time. 

RECOMMENDATION: Provide the necessary planning information far enough in 
advance to allow TRADOC to reassign cadre, hire temporary contractors, or activate 
reserve component personnel to fill positions of deploying cadre. 

ISSUE: Lack of guidance initially as to what tasks the FIF required training on 

DISCUSSION: There was a lack of clear guidance initially to TRADOC as to what the 
FIF programs of instruction (pOI) should contain to meet the intent of the mission. 
TRADOC modified existing POIs for FIF use. Modifications included deleting reference 
to US specific training requirements such as Army Valu.es, and sexual harassment 
training. Because instruction had to take place via translator, TRADOC POls doubled 
the training hours per lesson to accommodate that translation lag. Several contractors and 
active duty personnel spent numerous days adjusting and modifying POls and training 
support packages. Time, material, and money could have been saved. 

RECOMMENDATION: Provide clear initial guidance outlining what subjects need to 
be taught, duration of training time, and number of trainees in order to allow subject 
matter experts the time to provide a quality product that meets the mission's intent. 

D. Advice for PotenUal Future Missions. 

Future missions for training foreign personnel with U.S. Army soldiers must include 
more initial notice, support, and guidance. TRADOC must have the time to backfill 
deploying personnel either with reserve component personnel or temporary hires. It is 
crucial to know the requirements and timeline as soon as possible. TRADOC must also 
have the funding upfroot Any reallocation or unforecast:ed expenditures severely impact 
the training base. Guidance must be clear, and command relationships and 
responst'bilities must be known from the beginning. 



 
DOCUMENT:  “Final Report of the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks 
upon the United States ”[extract] 
 
DATE:  July 22, 2004  
 
SOURCE:  National Commission on Terrorist Attacks upon the United States 
 
CONTENT:  Undertaken at the request of President Bush and Congress in 
response to public pressure for an official inquiry into events leading up to the 
9/11 attacks, the investigation’s report identifies a number of intelligence and 
organizational failures. It finds no evidence supporting allegations that hijacker 
Mohammed Atta met in Prague with an Iraqi intelligence official. It reports that 
according to his own testimony Bush suspected Iraq of involvement immediately 
after the attacks, and that the NSC counterterrorism unit reported back to him that 
there was no compelling supporting evidence; Donald Rumsfeld, who favored 
immediately attacking Iraq as well as al-Qaeda targets, then directed the Pentagon 
to get more intelligence on Iraq. The report says that Paul Wolfowitz was the 
chief advocate for an immediate attack on Iraq.  Bush called for contingency 
planning for military actions, but deferred a decision to invade. 
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Atta'l ADeged Trip to Prague 
Mohamed Atta is known to have been in Prague on two occasions: in 
December 1994, when he stayed one night at a transit hotel, and in June 
2000, when he was en route to the United States. On the latter occa
sion. he arrived by bus from Germany, on June 2, and departed for 
Newark the following day.69 

The allegation that Atta met with an Iraqi intelligence officer in 
Prague in April 2001 originates from the reporting of a single source of 
the Czech intelligence service. Shordy after 9/11, the source reported 
having seen Atta meet with Ahmad Khalil Ibrahim Samir at Ani, an Iraqi 
diplomat, at the Iraqi Embassy in Prague on April 9,2001, at 11:00 A.M. 

This information was passed to CIA headquarters. 
The U.S. legal attache ("Legat") in Prague, the representative of the 

FBI, met with the Czech service's source. After the meeting, the assess
ment of the Legat and the Czech officers present was that they were 70 
percent sure that the source was sincere and believed his own story of 
the meeting. Subsequendy, the Czech intelligence service publicly stated 
that there was a 70 percent probability that the meeting between Atta 
and Ani had taken place. The Czech Interior Minister also made several 
statements to the press about his belief that the meeting had occurred, 
and the story was widely reported. 

The FBI has gathered evidence indicating that Atta was in Virginia 
Beach on April 4 (as evidenced by a bank surveillance camera photo), 
and in Coral Springs, Florida on April II, where he and Shehhi leased 
an apartment. On April 6, 9, to, and 11,Atta's cellular telephone was used 
numerous times to call various lodging establishments in Florida from 
cell sites within Florida. We cannot confirm that he placed those· calls. 
But there are no U.S. records indicating that Atta departed the country 
during this period. Czech officials have reviewed their flight and bor
der records as well for any indication thatAtta was in the Czech Repub
lic in April 2001, including records of anyone crossing the border who 
even looked Arab. They have also reviewed pictures from the area near 
the Iraqi embassy and have not discovered photos of anyone who looked 
like Atta. No evidence has been found that Atta was in the Czech 
Republic in April 2001. 

According to the Czech government,Ani. the Iraqi officer alleged to 
have met with Atta, was about 70 miles away from Prague on April 8-9 
and did not return until the afternoon of the ninth, while the source was 
firm that the sighting occurred at t 1:00 A.M. When questioned about 
the reported April 2001 meeting,Ani-now in custody-has denied ever 
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meeting or having any contact with Atta.Ani says that shortly after 9/11 t 
he became concerned that press stories about the alleged meeting might 
hurt his career. Hoping to dear his name, Ani asked his superiors to 
approach the Czech government about refuting the allegation. He also 
denies knowing of any other Iraqi official having contact with Atta. 

These findings cannot absolutely rule out the possibility thatAtta was 
in Prague on April 9, 2001. He could have used an alias to travel and a 
passport under that alias, but this would be an exception to his practice 
of using his true name while traveling (as he did in January and would 
in July when he took his next overseas trip). The FBI and CIA have 
uncovered no evidence that Atta held any fraudulent passports. 

KSM and Binalshibh both deny that an Atta-Ani meeting occurred. 
There was no reason for such a meeting, especially considering the risk 
it would pose to the operation. By April 2001, all four pilots had com
pleted most of their training. and the muscle hijackers were about to begin 
entering the United States. 

The available evidence does not support the original Czech report of 
an Atta-Ani meeting.70 

student visa, both of them had to persuade INS inspectors that they should be 
admitted so that they could continue their flight training. Neither operative 
had any problem dearing Customs. 71 

After returning to Florida from their trips,Atta and Shehhi visited Georgia, 
staying briefly in Norcross and Decatur, and renting a single-engine plane to 
fly with an instructor in Lawrenceville. By February 19,Atta and Shehhi were 
in Virginia. They rented a mailbox in Virginia Beach. cashed a check. and then 
prompdy returned to Georgia, staying in Stone Mountain. We have found no 
explanation for these travels. In mid-March,Jarrah was in Georgia as well, stay
ing in Decatur. There is no evidence that the three pilots met, although Jarrah 
and Atta apparendy spoke on the phone. At the end of the month,Jarrah left 
the United States again and visited Senguen in Germany for two weeks. In 
early April, Atta and Shehhi returned to Virginia Beach and closed the mail
box they had opened in February. n 

By the time Atta and Shehhi returned to Virginia Beach from their travels 
in Georgia, Hazmi and Hanjour had also arrived in Virginia, in Falls Church. 
They made their way to a large mosque there, the Dar al Hijra mosque, some
time in early April.73 

As we mentioned earlier, one of the imams at this mosque was the same 
Anwar AuIaqi with whom Hazmi had spent time at the Rabat mosque in San 
Diego. AuIaqi had moved to Virginia in January 2001. He remembers Hazmi 
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FBI was aware of the flights of Saudi nationals and was able to screen 
the passengers before they were allowed to depart.3O 

The FBI interviewed all persons of interest on these flights prior to 
their departures. They concluded that none of the passengers was con
nected to the 9fll attacks and have since found no evidence to change 
that conclusion. Our own independent review of the Saudi nationals 
involved confirms that no one with known links to terrorism departed 
on these flights.31 

10.2 PLANNING FOR WAR 

By late in the evening of September 11, the President had addressed the nation 
on the terrible events of the day. Vice President Cheney described the Presi
dent's mood as somber.32The long day was not yet over. When the larger meet
ing that included his domestic department heads broke up, President Bush 
chaired a smaller meeting of top advisers, a group he would later call his "war 
council."33 This group usually includedVice President Cheney. Secretary of State 
PoweD, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, General Hugh Shelton, Vice 
Chairman of the Joint Chiem (later to become chairman) General Myers, DCI 
lenet,Attorney General Ashcroft, and FBI Director Robert Mueller. From the 
White House staff, National Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice and Chief of 
Staff Card were part of the core group, often joined by their deputies, Stephen 
Hadley and Joshua Bolten. 

In this restricted National Security Council meeting, the President said it 
was a time for self-defense. The United States would punish not just the per
petrators of the attacks, but also those who harbored them. Secretary PoweD 
said the United States had to make it clear to Pakistan, Afghanistan, and the 
Arab states that the time to act was now. He said we would need to build a 
coalition. The President noted that the attacks provided a great opportunity to 
engage Russia and China. Secretary Rumsfeld urged the President and the 
principals to think broadly about who might have harbored the attackers, 
including Iraq, Afghanistan. Libya. Sudan. and Iran. He wondered aloud how 
much evidence the United States would need in order to deal with these coun
tries, pointing out that major strikes could take up to 60 days to assemble.34 

President Bush chaired two more meetings of the NSC on September 12. 
In the first meeting, he stressed that the United States was at war with a new 
and different kind of enemy. The President tasked principals to go beyond their 
pre-9fl1 work and develop a strategy to eliminate terrorists and punish those 
who support them.As they worked on defining the goals and objectives of the 
upcoming campaign. they considered a paper that went beyond at Qaeda to 
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propose the .. elimination of terrorism as a threat to our way of life;' an aim that 
would include pursuing other international terrorist organizations in the Mid
dle East.35 

Rice chaired a Principals Committee meeting on September 13 in the Sit
uation Room to refine how the fight against al Qaeda would be conducted. 
The principals agreed that the overall message should be that anyone support
ing al Qaeda would risk harm. The United States would need to integrate 
diplomacy. financial measures, intelligence, and military actions into an over
arching strategy. The principals also focused on Pakistan and what it could do 
to tum the Taliban against al Qaeda. They concluded that if Pakistan decided 
not to help the United States, it too would be at risk.J6 

The same day, Deputy Secretary of State Richard Armitage met with the 
Pakistani ambassador to the United States, Maleeha Lodhi, and the visiting head 
of Pakistan's military intelligence service, Mahmud Ahmed. Armitage said that 
the United States wanted Pakistan to take seven steps: 

• to stop al Qaeda operatives at its border and end all logistical support 
for Bin Ladin; 

• to give the United States blanket overflight and landing rights for all 
necessary military and intelligence operations; 

• to provide territorial access to US. and allied military intelligence and 
other personnel to conduct operations against al Qaeda; 

• to provide the United States with intelligence information; 
• to continue to publicly condemn the terrorist acts; 
• to cut off all shipments of fuel to the Taliban and stop recruits from 

going to Mghanistan; and, 
• if the evidence implicated bin Ladin and al Qaeda and the Taliban 

continued to harbor them, to break relations with the Taliban 
government.37 

Pakistan made its decision swiftly. That afternoon, Secretary of State Powell 
announced at the beginning of an NSC meeting that Pakistani President 
Musharraf had agreed to every US. request for support in the war on terror
ism.The next day. the US. embassy in Islamabad confirmed that Musharraf and 
his top military commanders had agreed to all seven demands. "Pakistan will 
need full US support as it proceeds with us;' the embassy noted. "Musharraf 
said the GOP [government ofPakistanJ was making substantial concessions in 
allowing use of its territory and that he would pay a domestic price. His stand
ing in Pakistan was certain to suffer. To counterbalance that he needed to show 
that Pakistan was benefiting from his decisions:'JII 

At the September 13 NSC meeting. when Secretary PoweD described Pak
istan's reply, President Bush led a discussion of an appropriate ultimatum to the 
Taliban. He also ordered Secretary Rumsfeld to develop a military plan against 
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al Qaeda's sanctuary in Mghanistan. The new directive--formally signed on 
October 25, after the fighting in Afghanistan had already begun-included new 
material followed by annexes discussing each targeted termrist group. The old 
draft directive on al Qaeda became, in effect, the first annex. 57 The United 
States would strive to eliminate all termrist networks. dry up their financial sup
port, and prevent them from acquiring weapons of mass destruction. The goal 
was the "elimination oftermrism as a threat to our way oflife."58 

10.3 "PHASE TWO" AND THE QUESTION OF IRAQ 

President Bush had wondered immediately after the attack whether Saddam 
Hussein's regime might have had a hand in it. Iraq had been an enemy of the 
United States for 11 years, and was the only place in the world where the 
United States was engaged in ongoing combat operations. As a former pilot, 
the President was struck by the apparent sophistication of the operation and 
some of the piloting. especially Hanjour's high-speed dive into the Pentagon. 
He told us he recalled Iraqi support for Palestinian suicide termrists as well. 
Speculating about other possible states that could be involved, the President 
told us he also thought about Iran. 59 

Clarke has written that on the evening of September 12, President Bush told 
him and some of his staff to explore possible Iraqi links to 9/11. "See if Sad
dam did this," Clarke recalls the President telling them. "See ifhe's linked in any 
way:'60While he believed the details of Clarke's account to be incorrect, Presi
dent Bush acknowledged that he might well have spoken to Clarke at some 
point, asking him about Iraq.6t 

Responding to a presidential tasking. Clarke's office sent a memo to Rice 
on September 18, titled "Survey of Intelligence Information on Any Iraq 
Involvement in the September 11 Attacks:' Rice's chief staffer on Afghanistan, 
Zalmay KhaIilud. concurred in its conclusion that only some anecdotal evi
dence linked Iraq to al Qaeda.The memo found no" compelling case" that Iraq 
had either planned or perpetrated the attacks. It passed along a few foreign 
intelligence reports, including the Czech report alleging an April 2001 Prague 
meeting between Atta and an Iraqi intelligence officer (discussed in chapter 1) 
and a Polish report that personnel at the headquarters of Iraqi intelligence in 
Baghdad were told before September 11 to go on the streets to gauge crowd 
reaction to an unspecified event. Arguing that the case for links between Iraq 
and al Qaeda was weak, the memo pointed out that Bin Ladin resented the 
secularism ofSaddam Hussein's regime. Finally, the memo said, there was no 
confirmed reporting on Saddam cooperating with Bin Ladin on unconven
tional weapons.61 

On the afternoon of9/11, according to contemporaneous notes, Secretary 
Rumsfeld instructed General Myers to obtain quickly as much information as 
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possible. The notes indicate that he also told Myers that he was not simply inter
ested in striking empty training sites. He thought the U.S. response should con
sider a wide range of options and possibilities. The secretary said his instinct 
was to hit Saddam Hussein at the same time-not only Bin Ladin. Secretary 
Rumsfeld later explained that at the time, he had been considering either one 
of them, or perhaps someone else, as the responsible party.63 

According to Rice. the issue of what, if anything, to do about Iraq was really 
engaged at Camp David. Briefing papers on Iraq, along with many others, were 
in briefing materials for the participants. Rice told us the administration was 
concerned that Iraq would take advantage of the 9/11 attacks. She recalled that 
in the first Camp David session chaired by the President, Rumsfeld asked what 
the administration should do about Iraq. Deputy Secretary Wolfowitz made the 
case for striking Iraq during "this round" of the war on terrorism.64 

A Defense Department paper for the Camp David briefing book on the 
strategic concept for the war on terrorism specified three priority targets for 
initial action: al Qaeda, the Taliban, and Iraq. It argued that of the three. al Qaeda 
and Iraq posed a strategic threat to the United States. Iraq's long-standing 
involvement in terrorism was cited, along with its interest in weapons of mass 
destruction.65 

Secretary Powell recalled that Wolfowitz-not Rumsfeld-argued that Iraq 
was ultimately the source of the terrorist problem and should·· therefore be 
attacked.66 Powell said that Wolfowitz was not able to justify his belief that Iraq 
was behind 9/11. "Paul was always of the view that Iraq was a problem that 
had to be dealt with:' Powell told us. "And he saw this as one way of using this 
event as a way to deal with the Iraq problem." Powell said that President Bush 
did not give Wolfowitz's argument "much weight:'67 Though continuing to 
wOrry about Iraq in the following week, Powell said, President Bush saw 
Mghanistan as the priority.68 

President Bush told Bob Woodward that the decision not to invade Iraq was 
made at the morning session on September 15. Iraq was not even on the table 
during the September 15 afternoon session. which dealt solely with 
Afghanistan.69 Rice said that when President Bush called her on Sunday, Sep
tember 16.he said the focus would be on Afghanistan, although he still wanted 
plans for Iraq should the country take some action or the administration even
tually determine that it had been involved in the 9/11 attacks.70 

At the September 17 NSC meeting. there was some further discussion of 
"phase two" of the war on terrorism.71 President Bush ordered the Defense 
Department to be ready to deal with Iraq if Baghdad acted against U.S. inter
ests. with plans to include possibly occupying Iraqi oil fields.72 

Within the Pentagon. Deputy Secretary Wolfowitz continued to press the 
case for dealing with Iraq. Writing to Rumsfeld on September 17 in a memo 
headlined "Preventing More Events:' he argued that if there was even a 10 per
cent chance that Saddam Hussein was behind the 9/11 attack. maximum pri-
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ority should be placed on eliminating that threat. Wolfowitz contended that 
the odds were "far more" than 1 in 10, citing Saddam's praise for the attack, his 
long record of involvement in terrorism, and theories that Rarnzi Yousef was 
an Iraqi agent and Iraq was behind the 1993 attack on the World Trade Cen
ter.73 The next day, Wolfowitz renewed the argument, writing to Rumsfeld 
about the interest ofYousef's co-conspirator in the 1995 Manila air plot in 
crashing an explosives-laden plane into CIA headquarters, and about informa
tion from a foreign government regarding Iraqis' involvement in the attempted 
hijacking of a Gulf Air flight. Given this background, he wondered wl1y so lit
tle thought had been devoted to the danger of suicide pilots, seeing a "failure 
of imagination" and a mind-set that dismissed possibilities. 74 

On September 19, Rumsfeld offered several thoughts for his commanders 
as they worked on their contingency plans. Though he emphasized the world
wide nature of the conflict. the references to specific enemies or regions named 
only the Taliban, al Qaeda, and Afghanistan.75 Shelton told us the administra
tion reviewed all the Pentagon's war plans and challenged certain assumptions 
underlying them, as any prudent organization or leader should do.76 

General Tommy Franks, the commanding general of Central Command, 
recalled receiving Rumsfeld's guidance that each regional commander should 
assess what these plans meant for his area of responsibility. He knew he would 
soon be striking the Taliban and al Qaeda in Afghanistan. But, he told us, he 
now wondered how that action was connected to what might need to be done 
in Somalia,Yemen, or IraqP 

On September 20, President Bush met with British Prime Minister Tony 
Blair, and the two leaders discussed the global conflict ahead. When Blair asked 
about Iraq, the President replied that Iraq was not the immediate problem. 
Some members of his administration, he commented, had expressed a differ
ent view, but he was the one responsible for making the decisions.78 

Franks told us that he was pushing independently to do more robust plan
ning on military responses in Iraq during the summer before 9/11-a request 
President Bush denied, arguing that the time was not right. (CENTCOM also 
began dusting off plans for a full invasion of Iraq during this period, Franks 
said.) The CENTCOM commander told us he renewed his appeal for further 
military planning to respond to Iraqi moves shortly after 9/11. both because 
he personally felt that Iraq and al Qaeda might be engaged in some form of 
collusion and because he worried that Saddam might take advantage of the 
attacks to move against his internal enemies in the northern or southern parts 
of Iraq, where the United States was flying regular missions to enforce Iraqi 
no-fly zones. Franks said that President Bush again turned down the request.79 

HAVING ISSUED DIRECTIVES to guide his administration's preparations for 
war, on Thursday, September 20, President Bush addressed the nation before a 
joint session of Congress. "Tonight," he said, "we are a country awakened to 
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danger."80 The President blamed al Qaeda for 9/11 and the 1998 embassy 
bombings aod, for the first time, declared that al Qaeda was "responsible for 
bombing the USS Cole."81 He reiterated the ultimatum that had already been 
conveyed privately. "The Talibao must act, aod act immediately;' he said. "They 
will haod over the terrorists, or they will share in their fate."82 The President 
added that America's quarrel was not with Islam: "The enemy of America is 
not our maay Muslim friends; it is not our maay Arab friends. Our enemy is 
a radical network of terrorists, aod every government that supports them." 
Other regimes faced hard choices, he pointed out: "Every nation, in every 
region, now has a decision to make: Either you are with us, or you are with the 
terrorists."83 

President Bush argued that the new war went beyond Bin Ladin. "Our war 
on terror begins with al Qaeda, but it does not end there," he said. "It will not 
end until every terrorist group of global reach has been found, stopped. aod 
defeated!'The President had a message for the Pentagon: "The hour is com
ing when America will act, aod you will make us proud." He also had a mes
sage for those outside the United States. "This is civilization's fight;' he said. 
"We ask every nation to join us."84 

President Bush approved military plaos to attack Afghanistan in meetings 
with Central Commaod's General Franks aod other advisers on September 21 
aod October 2. Originally tided "Infinite Justice;' the operation's code word 
was chaoged-to avoid the sensibilities of Muslims who associate the power of 
infinite justice with God alone--to the operational name stin used for opera
tions in Mghanistan: "Enduring Freedom."85 

The plao had four phases. 

• In Phase One, the United States aod its allies would move forces into 
the region aod arrange to operate from or over neighboring coun
tries such as Uzbekistan aod Pakistan.This occurred in the weeks fol
lowing 9/11, aided by overwhelming international sympathy for the 
United States. 

• In Phase Two, air strikes aod Special Operations attacks would hit key 
al Qaeda aod Talibao targets. In ao innovative joint effort, CIA aod 
Special Operations forces would be deployed to work together with 
each major Afghao faction opposed to the Talibao. The Phase 1\vo 
strikes aod raids began on October 7. The basing arrangements con
templated for Phase One were substantially secured--after arduous 
effort-by the end of that month. 

• In Phase 17tree, the United States would carry out" decisive operations" 
using all elements of national power. including ground troops. to top
ple the Talibao regime aod eliminate al Qaeda's sanctuary in 
Afghaoistan. Mazar-e-Sharif. in northern Afghanistan, fen to a coali
tion assault by Afghao aod U.S. forces on November 9. Four days later 
the Talibao had fled from Kabul. By early December. all major cities 
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had fallen to the coalition. On December 22, Hamid Karzai, a Pash
tun leader from Kandahar, was installed as the chairman of 
Afghanistan's interim administration. Afghanistan had been liberated 
from the rule of the Taliban. 

In December 2001, Mghan forces, with limited U.S. support, engaged al 
Qaeda elements in a cave complex called'tora Bora. In March 2002, the largest 
engagement of the war was fought, in the mountainous Shah-i-Kot area south 
of Gardez, against a large force of al Qaeda jibadists. The three-week battle was 
substantially successful. and almost all remaining al Qaeda forces took refuge 
in Pakistan's equally mountainous and lighdy governed frontier provinces. As 
of July 2004, Bin Ladin and Zawahki are still believed to be at large. 

• In Phase Four. civilian and military operations turned to the indefinite 
task of what the armed forces call "security and stability operations." 

Within about two months of the start of combat operations, several hun
dred CIA operatives and Special Forces soldiers. backed by the striking power 
of u.s. aircraft and a much larger infrastructure of intelligence and support 
efforts, bad combined with Afghan militias and a small number of other coali
tion soldiers to destroy the Taliban regime and disrupt al Qaeda. They had killed 
or captured about a quarter of the enemy's known leaders. Mohammed Atef, 
al Qaeda's military commander and a principal figure in the 9/11 plot, had been 
killed by a u.s. air strike. According to a senior CIA officer who helped devise 
the overall strategy, the CIA provided intelligence, experience, cash. covert 
action capabilities, and entree to tribal allies. In turn, the U.S. military offered 
combat expertise, firepower, logistics, and communications.86 With these ini
tial victories won by the middle of2002. the global conflict against Islamist ter
rorism became a different kind of struggle. 
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